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ABSTRACT

In the fall of 1979, faculty and students associated with the Department

of Anthropology at The American University ( Washington, D.C.)_received

funding from the Teaching and Learning Division of the National Institute

of Education, to support a study of the "math, avoidance syndrome" as found

among elementary school aged students within two Indian Tribea. Math avoidance

has reached crisis proportions within elementary school classroom all across

Indian country. Yet until the beginning of this project, no_attempt had been

made to move beyond the symptoms, to identify the specific factors ( or

groups of factors) which inhibit math learning within American Indian class-

rooms, or to clarify_ how_ those factors
individually or jointly contribute

to the maintenance of math avoidance among Indian students.

The project began by using HRAF materials to place our interests

in "Indian math"_into broader, cross- cultural perspective.
The county

elementary school on the Northern Ute reservation ( Fort Duchesne, UT)

served as the site for the first part of the in-field research. The Tribally-

controlled Rlementary_and
Secondary school on the Oneida Indian Reservation

(Wisconsin) functionedAS the second site. Field research was carried out

in January ( Northern Ute) and in May and June ( Oneida), 1980. Data gathered

included cIassroom-based
observations of math instruction at the schools and

interviews to discuss math learning problems and general educational issues

with teachers, parents, and Tribal officials. Students fram_third and

fourth grade classrooms were interviewed, asking a series of quebtions

probing student attitudes, values, Tribal_identification, interests
in

education, as well as basic math skilld. Students were also interviewed

in depth by field workers; Discussions were also held with members of

each. Tribal community, to clarify styles of computation and problem-solving

traditional to the students' Tribal cultures.

Analysis showed that, contrary to widely held belief, neither degree

of "traditionality" nor sex of student serves as an accurate predictor of

student math attainment or interest in math within the project sample.

Perceived conflicts between school and home regarding function and purpose

ofeducation, the social organization of math lessons, incompatibility of

classroom management styles and Student-preferred patterns of self-dependence;

familiarity with the Tribe's traditional enumeration system, and other

factors are found to be more significant variables. What emerged from the

study was not a listing of caused for Indian student math avoidance, but

a configuration of behavioral and' attitudinal dimensions, each working with

the other, to encourage or inhibit math learning within the students the

project surveyed. Implications for future research And for classroom policy

are explored.
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PREFACE

This report summarizes the cutcome of several years of data-gathering,

analysis and interpretation. Staff participating in the project's activi-

ties included: Dr. William L. Leap, project director; Dr. Charles MaNett, Jr;,

project co-director; Dr. Joel Cantor, senior research assistant;_Mr. Robert

Baker and Ms. Laura Laylin, research assistants; and Ms. Ann Ranker, field

research assistant. All members of the project staff contributed_materials

to be included Within this report. Chapter Threewas prepared by Dr. McNett

and Mr. ,Baker. Mr. Baker also supplied Summaries of in-field activities at

Oneida for Chapter Pour, preliminary tabulations of field instrument_respon-

sep for Chapter Seven, and invaluable assistance with the factor analysis

and interpretation of the results summarized later in that Chapter. Mt.

Laylin contributed a summary of her in=field activities at Northern Ute

for Chapter Four; drafted a preliminary comparison of the Ute and Oneida

parental responses_ to the field instruments_ for Chapter Six; and prepared

a detailed detcription of the factor analysis process and the information

it provided for Chapter Seven. Mt. Ranker supplied background materials

on her fieldwork at Oneida for Chapter Four, along with anecdotal comments

and observationt to enrich the content of Chapters Five, Sik, Seven, and

Eight. Dr. Cantor, who supervised the Selection of the field instruments

used during in=field data-gathering. drafted descriptions of thote instru-

ments and summarized the analysis of the Semantic Differential responses

for Chapter Seven. He coordinated And Summarized the analysis-of the

classroom materials recorded on audiotape during fieldwork at both sites;

Dr. Leap prepared the summary of the compatative_linguistic analysis in

Chapter Two and otherwise took responsibility for the integration of the

research findings into a coherent set of arguments andlor the drafting

of the text of the Fine' Report.

The materials discussed in Chapter Two have already been_published in

a recent issue of the Journal of the Linguistics Society of the South and

Southwest. A partial summary of project findings was included in a paper

prepared by Dr. Marla R. Brassard (Department of Educational Ptychologyi

University_of Utah) and Larry Szaraniec ( Psychological Coundelor, Duchesne

County Public Schools, UT) which will lobar' be published in School-Palcho-

logy International. Papers summarizing findings of the project have been

presented to the Conference. on American Indian Languages at the annual

meetings of the American Anthropological Association; to Tribal Education

meetings on the Northern Ute reservation, and at numerous Indian Education

Conferences. The project director has been invited to present a repart-on:

the materials in Chapters Seven and Eight at asymposium to be held at

the 1983 InternationaITESOL Convention in Toronto, Ontario. _Dissemination

of project findings, as promised in the original proposal, is already

well underway.
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Chapter One : The Project in Overview

This is a report on research conducted under NIE grant NIE -G -75 -0086

awarded to William Leap and Charles McNett, Department of Anthropology, The

American University, Washington, D.C. As the title of the report suggests,

the grant was awarded to support an inquiry into "math avoidance" problems

found among American Indian elementary school students. Research was carried

out within two school contexts: Todd Elementary School, Fort Duchesne, UT, a

public school services students for the Unitah-Ouray Tribe of Ute Indians,

as well as students from the non-Indian towns surrounding the Ute reservation;

and Oneide Tribal School, Oneida, Wisconsin, a tribally controlled alter-

native school serving elementary and secondary school-aged students from the

four Indian communities on Oneida lands. To try and guarantee some

in the Student population served, it was decided to focus in-field observation,

interviews and analysis solely on students in two of the schools' classrooms.

Because grades 3 and 4 are often sensitive to math avoidance and math "anxiety"

issues, inquiry was further restricted to students in those grades.

We had orginally planned to build the research around the in-class student

performance during mathematics instructions, follOwing a lead from the research

of Cicourel and others which holds that much of the problem in American educa-

tion can be traced to the difficulties in communication, inlornation exchange,

and "turn-taking" which are presented to students and teachers within the class-

room context. In brief, we assumed that we could find an association between

student style of performance and participation during school-based math instruc-

tion and level of evidenced student mathematics attainment; and , therefore,

that we could distinguish between students with higher levels of "math anxiety"



and "math avoidance" by reference to each stud position within that asso-

ciation:

We also recognized that, having ranked students in terms of thetr evi-

denced level of math avoidance , it would be necessary to determine in some

sense the elements which have led to each students' ranking. Attitudes toward

school, toward teachers, toward education; self-esteem and self-image, as both

student and as Indian in predominantly non-Indian society; level of support

for education by home and family; and degree of tradionality vs. assimilation

in student background were all recognized, again from previous studieS, as

elements which could independently or jointly impact on student in=school per-

formance and educational advancement. One aspect of the latter element (tra-

ditionality vs. assimilation) proved to be especially intriguing from the

outset of the study. Leap has shown (1978, 1980, passim) how knowledge of

Indian language grammar -- however implicit and covert the competence, can

directly impact on student ability to form and comprehend standard English

sentences. We argued by analogy that student knowledge of Indian numerical

skills again however implicit that competence might be --== might impact in

a similar way on student ability to perform computations in "standard math".

Thus we were interested in determining whether student knowledge of his/her

tribe's traditional system of mathematics, enumeration and measurement would

show itself to be a relevent variable affecting student math achievement or

math avoidance.

It seems appropriate to begin the study by gathering some background data

on traditional mathematics systems as used in. American Indian societies. We

already knew that some studied of non-Western country systems had been carried

out, showing that traditional math systems were still in use in some tribal

societies (see discussion in chapter 3). Few of these involved studies of



traditional math among Indian tribes. And of the few studies which dealt with

Indian themes; most were linguistic in nature, of the listing the words used

for counting purpose without providing any analysis of the system of organiza-

tion which allowed the words to be used for computational purposes. Many of

these linguistic studies grouped the Indian numbers words in sequences of ten;

implying a direct parallel between tribal math and the Western base-ten system

and disregarding the possibility that the tribe's mathematics might have been

organized in terms of some other system.

Clearly some interpretation of the literature available on Indian math

was going to be necessary. The available literature hardly contained sufficient

information to guide that analysis. However, a basis for such an interpretation

could be developed through cross-cultural analysis: identifying; comparing

and contrasting features characteristic of mathematics system in a randomly

selected sample of cultures; then generalizing as to the parameters which could

be informing the design on a tribe's mathematics system on the basis of the

clustering of variables the cross - cultural analysis revealed.

The cross-cultural analysis was carried out during the period September

December, 1979. We used the data from the Human Relations Area Files (HRAF)

provided at the Library of the UniverWity of the District of Columbia as the

basis for the study, augmented by discussion of Indian mathematics terminologies

as found in Indian language grammars and dictionaries , language teaching

materials,or in other, less widely available publications. Leap had already

established a working relationship with the Northern Ute's Education Division.

And during his several site visits to Fort Duchesne that fall, he was able to

gather information about counting processes in Ute culture. One of the project's

-

student researchers (Ann Renker was familiar with comparative Iroquoian

through previous studies at Hunter College, NYC; Renker combined literature

9



And unpublished field materials to produce a similar background statement

describing mathematicS in Oneida culture.

The fall of 1979 was also the time when the on-site research methodology

Was more fully detailed. We had already decided to use the procedures for

describing in-clasi teacher-student interaction
developed by Bellack {1963)

and further field-tested and modified by Fey (1970): This involved , in essence,

verbatim transcription of teacher and student verbal statements, then classi-

fication of teacher and student statements in terms of the implicit behavioral

presupposition. Bellack-Fey p..ovided a list of labels for such utterance

types, based on the kind of response or follaw-up each utterance was designed

to elicit. We planned, therefore, to tape record in=class math lessons, to

transcribe the verbal context, and classify the utterance, then to draw judge-

ments about student classroom performance based on where in the classified

"flow chart" individual students participation was evidenced. The context

of that participation -- response to teacher queation, request for clerification,

"dodge" of teacher request, and the like -- we Alto to be noted , in hopes that

a "flow" of student-participation patterns
would be developed to match up with

the scheme of teacher-participation which Bellack-Fey analysis would more

directly supply.

We also knew we would need backgrdund information in several areas re-

lented to student personal pro2ile, family context, attitudes toward education,

place within the tribal's political and cultural commurity, and the like. Simi-

lar questions had been asked of students, parents, teachers and school officials

during a nine-site Indian education needs easement in the Pacific Northwest,

couducted by the Advocates for Indian Education (Spokane,WA) under funding from

the U.S. Office of Indian Educatian (Misiaszck et al., 1977). We proposed



the use of the same questionnaires, augmented by a semantic-differential

attitudinal measure, developed by Dr. Cantor with specific reference to values

and priorities, which were held to be particularly salient to Ute and

to Oneida tribal traditions. We also decided, given that parents and school

officials were critical actors in Indian education even-if their influence was

not directly attested in the classroom, to follow the lead of the Advocates'

study and gather background and attitudinal information from parents and

school officials along with data from students and teachers at both of the

sites.

Field research at Todd Elementary School began in early January, 1980.

Ms. Laura Laylin (and her two elementary school-aged sons) set up headquarters

at the Ute tribe's Bottle Hollow resort and began the proceas of on-site ob-

servation and interviewing as soon as access to the classrooms had been

secured. A new principal had been assigned to Todd Elementary School as of Jan-

uary, 1980. The new principal shared tribal concerns about student math

problems, and expressed willingness to cooperate with the project. However,

he stressed that he could not require faculty cooperation, and that we would

nave to secure permission for the on-site, in-class research from individual

teachers under our awn initiatives.

Dr. Leap and Ms. Laylin met with the 3rd and 4th grade teachers, described

the project, explained what would be expected if we worked in a particular

classroom, and then gave teachers time to weigh the alternatives and decide

uhich option made the the most comfortable. In truth, we had more cooperation

from teachers than we could possibly have used: access to almost every class-

room was volunteered teachers expressed their willingness to stay after school

hours or to set aside time during the weekends to discuss project- related issues

in detail. And in the 3 classes ultimately selected for intensive observation



and analysis, teacher acceptance, tolerance, and support for the inquiry was

nothing. Short of superb. It is true that, while she was in the classrooms, Hs.

Laylin volunteered to serve as a teacher-aide, and often assumed part of the

responsibility for follow up instructions in mathematice While students were

completing their seat-work assignments. This greatly enchanced rapport with

students (to say nothing About the further validation this gave to her presence

at the school) and helped repay teachers for their cooperation, at least in

part. But the presence of an outsider in classroom inescapably creates

disruptions, and it was to the project's benefit that the participating teachers

endured this disruption With grace and tempered enthutliasm.

A total of four weeks were spent on-site at Northern Ute, following the

time-plan outlined on page 84. In all, twelve Student interviews, six parent

interviews, and Seinen teacher interviews were completed during this period.

Eighteen mathematics classes were observed, seven of which were tape-

recorded for later Analysis. Written response to the Advocates' teacher ques-

tionnaires were alto *obtained from thirteen teachers mat otherwise interviewed

during the on =-Site research, to place into context the more detailed comments

given by the teachers directly participating in the research effort.

All of this information was subjected to detailed analysis at The American

University during the period January - April , 1980. The background function

to be played by teacher, school officials, and partial data was recognized

from the outset. In those cases, simple tabulation and comparison of response

frequencies and response content proved to be sufficiently enlightening, where

project purposes were concerned.

The data from the student interviews proved more complex and the analysis

proved to be somewhat more demanding , primarily because of the abundance of

information gathered on each student, the variety of responses given by students

6 12



to each question in the interview, and the magnitude of correlations which

could be drawn with any single issue recurring throughout the aggregate responses.

To make the data more workable , we decided to convert the student response

data into a format suitable for processing under the SPSS package. The bene-

fits accruing from the computer-assisted analysis of student responses became

immediately apparent, especially when comparisons with the responses from the

Oneida student interviews began to be drawn.

Fieldwork at the Oneida Tribal School began in early May, 1980: Robert

Baker and Ann Renker both graduate research assistants for the project, were

in charge of the in-field inquiry at OTS. The instructions and the in-field

timetable employed during the investigation at Todd Elementary School guided

the work at this site. Having two fieldworkers did allow a larger number of

classes, and classrooms, to be covered during the four week research period.

On one level, the OTS sample was somewhat richer that the data gleaned from

Todd Elementary School. But factors worked in the other direction, to

bring the samples back into closer alignment. First, the fieldwork at OTS was

carried out in the final weeks of the school year. In -class activities inescapably

were shorter, student attention-span was briefer, and the performance objectives

of each class meeting were more compactly stated - all as a result of the time

of year Second, there was an unfortunate bout of tape recorder difficulty

which rendered parts of many of the student interviews almost totally inaudible

upon replay. (The liabilities of using a built-in microphone when carrying

out interviews in the out of doors came as a complete surprise to all members

of the project staff.) Both considerations forced us to rely more heavily on the

Northern Ute data as focus for analysis, using conclusions drawn from that

data as a basis for analysis and interpretation in the (less consistently

available) Oneida materials. The consequences of this decision will be seen

7 13



throughout discussion in this report.

Analysis of the Oneida data began in June; 1980 and continued throughout

the summer. We had originally scheduled the work at the second site to occur

immediately after the work at the first school site was campleted. Our decision

to postpone the research at the second site until later in the spring meant,

in turn, that the data analysis period had to be extended into the fall, 1980.

This delayed the preparation of any summative statement of analysis until the

first part of 1981. An overview of project findings was presented to memberti

of the Northern Ute tribal community at a reservation - wide Education Workshop

on March 17, 1981. Parents and tribal officials were very interested in the

comments we had to make about student math avoidance and factors reinforcing

it. Greater interest was expreeSed in the ways in which the math avoidance

findings indexed what clearly were larger components of education for Indian

students at Todd Elementary School. It was clear that the factors promoting

student math performance were also affecting student performance in other areas

of the school's curriculum; in that sense, the math avoidance syndrome was not

a math syndrome at all, but reflects facets of the more general issues, of

educational equity of Indian students in non-Indian educational environments.

Parents were particularly concerned about the insights into school

functioning which the study had revealed. While it was not our intent to

identity bias, assumption, or other factors which might be influencing teacher

assessments of student potential or parental assessments of TES' commitments in

education, it was impostibie for the study to ignore the overall dialectic bet=

ween school and tribe and the ways in which relationships at that level impact

on school success and schooling effectiveness.

We haVe been reluctant to bring closure to the project and its

analysis, primarily because of this issue: If Ute student problems in math



learnirg are to be traced to any single issue, that issue would be based in the

frequently evidenced distancing behavior which separates (and keeps separate)

teacher awareness of Tribe, tribal background, and tribal identity; and student/

family/tribal awareness of school, school function, and schooling.expectation. It

is not the case that teachers and Tribe do not "know" about each other. Rather, it

is what they know (and don't know) and the impact that has on expectation and in-

volvement in Indian education which is at issue in this problem. Student attitudef

about mathematics and education in general confound this problem even further.

We had assumed, given that OTS was a tribally controlled school, that

such conflicts between school and home would not play so great a part in defining

the context of education for Oneida students in our sample. As it turned out,

it was useful to be able to draw contrasts between TES and OTS situations pre-

cisely for this reason. Still we found evidence of "math anxiety" and disinterest

in mathematics education within the Oneida students. And the areas where Northern.

Ute and Oneida students contrast on these points proved to be very insightful

where project purposes are concerned.

In darker moments, project staff began to wonder whether we were deal-

ing with anything which was uniquely math-relented at all, since math issues

readily became interpreted as subsets -of larger political/value/cultural

questions ranging far beyond the domain of mathematics competency. A more

tempered perspective sees this linkage as quite remarkable. No facet of any

student's educational experience can be understood outside of the larger climate

of attitude and opinion which shapes the experiences to begin with. Our original

research purpose was to identify some of the dimensions underlying math avoid-

ance amongst American elementary students. By demonstrating that many of these

dimensions overlap other problems across in Indian education, we have fulfilled

the goal we set for thi4 inquiry. We have also made it clear that, for future
f t

inquiry, more concentrated analysis of specific factors -- individual student

15
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knowledge of tribal math systems, for example, is necessary that is to be pre-

ferred over the more global and synthetic "in-gathering" approach we employed

here. CommentS on the specific tasks which need to be carried out within such

a tightly found framework are detailed in the final section of this report.

16
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Chapter II : Does Indian Math (Still) Exist?*

It is important to begin this report by paying attention to what we

already knew about 'math avoidance" and its impact on the school achievement

of American Indian students. This chapter will lay a foundation for both lines

of inquiry by reviewing data which show (1) that Indian math systems were or-

.

ganized differently from those more familiar to Western educations; (2) that

the organization of those systems was expressed, linguistically, in terms of

surface structure quite distinct from the "counting vocabularies" used in

Western math systems; and (3) that, given the differences, it Is reasonable

to suspect -- as this report would hold -- that Indian student math problems

ilembe the result of the presence of an alternative (i.e., traditional) set

of mathematics skills, and not to the absence of a skills in mathematics al-

together. That math achievement is a significant problem in Indian education

has been demonstrated through a variety of sources. The GAO report on the

adequacy of educational services provided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to

Indian children notes, for example,

The proportion of Indian children with special needs in mathe-

matics rises from 32 percent in second grade to 41 percent in

fourth grade (and) to 46 percent in sixth grade.

(GAO 1977:11)

Fuchs and Havighurst noted evidence of the same percentage increase in the

National Study of American Indian Education. Data they assembled for the final

report on that study ... place Indian pupils just below the national average

Adapted from the essay of the same title, originally published in Native_

Languages of theAmericana, a special issue of the Journal of the Linguistic

Association of the Southwest, vol. IV, no. 2, July 1981, pp. 196-213.

11



during the first four school years, and they drop substantially" (1977:123;

see also Table 10, page 124). The problem is not restricted solely to the

early years of the Indian students' educational
experiences. The U.S. Civil

Rights Commission, in its inquiry into issues affecting tribes in the Southwest,

found evidence to show that

The difference between the performance of American Indians

and that of white students widens with each Succeeding year,

especially betWeen
grades ten and twelve. The pattern was

most pronounced in mathematicd (where) American Indians are

2.4 years behind white students in the sixth grade and 1.7

years behind the norm, but at grade twelve, American Indians

are 4 years behind white students and 3 years behind the

national norm.
(U.S. Civil Rightt Commission 1973:24)

The consequences of this situation both for individual and tribal economic

self-determination are clear: Dillon Platero, former director of education

for the Navajo nation, noted before a Congressional
committee in 1977:

You have about 2,500 Navajo students graduating each year,

approximately 600 of thede high school graduates find their

way to colleges,to post-secondary education
and vocational

education, or on-the-job training, What happens to'the other

(1,900)? The other (1,900), in most cases, ninety percent do

not have any skills with which to obtain a job. That (1,900)

each year adds to the 50 out of 100 Navajo people who are an-

eiOloyed, so they join those ranks.

But even a student's entrance into a college or vocationally related training

program offera no guarantee that the negative encounter with mathematics edu-

cation will end. As Reyna Green noted in her summary of the AAAS study of

the problems in Indian student mathematics education,

Many students drop math courses they need for future work,

courses they need for basic skilla, courses that would lead

to a greater level of achievement, and courses that could

preparethem for certain careers before they fail. They think

twice and sometimes quite finally about certain careers in

scientific and technical fields
because of a perception of

themselves as hopelessly
incompetent in the math skills needed

for the career.
Sometimes, as in my case and the case of the

Occupational Therapy major who stayed out of the field for

several years because she'd been told she'd need a lot of math,

their sense of the Mathematics
competence they need is erroneous.

12



Some students' fear and loathing of math carried into their
elementary education majors and on into schools where they

transmit that feeling to students. And if they teach Indian
students, another generation continues the pattern.

(Green 1978:5)

A growing number of Indian educators are recognizing the existence'of this

problem within their awn reservation and are eager to see steps taken to

correct it. There have been attempts in recent years to advance explanations

and suggestions to that end. But as a review of these itudies Will show, the

findings do not paint a consistent picture of the Indian matt. avoidance 'problem°.

There seems to be no agreement on the causes of this problem. Vernon (1969)

argues that '... the general maladjustment of the tribal cultures' may be one

of the reasons Indian students score poorly on standardized mathematics achieve-

ment tests. Feldman, et al. (1974) suggest that the variety of English used

by native students may be inadequate for the kinds of abstract reasoning

processes required in mathematical thinking. John-Steiner and Osterreich

(1975) argue that the strong emphasis on visual rather than verbal-based ac-

quisition of knowledge in Pueblo Indian societies may have a significant impact

on educational achievement of Indian students within the verbally oriented

schooling context. Werner (1968) and others argue that Indian learning styles

are generally distinct fram those of Western culture and that those contrasts

will further intensify the effects of that impact.

This leads Zimilies, et al. (1976) and others to call for increased efforts

at 'early childhood intervention' programming, so that Indian studenti can

develop adequate foundations for mathematics learning before they enter ele-

mentary school. Others argue that it is the schools which must be changed.

Some Indian leaders call for tribal control over all phases of the Indian

education process since without this control, Indian students are doomed to
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educational failure. PereI (1978) argues, more cautiously, in faVor of a

bilingual-bicultural approach to mathematics instruction under such circumstances.

Phillips' data from Warm Springs, on the other hand, cautions that too 'Indian'

an orientation in the schooling process may produce more harm than benefit,

since programs which make such adjustments '... are avoiding teaching the

Indian children how to communicate in precisely the contexts in which they are

least able but most need to learn if they are to do "well in school" ' (1972:383).

The current state of understanding of the Indian student math avoidance

'problem' is well summarized in Recommendation Six of the AAAS Conference on

Mathematics in American Indian Education:

In spite of the consistency with which some problems and
solution appear in discussions on Indian mathematics ed-

ucation, a careful scrutiny of the state of the art has

not yet been undertaken. Such an examination ought to

be made. (Green 1978:12)

Comments made during state-wide hearings on Indian education by a spokes-

person for the Minnesota Chippewa tribes strike more closely at the heart of

the matter:

At present, there is no accurate data collected in public

schools and post-secondary education programs which would

identify specific needs areas, both the symptoms and the

source, and assist with the development of programs to meet

these needs.
(Jones 1976:107)

It la surprising, given all the attention that has been paid to the

cultural issues affecting Indian education, that detailed analyses of the

interaction between Indian mathematical skills and western mathematics learn-

ing have not been widely attempted. But there are several reasons this has

remained the case, at least within the North American Indian tribal context.

First, there is the widely held assumption that Indian tribal cultures
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no longer exist in any viable form; hence there is nothing truly 'Indian' re-

maining within the contemporary tribal context which can be studied directly.

A second issue - - and one I think lies closer to the heart of the matter in

this case - - has to do with the assumption widely reinforced in the litera-

ture that most Indian tribes simply did not possess mathematical skills, or,

if they did , had only a rudimentary sense of computation. Jenness' comments

on the counting skills of the Copper Eskimo of Coronation Gulf (Northwest

Territories, Canada) offers one illustration of this attitude.

Compared with the Eskimos of Alaska, these natives were
astonishingly primitive. Their language contained no word
for any number beyond six ... Very few of the natives; how-
ever, know the word for six and in ordinary conversation
any number above three is 'many' ... The intellectual inertia
of the natives is apparent in their counting. A woman wanted
to tell me that I had six cartridges. She held up three
fingers and said ping gut 'three', and then again held them
up and said 'three'. I tried to make her count consecutively.
She began on her fingers 'one, two' , then tried for the third
finger and said 'one' again and on being corrected 'three'.
For the fourth finger she was quite at a loss, but another
native volunteered 'four'. Beyond this, neither of them had
any numerals, though there are words for both 'five' and 'six'.
Very few of the natives, however, know the word for six and
in ordinary conversation any number above three is 'many'.

(Jenness 1959:46; 1922:229)

At the same time, we find comments of the following sort made in reference

to the same group of Eskimo:

In the Mackenzie district a band of caribou seen is usually
reported by exact number if there are less than ten; over
that number careful estimates are let suffice, e.g., 'over
twenty', 'less than forty', etc. It is, in fact, usually
exceedingly difficult to count caribou correctly if the band
is over ten animals.

(Stefinsson 1913:290)

Indeed; Jenness himself writes, after noting the 'anconishingly primitive'

nature of their mathematical knowledge:

Yet they were not so primitive as to be easily shortchanged
in any transaction, for they could separate a pile of articles
into groups of three or four and count them with tolerable
accuracy.

(.
(Jenness 1959:46)
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It seems clear from both Stefansson's and Jennessi examples that, what-

ever 'limitations' may seem to be imposed on the Copper Eskimo by their count-

ing vocabulary, those 'limitations' in no way restrict the ability of indivi-

dual members of the group to perform enumerative-related tasks when cultural

context or social purpose requires it. Discussions of Indian mathematics

competency or attempts to assess the 'adequacy' of the mathematics skills

used by any tribe must start with a detailed analysis of tnese skills.

Most frequently in the literature (if the subject is dealt with at all),

scholars attempt to explore Indian numeracy by focusing exclusively on a tribe's

counting vocabulary. Such discussions can be useful for present purposes,

provided they include more than a mere listing of the translation equivalents

of English vocabulary items or more than a tentative set of claims about the

grammatical function served by the counting terms within syntactic-Ievel con-

structions. It is the-organization of
the-underlying counting System_and not

t he_morphemic
nronerties_of the words uted-to_express that Syttem_which needs

to be highliclif_the_mathematical-aystem-characteristic-of-a_tribe's
tra.=

d itional culture is best to be described.

As the discussions of Indian language counting vocabularies presented

in the folloWing paragraphs will Show, careful analysis of.the terms used for

enumeration and computation can reveal much about the organization of these

underlying Systems. The limitations of such data, where
understanding of the

system is concerned, and the need to have access to details from outside the

vocabulary's linguistic structure will also be made clear by these examples.

There are instances where surface-level morphemic details hint at

the organizational properties of the underlying computational system quite

directly. Such is the case, for example, in the language of Zuni pueblo, New
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Mexico. The terms of number units, one through ten, are

1. do:ba / dobinde 6. dobalekk'ya

2. kuri:11 / kwili 7. kwilelekkiya

3. ha:'i / ha'i 8. ha'elekk'ya

4. / a:widen 9. denalekk'ya

5. apde / apden 10. asdem4a

(Erachio 1970

The symmetry found Within these terms is clear: The term for 'one' serves

as the base for the term for 'six', two as the base for 'seven', 'three'

for 'eight' ; the term for 'nine' has the same, second-set suffix (lekk'ya)

found on the preceding numbers of this set; and the boundary of each symmetrical

set is denoted by using morphemically distinctive terms for 'five' Odd and 'ten'

asdemii.

ing.

The terms for the number units, eleven to twenty, show similar pattern-

11. asdemian doba yaido'
12. asdem4an kwili ya*do'
13. asdemdan yaido'

14. asdem4an a:widen yaido'

15. asdem4an apden yeado'
16. asdem4an dobalekkiya yaido'
17. asdemian kwilelekk'ya yeAdos
18. asdemian'he'elekk'ya yaido'
19. asdem4an denalekk'ya yaido!
20. kwilik'ya asdemla

'Eleven' is formed by combining 'ten'swith suffix with 'one' followed by a

third, coordinating eleMent. 'Sixteen' departs from this pattern - - 'ten',

suffix, 'one' , lekkaya, and coordinator, but for reasons seen in the preceding

decade. 'Twenty' departs from the patterns in a second, now familiar fashion - -

'two', suffix, 'ten' , Suffix.

We could argue from these data that Zuni counting system is organized in

terms of an underlying base-ten system, given the pivotal marking contained in

the terms for 'ten', 'twenty', and beyond. Saying this, however, ignores
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the fact that within each of these decadeS, the same sort-of 'thresholding'

is used.to keep the 'one' to 'five' / 'eleven' to 'fifteen' sequences separate

from the 'six' to
1 ten filix'sixteen' to 'twenty' sequences. To refer to this

as a base-five system may bring us closer to the enumerative reality of the

Zuni counting system. To note that Zuni numbers seem to allow items to be

atmeril into sets of five, and not to be counted individually in continuous

series, seems to come even closer to that reality. Either way, the contrast

with western styles of enumeration - = and the amount of cultural code-switching

required if a speaker is to shift from Zuni to English=language enumerative

styles = = is strikingly apparent from an inspection of these terms.

A sense of the organizational principles underlying a tribe's counting

system may not always be so readily identifiable. Number terms used by speakers

of Ponca (a Siouan language currently spoken in north central Oklahoma) reflects

such a situation:

1. wi
6. shape

2. namba 7. pe namba

3. thabthe
8. pe thabthe

4. duba
9. Shonke

5. sato 10. gtheiba

Meat-3 1977)

The presence of the added pe element in 'six', 'seven', and 'eight' seems to

resemble the use of -like in the Zuni terms. There are some significant con=

tracts; however. First, pe is in second position in 'six' but word initial in

'seven' and 'eight'. Next, 'nine' bears no relationship to the pattern establish-

ed by the preceding two numbers. More critical is the Ponca term for twelve:

shape namba 'six - two'. Eleven, in contrast, is agthi wi 'ten - one' as

interpreted by. speakers). Twelve does not folla0 that pattern; but thitteen

And subsequent terms in the decade do; Mende; agthi thabthe 'ten - three',

agthi dubs 'fourteen' and the like; We are left with the need to explain the

c. 18
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'intrusive nature' of the twelve terms. The best explanation may be an historical

one. If Ponca speakers originally counted in terms of groups of six, we could

understand why shape 'six' and shape mamba 'twelve' bear the similarity they

do: under such circumstances, 'twelve' would literally be a 'second'six'. Sub-

sequent reworking of the terms (under the influence of western trade and commerce

or other factorS) brought about the surface-level semblance of a decimal system,

and with it the marking of 'seven' as the 'second' pe , and 'eight' as the

'third' pe - = e.g., the second and third terms in the pe sequence.

A comparable situation of historical reworking appears also to have arisen

within the counting vocabulary used by speakers of Arikara, a Caddoan language

spoken (today) in North Dakota. The Arikara number words from one to 'ten'

are

1. Axkux 6. tshaApis

2. pitkUx 7. taW3shaapiswaAN4

3. tawit B. tanshatipla

4. chiiti'Ish 9. nooxinl$wakft

5. shihUx 10% nooxini'

(Parka& Beltran 1976)

Here, by literal translation, 'eight' taWIShaapis is 'three - six', while

'seven' is 'eight' - waAns , the same pattern connecting 'ten' nooxini' and

preceding 'nine' nooxinilwalina.

That the overall system now operates in terms of decimal principles can

be seen from the extreme regularity of the terms from 'eleven' nooxinii na

AxkUx to 'nineteen' nooxinii na nooxiniiwalina. That the number words from

one to ten reflect only a glimpse of an earlier state of affairs can be seen

When the Arikara terms are compared with the number words of Pawnee, another

language in the Caddoan family. The Pawnee numbers from 'one' to 'five' are

similar enough to confirm the linguistic relationship. That makes the number
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words from 'six' to 'ten' all the more interesting. Consider (Parks 1976):

Arikara

tshkapis .

tawlshaapiswaana
taWishaapis
nooxindiwa&na
nooxinil

Pawnee

skikis saapits
pikusiks saapits
taawit saapits
tihuks siri waara
tihuks wiri

6
7

8

9

10

The Pawnee data Show that saapits, the Pawnee equivalent of Arikara tshaapis,

is the marker identifying several of the numbers in the six -ten grouping;

it is not used as thd term for 'six' exclusively. Aasuming the same thing

held for Arikara at an earlier time allows us to interpret Arikara 'eight'

taWIshaapis , not as 'three-six', but as 'the third word in the six-to-ten

sequence' - - compare with Pawnee taawit saapits,ithred=saapits'. Pawnee show

the same pattern for 'seven' - 'two- saapits', but marks 'nine' as 'ten-waara'.

Arikara has extended the older nine/ten relationship to mark 'seven as well = =

a change which is not unreasonable given that Arikara is reworking the whole

of the denotation of this series.

In Spite of the changes, Arikara still retains a critical characteristic

from the older system. The numbei words from !eleven' to 'nineteen' May reflect

a high degree of similarity to western, decimal counting - - e.g., nooxiinii na

axhUx 'eleven', nooxiinil na pitkUx na taWIt 'thirteen' ,

and so on. But after nineteen, the direct resemblances to the western decimal

system cease. The Arikara term for 'twenty' wiita'u and for 'thirty' Nasaawiu

bear little resemblance to the terms for 'two' or 'three', or to 'twelve' or

'thirteen' for that matter, nor can they be accurately translated as 'two-ten'

or 'three-ten', respectively. Forty likewise does not parallel the English

pattern. 'Fifty' , on the other hand, appears to be composed of 'forty' and

'ten'; 'sixty' bears direct relationship to 'forty'. 'Seventy', 'eighty',
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and 'ninety' follow the

Arikara (and with

respective patterns as well.

it, apparently, Pawnee) appears to be operating in

terms of grouping principles, in a fashion similar to Zuni and to Ponca. Though

the inclusiveness of the groupings is somewhat different, for here, groups of

twenty elements are being demarcated, not groups of five (as in Zuni) or six

(as hypothesized for Ponca). Attention has to be paid in this case to com-

parative and historical data, as well as to surface level morphemic details

and to other factors, before a full sense of the Arikara system can be obtained.

The counting terms used in other Indian languages likewise reflect the

influence of factors and processes based outside of the computational system

per se. Boas (1911:396-398) reports that there are several sets of number words

(he refers to them as

in
_ ____

n Tsimshian, the use

numerals
1 - - again, the

of which depends'on the 'class' of the object which is

equation of _term and concept!)

being counted inthe particular situation. Abstract nouns require one set of

number words. Flat objects use the same set as do the abstract nouns, except

for a unique term for 'eight'. Round objects also use the abstract set, except

for unique terms for 'one',' 'two', 'three', and 'ten'. There is a set of

number words used in reference to lone objects. All words in the set show

a -sxan suffix; several of the base forms show a resemblance to numbers in

the abstract set, though the resemblance is not as clear as in the instance

of the flat and round object terms. The counting of human beings requires an

additional set of number words, all of which show a common (=al or variant)

suffix; similarity with the abstract numbers could be drawn, but again the

correlations are far from precise. Canoes require an additional set of number

words, again with resemblance to the abstract set, again with suffix (of the
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form -tk/-sk ) to identify the particular 'class' of the reference. Counting

of measures, onthe other hand, seems more closely related to the 'round'object'

terms than to the 'abstract terms directly; here, as in other instances, a

particular suffix, on , is used to mark the specifics of the reference.

Of course, it is linguistically interesting to be able to show that many

of the, items in these lexically defined number 'sets' can be derived from a

common, underlying word form. Boas' discussion, in fact, demonstrates this.

What is of interest for our purposes is the nature of the lexical focus under-

lying each set. The distinctions between 'flat', 'round', 'Iong',

beings', 'canoes', and 'measures' found in the counting system do not have

a wider grammatical or syntactical significance in these languages. Plural

reference, for example, does not highlight these distinctions, nor are such

contrasts marked through the selection of affix forms within the verb Structure.

The cultural significance of the categorization - - given the Tsimshinn people's

location on the northwest coast, their interests, and those of the neighboring

.

tribes - - is apparent, though there are other, equally salient components to

the Tsimshian people's life style which have not- been highlighted through number

word contrasts. An effective analysis of the Tsimshian counting system would

have to explain why these cultural foci (and not other, equally plausible

emphases) are given formal representation within the system's terminology.

The reverse of the Tsimshian situation is equally possible. Just because

a language has came to highlight certain classifications within its lexicon does

not automatically imply that these points of emphasis will be reflected within

the counting system.

The four-way 'gender' distinction found in Oneida and other Iroquoian
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languages (Lounsbury 1953:51) is well-known to linguists, and the significance

of these distinctions within the lexical system of these languages is clear

fram grammatical descriptions. Contrasts between 'neuter', 'feminine zoie,

'masculine'; and 'feminine-indefinite' references are not made within the

number system of these languages. The number words, as we know them, are

uniform across all four 'genders'. The absence of these distinctions may be

meiely fortuitous, or may point to some larger reality about the nature of

counting and enumeration in Oneida culture. (The fact that numbers ordinarily

thought of as nouns may take on the syntactic attributes of verbs in this '

language would need to be examined in terms of the same, alternative possibilities

Either way, the linguistic description would need to address the point; more

is at stake here than the terms and the references denoted by them;

There are instances where noun class distinctions and number-word forms

show more direct association . Abenaki (an Algonquian language spoken in

northern Vermont and adjacently in Canada) reflects this trend., in part. Refer-

ence from 'one' to 'five' can be made in three ways, depending on whether the

item being counted is 'animate', 'inanimate', or 'abstract' in reference. The

nature of the system is apparent from inspection of the data.

abstract animate inanimate reference

pazekw pazego pazegwan one
nis nisoak nisnol two
naw nloak nhenik three
law iawak lawno/ four
nolan nonnoak nonnenol five

After 'five, only one number form is employed, regardless of the reference

'class'. Here, if the close linguistic association between semantic grouping

and number work distinction is to be noted, the analysis must also explain why

the association is maintained in only the first five items. Linguistic as well
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as nonlinguistic factors may be at the base of this Patterning.

All of the examples reviewed up to this point have demonstrated

how a sense of the structure underlying a tribe's counting system can be ob-

tained through careful analysis of the tribe'd counting terminology. It Would

be fair to say that language data themselves have certainly been helpful in the

analysis of the organizational issues and Structural principles which are rele-

vant tothe counting system in each instance. But too much would be made of this

'relevance if we concluded, based on these data; that Indian mathematicS is

merely A linguistic phenomenon which needs only to be understood in linguistic

terms. The language data have, in each of the instances here examined, high-

lighted certain facts about the tribe's Styles of enumeration; yet other com-

ponents of the enumerative style have been less directly identified in these

data and features which might, for external reasons, seem to be expectable

components of the underlying system may or may not be given any such recognition

by the forms at all. We can therefore conclude from these data that; in these

cases as well as elsewhere, some sort of computational 'logic' must underlie

the tribes' counting terminologies, and then must return to the point stress-

ed in the opening paragraphs of this paper: the 'logic of these underlying

systems - - nor merely the surface level details of the forms which are used

to express those systems - - has to be described before the reality of Indian

mathematical skills can be fully appreciated by non-Indian educators, policy-

makers, and linguists.

The significance of this observation is particularly apparent when the

use of Indian language mathematics terminologies in specific enumerative situa-

tions is described. One of Leap's earliest encounters with 'Indian math' (and
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one which still holds fascination but for additional reasons) came when he

tried collecting recipes for 'Indian bread' at Islets pueblo, New Mexico. Having

long admired and enjoyed the particular thick, white, crusty bread which comes

out of the adobe ovens, Leap asked a friend from the pueblo if she would ex-

plain in Isletan Tiwa (the pueblo's ancestral language) how she baked her

bread. ' You start,' she explained, 'with a twenty-five pound bag of flour;

and, when the process is ended, you get thirty-two loaves of Indian bread.'

Leap asked if it were possible to reduce the recipe and bake fewer loaves.

'Certainly,' she replied (again in Tiwa), 'start with half as much flour,

and you get half as many loaves.' 'What adjustment would you have to make,'

Leap asked, 'if you wanted to bake only two or three loaves?' This question

produced a thoughtful silence, and finally a comment: 'Why would you want to

do that?'

Some additional facts need to be introduced here. Isletan Tiwa has terms

for 'half' but does not have terms for other fractional units. In some instances,

this is not a problem - - one-fourth is described as 'half and half again'.

One-third, one-sixth, and the like, on the other hand, are not expressions

given direct translation in Tiwa; relative approximations 'just a little

bit', 'not quite that much', 'almost that amount' and the like are commonly

employed. (This may seem imprecise, but most cooks talk in these same terms,

especially when giving out favorite recipes, regardless of cultural background!)

It would have been possible for this woman to reduce the recipe without

violating the constraints placed on calculations in this culture. But she did

not go any further with the discussion and was puzzled at my requesting she do

so - - and for what, on later reflection, was very good reason. Traditionally,
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baking bread carried with it certain social responsibilities and obligations.

A woman taked pains to guarantee that there would be enough loaves to distri-

bute to friends, neighbors, and relatives. These people, in turn, would return

bread to you when they baked. Two goal§ were accomplished here. First, familidi

always had fresh bread for the meals, as the responsibility of baking shifted

from one household to the next within each of these groups. Second, the link=

ages already established between the participating families was reinforced

and reiterated, as loaves of bread moved along these network ties.

Linguistically, it would be possible to reduce the recipe and adjust

the quantities so that two or three loaves of bread could be produced. Culturally,

Such a mathematical operation made no sense; producing such a limited yield

would be in total conflict with the traditional social reality of this community.

Amy Zaharlick (personal communication) encountered this same interaction

between the linguistically possible and the culturally real when gathering

some basic information on Picuris pueblo's counting system. She did this at

Leap's request, after warning him that previous attempts to elicit anything

more than 'the words from one to ten' had always proved to be unsucce§sfuI.

But with cooperative native speakers available, she agreed to try again. And

information on the counting system did emerge. Her report to Leap listed, in

addition to the number Words, terms for various geometrical shapes, translations

for various fractionallimounts (though the use of approximations as found at

Islets pueblo did show up in these expressions, as Well), terms to explain

the results of counting by groups (e.g., 'by two', 'by three', etc.), along

with Picuris descriptions for simple addition, subtraction, and division

processes. Terms for multiplication or terms to use for more complex purposes
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of division could not be elicited. The precision and detail given to the

references which were elicited suggest quite
convincingly that ouch terms do

not exist in the functional lexicon of the speakers Zaharlick consulted.

Zaharlick followed her summary of these data with this statement:

Ethnographic note - - Taboo against counting people, animals

killed on the hunt, loaves of bread,

cookies, and the like. Earlier, people

were not even allowed to take a census

of the village.

The two sentences left one question still unanswered (at least in part): What

level of cultural reality has been captured in these data? It does no good,

and it yields little purpose, to attempt to describe the mathematical system

of Picuris simply by reference to linguistic data if non-linguistic constraints

are going to pre-empt the use of the terms (and the concepts to which the terms

refer) in so many different domains. Part of knowing Picuris Indian math,

then, involves knawing when not to count. Computational 'silence', in such

inatances, does not reflect the inadequacy of the mathematical system or the

incompetence of its users, but it does stress the importance of viewing non-

Western mathematici in terms of the larger cultural whole in which such systems

function, and it points to the dangers inherent in any attempts to isolate

mathematical facts from behavioral domaind under these circumstances.

This chapter began with a discussion of some of the issues inherent

in 'traditional' Indian mathematics as an entry-point in to a '.arger question:

What impact, if any, might knowledge of the mathematical system and computational

style traditional to an Indian student's tribal culture have on the student's

mastery of Western mathemattcs within the formal schooling context. Already
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it is clear that a broad range of competencies might be at stake in such a

situation, since Indian mathematics (in the sense explored here ) is influenced

by any number of elements from the tribe's cultural and social inventory. That

an understanding of computational style traditional to a tribe could, in fact,

conflict with the development of mastery over Western mathematical thinking

is suggested by the following data: Again, the example comes from Leap's earlier

fieldwork in the Puebloan Southwest.

During the summer of 1974, in conjunction with a project supported by

the Johnson-O'Malley program at an elementary school serving one of New Mexico's

Pueblo Indian communities, a group of Indian parents began preparation of an

Indian language mathematics workbook for use, as a resource booklet, in the

school's basic skills program. Leap's role'in the process was simple: to assist

in the use of the newly introduced spelling system and otherwise to provide

linguistic input, as required. Because the parent's wanted to make the mathe-

matics learning as they could - and since the intent of the effort was to

strengthen Western mathematics skills, not to develop Indian math facility - -

the preparation of the workbook centered on developing Indian language trans-
.

lations of the Englidh language word problems from several of the school's

math textbooks.

One of the problems so considered was this:

Gasoline costs $0.42 a gallon. What would

be the cost of 15.4 gallons of gasoline?

The problem gives the students practice in multiplication and in the proper

treatment of decimal fractions during multiplication. The Indian language

translation of the word-problem comes out like this:
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Be gasoline xom'an wien-ti wisi centavos wib
galon, uota pur'u nawanhe ti p'ando galon ayti?

And, as the reader has noted, the 'Indian language translation' borrows

heavily both from Spanish and from English lexicon for its expression: e.g.,

gasoline, centavos, galon. Additional facts about the translation and its

'meaning' can be gleaned when the Indian language problem is translated back

into English, word by word and morpheme by morpheme.

Be gasoline 0- -xom- -0- -'an wien- -ti wisi centavos
It gasoline it- costs -present if four ten two cents

terse

wi- -b galon , yo'a pur'u 0- -nawan- -he ti
one for gallon , how Iittte it, come to would ten

bit

p'ando galon ay- -'ti ?

five gallon at in ?

future

First, note that the decimal fractions have been eliminated, even though their

presence is so critical to the purpose of the English language version of the

problem: the dollar-related value of the $0.42 has also disappeared. On the

other hand, the Indian language statement does 'make explicit the 'if/then'

relationship.between the two English sentences. The Indian syntax combines

both English expressions into a single sentence,-with the 'if'-ness of the

first sentence marked, as required, with the appropriate post-clausal position

syntactic classifier, -'an. This, in turn, introduces another complication.

The presence of a clausal -level classifier inthis position, for this language,

makes the preceding clause syntactically dependent on the clause which follows

it. Note that this is exactly the opposite of the dependency order which is

applied to these two sentences in English. In the Indian language version, the
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second sentence is the 'main' clause whose action is required before the meaning

of the preceding clause can be understood. In English, it is the initial clause

Which sets the stage for the reference of the following statement.

There are more contrasts to be dealt with here. The meaning of the pre-

ceding subordinate clause identifies a condition contrary to fact. Syntactically,

this requires that the 'causal' verb in the main clause likewise be marked

for non-definite reference. The morphemic gloss above translates the tense/

aspect verb suffix as 'would'; that does not fully capture the speculative

quality of this expression. Use of this suffix signals to the hearer that the

speaker is dealing with a variety of 'unknowns', so many: in fact, that no

specific point in space or time can be assigned to the action and no credibility

should even be associated with the comment. This non-definiteness of the

reference of thiS second; 'main' clauad is further underscored by the addition

of the -ti in post-position to the already
non-definite -ay post - position

accompanying the goal NP in this claute. galon ay would be the reference

required, if the verl) were nawana 'it does come to, right nuwl, or nawamban

'it did come out'. nawanhe, on the other hand,, requires less precise goal

marking Site the verb action governing its functioning in this reference is

itself far from precise.

ConSider now what the English language problem 'means' when translated

into Indian language terms. A highly sensible, pragmatic act becomes rewritten

as a topic of senseless speculation. This alone may explain why, even though

students were initially enthusiastic about using these problem as a basis

for enriching their
mathematical skills, they soon showed disinterest in the

problems and intim prospect of seeing them assembled into a formal workbook
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format. Note further, that even if a student tried to solve the problem as

expressed in Indian language terms, the problem-solving skills the student

would be mastering would transfer most unproductively into the Western problem-

solving context. The reversal of the if/then' relationship would be only

one of the points of mis-analysis that the Indian-based solution to the Eng-

lish language problem could generate.

The math avoidance project encountered several instances of such un-

productive transfers of Indian mathematical perspective to English language

problemsolving during several phases of our in-field inquiry. At both of

our field sites (Northern Ute and Wisconsin Oneida), investigators asked

elementary school-aged Indian students to work a series of number problems

And word problems, and then to explain how they approached the solution of

those problems. Frequently, these discussions gave way to more general probing

of student understanding of 'basic mathematical concepts'. Since we knew that

fractions were a particular problem for students at both sites, the investi-

gators approached the discussion of fraction-related issues with consideration

care.

The following interchange, transcribed literally fram the tape record-

ing of the discussion, illustrated the understanding of fractions and addition

of fractions on the part of one elementary school student from Northern Ute:

Investigator:
Student:
Investigator:

Student:
Investigator:
Student:
Investigator:
Student:
Investigator:

Can you draw half an apple for me?

(Sounds of drawing)
That is a beautiful half an apple. okay,

can you draW a whole apple?
(Sounds of drawing)
Okay, can_you draw another whole apple?

(Sounds of drawing)
Okay, hoW many apples do you have on your page now?

Two.
And ...
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Student:
Investigator:
Student:

Investigator:

Student:
Investigator:

Student:
Investigator:
Student:
Investigator:
Student:

Three. (Pause.) Third.

Two and a ...
Third. Two. Third and a half. Third.

Third two ...
Right, you have two whole apples and one half

apple. Right? Now, supposing I had, in my arms
here, ten more that I was going to give you.

Row many would you have in all?

Thirteen.
Close. You would have ten here, this would

make number eleven.
Twelve.
Twelve and ...
Ten half.
Twelve and a half, right?
I was just going to say that.

It should be noted that in the child'i ancestral language (and this

student was a first-language speaker of Northern Ute), 'halves' would be

*given the same status as 'wholes', where purposes of additive enumeration

are concerned. That is, the question 'How many apples do you have on your

page' is an additive, not a quantitative question, and it calls for an additive,

_

not a quantxtative response. And for good reason: In this language, items

may be counted in isolation or in sets, depending on the reference context.

This particular context calla for a counting by items in sets. This is the

kind of response the student makes when the answers appear to 'alternate' bet-

ween 'three' and 'third' in the dialogue with the interviewer. Such a per-

sistent alternation between English 'unit' and _English 'fraction' makes no

sense within this context unless the corresponding perspective from the student's

tribal mathematical system is introduced. Doing so makes it clear that the

student is responding to the question in terms of logical principles different

from the principles the question was designed to have employed. The school is

going to need to take such differences into account if the students' mathematical

problemrsolving skills are to be effectively addressed by the mathematics
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curriculum of the school. Errors in Indian student mathematics problem-solving

may be due to student use of 'alternative', Indian math-based problem solving

strategies, and not to inaccurate mastery of Western mathematical skills at

all.

It would do no good to conclude this chapter by trying to venerate the

Indian students' use of Indian mathematics within these contexts. Appeals

for cross-cultural sensitivity on the part of the local school system for

greater reliance on bilingual and bicultural teaching techniques, for more

appreciation of the Indian child as a true human being often give the impression

that the researchers have nothing more on their minds than an argument that

minority childreu have a right to be different and that schooling programs

should not su?press that right. We agree with that position, but we also

agrees with the principles of tribal sovereignty as affirmed by the treaties

and trust agreements and as reiterated in Public Law 93=638, the Indian Self-

Determination and Educational Assistance Act of 1975. We does not see how

true self-determination can be obtained by any tribe unless its young people

have mastered the skills which the American society-at-large deems 'essential'

and 'basic' for all of its citizens. Basic competency in mathematics - - Western

mathematics - - is one of those skills. Mastery over skills in these areas

is probed in test after test, interview after interview, job after job, and

career after career. And as the data introduced at the beginning of this

chapter have shown, Indian students are not emerging from those encounters

with the highest degree of success.

To be sure, implicit knowledge of the mathematical system (in even the

counting vocabulary) which has characteristic of an Indian student's tribal
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background is not the only and may not necessarily be even the primary, cause

for the student's poor mathematics achievement. Other factors are at work

here, including classroom context, teacher attitudes and home/tribal priorities.

The discussion in the following chapters will highlight many of these factors

and will explore how they contribute, individually and jointly, to the creation

and maintenance of math avoidance
conditions in Indian schooling. Hopefully

the insights from these discussioni will help place in per context the

influence traditional matheiatics knowledge
brings to Indian student math

avoidance. Indlan educators cannot be expected to make accurate measurement

of Indian student classroom
performance unless the knowledge base off of which

that performance is being generated has already been detailed.
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Chapter Three : The Cross-Cultural Perspective

It was clear from the linguistic evidence (of the sort viewed in Chapter

Two) that the counting and enumeration systems used by American Indian tribes

differed quite widely from the system commonly used in modern-day American

socLety, (just as, of course, the systems differed, one tribe to the next).

Published information on the counting systems ancestral to the two tribes in-
,

_
in

_ _
volved n the Math Avoidance study - Northern Ute and Wisconsin Oneida - proved

ibe quite limited. So, in order to get the project oriented toward the types

of computation principles which might be evidenced during student in-school

math=learning at these sites, it seemed best to begin project activities by

paying attention to the various forms which counting systems actually do take

When considered on a more generalized, multi-cultural basis.

The cross-cultural ( or comparative) method long used by anthropologists

When testing propositions about cultural variability and the data in the Human

Relations Area Files (HRAF); amassed by George Peter Murdock and associates

specifically for purposes of systematic, cross-cultural comparisons, offered

an ideal means for exploring these interests. So time was scheduled during the

first months of the project far a thorough review of the HRAF materiald relevent

to project computatlonal interests; and then for a statistical analysis of the

patterns of correlation and variability which those data contained.

The remainder of this chapter is a report on that investigation and its

findings. The reader not familiar with cross-cultural studies may be made

uneasy by some of the terminology used in the report. The stress on "needs"

of a culture, and on the specifics of a mathematical system developed in response

to a culture's "needs", may seem too mechanical or "functional" to be accepted
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at face value, for example. It is worth remembering that cross - cultural studies

often use terms Iike "need" ( as well as "simple culture",
"aberrant type" ,

and "cultural
complexity" ) to summarize What often is a whole range of associa-

tions between ideliVified variables.
As will become clear in the final pages

of this chapter, it is the fact that these associations can be drawn, and not

the terminology
ultimately closer to express those findings, which ultimately

came to be of interest to the purposes of this project.
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CROSS-CULTURAL METHOD

The cross-cultural method has seen widespread use in

Political science, psycholog9i and anthropology. It owes

its modern deVelopment to the pioneering work of George

Peter MUtd6tk, while the method was refined by modern

practitidhert such as Raoul Naroll and MelVin Ember, to name

only two of the most imPortant.

While most .anthropological meth-6dt are COmParative in

some sense of the words the cross-cuItural method goes

beyond the Others in making comparitOht on a world-wide

sample Of cultures in order to deterMihe regularities in

Cultural behavior. Sometimes called the hOldgeistic method,

it it defined by Naron et ai as

a method for the empirical testing of theories which

attempt to explain some general characteristics o
human existence. The method measures- theoretical
variables in a large, worldwide sample of human

cultures and examines Statistical correlations among

those variables to determine whether the intervariable

relationships are as Predicted by the theory Cl974:

1213.

In addition, the method may be used_ to develop

insightshypotheses that can be tested against the date.

In preParihg the proposal for this ProJeCt, we found

that ahthr60616gitts had virtually iahot,ed the stistematic

study of non-Wettern mathematics knowledge and Practice and,

as a results literature was virtually nonexistent. At the

same time, we felt thatit was abtolutelw necessary to

understand, on a world-wide basis, the underlying Parameters

of variation in math practices in order to understand the

AraditiOnal math swstems among Ameriden Indian tribes.

It was thereforpE decided to co t an insightful



COndUCting such a studs mag be found in Naroll, MiChik, and

Nardi' (1976), while brief but thorough and rigOrous

gUidelines appear in Aohner et aI. (1978). The latter was

coauthored bw a number of the leading practitioners of the

method and offers advice on conducting both 'auickeri and

safer studies.

In the first place, according to the guidelines,

variables must be adeauateIs defined, with either concePtual

or operational definitions, and they must be bOth

tranSCulturallw ecuivalent and have worldwide applicabilitW.

Moreover, if testing hypotheses, the hypotheses shOUld be

expliCitlw stated.

With regard to the taM016 to be used, the units should

be Well defined' with an adequate worldwide distribution. In

addition, the sample ShOUld use techniaues of Ptobabilitw

tamPling and sampling bias should be measured, including the

effects of Galton's Problem and regional variation.

The coding PrOcedure should also be MethodoIogicallw

risorous. Thus, the scales should explicitly state_the kind

of scale used and the definitiOn of scale points, while the

codes for each society in the sample should 'be Published.

With regard to the coding process itself, code sheett should

be used, Categories should be pretested, and there shOUld be

two coders, one of whom is naive With regard to the

PrOPosition being investigated. Both raters should be well

trained, however, and dittrePancies between the two coders

Should be carefullw studied. If the coding is determined to

be reliable, disprePancieS maw then be averaged.

The guidlelines for data analWtiS assume that
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hypotheses will be tested. Since the project was conducting
4

an insightful studs, the guidelines had to be modified to

meet the situation. As stated in the guidelines it is

recommended that hypotheses be evaluated by tests of

significalice and measures of association, using multivariate

statistical technieues for large numbers of variables.

There should also be tests of data bias and of group

significance in the case of large numbers of *correlations.

Finally, deviant case analysis should be conducted.

In what follows, the methodology used by the project to

conduct our cross-cultural study is described, and then an

assessment is made of how well the Project's efforts measure

Up to the guideline standards.

TRAITS STUDIED

The main impetus behind modern cross - cultural studies

has been the development of the Human Relations Area Files

at Yale. Founded by Murdock, the HRAF files were set UP as

a PrecomPuter data storage and retrieval system. Each

reference to a culture chosen for inclusion in the files is

read by one or more coders, who enter a code number for each

and every trait discussed in the text directly on the page.

The standardized code numbers are taken from the Dutlioe of

Cultural Materials (Murdock et al 19713# which lists 631

different index categories for cultural material, each

cross-indexed to similar categories. Thus, all are

transculturallw enuivaIent and have world -wide

applicabilitw.

Unfortunatelwo a number of problems were raised with the
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immuiliuus rs--1=16; ....

years, which maw lead the unwary critic, unfamiliar with

.more recent literature, astray. All have now been

successfully solved.

The relevant one at thit Point is sometimes called the

functibhalist argument. Pertons raisins this Question.

usually Phrase it in terms of the specific culture in which

the9 have done field work, holding that matrilinealitwo saw,

in 'my culture is Quite different from that in any other

due to the unique functional network of traits which does

not exist anYWhere else. While Certainly true, the

cross-cultural method is

concerned with examining relatiOhthiPs between specifid

variables.
4 4 4TO PUt the issue simply, if our intent is to

examine the relationship between volume and weight in

'fruit°, it does not matter one whit that we are

dealing with iapples° and 'pears' or even 'watermeloht'

LEthtitit. 1964:2967.

Following thit;line of reasoning, use of the categoriet

as defined by Murdock will assure that the data are

comparable throughout the world-wide samPle to be used. The

categoriet Chosen to be searched for this project were:

153. Modification of Behavior -- specific evidence

concerning the mechanisms of conditioningandhabit
formation . .;data on type of Pkiblemsolution 4 4

4; evidence -as to specific mechanisms-in verbal or

symbolic learning; results of aptitude and

intelligence tests; data bearing upon conscious

mental processes . etc.

801. NumefOlOg9 symbolic and mystical significance

of numbert; ritual; and pattern numbers . . 0; lucky

and unluCkw numbers; etc.

.803. Mathematics -- arithmetical calculations . . 4;

use of calculating machines; higher mathematical

knowledge i; mathematical theory, statistics

4; etc.
804. Weights and Meatures methodS of measurement:'.

.; customary and standardized units. 4 4; complex

techniQues of measurement .; governmental
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supervision_ of_ weights_ and_ measures; etc.
805. Ordering of Time -- sense of time; conception of a

Minimal unit of time.. 4 4; divisions of the day and
night i; divisions of the sear. 4 4; longer,time
spans;' solar, lunar, and stellat reckoning of time;
methods of dating; calendar and calendrical
knowledge; use of aids to measure the passage of
time . .; etc.

811. Logic -- prevailing canons and criteria of
validity in thought and demonstration; Prevalente Of
nonlogical methods of reasoning . i;degree of

acceptance of precise principles of definition*
classification, and use of terms; notions ofcotrect
predication; formal OrihdiPlet of logic; development
dild use of swmbolic or mathematical logic; etc.

A co PW of each coded Page is made bw HRAF for each code

number apPearing on it, and all the resulting slips are

filed numerically under the culture. To use the file, the

researcher determines the code number of interest, goes to

the file for the cultare(s) desired (over 200 have been

coded), and pulls the 04aet containing the data sought.

The result is a manual Kew Word in Context index that

has proven extremely valuable to researchers in mans fields.

For thit Project, the HRAF paper files at the Universitw

Of the District of Columbia were searched for the categories

indicated, and Xerox copies of each page wer6 made and filed

for ready reference.

Afte reviewing the material gathered from the seven

categories for the 60 cultures, ten traits were selected for

coding. The ethnographic information was translated into,

numeric codes reflecting the cross-cultural variation of the

trait. During this first procedure an ordinal scale. was

used, with the lowest renk alWaWs being zero and the higher

ranks dehdted bit higher numbers. When ever there was. not

enough ethhoth,40;hid information available for a societw on a
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trait, the trait for that society was given the value 9.

Coding rules were written to distinguish differing

values for each variable. The rules are in the form of

short statements that enable any coder to Produce similar

translations of ethnographic information into numbers.

Sigoificabte Attached to Cemtaip NumbetSi

(0) No sighifitanee attached to numbert.

(1) SigWitance is attached to certain numbers.

Significance includes; trends towards the use of certain

numbert or their multiples, ritual or pattern numbers used,

luckY or unlucky numbers present, or ritual interest in numbers

(9) Not enough information about the significance attached

to numbers.

Cooceets of Measumemeot = Stamdamdized Units.

(0) Standardized units not'used in measurement of length'

capacit4i dittanceo weight, or time.

(1) Standaridized units are used in measurement of length,

capacity, dittanteo weights or time.

(9) Not enough information about conceOtS of measurement.

Cooceets of deaturemeot 2.Comeamisoo.

(0) ComOarisons are not used in measurement tasks. No

use of proportional differences or relative measures

Parts of the body).

(1) ComParisons are used in measurement tasks. Use of

Proportional differences or relative measures.

(9) Not enough information about concepts of measurement.
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Diait Cauotioa.

(0) Digits are not used to count or tallyi

(1) Ffnaers are used to count or tally,

but not toes.

(2) Both finaers and toes are used to count or tall.

(9) Not enough information about digit counting.

Eioaer and gesture Couritiog.

tei) Fingers or gestures are not used in counting.

(1) Fingers or gesturet are used in counting but without using

a base system

(2) Fingers or gestures are used in counting based on a

auinary system. A auinarY tYttem is based on five.

Commonly in muinarw swstems the finger aeatures start with

one hand and counting from six to nine commences with the

second handi

(3) Fingers or gestures are used in counting bated on a

eaual system. An eaual system works on the principle of

two approximately eaual terms, or a composition system

using a subtractive Principle. An eaual swstem is in the

manner of the Shambaa.

(4) Fingers or gestures are used in counting based on the

Hima system. The Hime sYstem uses some representations

similar to the auinary and other representations similar

to the eaual system.

(S) Fingers or gestures are used in counting based on a-
:

five-ten system. A five-ten tYttem is bgted on five with

ten as a secondary basei

(6) Fingers or gestures are used-in counting based on a

0,
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five-twenty system. A five-tWenty system is based on five

With twenty as the secondary base.

(9) Not enough infOrmation about finger and gestUre counting.

dap Comelete.

(0) The words for fives tens twenty have no relation to

parts of the body. No mention of number words refering

to the bodY.

(1) No term for the number five.

(2) The term for the number five means hand.

or the term for the number ten means 'two hands'i

or the term for the number twenty refe;'s to man'

'man complete', or 'two hands and two feet'.

(9) Not enouiht information on the meanings for fives tens

twenty.

datbematict.

(0) No evidence of the use of higher mathematics.

Division and multiplication not used, no concept of

zeros numeral notation system not present.

(1) Evidence of the use of higher mathematics.

Division and muItiPlication used. ConcePt of zero.

Numeral notation system Present.

(9) Not enought information about higher mathematict.

boemomic Deu cos.

(0) Mnemonic devices are not used.

(1) Mnemonic devices utedi Most commonly used devicet are

markers such as drain, shells, rocks in piles, or
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objects placed in bags or boxes.

(2) Mnemonic devices used. Most commonly used devices are

knotted string or stick counters.

(3) Nmemonic devices used. Most commonly used devices are

tally strings with markers or peg boards.

(4) Mnemonic devices used. Most commonly used devices are

marks on sticks, walls or ground.

(5) Mnemonic devices used. Most commonly used devices are

pictographs or ideographs (notation).

(9) Not enough information on mnemonic devices.

Stases of Numbem Systems.

(0) One-two differentiation. Numerals for 'one' and 'two'

accompanied by no further number words. Use of a 'dual'

language form.

(1) One-two-many. 'Ones' 'two," and many' or a word form

meaning more than two.' Or the use of 'two-one' for threes

'two-two', for four and so on.

(2) Limited use of tallying or comparison of sets of obJects

in a one-to-one correspondence.

(3) Widespread use of tallying.

(4) Set of number words used as adjectives.

(5) Ideographs used. Use of symbols for numbers with

number words being either obJective or descriptive

(6) Mysticism in the use of numbers. Number words have
... op.

strong objective meanings and are of interest.

(7) Written number systems.

(8) Operations with numerals.

(9).No information on number systems.
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NumbezS.

(0) No concert of numbers.

(1) Use of Markers* Pebbles, notches only.

(2) Sian lanauage for numbers, use of fingers, other

parts of the body.

(3) USE of both markers and sign language.

(4) SestUres and markers eoual status with numberS.

(5) Spoken numeral, names for numbers Prefered.

(6) Written signs for numbers present.

(9) Not enough informttion on numberS.

Ih addition to the indexed cross-cultUral materitli

there are also a number of precOded data files which have:

been developed since the advent of the computer era. The

largest of these is the EthnograPhic Atlas which contains

data on 96 traits for 1170 cultures around the world. It

was also developed bw Murdock, and a version exists which is

se.t UP as a fulls labelled Statistical Package for the

Social Sciences system save file.

One of the disadvantages of the Precoded data is that

one is restricted to categories chosen by the coder. While

there are a wide variety of coded variables, it is obviously

impossible to anticipate future research needs completely,

-

and the coded dtta maw not entirely meet the needs of a

specific Problem. One solution to this problem, adopted by

this Project, it to use the FIRAF files for the data not

coded in a comPuter file and supplement it with readily

available variables from the computerized Ethnographic

Atlasi
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The following variables were then extracted from the

SPSS version of the Ethnographic Atlas:

* Continent.

* Gathering Wild Plants and Small Fauna

* Hunting

* Fishing

* Animal Husbandry

* Agriculture

* Community Organization

* Intensity of Agriculture

* Principal Crop

* .Settlement Pattern

* Mean Community Size

* Local Hierarchy

* Types of Games

* Predominant Animal

* Subsistence Economy

* Sek Specialization-Weaving

* Ago Specialization - Weaving

* Class Stratification-Main Twee

* Politial Integration

* Primary Environment

THE SAMPLE

The simplest sample to use for a cross-ciAltural study

is the Probability Sample Files subset of the Human

Relations Area Files. Not only are the data readily
it

available as documented above, but the resultant sample is
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a stratified randOM sample of a bibliOgraphicalIw defined

universe (Naroll 1967).

To draW the cuItUtes making UP the PtobabiIity SaM016

Files, Murdock stratified the HRAF cultUtes' into, the 60

cultUte areas of the worlds and a culture was randomly drawn

ftoM eachi The batit criteria was that all culturet in the

litt should have beeh described b at least two professional

ahthropologistS. If there were no such cultures in the

area an alternative list of all cultures that had been

deSttibed by one Ptofessional anthropologist was used.

Lagace (1977) describes the 60 cultures and Presents a

wealth of other data, includihg coded data auality control

variables.

This A-Oroach to sampling does not Produce a sample

that meets the remuiremehts of eaual Probabilities' bUt it

does produce a sample that adeauate1 Y. reproduces the

cultural uhiverse,' and is suitable for use with statistical

tests without undUlg damaging the assumption of eaual

Probability underlying the tests. For ; this ProjeCt'

detbriPtive statistics are used prithatil90 so that adeauate

rePresentation of all cultural tgOet is the sole imPortant

reoui rement.

CULTURES IN THE SAMPLE

The following brief descriptions of the 60 cultures in

the -sample is extracted from Natoli! Michik and Natoli

(1976:5=7). Full summaries of each culture maw be found in

Lagace (1977).
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Ibe ambama are an agricultural people from Ethiopia.

Ibe aodamaoese are a hunting-gathering PeoPle from the

Andaman Islands in the Indian Ocean.

Ibe amaoda are a hunting and gathering culture from the

Central Desert of Australia.

Ibe asbaoti are an agricultural People from Ghana.

Ibe aamama are an agricultural people from Bolivia and

Peru.

Ibe azaode are an agricultural people from western

Sudany Congo-Kinshashayand the Central African Republic.

Ibe Babia Brazilians are an agricultural people from

Brazil.

Ibe Bemba are an agricultural People from Zambia.

Ibe Blacktoot are a hunting culture from southern

Alberta and northern Montana.

Ibe Bomomo are a horticultural People from Brazil.

Ibe Busb Negroes are a horticultural People from

Surinami French Guiana, and Guwana.

Ibe Cagaba are an agricultural peoOld from Colombia.

Ibe Cbukcbee are from Siberia.

Ibe CoEaem Eskimo are huntert and fishers who live in

Canada.

Ibe Cuoa are a horticultural and fishing people from

Panama.

- Ibe Dogoo are an agricultural oboole from MiIi.

Ibe Ganda are an agricultural People from Uganda.

Ibe Garo are a horticultural peoPIe from Assam in /ndiai

Ibe Guaraoi are an agricultural people from Brazili

Paraguavy, Uruguasy, and Argentina.
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Ibe Hausa are an agricultural PeoPle from Nigeria and

Niger.

Ibe Highland Scots ame a farming, gbeeeberdiog, and

fishing culture from northwestern Scotland.

Ihe Fidei are an agricultural People from Arizona.

The Iban are a horticultural 080P18 from Sarawak, East

Malawsia.

Ibe Ifugao are an agricultUral People from Luzbh in the

PhilliPines.

Ibe Itoguois are an agricultural people from NeW Ybrk

State and Ontario.

Ibe Kapumi are an agricultural people from Nigeria.

Ibe Kaeauku are a horticultural people frOM Wett New

Guinea.

Ibe Kbati are a horticultural People frOM India.

Ibe Mlamaib are a hunting and gathering culture from

southern OregOh.

The lidtdatiS are an agricultural PeoPle from North and

South Korea.

Ibe KUtdg are an agricultural and Oastbral people from

Iran, Iramo Swria, and the USSR.

Ibe Laees are a reindeer herding and fishing PeoPle from

Scandinavia.

Ibe Lau are a heirticultural and fishing 060Ple from

southern Fiji.

Ibe Lozi are an agricultural 060P10 from Zambia.

Ibe Masai are a pastoral peoPle from Kenwa and Tanzania.

Ibe Mataco are a hunting, fiShing and gathering culture

from Argentina.
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. -
Ibe Ojibwa economy is based upon hunting, fishing,

gathering, or horticulture in the western Great Lakes region

of the US and Canada.'

Ibe Goa are a hunting and collecting culture from Tierra

del Fuego in South America.

Ibe Eawoee are a horticultural People from Oklahoma.

Kansas, and Nebraska.

Ibe Mbuti Eugmies are a hunting and gathering culture

from Congo-Kinshasha.

Ibe Saotal are an agricultural people from India.

Ibe Seriussi are an important religious sect of the

Libwan Bedouin from Egypt and Libya.

Ibe Serbs are an agricultural people from Yugoslavia.

Ibe Sblub are an agricultural people from Morocco.

Ibe Siobalese are an agricultural reorle from Ceylon

(Sri Lanka).

Ibe Somala are a pastoral and agricultural people

primarilY from Somalia.

Ibe Iaiwao Hokkleo are an agricultural people from

Taiwan.

Ibe Iamabumama are an agricultural people from

Chihuahua, Me co.

Ibe Ceotmal *Ibai are an agricultural People from

Thailand.

Ibe Iikoeia are a horticultural People from the British

Solomon Islands.

Ibe Iiv are an agricultural people from Central Niaepia.

Ibe Iiioait are a fishing culture 'nom Alaska.
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Ibe Ioradja are an agricultural people from the Celebes.

Ibe Imobziaodems are a horticultural People from the

Trobriand Islands.

Ibe Imukese are a horticultural and fiShing people from

the Eastern Caroline Islands.

Ibe Iucamo are a horticultural People from Brazil and

Colombia.

Ibe Izeltal are an agricultural people from Mexico.

Ibe Wolof are an agricultural People from Senegal and

Gambia.

Ibe Yakut are a pastoral culture from Siberia.

Ibe Yarloama are a horticultural people from Venezuela

and Brazil.

SALTON'S PROBLEM

Galton'S ProbIem.was considered vexing at one time. It

was initially raised at the turn of the century by Sir

.

Fratibis Salton, whO ouestioned a paper by TYlOr using

cross=tabulations of a World-wide sample. Salton SimPly

wanted to know how many of the cases were independent, ie.,

not due to diffusion. This is essentially a statistical

Problem, since anthroPologists know very well that most

traits diffuse. But according to statistical theory, they

may not diffuse within the sample tested or the test may not

be valid. Naroll and others have developed a number of

tests for Galton't Problem, but more recent work by Ember

(1971, see also Straus and Grans 1978) indicates that

Salton's Problem, in fact, tends to deflate correlations,

while the small sample size in most cross - cultural studies
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means that the culturet will be widelg separated and thus

not likely to be subject to diffusion. Since the project

was conducting an insightful study, it was decided that it

was unnecessary to test for Galton's Problem.

With regard to the guidelines for analtit, since this

studs was insightful, the majoritY of analytic techniques

used were descriptive rather than inferential in nature.

These included table displays of data cross-tabulationt,

factor analysis, Guttman scaling, and clutter analysis. All

of these techniaues are discussed in the analysis sections

below.

Again, since we were conducting an insightful studi

tests of data bias were not performed, nor were group tests

of significance, which were obviated by the nearly universal

finding of tignificance as well as the relatively small

number of correlations uted. Deviant case analyses,

however, are presented where relevant.

In asset-sing the degree to which the Project't

cross-cultural studs conforMed to the guidelines, it should

be evident that all elementt of the mauicker° study

appropriate to insightful research were present. Indeed,

all but tests of GaIton's problem and data bias Quality

control we7,e present from the 'safer' study usually employed

to test hyPotheteti

We conclude that - he cross-cultural analysis Presented

below is methodologiany sound and highly valid from the

Point of view . of the usual criteria for judging

cross - cultural studies. Moreover, the data analysit speaks

for itseIf--there are virtually no exceptions to the
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ANALYSIS

Following resolution of any discrepencies between coders

by discussion, the data were keypunched on computer cards in a

form suitable for analysis by SASS. The first step in the ana-

lysis was to print all of the data, both for the total sample of

cultures (Table 1 I collected from the HPAF and also the data

from the Ethnographic Atlas (Table 2).

As a second step, four of the variables which appeared to

vary with some regularity in the data were dichotomized for fur-

ther analysis. These were:

1. Significance attached to certain numbers or not.

2. Stages of Number Systems- count with numbers or only

the concept of one-two-many.

3. Higher math or not.

4. Standard units or not

The dichotomies were then used in a principal components

factor analysis (Nie et al 1975:468-514). Put as succinctly as

possible, the factor analysis seeks to determine the minimum

number of dimensions that are necessary to account for the varia-

tion in the data. Two results may be expected to accrue from

such an analysis. In the first place, the researchers will know

if the variables are related in a unilinear fashion, or whether

several dimensions of variation in the data base must be taken

into account. If the latter is true, the variables that behave

in approximately the same way will be grouped together onto the

same factor, thus reducing the complexity of the data, and aiding

in its interpretation.

It was determined, following the criterion of retaining all

factors with an eigenvalue greater than or equal to one, that two

factors accounting for 92.3% of the variance were all that was

required.
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Table 3. shows the eigenvalues and Table 4 the rotated

factors (using the Varimax procedure) resulting from the analysis.

It is apparent that significance attached to certain numbers and

stages of number systems, both highly and identically loaded on

Factor One, are behaving in the same way in the data, while stand-

arized measures and higher math, both loaded identically on Factor

Two, behave in the same way, but are diametrically opposed to

the relationship found in Factor One. The two factors are measuring

two underlying dimensions relating to math practices.

Second, the factor analysis may be used to determine the fac-

tor scores for each of the cases. These are a measure of the im-

portance of the factor for that particular case, and they are usually

used to construct distances between the cases which may then be ana-

lyzed. Unfortunately, the matrix of correlations used in the factor

analysis lacked a determinant, so that it was impossible to calculate

distances between the cultures. Instead, a matrix of distances based

upon the raw scores was used in the following analysis.

One of the major methods in anthropology to analyze a distance

matrix of this sort is to perform a cluster analysis, which will

group cases close together in the space defined by the distance

matrix into the same group. In the case of the math avoidance pro-

ject, a cluster analysis of distances based upon the raw scores will

tell which cultures go together in the sense that their scores on

the four dichotomized variables are similar. Put another way, the

cluster analysis will determine which of the cultures have similar

mean systems, and what these systems are.

Therefore, raw scores for the 13 cultures on which complete

data are availdble were input to the NT-SYS program developed for

cluster analysis by Robert Sokel, one of the pioneers in the field.

Euclidean distances were calculated and the resulting distance

matrix was clustered using the unweighted pair group method.
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The results are shown in Figure 5 and indicate three major

groups. The first of these is composed of two cultures, the Yanoama

and Ona. The Klamath, Pawnee, Toradja and Tzeltal form a major

subgroup in the second, while the Tarahumara are an outlier in it

The third major group consists of two subgroups, with the Dogon,

Kapauku, Koreans, Tlingit and Wolof in one and the Ashanti in the

other.

A comparison of the original distance matrix with the matrix

used for the clustering indicates a correlation of .96 between the

two, indicating that the cluster analysis has not seriously distorted

the original distances. Another way of putting it is that the

cluster analysis faithfully reproduces the original distance matrix.

To interpret the math systems represented by the cluster ana-

lysis groups, it was decided to try and see if the four variables

would form a Guttman scale. Guttman scaling has been used a great

deal in anthropology and is a method of forming an additive scale

in which the simplest trait appears first, and is followed in turn

by more complex traits. Cultures having the same number of traits

are grouped together into the same scale type.

The SPSS Guttman Scaling routine was used, and the results

are Shown in Table 6 . Amazingly, essentially the same groups

appear as thoSe formed by the cluster analysis. This replication

of results by two entirely different methods of analysis indicate

that the groups of cultures have a high degree of validity.

Neither interpretation, cluster analysis or Guttman scaling,

is incompatible with the other, since the differences are minor.

The extra group from the Guttman scaling is made up of the Ashanti

and Tarahumara, which were clustered into two existing groups by

the cluster analysis. Looking at the raw data, both analyses are

correct. In the cluster analysiS, the Ashanti, who have higher

math, but no standard measures, are placed in the highest group

with cultures who have both. On the other hand, the Tarahumara
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have standard measures but lack higher math and are placed in the

middle group of the cluster analysis with cultures having neither.

The Guttman scaling simply creats an extra group for these cultures.

The simplest of the four groups consists of the cultures in

which no significance is attached to numbers, counting does not go

above one-two-many or a variation thereon, and there is no evidence

of higher math or standardized units. Cultures in this group are

the Ona and Yanoama. The second step in the scale occurs when a

culture begins to count into the higher numbers and attaches sig-

nificance to some of them. Cultures placed here by the Guttman

scaling are the Klamath, Pawnee, Toradja, and TzeItal. The third

step reveals an interesting either-or situation. Thus cultures

at the third step in the scale have either higher math or standard

units, but not both. These cultures are the Tarahumara and Ashanti.

The final, highest step in the Guttman scale consists of those cul-

tures having all four of the more complex math traits-- significant

numbers above one-two-many involving higher math and standardized

units of measurement. These cultures are the Dogon, Kapauku, Koreans,

Tlingit, and Wolof.

After the consitutent units of the math types had ben worked

out, it became possible to assign 13 cultures for which some data

was missing to the math types.. Data on the four traits for all cul-

tures is shown in Table 1 , where those 26 assignable to type are

listed under their proper level. The cultures assigned to type

were also used to produce Table 2 , which shows the Ethnographic

Atlas traits arranged by math type. Based upon the inspection of

these tables and by referring to the raw data as necessary, the

following four math types have been defined, based primarily on the

Guttman scaling=

Math Type 1. This type Consists of those cultures which can count

only at a rudimentary level and is represented in the sample by the

Andaman Islanders, the Aranda, the Copper Eskimo, the Ona,, and.the

Yanoama. For instance, Chagnon (1967:20) reports great difficulty
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in determining data covering chronological events, since the

Yanoama can express only three numbers: one (in several forms),

two, and more-than-two".

Looking at the common ethnographic variables for these cul-

tures, it is seen that all are heavily dependent on mixed foraging

(hunting, fishing and gathering), with little agriculture and no

domesticated animals. Their games are simple, usually dependent

upon skill, there is no specialization in weaving (if, indeed,-it

is practiced), and the people live in small seminomadic or fully

migratory communities. There is no class stratification and law

level political integration. There is, in short, very little

reason in their lives to count or do more complex math. Cultures

of this type occur in all parts of the world.

Math Type 2. This type occurs only in North America and the Paci-

fic in the sample, and consists of the Klamath, Pawnee, Toradja,

Tucano, and Tzeltal. These are cultures that can count reason-

ably well and attach significance to certain numbers. For instance,

among the Klamath, Spier (1930:222-23, 229) relates that

One to six, nine, and ten are individual stems, seven
is based on two, and eight on three. This suggests a
quinary and decimal basis. From twenty up the basic
count is by ten. Intermediate integers are so many
tens plus the units as in English.

In addition, five was an important ritual number and there

was a calendar which consisted of ten months.

Cultures of Math Type 2 are rather mixed in subsistence

practices, with some attaching importance to animal husbandry

while others depend on agriculture or fishing. However, all

still live in rather small communities, some of which are perma-

nent. They play simple games, weaving is rare and lacks sexual

specialization, there are social classes in about half the cultures,

but political organization is still at the local level.

It appears that dynamics producing this math type revolves
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around an increasing need to count. Thus, all cultures are depend-

ent on crops, fish, or the beginnings of animal domestication- -

all activities that require a more complex numeration system. At

the same time, it seems that the very fact of counting leads to

an association of ritual significance with certain numbers. In

the case of the Klamath, this was the number five associated with

the whole hand.

/lath Type a. This math type is made up generally of more complex

cultures who either have sume form of higher math or standardized

units, but not both. The cultures belonging to this math type are

the Ashanti, Garo, Lapps, Ojibwa, Santal, Somali, and Tarahumara.

As an example of this math type, "Garo men can add, subtract, and

do a certain amount of multiplication and division in their heads"

(Burling 1963:116). However, we are also told that "The Garo have

no weights nor measures of quantity", according to Hunter (1879:

165). The former ability to do higher math is the result of opera-

ting in a cash economy, while the latter lack of standard units

seems due to the peripheral nature of the Garo within the cash

economy.

Gathering is not important among any of them; and only the

Objiwa depend upon hunting for their subsistence. The bulk of them

stress animal husbandry, fishing, or agriculture-- again all occupa-

tions that require an ability to count. Cereal grains are especial-

ly important and about half have permanent settlements. Settlement

sizes run from large towns to small bands, the latter only among

the pastoral and therefore migratory Lapps. Most have domesticated

animals.

Games of strategy, often requiring counting, appear. There

is sex specialization in weaving, and even some age specialization

as well. All but two of these cultures have social classes, and

most are organized as minimal states with some even more complex

and organized into little states.

Math Type 4. The highest math type consists really of two rather
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disparate groups of cultures. The first of these is made up of

the very complex cultures in the sample, many of them modern

nations. These are the Dogon, Koreans, Sinhalese, Thai and Wolof.

The other group is, on the whole, simpler, and consists of the

Masai, a pastoral group, and the Kapauku and Tlingit, cultures

with redistributive economies in which status is based upon the

accumulation and distribution of wealth.

As an example of the former, the Wolof live in a cash economy

(Berenger-Feraud 1879:21) and, according to the same source, are

able to calculate with it. They also possess standard units

(Adenson 1739:57; Ames 1953:68). The latter source also reports

ritual numbers.

As an example of the second group, the Tlingit had standard-

ized baskets (Jones 1914:87), while they could also count at least

as high as 200 (Krause 1956:237). They also used the ceremonial

number eight (Olson 1967:82) .

All of these cultures attach very little importance to hunt-

ing and gathering. While fishing or animal husbandry remains of

importance to a few, the bulk are agriculturalists with more than

half practicing irrigation. Cultivation of cereal grains predomi-

nates, and only two cultures lack permanent settlements-- one of

these is pastoral and the other is a fishing culture.

Settlement sizes vary from very small for the pastoralists

to quite large more than 50,000). All but one have strategy games

and classes, while there is sex specialization in weaving. Politi=

cal integration is above the local level, generally in the form of

peace groups or states.

The importance of the need factor in the development of math

systems is quite clear with this group. While the bulk of the cul-

tures are quite complex, some rather simple cultures that one would

expect to occur lower down in the scale of math types in fact have

developed rather complex math systems to meet specific local needs.
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Another way of getting at the structure in the cross-cultural

data is to perform a multiple regression analysis. Again using

SPSS, a stepwise procedure was used in which each predictor vari-

able-- the variables from the Ethnographic Atlas-- is entered

singly in the order in which they will best predict the math types.

As seen in Table 7 , three variables will account for 87% of the

variance in the math types, and all of the calcrlated F ratios for

the overall regression and the three predictor variables are signi-

ficant.

The best predictor of math type is the importance of hunting

for the culture, followed by the type of games played. The third

predictor variable is gathering. Quite clearly, all three of the

variables relate to the need to count. As the regression equation

shows, a drop in the importance of hunting and gathering leads to

a rise in the math type score. As pointed out above, both of these

activities are practiced by simple cultures who generally practice

sharing, called balanced reciprocity by anthropologists. In addi-

tion, food is collected in Small quantities. In both cases, rigor-

ous counting is not required.

On the other.hand, a rise in the type of game will be marked

by a rise in math type. Quite simply, games of strategy and chance

require a degree of mathematical sophisticFtion not found among

simple cultures.

The project also took a look at the relationship between the

math types and each of the individual variables, using the cross-

tabulation procedure in SPSS. The strength of the relationship

was assessed using Tau B and C, which are ordinal measures of asso-

ciation, and their associated levels of significance. The former

is appropriate when the cross-tabulation table is a square table,

the latter when it is rectangular (Nis -et al. 1975:227:8).

SubsistI===Gathering: The same negative relationship shown by the
;

multiple regression !..s seen in the cross-tabulation with a highly.
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FACTOR

FILE HRAF (CREATION DATE = 10/26/80)

10/26/80 PAGE

VARIABLE EST COMMUNALIM FACTOR EIGERVALBE PC? OP VAR C011 PCT

SIGNIF
STAND

STAGE

1.00000 t 2.64979 66.2 66.
1;00000 2 1.04067 26.0 -92.1

STAGE1.00000 3 0.30953 7.7 TOO.
1.00000 4 -0;00000 -0.0 100.0

Table 3
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significant Tau C of -.36.

Subsist2==Hunting: An even stronger negative relationship (-.37)

is shown between hunting and math type;



FACTOR 10/26/80 PAGE 8

PILE HRAF (CREATION DATE = 10/26/80)

VAB/mAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX

FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2

SIGNIF 0.97548 0.22009
STAND 0.20235 0.89682
RATH- 0.20235 0.89682
STAGE 0.97548 0.22009

TRANSFORMATION MATRIX

FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2

FACTOR 1 0.76607 0;64276
pAcToR 2 -0.64276 0.76607

Table 4
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PHENOGRAM PROM MkTRIX CORR 00

1.750 1.500 1.250 1.000 0.750 0.500 0.250 -0000
I I I I I I -_a I

AIDENT I THOOHANT
I
I . DOWN 0.0
I I
I

L KAPUKU 0.0
I

I L KOREANS 0.0
I II L TL/NGIT 0.0
I
L L WOLOP 1.2899

i
I . KLAMATH 0.0
I I
I L PARNEE 0.0
I I
I L TORADJA 0.0
I I

L TZELTAL 1.0000
I I
L L TARAHUMA 1.7383

I
I . ONA 0.0
1 I
L L YANOMA

I I I I I I I I IDENT LEVEL
1.750 1.500 1.250 1.000 0.750 0.500 0.250 -0.000

**** ELAPSED TINE IN THIS STEP IS 0.0275 MINUTES. TOTAL ELAPSED SYSTEM TINE IS 0.1094 MINUTES ( 1, -9)

Table 5

13d
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GUTTMAN SCALE 10/17/80 PAGE

FILE HRAF (CREATION DATE = 10/17/80)

*-* -*-*
SIGNIF
STAND
MAIM-
STAGE
* * * *

* * * * * GUTTMAN SCALE 4-M
SIGNIFICANCE_ATTACHED_TO_CERTAIN_NUMBERS
CONCEPTS_OF MEASUREMENT-STANDARDIZED UNI
HIGHER MATH

_STASES OF_NUMBER SYSTEMS
* * * * * * * RESP = 1 FOR VALUES EQUAL TO

ITEM.. STAND MATH SIGNIF STAGE

RESP. -0- 1 I -0- 1 I -0- 1 1 -0- 1 I TOTAL
I-ERR I-ERR I-ERR I-ERR

M 1 I -1 -I -1
A 4 I 0 --5I 0 5/ 0 :51 0 51 5

ERRI I I I
_I I I -I

I 1I 1 II 0 21 0 21 2
I ERRI I I

__I _I __I __I

OI OI --4 0 4 4
I I ERRI

__I _I __I
OI 0 OI 0 OI 0 --0I 0
I I I ERRI
I _I _I _I

0 1 2 OI 2 OI 2 OI 01
I

I
I

PCTS
SUMS

-54 42 4 46 ti J4 ti 84
13

ERRORS 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

60 CASES WERE PROCESSED
47 (OR 78.3 PCT) WERE MISSING

STATISTICS..

COEFFICIENT OF REPRODUCIBILITY = 0.9615-
MINIMUM MARGINAL- R EPRODUCIBILITY = 0.6923
PERCENT IMPROVEMENT = 0.2692
COEI0FICIENT OF SCALABILITY = 0.8750

A T- N- S- C -A -L U S I * * * * * * * * *
DIVISION POINT = .00
DIVISION POINT = .00
DIVISION POINT = 1.00
DIVISION POINT _z 1.00

DIVISION POINT AND ABOVE * * * * * * * * * * *

Table 6

J
REST

cony tw1.9.
uE:di COPY



REGRESSION 10/26/80 PAGE 7

FILE E7m110A (CREATION DATE = 10/26/80)

i i i $ ii * * * * i * * * * * * * * * $ * M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N $ $ * * * __VARIABLE LIST

DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. LEVEL2

REGRESSION LIST

VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 3.. SOBSISTI GATHERING WILD PLANTS AND SMALL FAUNA

MULTIPLE B 0.94943 ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE

ADJUSTED

0.90142 REGRESSION

ADJUSTED B SQUIRE 0.87181 RESIDUAL

STANDAFD EEROR 0.40165

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

VARIABLE B

SUBSIST2 -0.2660971

GAME! 0.1608335

SUBSIST1 -0,2334133
(CONSTANT) 2.661108

:J

130

BETA STD ERROR B

-0;43580 0.07216 13.600

0.39852 0.04512 12.703

-0.36843 0.07566 9.519

Table 7

Di SDI OF ""an15.

10. 1.66119 0.16618

VARIABLES POT II TEE EQUATION

VARIABLE BETA II PARTIAL TOLERANCE

SOBSIST4 _0.15431 _0;44140 0.80666

SUBSIST5 -0.09635 -0.24961 0.66162

COMO -0.00189 -0.00570 0,89482

AGRI- -0.15210 -0.34962 0;52087

SETTLE .0.09023 - 0.22063 0;58947

NEANSIZE 4.04972 -0.10258 0.41971

COMER 4.40203 - 0.21314 0.43259

SUBECON - 0.06861 -0.13093 0.35833
WEATE2 0,15037 0.41785 0.76125

CLASS4 ;0.07160 -0;11576 0;10857

PUNT -0;18198 -0.27289 0.22168

30.47988

2,178
0.598
0.000

1;253

0.461
0.096

0.431
0.157
1.904

0.195

0.724
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CROSSTABOAITION

10/26/80 PAGE 6

!ILE IRA! (CREATION DATE 1 10/26/80)

t* * * S -* * $ $ *** * * * * * * C11 OSSTARDLITI 01 7 ? -6 66$ $ 6 $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $-$ 0-$

:TNT 11111 11811 i

$ it PPP. $ $ * $ $ $ $ 6 * * 11 * * * * * * * * * * $ * $111 MITI% 41411919G*1112

SOISIST1

COUIT I

.....

COL PCT 10=5% 6=15% 16=25% 26=35% 36 -45% 56=65% ROW

0 1 I r 2_ I_ 3 1 4 I 6 -1
TOTAL

LEYEL2 I I I 1III
1r II 1 ! 0 1 II 1 1 1 1 5

NATI 1 ;Fiat
I

14.3 i 0.0 I 50i0A 100.0
1

100.0..1 19.2

21 2/11 OI 11 0 I 0I5
NATO 2 _I__14.J__I__28.6 1 0;0 I 50i0_ I 0.0 I 0.0 I 19.2

./ I I 1
I- /. ....../

3 1 5 I 3 'I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 8

FATE 3 /__35,7_1_ 42#B f 0.0 1 04 I 0.0 1 0.0 1 30.8

=I
I / ------------

4 1 6 I JI 1'1 0 I Q1 018
NATI 4 I -42.9__/___14.3 I 1004 I 0;0 I -04_ 1 Oa I 30.8

=I
I

-I- I I I.... ..I

COON! 14 7 1 2 4 1 26

. TOTAL 534 26.9 3.8 7.7 3.8 3.1 100.0

livalusous a -,7,22496 WITH 15 DBONIES 0? PIM. SIGNIFICANCE $ 0.3856

CRAM'S $ 0--0c46993- -

-.CDMIGE1O-CDEPPICIENT-4 0.63427
.

LANRDA
Ot17778 WITH LEYEL2 .DEPENDENT. 0.0 WITH SORSIST1 DEPEIDENT;

LAMBDA_ STNIETRICI-2-0.16667-
_

UNCERTA ITN CAEFFMIENT
-0t23360 11?0 LEYIL2 MENDIP?. 0.25207 IIII SOISIST1 DIPINDINT;

..... . UNCIRTAIITI-COMICIE11- SISNETRICI-s--0;44249

KENDALL°S TAO 8 =0.447 1. SIGIIFICANCI 0.0075

KENDALL'S-TIg-c- -0.37870. SIGIIFICANCE 0;0075

G1184110;57831
....... SOMERS'S D

=0.45283 111111 LE1IL2 DIMWIT. 4438554 WITH SUBSIST, DEPRIDEITi

sommisss D- STNNETRICL-2-4.41649_
ITA-2-4.65 00-11111 IMO_ DEPENDENT.

0.62726 WITH 303315T1 DEPENDENT.

PEARSON'S B 0=0.55272 SIGNIFICANCE 0.0011

HABER OF HISSING OBSERVATIONS * 34
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CROSSTIBUALTION 10/26/80 PAGE 5

FILE RIF (CREATION DATE = 10/26/80)

$ $ $ $- $ $********** cilossrigu
LEVEL2

CATION OF $ $ $

BY CONTINEN CONTINENT

****************************** $$$ $$$$$ 111

LEYEL2

KITH 1

NATO 2

NTH 3

MATH 4

CONTINEN

COUNT /

COL PCT IIFRICA
I -EDITEONI1112131415
1, I

1 I 0I0I1I1f1I2I_
I 0;0 I

-I I

2 1 01010111212
I 0.0 I

-I 1

31 II

-I

33;3 I

I

4I 2 I

1 66.7 1

I 1

COLUMN _ 3

TOTAL 11.5

cIRCUN-N EAST EUR INSULAR NMI AI SOUTH AN -BON -

ASIA PACIFIC ERICA ERICA TOTAL

I 6 1

I I
- /. ... ./

5

04 I 14;3 I 33.3 I 16.7 I 50.0 1 19.2

I I 1 I I

I __ 5

0.0 I 0.0 I 33.3 I 33.3 I 50.0__I 19.2

I I

I

1 ./

2 1 3 1 OI ?I 018
I I66;7 42;9 0;0 I 33;3 / 0i0 1 30.8

I I I I

1 I 3 I -II 41 018
33.3 I 42.9 I 33.3 I 16.7 I 0.0 I 30.8

I I -- I -I

3 7 3 6 4 -26

11.5 26.9 11;5 23;1 15;4 100;0

HUM SNARE 3 15;92498 WITH 15 DEGREES OF FREEDOM. SIGNIFICANCE a 0.3871

CHIRPS V = 0.45185
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT 1 0,61632

4 4 $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ t $

$ $ $ $ PAGE 10? 1

LAMBDA _0.22222 WITH LEYEL2 DEPENDENT.

LIMBDA SYMMETRIC = 0,18919

3 0.15789 VITO CONTINEN DEPENDENT.

ONCERTA NTY COEFFICIENT 2 0.29566 KITH LEVEL2 DEPENDENT. L
UNCERTAINTY'- COEFFICIENT-COEFFICIENT SYMMETRIC = 0;26043

= 0.23271 VITE CONTININ DIRINDEI

KENDALL'S TAU B = 1.0.474 3, SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0018

KENDALL'S TIO C g -0.48915. SIGNIFICANCE 3 0,0018

GINNA-=-0.59048
SOMERS'S D a -005255 KITH LEYEL2 DEPENDENT,

SOMERS'S D_ SYNIETRICI = '0.0419

2 -0.49799 VITN CONTIIIII DEPENDENT;

ETA 3 0.61 73 VITO LEVEL2 DEPENDENT;
a

0;65873 NITS CUMIN DEPENDENT.

PEARSON'S 11 3-0.57916 SIGNIFICANCE Is 0.0010

YONDER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS = 34



CRossTiDuALTION 10/26/80 PAGE 7

FILE BRAE (CREATION DATE = 10/26/00)

$ $ $ $ c l o s s T A B i l L i T i o N 0 ? . $ II $ 41. S i fil S # a fil $011 i
BY spBsIsT2 _HUNTING

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ * $ $$$$$$$$$$ PAGE 10? 1

sUsIST2
_COUNT I

COL PCT 10-5% 6-15% 16-25% 26-35% 36-45% 56-65% "OB-

I TOTAL

I 0 _1112131416 I
LEYEL2 _ 1 _ 1 1- -I I I- I

1 1 -0 1 -0 1 1 1 -0 I 3 1 I 1 5

BATE 1 I 0.0
I

0.0 1 20;0
1

0.0 I 60A 1 100J__I 19.2

1 _ 1 r _ -I
0

I 1 1

2 1 1 I I I 2 -I 0 I 1 I 0 I 5

BATE 2 1 12,5 1 16;7 1 40;0 1 0;0 1 20;0 1 010 1 19;2

I 1 I _1_1_1_ I
31 21- 31 21-01-11-010

MATH 3 1 25.0 1 50.0 1 40,0 I 0.0 I 20;0 I 0.0 I 30.8

I I I I I- --! -1

4

-I

5 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 / 0 1 8

MTN 4 1 62.5 r 33.3 I 0.0 1 100.0 1 0.0 1 0,0 I 30.8

-I I I I I I- --_ 1
COLUMN __ 8 __ 6 5 _ 1 __ 5 1 26

TOTAL 30.8 23.1 19,2 3.8 19.2 3.8 100.0

$

LEVEL2-
$

« $ 4 4 $

110-c111 SNARE 2 21.63951 WITH 1, DEGREES 0? FREEDOM, SIGNIFICANCE a 0.1176

MINIS F = 0.52672

CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT = 0.67397

LAMBDA -0;38889 WITH LEVEL2 DEPENDENT; x 0;27778 NITS SUBSIST2 DEPENDENT:

LAMBDA- METRIC' = 0i33333

UNCUT& NTY COEFFICIENT = -0,34089 WITH LEYEL2 DEPENDENT. i 0.29223 WITH SOBSIST2 WEIBEL

UNCERTAINTI-COEFFICIENT- SIEBETRIC). 2 0;31469

KENDALL'S _TAO B = ,0;563 8; SIGNIFICANCE 0.0003

IENDILLIS.TALC ' 4456805; SIGNIFICANCE 0.0003

GANNA-m--0,69903
SONENVS 0 n0i54962 WITH LEVEL2 DEPENDENT; g -047831 RITE SUBSISF2 DEPENDENT.

somps o_ sTENETRICI 2 -0.56360
ETA c- 0.76 52-WITH-LEIEL2 DEFENDER. i 0.70718 WITH SUBSIST2 DEPENDENT;

PEARSON'S 1 2-0;66848 SIGNIFICANCE 2 0.0001

EMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS = 34



CROsSTADUALTION

10/2600 PAGE 8

PILE NRAP (CREATION DATE 10/2600)

***_$_*.****** *****.**
ciossTABOLimi op ************* * * * * *

LIPC12

_RI SUBSIST] fl9R110

* 54 $ * * * * * $ S 5 6 1 0 5 $ * * $ $ $ 6 * 6 $ $ * * $ * $ * * * * * * $ $ $ * * * 6 0 * pm! 1 op I

,S053/513
-COM- I
C0L PCT I0-5% 6-15% 16.25% 26.35% 36-45% 46-55% 56.65% NOV

i .0_1_____1_1_ 2 X 3 I__ _4 I 5 1 6

-TOTAL

LINO1 /. ... / I
I... .. 1. /.. ...../

I I I I ; 1 0 1 i 1 I I O I 1 1 5

. . RATS I,.
1 14,3 /__14.3__/___010 I 50,0 / 100.0 I_ 0,0 I 50.0 I 19.2

2 I 21 -1 i Of II -Of
1 . 1

NATI 2 I 20.6 I 14;3_1_0.0 I 50.0 r 0.0__/__50.1__i 0.1 f 19.1

./......../......../..
./. / .. ..../... /..- ,../

3/ 2 I _1 31 01 01 ii 010
NUN 3 I 20.6 I 28.6 I _60;0 I 04 I 0.0 1_50.0_ 1_ 0.0 1 304

X I I I. .: I 1- -I I

"ION
4, I ., I 3 .1 - 2 1 ._ 0 1 0 I 0 I .1

OATH 4 1 28.6 I 42.9__1 40.11__I___0.0 1 0;0 -1-__0i0 t 50.0 i 30.1

I I 1 -I 1 1.----1
COINNI 7 7 5 _ 2 1 2

3
26

,. .., , ,.. ,
TOTAL_ 16,9 26.9 192 . 7.7 3.8 7i7 7 100.0 .., .., .. .. ..

4118043141201.456416.24997 lITI
10 MIENS Of flE2001. SIGNIFICANCE 0,5751

CoNTIAGEIC:_COEPIPICINIT-e--0.62017_
LAIRD*

0.22212 11TO LEVEL2 ' DEPENDENT.
0.10526 VITO SUM OlPgIOSIT.''

LAMM- SIOUTRICI i _006210 s 0.20811 Ittl S09SIST3 OBRIBine

OICIRTI NTT COEIFICIIII
ASTNNITRIC)-g _0a6650 VITO 1.1121.2 ORPIIDINT.

I
... UNCERTAIN?:

VOIETRICI 2 0.23371.

IENOALLIS TIP 1 eil; i 1. SIGNIPICARcE 0.2184

IRIDIUM "AV C -O. 0 0, swum a Dam
G1411_2_414098

M D SINIFFIIC1 0-402717--. SOMERSI$ 0
VITA 111112 DEPENDENT. ' -0.13253 IITO 3O8SIST3 MINIM

la s -003 42 N2
-AEIRL2- _DIPRIDINT,

0,24100 IITI MUSH DIPRIDIOT.

HARMS 1 '4;20349 SIGMICINCE s 0,1594

MOIR 0? NIORIO OISEITATIONS i 34 ,

114
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CIOSSTIBUILTION
10/26/80 PAGE 9

PILE HRAP ? (CREATION DATE 2 10/26100)

***-*-*-3 33.* * * $ $ * * * * * cRoss 7 ABOLITI 0 8 or _41 t 3 3-3 4-3 * t 11 $ * $ 0 $ * * $
LEVEL2 BP SO3SIST4 _ABDUL HUSBANDRY* * * * * *r * * * * * * *W.* * * * * * * 4 4 4 4 4 44* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * piG4 Iv I

SUBS/ST4

COL PCT -5% 615% 16-25% 26 -35% 36.45% 56 -65% 86100% ROV
10

TO TAL1D/1121314/61 9 I
LEIEL2 11111 I I I

1 I 5101 OI 0 I 0 I OI 0 I 5
BATH 1 I 45.5

1

0.0
1

0.0 0,0. I OtO I LI O_____0.0_1 19;2
- I I I I I

2 I 3 I 0 1 2 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 5MATH 2 I 27.3 I 0.0 1 I_ 0.0 _I 0.0 I_ 0.0_1 0.0 I 19.2I I I
_40.0

1 / / I 1
3 1 2 I ; I 0 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 --_1 I --_8NATO 3 I 18.2 I 66.1 I 8.0 1 33.3 / 100.0_1_100,0 50,0 / 30,0q I I 1 ' / 1

I
I I41 II II 31-- 2 I 01- 0 I 1 I _ IMATH 4 I 9.1 1 33.1 I 60.0 I 66.7 1 --0.0 I 0.0 t 50.0 I 30.8

-I I I I I.. .I - 1 1
COLUMN __II __ 3 5 3 1 1 2 26
TOTAL 42.3 11.5 19.2 11,5 3;8 3.8 7.7 100.0

III_CIII-50111E z 22.14323 VITA 18 MIEN 0? ?AMON. SIGNIFICANCE 04257CRAMER'S T z 0.53281

COPTINGENCT-COEFFICIENT-
-*--0.67019_LAMBDA 008889 HITS LIVEL2 DEPENDENT. 0.13333 WITH SO8SIST4 DIPEIDEIT.LAMBDA SYMMETRIC * _0,27173_ _ _

2

UNTIE& ITT COEFFICIENT 8 437140 VITH LEVEL2 DEPENDENT.
UNCEPTAINII-COEITICIENT- SYSIBIBIC1 2 0.33810

0.31023 1178 SUBSIST4 DEPENDENT.

SENDAWS TIM A A 0.466 5; SIGNIFICANCE 2 0.0024
XENDALLIS-TAO-C-1 0.46154. SIGNIFICANCE 2 0;0024
GAMMA-2- 0.59391
SOMERS'S D -0.46245 8178 LEVE1.2 DEPENDENT.
SOMERS'S D SYMMETRIC1 * _0;46614_

2 0.46988 11/TS SEBUM OAPINDEIT;

ETA." 0.66 46-DITH-LIVEL2 DEPENDENT.- 0.48540 SITS SUBSIST* DEPENDENT.
PEARSON'S R 2 0.43535 SIGNIFICANCE 2 0.0131

NOMBER 0? BISS/VG OBSERVATIONS % 34

14i3
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07

col nossmulmo
FILE ORAf (CREATION DATE * 10/26/80)

cn. * t * *-* * * *:i 4 * * * * * *

Lao LIFEL2-
611 4 $ $ * $ $ $ I * * * * 4 i t * * i *

10/26/80 PIGE 10

SSTABOLA-T 1-011 0 * i-i-i-i *

81 _SUBSISTISM AGRICULTURE
* * * * * * * * * I * $ $ * * $ $

-MUSTS
C
COI
O

pMa 10=59 6-15% 16.25% 46.451 56=651 6645% 76-85% -ROO-

TOTAL

0 I 1 I 2 I 5_1 7 I 8 I

LITEL2 .....I 1 I I I I I I

II 4I OI 1 1 -0 I 0/ 0 I DI- 5
1_14,4_1_0.0 1 100.0 I 0.0_1_0.0_1_0.0 I 0.0 I 19.2

,14.......-4..-.1 I - I
I

2 1 I I O r 0 1 2 1 II --1! 01-- 5
0.0 I 0.0 66.7 1_160 I _25.0 1 , 0.0 19;2

.1 I ,I I I -- -1 I I

3 I 21 21 0 I 1 I -DI 2 I 118
NATI 3 I 22.2--1_400.0 I 0.0 33.3 I 0.0_1_50.0_1_100.0 30.0

. .~4 I

riaa BATH

r- HATO 2

NM 4 22,/ 0.8 f 0.1 f 0.1 f 03.1 25.1 f 0.3 30.1
ill I

.1 I I II .1

341 7., 3.8 11.5 23.1 15.111 3.8 1016'

III CHI SQUIRE *- 29,44847 BITI 18 DEGREES Of ?BOB.EED

COINER'S 1 0.61445
CONTINGENCE COMIC/ENT * D./2876

LAMBDA * 0130000 VITO LEFEL2 DEPENDENT.

LAMBDA_ snaftlici *- 1.37143

VICENTA NTT COEFFICIENT
0 4i767 VITO LEM

KENDALL'S TAD a 0.30375. SIGNIFICANCE * 0.0339

GAMMA 8 0.36842

,SONE5S'S
IISINIETRICL* -429167 VITO LEVE12 DEPENDENT.

SONERS4 D synnmici-a- 040019-

ETA is N.60 51 VITH LI1212
i 0-51943 NITN

R * 0.40049 SIGNIFICANCE * 0.0213 I TR MUSTS RRPRIRRIT.

ONCERTIPTI
$1111ETNICI-*--0.11 22

KENDALL'S TAO * 0.i00 4 SIGNIFICANCE * 040339

szcanciscs i 0.0432

I $ $ * * * * * * *

its PIGS 1 Of I

* 0.23529 NITA SUBSISTS DEPENDENT.

DEPENDENT.
0034188 11TH SOLOISTS DEPENDENT.

I 0.30924 NITS SUBSISTS DIPLIDEIT.

_

/DIM OF HISSING OBRITATIOIS * 36

14.8

.fi .

149



CRoSSTABUALTION
10/26/80 PAGE 11

FILE RIM (CREATION DATE = 10/26/801

* *AL* * S* * * $ * * * * * * * CAGssTABGAA-1, /-0N -Of 4 $ 4 4 4 * * * 4 $ * $ S $ * 5 $ $WELL _BY -COMORGI- -COldONITY ORGANIZATION* * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * s * * $ $ * * * * $ $ * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * PAGE 1 Of 1

CORORG1
-COUNT I

COL PCT IDENES SEGNENTE AGAMOUS ElOGAROU SEGMENT! CLAN -CON ION
I D NO EIO S -14 EIOGA-MIINITI TOTAL
I 1 I 2 I 3 -I 4 I 5 -I 6 I

LEVEL? I - - -I I I I-- .-- .1
r

I

II 1/ II 1 I 0 / -115
BATH 1 _I 33.3 _I 100.0 I _11.1 I_ 25.0 I -0.0 I 12.5 I 19.2

-I I I I I I -- I21 I I 0 I 31 0 I -0 I -115
MATH 2 I 33.3_I 0.0 I 33.3 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 12.5 I 19.2

-I I I I I I- . --I
3 I 1 I 0 I 2 I 2 I 0 I 3 I 8

MITE 3 I 33.3 I 0.0 I 22.2 I 50.0 I 0.0 I 37.5 I 30.8.1 I I I I.........I......../
4 I 0 I -0I-- 3 I I I II 318

MATH 4 / 0.0 I 0,0 I 33.3 I 25. 1 100.0 1 37.51 30,8/
I I I /. , I......../

COLUMN 3 1 9 4 1 8 26
TOTAL 11.5 3,8 34.6 15.4 3,8 30.8 100.0

It8-CU/-SQ01111 g 11.44721 VITO 15 DEGREES OF FREEDOM. SIGNIFICANCE is 0.7203CRAAERIS I s 0.38309
CONTINGEICY_COEFFICIENtg _0;55289_
LAUDA ASYMMETRIC) -= 0.16667 MITI LEYEL2 DEPENDENT;
LAMBDA SINNETRICI-s-0.11429

g 0;05082 VIII CONORGI DIPENDEIT,

UNCERTA NT! COEFFICIENT s 0.17116 MITI LEYEL2 DEPENDENT. s
UNCERTAINTY COEFFICIENT SYINETRIC1 =__0:-16174

0.15331 KITH CONOIGI DEPENDENT.COEFFICIENTI
KENDALLS TAO B .263 8, SIGNIFIClOcE s 0:0571
NENDILLISIO_C_= 0.26035. SIGNIFICANCE a 0.0571MGA = 0.34737

SWIM'S D_ STRRETRICI-= 0;26347

SOMERSIS D -426190 VITH LUEL2 DEPENDENT. g 0;26506 NITS C01101G1 DEPENDENT.
._....

ETA = 0.46 82 RIM LUEL2 DEPENDENT. i 0.33552 VIII CORORGI DEPENDENT.
PEARSON'S R a 0.31951 SIGNIFICANCE 3 0.0558

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS g 34



CIOSTADOILTION

10/26/80 PAGE 12

PILE ORA? ICREATIOI DATE a 10/26/80)

$ s_s_cs * *** * clossTioolip_01 *010.41.0.4,*_$ m 11, to mi.'

ITV* 41 . s * * or * 0 * $ $ $ sass $ 4 $ $11$ $110 $ $ $191151411 IGNITIII PAD! 10?

AGO!

CHIT- I-
COL PC! Ii8SEIT' CISOIL E1TEISIT IITIVS/7 /ITENSZY 000

I
-I OR SRI E E, URIC- TOTAL

I II _____2/_____3 I 5 / 6 1

MI42 II 41-11 OI 01 0/- 5

. . NATI 1 1 44,4 I 50.0 I _0.0_1_0.0 I 0.0 I 203
I I I

21 11 0I- 3 I 01 OX--I
BITE 2 _1_1/41 2 0,0 I 12,9 _1 0,0 1 040 1 1640

-1 1 I 1 1-

11 21-11 21 2I 18
KITO 3 I 22.2 1 50.0 I 28.6_1_16,7_1_25.0 1 32.0

-1 I I I

.....
III 21 01 21 1 1 3 I f

KITH 1
0.0 1 28;6 1 33.3__I /5,0 I 32.0

IaI 1 I I

COLVII

,.... .. .,... , TOTAL ,
36,6 8.1 28.6 12.1 16.: 100!6

III_CII 8011118-s- 46.0515? VITO 12 DIMS Or ?REM SIONIPICINCE ' 6.1809
. ....

CIIIIII-S-1-a__ Ot48282

..COITINGIECT_COMICIIIT
a-4482531

LAMBDA STAIITIICI s_0,21212_
LIN801

' -0,21412 VITO LEVEL/ IMPUDENT. a 0.18750 VITO 1811 DIPIIDEIL

. AlICERTAIITT COMICIEIT-
SINNETRIC2 4 _0,25698

VICEETA NTI CoEFFICIENT
AISINNETIIC1 a -0,26917 VITO LIVEL2 OIPSIDEIT. a 0i2069 11TH 1011I 011111011T.

KENDALL'S TAg B a 0,433 7. SIGNIFICANCE a 0,0055

KENDALL'S TO C a 0,42467.
SIGN/ICI:CI i 0.0055

. . ,. ...... . " g.

GIOIA 0,58100

.--
500105'S 0 IISTMIETNIC) m 0.42918 MO LEYEL2 DEPENDENT. m 0,13860 PITH 1011 03P11011T.

SoMERSIS 0 1100ETNICI a 0.13384

ETA 0.5350 VTO-LTEL2---DIPEIDEIT,
a 0.52506 PITO IOU DEPINDEIL

PEIISOKIS I a 0.51179 SIGNItICINCE m 0,0040

100811 0? N135110 OBSEETITIONS a 35

..4

, .161..1 0 HIP.Iip 1.1;



i.

CROSSTIMALTION
10/26/80 PLO! 13

FILE 011P (CREATION DATE 10/26/80)

$ $ *-$-$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ S C R O S sTIBULIT1-0-11 0 f---$4-8-8-$_$

AMU_ 111 CROP PRINCIPAL CROP

0 $ $ $ $ * $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ I $ $ $ $ $ * $ * * $ $ 0 $ * $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

CROP
COON/ I

COL PCT IROOTS-OR CEREAL 0 _RON_

I TUBERS BINS__ TOTAL
I 5 I 6 I

LB M I I I

1 I 1 / 0 I 1

IATI 1 ._125.18_ t 0.0 I 663
q I I

21 II 113
liTO 2 / 254_1_160_1 18.8

I'.'wg' *I I

31 II 516
liTO 3 I 25.0 / 41.7_1 37.5

..I I

4 I I 6

PTA ii v2504_410_4 37.5

COLUMN 4 --12 ---16

TOTAL. 25.0 75.0 1004

$ * * $ $ 8 $ $ $ $

PM 107 1

1,

IIILCHIALligf a 3455555 WITH 3 MISS Of f1111001; SIGIIF/ClICI 04146
CAAMEM-F-s--0.47140--

L......_ COITINEKT-COMIC291T-a 0i42640 .

LAHR SYMMITRIC}-4-0.07143
LAMBDA 1 40--- IITO LIVEL2 MIND:MT. 4 0;25000 WITS CROP 41111110111T.

ANCUTI ITT COEFFICIENT _0.08593 VI?! LEYEL2 O128101111f. i 0;18684 WIT! CROP 011110111i

....-.:,, _ IIIT8ICI g 0.11772

IENDALL'S TAO B ' . 78 4. SIO8IP/Clin 4 0.1238

.

IINDALL05110-C-6 . 8125. 5101111=1U 0.1238
GINNIAL 000000

".....,.SMIERM:D -437500 IIT1 LITEL2 WHOM
SOMERS'S 0- STIRETRICI-4 0.26667

* 0.20690 VI?! C909 .. . 01P10499/4 .:

_ in fl 0;36 46 IITI ITYTI2 _DEPLIDINT. 0.47140 WIT CROP DIfE10111T..

PE1RSOPS R 4 0.36116 SIGNIFICANCE 0.0847
.

'..;,:.-..

, AMER OP 8ISSIVO OBSERYITIOIS $ 44

_.-- ...

0, .1.1.1.6 1111100wo..M.1011

..1

155

.14 . 1,



CBOSSTABOALTION

10/26/00 PRO! 14

PILE EDAM (CREATION DATE * 10/26/80)

$ * $ 4 $ $ $ $ $ $ C R O S S T 1 D O L A 1
$ * * * * t

ISTEL2-
BI SETTLE SETTLEIBIT HMO

0 * *a
0 $ $ 0 $ $ $ $ $ 0 $ $ $ $ $ $ * 4 4 * $ * $ $ $ $ $ $

400*$$

* * PAH 1 Of. 1

SEMI
cODIT r_
COL ?CT TFOLLI-II SENIOR& MIME MEER!

NEIG0801 10011E1 AU

fOBITOIY_IDIC INTIBli IENT C1011PiNOODS5 _IT CO fICI TOTAL

LEFEL2 1 I I I I I

1 1 2 1 -., 3 I _ 0 I -_0 I -_0 I 0 I 5

... BATH 1
4_40.0_110.0 f 0,0 1 0.0 f____0.0_1___0.0 _I 20.0

BUN 2 2 16.1 1 50. i looj 1 011_1011 16J

3 1 I 1 il o f o f*--- 1 l' -731 __B
Ws 3 I 40i I 33i 0.0 1 0.0 4 100.4-I__30.!A 32.0

PUN 4
...

'S 1
--1.1 -0

I 50,1 I 0.0 f 0.0 I 6al_f 1

-I I I- -I I. .I- In -I
32i.

-.... ...
_aka. : 2016 243 Id oid IA 40:i 100!6 , ., 4

111-COIMOlilis 21.49995 !In( 15 DIMES Of PIEBDON4 SIONIPIClICE 2 0.1216

CIAREB!S V it- 0.-51541-

;; cONTINGINCI-COEFFISIEFT a

LIMA 2 14352 4 WITH MEL? DEPEIDENT.

L10001_ SINMETFICLI--0.2012

* 0.20000 VITO SETTLE 'DEMI%

ONCERTIIITT COEFFIC/EMT: ITIENTRICI- -403)81
DNURTI ITT COEFFICIENT

:0f15407 MB WM DIP211411?. = 0.31935 Ins SIMS DEffloIlL

--KENEWS UV B 3 0.44201. SIGNIMINCE * 0.0049

ImmiLifs-Ti0-c-3 0,3093, SIGNIF/ClICE u 0.0049

GAMNA-*- 0.55001_
SOIERSIS 0

-0,44105 1171 p1112 DEPENOEIT.
0.44290 11TH SETTLE. *WHIT.

SOMERS'S 0- 0.44201_

171-*--9.62 33 ELI YEW_ DIFIIDENT. I 0,57302 NITS SETTLE DEPENDENT.,

HINSON'S 0 0.5471 SIGIIPICANCE * 0;0023

1011121 0? HISSING MUNITIONS 2 35

156 157-



CEOSSTADUALTION 10/26/80 PAGE 15

FILE ORIP (CREATION DATE t 10/26/80)

$ 4 $-*-*-4 $ $ $ 4 $ $ $ 4 $ $ $ 4 e l 0 G s T A 9 G L A T A 0 1 o p * * $ 0 4 $ * 4 $ S $ $ * S * $ $ 4
LEYE/2 BY SEMITE MI CONBUNITT SIES

t 0 $ 1 0 $ $ $ $ $ $ * $ * 4 $ * $ $ * $ * $ * $ $ 4 $ 0 0 * 0 $ $ $ 4 4 $ $ $ * 4 * $ $ PAGE 1 Of 1

NEINSIZE
COUNT I

COL PCT ILESS 711 5049 100-199 200-399 TOM Of CITY OF) ION
IN 50 5000-500 50000_ TOTAL
I 1 -I 2 I 3 1 4 I 7 I 8 I

LEYIL2 .1 I I- -- - -_--I I I- I
1 .1 41-11 01 O I 0 / 0 I 5

NATO 1 _1_44;4- I- 254 I 0;0 I 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 / 22.71 I_I_I I II
2 I ? 19IQ1 1101013

NATO 2 I 22.2 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 50.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 13.6
.1 I I I 1. -I .,-.. 13/-- 1 1 1 II 01 II QI6

NOB 3
.I I I

I 33.3 1 25.0 I 504 1 Oa i 100.0 I 0.0 I 27.3
I I I

- 410121111/01418
KIT8 4 I 0.0 I 504 I' 540 I 50.0 I 0.0 1 100.0_1 31i4

eI I .1
7

I
/......../.........1

COMM 9 4 4 22
TOTAL. 40.9 18i3 9ii 9if 4ii 162 WM

IA1_04 SQUABS u 20i43147 14TO 15 DEGREES Of PIM; SIGNIFICARN i 0.1560
CRAMER'S Y 0.55639
CONTINGINC1-COIPFICIENT 0.69391
MED& -0;35714 BIM LEYEL2 DEPENDENT.
LINDA SIMBETRIC1 u 043333

a 0.30769 VIII ISANSIE1 DEPENDENT,

---. ONCERTAINTI_COEITICIENT ITINITI1C1-2-0.40210

MITA ITT COMICIINT 0 0.43707 VITH 1IIIL2 DEn10111. s 0.31232 1121 1111131S1 D1P111011%-

KENDALL'S TAU 8 a 0.584 5. SIGNIFICANCE a 0.0007
. ,

KENDALLIS-TAU-c-u 0957300. SIGH/IC/NCI 0i0007
GIARI u 0473239

.-...zz SOPERS'S 0 007459 IITI LBY112 DIPIIDINT
SOMERS'S 0- SINNETRICI 0.58427

u 0159429 MITE 4E43114 011,10114,

In 0.-.68 20 MI 1.121111 DEPENDENT. a 0.64336 NITS 81110111 DIPINDIET, 11

FEAISONIS R 0.59693 SIGNIFICANCE is 0.0017

ROAM OF KISSING MUTATIONS 38

159

158



CIOSSTABUILTION

PILE 111AP
(CREATION DAT! s 10/26/80)

epousT10
* *_* * * * * 4 4 $ $ $ $

LEVEL2-
$ $ $ $ $ * $ $ * $ t

CORBOIRR

_

$ 1 * $ $

CHIT I
COL PCT 1110 LEYE TRIBE LE POUR LEY -ROM

ILS 'ELS ELS TOTAL

I 3 I $ f

LEVIL2
I

BITS 1 1 i5/.1
I

- 1 1 I 20._" 06.3 I 0.0

r r I

2 1113101,
!ITN 2 I 14'3_1_1046 I 0.0 I 16.0

.1 I. ...,....I I

3 ! Mg I 31.1 f 50.0 i 32.1
1

'I 0.1 1_43i,0_4_
/ 1 I

50.0 i Ma
g

CIE 283 64 $.0 100,0

25

141-01/4011111 2__ 10151330 BITE 6 012110 0? PRI1001.

MEI S _ I 0.45055-- --

CONTINENCE COI??ICIE17 2 g 54110

WM 00.0/9 PITS MEI DEPENDENT.

ONCERT1 ITT COEVitaINT
Ot1S2S5 RITR WILY

ONCERTAINTI
TABETSICY-2-0.22428

MALL'S no 8 ! MO , SIGNMCINCE MOP
MULLIS TIO ; 2 .45600,

SIGNIFICANCE i 0.0030

CANNA s 0.7403
SOBERS'S D 2 0,60121 NITS LEME2 DEPENDENT.

SONERVI 0 514NETRICI-s 0.45Z2i

ETA s .59 71-1116 WELL DIPIEDINT.-
s 0.58095 CITE COMMIE! DEPENDENT:

PEARSON 5 I 2 0.56281
SIOMICANCE 2 COM

NATI 3

RITE $

10/26/80 Pig 16

u L Al to --0 * * * * * * * * $ *

BY
$ 0$ I

CO M* M
$

-LO CI L* A I ti ll a0 f
* $ $ pin 1 or 1

SIOWICANCE 011046

1 0;33333 KITE COMER DEP/1011T;

DELIMIT.
0, 29013 11TH COMO DEPENDENT:

0.11667 11114 C011111111 DEPENDENT,

PONDER 0? DISS114 OBSERVATIONS 2 35

:!. ;4 .4t.

160
161



CROSSTADDALTION 10/26/80 PAGE 17

FILE HRAF (CREAIION DATE = 10/26/80)

0$ $$$$$$ $$ ***** ** $ CROSSTIBULITIoN op $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
LEYEL2 BY GAMES TYPES 0? GAMES

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ * $ $ * * $ * $ $ $ $ $ $ * $ $ $ $ * $ $ * * * $ * $ $ $ $ $ 10 40 $ PAGE 1 op 1

GAMES

COUNT I

COL OCT IRO GAMES PHYSICAL STRATEGY SKILL -AN SKILL ILL_THRE RON.

I SKILL D CHANCE D STRATI I TYPES TOTAL

1 1 I 2 I 4 I 5 1 6 I 0 I

LEVEL 2 IIIIII .4

II0 I 310 I 1 I OIDI-- 4

MATO I 1 060 I 75.0 I 0.0 1
./ I I I

25.0 / 0.0 1

I I-
0.0 1

-1

224

2 I 1 1 0 I 0 1 2 I 0 1 Q 1 3

KITH 2 1 50.0 I 0.0 r 0,0 1 50.0 I 0.0 1 0.0 1 16.7

-I 1 1 I I I- °I

3 I 1 I II II OI I I 2 I 6

ME 3 I 50A0 I_ 25.6 I i0000 I 000 I 50.0 I I40.0 3303

1 1 1 1 1 1

4 I 0 1 01011 1 113 1 5

MATH 4 / _0.0 I_ 0.0 r 0.0 I

-I 1 I I

25.0 1 50.0 I 6010 1
I.. .. ../........../

27.8

COLUMN 2 4 1 4 2 5 18

TOTAL 1111 2202 5.6 22.2 11,1 27.8 100.0

RAM CHI-SQUIRE 2 20057991 WITH 15 SEGUES 01' ?REM SIONIZICIICI I 0;1508

CANNER'S Y = 0.61734

CONTINGENCY_COMICIENT ' 0.73037

LAMM 8 -0.41667 WITH LEYIL2 DEPENDENT. i 0.38462 VITO GIVES DEPENDENT.W MAAL ETRIC' 2 0;40000

ONCERTA NTT COEFFICIENT 3 0.40557 VITH LEYEL2 DEPENDENT. 2 0.39321 NITI GAGES DEPINDIII0

INCEETAIITY_COEFFICIENT 8 0.43454

KENDALL'S TAU B = 0.492 4; SIGNIFICANCE i 0.0067

KENDALL'S TAO C 2 050206. SIGNIFICANCE 2 0.0067

GAMMA 2 0.59223

SOMERS'S 0 8 -0- .47287 WITH LEYEL2 DEPENDENT, 2 0.51261 SITE GAMES MOM
SONERSIS SIMMITRIC[ 2 0;48114

ETA- 0.704 09 IITR LLVEL2 MENDEN% i 0,62428 KITH GIVES DEPENDENT.

PEARSON'S R 2 0.60939 SIGNIFICANCE 2 0.0036

CINDER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS 2 42

162

163



CROSSTABOALTION

PILE HEAP
(CREATION DATE x 10/26/80)

* * * * * * * * $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ CROSSTIBOLI-TIO-1 CP * * * * * *-* * *

t * i ntf i lt * * * * * t
* * * * * * * * 5 * * t I * * * 41 *131 *Ail:1* *

*P1811911$9YRAI $

iiig
COM I 4-

COL PCT !ABSENT 0 PIGS SHEEP AI MIN! I DE/1
CAMS, 80111! A ROW

___p_HEAILTz
i0-011 lOylINALI

IILPICIS,IIIHILI TOTAL

LIIEL2
..-1I/II I. ..-I 1

1 1 5 I 0 I 01 0I-OI 0 I 015
MATH 1 1 50.0 I 00 / 0.0_1__ 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 19.2

.I I I 1 I I 1 I

21 31 0 I 01 11 0 I 0 I 11 $

MITI 2 I 30.0 1 0.0 I 0.0 110010 T 0.0 I 00_1_9.1 I 19.2

-I I ,I- I t 1 - -1 I

3 I 110 'I 1/01 11-11418
0111 3

4__10,0A 0.0 f 100,0__f___0.0_ i 100.0. 1 100.0 i 36.4 30.8

RITE 4 4 i 10.1
I
100.0 1 0.0 f 0,1 f 0.0 f 0.0 1_54Si 30.1

-1 I 1 1- - -I- i--- 1

C010311 10 1 1 1 1 1 11 26

... , TOTAL 38.5 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 42i3 100.0

10/26/80 PAGE 18

* * * * * * t *

*S PAGE 1 0? 1

Ulla $011111 * 16036621 MITE 18 DEGREES 0? ?WOOL szarnatcs * 0.0917

MAWS T 1458140-
J. COMIOEICT-COUPICIElts_

Ot10951-

ii88D1 ISTIMMICrs 0.411.4 WITH Ism ,DIPEIONIL 0 0. 46661 WITH IT!?! DRUM

Bain S/812111C):-*-- 0081145
111881 $111118111C1 -2-005155-

°Nairn ITT COFIIICIPIT ASIVIITR/C) -0i38424 MITE LEYEL2. DIPMEIL a 04.38865 MITI RIPS DIP111011L

UNDALL S 110 I 1 O. ig 5, SIGNIFICINCE * 0.0004

IIKDIU1S-!óe-e O J2 So SIGNIFICANCE 1 0,0004

GAMMA *- 0.7J770_

.
,SONERSIS 0

-0 60000 1/111 LEYIL2 DEPSIDINT.
i 0.54217 128 MPS DEPEIDEIT.

ETA x--g..4 54-IIT0 EYEL2_ DEPEIDEIL
01

0.66596 IIII AT!?! WEIDER%
sonfesi; g

0;16962_

PEAISONIS 1 0.1325 SIGNIFICANCE is 0.0003

!AEI 0? RISSIIG OBSERVATIONS 34

1

16,1



CROSSTIBUILTION
. 10/26/80 PAGE 19

FILE OAF (CREATION DATE * 10/26/80)

5$ 4-4-44 * *los * * * * * * * * clossTABEILI-TioN Of 4 $ 4 4 * 4 * 4 iSi 4 4 4 i 4 4 i
LEVEL2 BY SOBECON SUBSISTENCE EOM

* * *1* * *ewe*** * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * ;11 $ $ $$$ 10 $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ PAGE 107 1

ISUBECON

COL PCT IGITNERIN FISHING BUNTING PASTORAL INCIPIEN EXTENSU /WIVE. _Row_

i0 i I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5
T AGRICUiE 190111GRITTI TOTAL

LEYR1,2
1 f.

1 - I I I i- -1 - __ I
I I 2 I 21 0 1 0 / 0 1 0 1 5

a 1711 1 +1004 I 400 I 66;7 _I 0.0 1 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 1 19.2
I I

2 I 0 1 jI DI 0 I II--; 1 1 I
NATI 2 _I 0.0 I 20.0 I. 0;0 I 0.0 1100.0 1 33.3 1 14.3 I 19.2

I I I I I - -I I31 -0 I-- 1 I-- 1 1 1 I 0 I 1 1 2 1 8
Ma 3 . I 0;0 I 20;0 I 33.3 I 66.7 I 0.0 1 33.3 I 28.6 i 30.8

-I I I 1 I- I -I-
... ... .1../ -0 I 1 I ;I II SI 2 s

NATO 4 i 0.0 r 20.0 I 0.0 1 33. I 0.0 I 33.3 _1_57;1_1 30.82 2 ... . 2 1 .2
1COMM 6 7 26

. . . TOTAL 3.8 19.2 11.1 11.5 3.8 23.1 260 100.Q

JAW CBI SOW a 2106173 VITO 11 DEGIEIS 07 mom SIGIIIICIICI 0.2249
CRIAElis 1 4 0.5330J

CONTINGENCY -COEFFICIENT s gams
LIEBDI __0-33333 IITU &RIM DEPRIDINT. ' 0;15789 WITH SOBECOV DIMWIT.

1

LANDDI- SUNETRICE * 0.; 4324
ONCERTA NTT COEPFICIENT ASINNETNIC1.2 -0i32173 OITN 1E111.2 DEPENDENT. * 0.25347 WflI SIMON DIPINDIM

....;.: ViCERTAINTT_COMICIEVT- 0;18586
KENDALL'S TAO 13 m 0-429 . SIGWICANCE $ 0.0043

_ . . ....., .

IIVOILLIS-110-C-* 0:44i8 . SIGVIPICIRS $ 4,0043
GINNI_= 0;53333
SOMERS!S 0 _0.41026 IIT4 MAW 0121110711,
SAPIENS'S D- SYNNETRICI-s -0.42912

t 0.44940 11TH 51111;08 01PIISSIL

su Is 0.65 00 VIN LE111,2 DEPEIDZIT. a 0.62169 WITH gown 011110111.
PIARSOVIS I * 0.53325 SIGNIFICANCE * LON25

NUMBER Of N1SSING OBSERVATIONS 2 34

Moog

CD
CIZ

165

moo m.r I

16'7



CROSSTIOULT101

10/26/80 P101 20

?ILE ARA?
(CAEATIO1 OITA g 10/26/80), coossTAuLATIoi OF **_******---***$$$*

LA8L2-

81 -1111111 _ _SIA_5PIcIALIZAT101-1111ING

*
$ . * * * $ * o *

$ $ $ $ * $ mg br I

881181

COUNT /_

COL PC! BILIS AL MILES MILES ACTIVITI _801

1011 808: -ALONE- ABSENT TOTAL

I

I i 1 ____6__I____ 9 1
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jWotist3==FishiriTThisno significant relationShip between

fishing and math type because this subsistence practice may be of

importance to quite simple cultures as well as very advanced ones.

Subsist4==Animal Husbandry: There is a significant and reasonably

strong relationship between animal husbandry and math type. Animal

herds are universally viewed as a sign of wealth where the desire

to count is therefore quite high. As a result, the math type is

quite high even among rather simple cultures such as the Lapps;

SUbsiSt5==Agr-iCU1t: There is a rather weak and barely significant

relationship between the two variables. As we have seen, simple

horticultural societies with redistributive systems will have

rather complex math, while others with little concern with wealth

status have simple math systems while at the same time being rather

dependent upon agriculture.

Comori==Community Organization: The relationship is barely not

significant.

Aq-r -i Intensity of'Agraculture: "J:11,1:.e is a rather strong, signifi-

cant association, undoubtedly because the cultures with intense

agriculture are quite complex and have highly developed organiza-

tion and a concern for wealth.

Settle==Settlement Pattern: A rather strong and significant rela-

tionship exists which is undoubtedly lowered by high math types

among pastoral nomads.

Meansize_==Mean Community Size: The relationship is quite strong

and highly significant. Larger communities, with their need for

organization and their occurence among more complex cultures,

tend to have higher math types.

Commhier==Local Hierarchy: The relationship between the number of



levels of community hierarchy and the level of math types is also

strong and significant for essentially the same reasons that obtain

for Meansize.

-G-am-sa=1-yees of Games: Considering the value of Games as a predictor

shown by the multiple regression, the association between Games and

math types is not unusually high. It is, however, highly significant

and indicates, as might be expected, that cultures that have signi-

ficant math skills tend to play more complex games.

Atvne =Predominant Domesticated Animal: The relationship between

the predominant domesticated animal and the math types is quite

high and significant. To reiterate, the reason appears to be that

herding cultures universally develop counting systems as part of

the pastoral c,o_tural pattern.

Subecon==Subsistence Economy: Subecon shows a moderate, significant

relationship to cultural math types which is lowered somewhat by

the fact, noted above, that fishing can be important from the simp-
4

lest to the most complex of cultures.

Weavel==Sex Specialization in Weaving: Weaving was selected foL- ana-

lysis because of the r31ation between weaving and counting which is

necessary to produce patterns. There is a significant but moderate

negative relationship between the two variables. Basically, simple

cultures with low math types tend to have weaving as a personal

activity conducted by females while more complex cultures with full

time craft specialists, who tend to be men, also have higher math

types.

Class1==Class Stratlfication: There is a strong and highly signi-

ficant relationship between the presence of socialclasses and math

types. Thi- to be expected, since classes are based upon accumu-

lated wealth which quite naturally requires the development of so-

phistication in mathematics.

Df-111114-==D^14"^1 Tr14-1-4("111: For mrch the same reasons as Classl,

there is a strong, significant relationship between Pollnt and wath

types. This is another of the cultural evolution variables in which

complexity of organization can be related to mathematical develop-

ment.



CONCLUSIONS

There are two separate lines of development of the math

types, both related to the ne, to count. One of these is cultural

evolution, which has been shown to account for the development of

complexity in cultures. To put it in modern anthropological per-

spective, humans are unique among biological organisms in depending

on culture==learned behavior--to adapt to the environment. In so

doing, they have freed themselves in large part 1.1rm the need to

change genetically in order to adapt to changiug environments.

Rather, humans change their culture to adapt. As a result; human

culture itself has been shown to behave in a way analogous to bio-

logical evolution which is called cultural evLaution. Many recent

cross-cultural studies have statistically validated the reality of

cultural evolution for human culture8 on a world-wide basis (McNett

1970a for example).

These studies have shown that as C!iltures adapt to their

environmet including other cultured around them as well as the

physical ,:ronment; they tend to become more complex. This

complexity has shown to be the direct result of the subsis-

tence practices of tne individual cultUre which in turn lead to

a typical; evolutionary series of settletent patterns (McNett 1970ai

1970b). A host of cultural traits; primarily in economi6S; polstxcsi

and religion; are now known to be functionally related to the settle-

tent pattern (McNett 1970a);

From the analysiLi above; it is now clear that math types are

another cultural trait that behaves in an eVOlutionary kashiOn; It

is postulated here that as ailtures become more organized,

the need to .,levelop ever more sophisticated wathetatical concepts

and practices is heightened. The development of social cle,:ses based

Upon wealth, complex economic transactions, tIts ccolection of taxes,

support of religious heirarchies, and similar cultural traits could

not exist without the development of mathematical skili..1;.

ISO



At the same time, there a cross-cutting trend for the

development of similar mathematical skills among rather simple

cultures whose rather special circumstances dictate a need to

count. Two classes of cultures are particularly noticeable in

this regard. In tho first place, pastoral cultures universally

seem to have developed significant mathematical skills relating

to the maintenance of their herds. From the point of view of

the hunter, more than two buffalo are a lot, but from the point

of view of the herdex, 66 reindeer is quite different from 65.

The second group of aberrant cultures from an evolutionary

point of view are the simple horticulturalists or gatherers in

abundant environments who have developed social classes based upon

the redistribution of accumulated wealth by the kin group head.

Status is achieved by the kin head (and secondarily by the member :"

of the kin group) through the redistribution of this wealth at

periodic feasts or other ceremonies. Such cultures develop an

almost fanatical concern with counting, since the kin head receiving

gifts at a .Tunction must return them and rnoru at tile next function

in order to maintain or increase status.

In both cases, then, a real need to count causes cultures at

a lower level of complexity to develop klnexpect-A mathematical skills.

The result of these confounding influences is that the influence of

cultural evolution on the development of math types is somewhat ob-

scured and the ordinal coefficients are lowered. However, 'Lt is

abundantly clear that there is a great deal of predictable regular-

ity in human mathematical development as there is in most of human

culture.

From the point c,f view of, this project, the fact of regular-

ities in mathemeti-Jal b.thavio77 on a world-wide basis is the most

important aspect of this study. Cultures everywhere have developed

roughly .equivalent skills in x.q.-ponse to the same needs. Looking

specifically at American Indian croups witnin the United States, we



see that a large number of them may be expected to have been at

the level of Math Type 1, while a considerable proportion of the

remainder were at Math Type 2. While some had reached Math Type

3, probably none within the political boundaries of the United

States were at the highest leVel. This is, of course, not the

result of any cultural ibferibrity, but simply the 6Onsequence

Of cultures without any significant need to d&Qe160 wore complex

mathematical skills; A albeit tentaL:ivei conclusion to

the drawn is that one may expect a universal problem with American

Indian students in learning modern mathematics and the attendant

development of math avoidance syndttite.



The cross-cultural analysis, thud, mfdicto the presence of Indian student

math- avoidance (something the project already suspected occurred in the Indian

classroom). But the basis given for the prediction suggests several facets

to the math avoidance issue which the project had not anticipated. Those details

need to be highlighted here.

First, the cross-cultural study shows that AMerican Indian math, systems

_

cannot be considered exclui7ely as Indian-systumt. Nor do they contain properties

which developed out of unique experiences in native North America. There appear

to be,univerdal factors, things not reztrict-ed in occurence solely to particular

situations, which underlie the visible characteristics of Indian counting systems.

Just as the tribes were not immune to the influences of universal culture his-

tory, neither were specific details ,n tribal cultures. If student knawledge

of their tribe's traditional counting systems is acting as a barrier to student

learning of Western mathematical skills, we must recognize that the basis for

the barrier does not rest exclusively :7ith2o those tribal traditions. Indian

culture alone cannot bear the full responsibility for the Indian =)tudent's

mathematical difficulties.

Second, the close connection bet...ten Indian math and (Indian) cultural

type also implies certain; :Batts about student knowIedg2 of tribal math and its

relation to knowledge of traditional culture as a whole. It seems possible

to infer from this relaticnship that students who evidence knowledge of "tradi-

tional mathematics" may also be students who participate directly Lie cr.ibe's

_traditional institutions, cr otherwise keep themselves in direct contact with

:.traditional culture. The validity of this prediction will be explored in sitb-

Sequent chapters of this revrt.
-

Third, the findinr; of the cross-cultural study makn it -very clear that
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we cannot expect too much from this association between traditional math know-
MIMINONI

ledge and traditional culture, at least where the prediction of student school

achievement is concerned. Survey findings as reported here show numerous in-

stances of societies who math systems are composed of characteristics from

several of the ideal "types ". Cross-culturally, 'membership" in one "type" or

at one "level" in no way necessarily excludes a culture from exhibiting "member-

shiP"".in a second such "type". Sittlational factors will determine the combination

iv each instance. And the comparative show that, if demands for type IV mathe-

matical skills become imposed on a culture otherwise operating at AA type I

"level", the members of the culture will develop strategies and techniques for

dealing with those demands. How closely the "type IV skills" will become inte-

grated into the "type I system" is not the issue here (though, as in the garb

example cited above, the nature of Our integration tells 411 much about the

conditions of the "type IV" demands and about the degree of "type IV" partici-

pation open to the tribe as a result of those conditions). What is the issue

is the fec 'at "type I" knowledge does not prevent or preclude acquisition

o" "-nye IV" skills. If this is paid tu be true at the cultural level, ae

may likewise expect it to prove to be tree at the individual leve: a student's

knowledge af tranal mathematics need not automatically preclude- or prevent

Lim from ccquiring control ever non-traditional mathematics skills. The validity

of this prediction will also be explored in cubsequent chapters.
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Chapter Four : The Research Sites =- Tribes, Schools, and In-field Activities

The original propoial for this research project introduced its sectio

describing project goali and object.ives (page ) with the following statement:

The research team proposes to conduct an intensive study

of math avoidance and barriers to mathematici education among

American Indian elementary school students on two Indian reser-
_

vations. The overriding perspective and methodology of the

study will be anthropological in nature. Through the research

effort, the team ihuld be able to identify the critical vari-

ables and factor§ Which contribute to math avoidance among

American Indians. In turn, this should permit the development

of some general conclusions with respect to the nature and

of different styles of cognitive problem-solving on math-

ematics education.

Clearly, to address these goals and objectives, a considerable amount of

primary data about Indian student math skills, math learning, and related

classroom experiences first had to be obtained_ This meant that much of the

work of this project came to center r -*id related activities. These

included both the data-gathering ar _ at each site as well as the

process of review and analysis re4uir,. to 'synthesize the information collect-

ed during the classroom observations, the formal interviewing, and the less

formal in-iield discussions. This chapter presents background informatio2

about each of the field sites (the Tribes and the reservation settings), follow-

ed by brief destripticns of the work do2g within each of these contexts. More

contrastive comments will be offered at arproptiate points, to help

into broader perspective the Mori specific findings to be detailed in the

foll-owing chaptcirs;

Firsc, however, it is necessary to explain how the %wo field sites came

to be selected. Originally, it Was proposed That field=aork be carried out

within one of the Pueblo communities of cent-:al New Mexico and within one of

the Tribes of the Pacific NorthWtat. Dr. Leap had worked on educational issues
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with several 2e,lo communities on previa:As occasions. He brought considerable

familiarity With KereSon and Tanoan language and traditional culture to the

project. His more rezeia work in applied linguistics under the sponsorship

of the Advocatet for Indian Education (Spokane, WA) had taken hii into the re-

servation communities of the Pacific northwest. He was assured of that organ-

izatiail's Willingness to serve as mediator and source of introduction if site

selection among the Pacific Tribes was to be undertaken.

Project staff did not follow through with either part of this plan, how-

ever. Between the submission of the proposal and notification of successful

funding, Dr. Leap had become involved with a long-term language and education

project on the Northern Ute reservation in northeastern Utah. Tribal govern-

ment ( and specifically, the Tribe's education office) had been voicing concerns

about the failuxe of local schooling programs to turn out high school graduates

capable of ( and interested in ) pursuing post-secondary studies in "hard

sciences" or in other energy related fields. This sounded, on fAce value,

like a "math avoidance" situation. Kuovaing that a Tribal governmen already

concerned about the tiroblem we proposed to reseattch, it seemed more prudent to

followup on that opportuntiy, rather than -- as would have to be the case in

New Mexico and in the Pacific areu, to bypass an existing interest in favor

of a more open-ended search for access to some unspecified, and perhaps leab

acutely concerned, tribal ...ontext.

The decision to select Oneida, Wisconsin as our second field site redult-

ed from similar considerations. Though this time, it was the Tribal government

i;self which contacted u; to ask if -- given our intev.sst in math avoidance,

they might open the facilities of the recently established, Tribally-controlled

school for project research purposes. Again; it seemed wiser to restrond to the

invitation, even though none of the senior research staff were familiar with
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Oneida ( or Iroquoian) linguistics and traditional cultures . Oneida, like

alrthern Ute, was offering full backing of Tribal gcvernment for this inquiry.

And this would mean that a foundation for negotiating, with school authorities

with students and with their parents would already have been pnt'into place

long before any member of the project staff ventured into the field.

Fieldwork on the Northern Ute reservation was carried out during the month

of January, 1980. It was decided to alter the original research plan and delay

fieldwork at the second site until late springi so staff would have ample time

to research the Northern Ute field data and identify any necessary modifications

in the data=gathering plan before the information was collected within the second

Tribal context. AS it turned on; this turned out to be a wise decision. Project

staff had already summized that there would be several areas of contrast between

the educational situations encountered at Northern Ute and at Oneida. Todd

Elementary School was a public school, operating in terms of educational poicieS

set by A non-Indian school board based Some twenty -five miles away in the county

seat (Vernal, Uta); the Oneida Tribal School, in contrast, was just that --

a school administered by Oneid.t. people on behalf of Oneida students. So the

difference in JA....1i.'Az;iratiOn anj in target population should certainly be ex-

pected to become reflected in he field data in numerous ways. There were other

areas of contrast to be noted; and several of these contrasts will become clearer

after baseline information abot the Tribes and their reservation contexts are

detailed;

This issue laps resolved by adding to the partEtire project staff, a wo=n

who had studied Iroquoian languages 28 part of her undevaraduate training

and had continued to remain familiar with the Iroquoian liter.ature while

pur4uing her graduate studies in anthropology at The Atro.-:ican University.

Stga as ore of the two otaff members to carry out it' - field research at

0%eid6
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The Northern Ute Tribe -- more properly identified as the Uintah and Ouray

Tribe of Ute Indians, Inc., is a 1,900 member federally recognized Indian Tribe

incorporated under the terms of the Indian Reorganization (Wheeler-Howard) Act

of 1934. Members of the on-reservation Indi:n pN.ulation closely identify not

only as Northern Utes but as members of one ,i three of the traditional Ute

bands, the kin-based, multi-family social aggregates which provided the focus

for seasonal e: -:` : ^t1" g and social activities in earlier times. Reservation member

also recognize ..ffinity, both in terms of common customs and closely re-

lated languages, the Ute peoples living on the Southern Ute reservation

(Colorado) and the Ute Mountain reservation (sharing lands in Colorado, New

Mexco and Utah). Marriage between families on theee reservations is as common,

a3 is the movement of a single family from one reservation to another at various

points in the family's life together. The traditional language of all of these

Ute peoples is still spoken by some parties on each of the reservations. At

Northern Ute, until the start of a bilingual program at the elementary school

in 1980, language fluency had a mosaic distribution - ir some families, ei

members :Take it, in otherfsmilies no knew the language at all.

The Ute also recognize a close cultural ielatirnships with Shosnne-Bannock

Tribe living on the Fort Hall Indian reservatioa, with the Chemehuevi Tribe of

southeastern California, and with other Tribes whose share membership in the

Shoshone language ismily. More recent cultural innovations -- the Sun Dance

religion is a primary consideration here, have also served to link uv aui fve

ther maintain ties between all of these peoples. Visitation avd inter-mairiage

between them is also not infrequent.

So outsidel the context of their reservation, Northern Ute people can trace

a large number of immediately ac' :cent ties and connections; They in no sense

function as a cultural isolate, but have been and continue to be part and pax.ctl.
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of the whole "style" of cultural adaptation which anthropologists now refer

to as the Great Basin. "experience".

The Northern Ute reservation itself is located in northeastern Utah. Re-

servation land originally extended from the Str7th4'rre
Reservoir (just east of

the Wasatch Mountain range in central Utah) well across the eastern border of

the state of Utah and the mountaina of western Colorado. Today, however,

reservation boundarida include only 1,0084152 square acres, approxiMately one-

tenth of the land originally promised to the Tribe by the federal governMent.

The Tribe itself owns and administers
970,273 acres of reservation land. The

federal government claims 24 acres, and individual families some of whom

are non-Inc:-.;.n in background) have been allotted the remaining 37,855. Northern

Ute people have been living in these areas since the middle of the 19th century

when the federal government forcibly resettled members of ten of the Ute bands

into this area. The three bands which exist on the
reservation today are, in

part, the result of amalgamation and consolidation of the original ten grouping!

The center of Tribal government is the town of Fort Duchesne, Utah. The

ETA's agency is located there as is the headquarters cf the bueiness committee

and the offict!S of its several administrative 'divisions. Health services are

provide& through agreement With the county hotpital located in Roosevelt, but

predominately this has been a non-Indian, Mormon-based settlement; the town

rests on what Wa;, Indian language but which was pasoci out of Tribal control

under the terms of the Indian Allotment (or Dawei)Act of 1978. Northern Ute

people do live in other tons within the rloerVation's checkerboarded 10:..ndarie

Myton, some twenty ales vest of Fort Dachesne; White Rock, 12 milLis acrth

of fort Duchesne;
Randlett, ten tiles south c,f Fort DucLeane; and Ouray,

approximately twenty wiles further mouth of RandIett.
Additionally, there are

ird%vidual families and fami4 group3ngs whicli
maintain howe9 all acrras the

1 8j
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reservation. And, again becaute of the Dawes Act, there also are numerous non-

Indian families occupying privately owned lands across the reservation as well.

There is no single population center at Northern Ute. And any attempt to con-

vene a meeting, whether for political, educational or social purposes, always

requires advance publicity and often a considerable amount of negotiation to

coordi-iate transportation and other Schedules.

Education Services suffer directly as a result of the distance problem.

The reservation Straddles two counties -- Uintah county, whose county seat is

based in vernal , the larger cLmmercial center twenty miles east of Fort Duchesue;

and Ducheant county, whose adninistrative offices are based in Roosevelt. By

agreement between the two cs'..ties, Ute children from across the reservation

begin their grade school edtwation at Todd Elementary School, the facility

which served as the focus for much of the research done at Northern Ute. When

junior high is completed, students may attend the county high school operated

in Roosevelt, again regardless of the specific location of their home residence;

or, as has become the prefered choice for many families, students are enrolled

in one of the off-reservation boarding schools administered by till Bureau of

Indian Affairs;

For most students, especially in the earliest years of their education

outside home, schooling entails lengthy and time-consuming bus rides. Students

living in or near uaray, for example, spend almost two hours a day commuting to

and from Todd Elementary school. They leave early in the morning, return late

in the afternoon, and face family responsibilities as well as completion of

necessary homework assignments before preparing for bed.

The time problem alone may contribute to some of the frustration and dis-

salcisfaction which student and their parents have come to associate with public

school education. TE.c sUilenc of any stable opportunities for post-secondary
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educati:-; ithin a hundred mile radius certainly enters in here. The lack of

visible opportunities for on-reservation
employment may also be contributing

to student questions about the purpose ( or ultimate usefulness ) of schooling.

Until the coming of the "energy industries" ( the reservation Oita- on top of

an extensive pockets of oil and natural gas ), commercial life on the reserve=

tion centered exclusively around a few small grocery and general stores and a

larger number of houidhold-based "arts and crafts" activities. Tribal govern=

ment offices are a source MZ,Z4gt A limited one ) for employment. The Tribe

hAS operated a f' Ire 1.1.1ctory at various times in recent years; when open,

the factory providee work for semi-skilled family members, but not nearly enough

to offset the growing on-reservation unemployment rate documented in the find=

ingO of the 1980 Canbus. (BIA estimates that over 50 percent of those adults

actively seeking employment are unable to find it in the immediate area.)

Family farming, or more commonly share=cropping or
day-laboring on some more

fortunate person'S farm, has become a strategy z:ce household head rely on to

help their families "get by" in difficult times.
Overall, the Tribe's economic

prospects look leed than optimistic . The primary sours of job growth in the

area is theenergy industry. But the job growth is occrring in the skilled

and technical areas, not in the semi-okilied domains. To date, there are no

Ute Indian geologists, geo-chemiste,
mathematics Jpecialists, or petroleum

engineers. And there are few Ute peonte rT:aincd and skilled in business manage-

ment, marketing, or other of the Will '
jobs which always grow out of

a blue-collar "work bo"m". It was .lying separation between Tribal

work force on-x.servation job availability which led che Tribe's Education

Division to respond
enthusiastically to the prospect of pax-Lcipating, and

benefiting from, the work of the Math Avoidance ?roject.

Oneida Tribal government was equally enthusiastic about participation in
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the project. Though the reasons for their interest were couched in somewhat

different terms as the following paragraphs will make clear.

The Oneida Tribe of Wisconsin

Indian Tribe incorporated under the

1934. Members of this Tribe closely

peoples living on reservation lands

speaking Tribes of southern Canada.

ginally residents of New York state

is a 2,000 member federally recognized

terms of the Indian Reorganization Act of

identify with Oneida and other Iroquois

in New York State and with the Iroquoian

The Wisconsin Oneida were,

and were part of the group

chose to move out of that area and resettle further to the west, once American

independence had been secured from Britain and efforts were made to "extinguish"

in fact, ori-

of Indians which

all remaining Indian claims to landt within the areas occupied by the thirteen

colonies. This group of Onedia peoples settled just west

consin in 1846. Tribal claims to the land were

of Green Bay, Wis-

not fully addressed until the

1930's, when the federal government purchased segments of property from indivi=

dual landowners and consolidated them into what is now known as the 2,108

acre Oneida Indian reservation.

Ties to the New York; and Canadian Iroquois, especially to the Oneida

peoples who remained behind in New York state when the group moved to WiSconSin,

have long been recognized by all parties. Travel over long distanceS in the

summer months to renew ties with these distant relatives has long been common

for Oneida people. But there has, until recently, been a barrier to fuller

Wisconsin Oneida participation in political and ceremonial activities hosted

by other Iroquoian Tribes. Fluency on the Oneida language began to decline

shortly after the Tribe moved to their new home, until by the middle of this

century there were almost no speakers of the ancestral language outside of the

oldest members of the Tribe. This meant, for example, that Wisconsin Oneida

people could observe and listen to, but could not always actively participate

7 9
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in longhouse ceremonies, since full participation in those ceremonies requires

fluency in the ancestral language. History, geography, and linguistics have

combined to produce a situation for the Wiscondin Oneida wherein, on the one

hand, their cultural identity is clear, but on the other, they are not as deeply

integrated into the full benefit of that identity as members of the Tribal

community might prefer.

Education problems and difficulties experienced by younger members of

the Tribe work to exacerbate those conditions. Until 1979, the public school

system provided educational services to Oneida students. The problem was, the

reservation is located at the junction of four counties. So, depending on

residence, Oneida students may attend one of four different schools and become

subjected to one of four different sets of teaching styles and instructional

strategies. It is common, here as elsewhere, to find families moving fram

one part of the reservation to another over a given period of time. In this

case, family movement often resulted in a crossing of a county line -- in turn

requiring that students switch schools and school systems, leaving classmates

behind to enter into new environments where friendshipe might or might not

already be established. Tribal attempts to aaVelop some degree of coordination

between the school programs, or at least their treatment of Oneida students

enrolled in those programs, continually proved unsuccessful. And, with the

on-reservation population divided between four county domains, it became almost

infeasible to think that a politically motivated Oneida might run for and success-

fully obtain an elected seat to one of the county school boards.

Education, then, rested almost totally outside of the control of Tribal

government until the creation of the Oneida Tribal School in 1979. This program

was called for by Tribal members and Tribal government specifically to create

some alternative schooling facility for the younger members of the Tribe. Ini-
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tally, things were deliberately done to make OTS seem as distinct as possible

from the public school setting with which the students had become so familiar.

(Comments on several of these activities will be made, below.) Alternative

schooling still had to provide education, and so along with the development of

opportunities for student participation in school governance (and other innova-

tions), much attention was directed toward the development of a school curriculum

which would, for all grades K-12, address the full range of needs and interests

of Oneida students.

That the students (and their families) were interested in education was

clear from the on-site interviewing. The utility of education and the roles

it can play in personal development is certainly helped, for example, by the

presence of the University of Wisconsin facility at nearby Green Bay. The town

of Oneida -- the focal point for on-reservation Tribal government operations

and for much of the small-scale commercial business managed by Oneida families

-- could well be considered a bedroom community for Green Bay; .many families

ihave one or more members who commute into the city and work within its boundaries

on a daily basis. The Wisconsin Oneida labor force has not been immune to the

influences of the nation-wide recession. But, heing closer to an urban environ-

ment and to its opportunities for post-secondary education and for technically

focused skills-development, the on-reservation unemployment situation is not

nearly as severe as is the case reported at Northern Ute. Undoubtedly, the

location of the reservation within rich farming country and the tradition of

family farming enterpreises which has long been a characteristic of all peoples

in the state of Wisconsin, may also be affecting on-reservation employments

levels, or, at least per capita income levels within the reservation's house-

holds.

The Northern Ute and Wisconsin Oneida Tribal communities are similar in
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size, and here the resemblances between the two Tribes comes to an end. Oneida

occupies a land area one-tenth the size of Northern Ute. Northern Ute's rural

isolation contrasts markedly with Oneida's-4- location within a rapidly expanding

urban area; The proximity of close cultural relatives for the Ute differs from

the isolation experienced by the Wisconsin Oneida, given that surrounding Tribes

in Wisconsin are not speakers of Iroquoian languages and the closest language

speakers are in New York state or Callada. Contrasts between on-reservation

demographics and political structures have been noted. And more of these con-

trasts of this sort will begin to emerge, once a closer look is given to the

two school sites which became involved in the project -- Todd Elementary School

(TES) the county=run public school in Fort Duchesne, Utah; and the Oneida

Tribal School (OTS), the Tribally controlled school in Oneida, Wisconsin.

Tads Elementary SChccl_

Todd Elementary School (TES) is located on U.S. Highway 40 approximately

7 miles east of Roosevelt and 20 miles west of Vernal. The school is located

in Ft. Duchesne, Utah. Also in Ft. Duchesne there are several small stores,

A bowling alley, and the Tribally owned resort motel with restaurant and lounge.

The students who attend TES either live on the western side of Uinteh County

(if non-Indianor (if Indian) may live within any part of the reservation land.

The non-Indian teachers on TES faculty commute either from Vernal or from Roose-

velt. Indian teachers, in the main, live in Fort Duchesne or in Whiterocks.

The school offers educational services to students from kindergarten to

grade 6. There are some 40 teacheri and teacher-aides working at the school.

Only five of the faculty have been at TES longer than two years. Typically, the

pattern is that a new teacher, who usually is female and unmarried, will remain

on faculty at TES only long enough to secure a position elsewhere in the county

school system. Vernal is considered the "prime location" for employment.
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TES is the only school in the district to have a sizeable Indian component

within its student population. Forty-five percent of the students are Anglo;

fifty-five are of Indian (almost always Ute) Indian background. The balance

does rot carry over into the faculty ranks. There are only four Indian teachers

at TES. There are, however, several other Indian teacher aides who are working

at TES as part of their training under the Tribally sponsored Teacher. Training

Program.

The classes. Four classes were observed and recorded during the field research.

One, a third grade class, consisted of 29 children, 8 of whom are Indian. This

is a "team-taught" class, meaning that students move from one classroom to an-

other, for their instructor in math and other special topics. This teacher

we observed also taught the "top" math class. In that class there are 24 child-

ren, five of whom are Inidan. The second third grade class observed had an

Indian woman as its teacher. Her class was predominantly (15 out of 27) Indian

in backgroun . She taught the middle-level "team-taught" math class. The

third class observed during field research was a fourth-fifth grade combination

class. There are 36 students in this class of which eight are Indian. The

teacher divides the class into "ability groups" for math exercises. In the

lowest group there are 12 children, fiVe of whom are Indian. The middle group

contains 12 children, three of whom are Indian. The upper group contains 8

children,none of whom are Indian.

The final class observed was sponsored by the Title I program. The

enrollment in Title I is determined by the level of achievement on the CAT tests.

These are timed tests. Reportedly, there is poor attendance on the part of

Indian children on the testing day. Children are chosen from the list of low

achievers (i.e., low scorers) on the test or by specific request of the teacher.

Automatically then, there are several factors weighing against Indian students
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in the selection process and the political breakdown of the students enrolled

in Title I classes in January, 1980, attests to this. Considered grade by grade,

we find:

grade 1

grade 2

grade 3

grade 4

grade 5

grade 6

About half Indian and half Anglo; specific

figures were not provided

9 Indian students, 4 Anglo students

6 Indian students, 7 Anglo students

16 Indian students, 5 Anglo students

20 Indian students, 2 Anglo students

17 Indian students, 6 Anglo students

Title / program has a director (new as of 1979) and four instructional aideb.

The aides are not qualified to teach in the classroom without a fully certified

teacher being present inthe room. So the aides are paid at somewhat of a lower

rate than are the full-time teachers. One of the aiddi has been working with

remedial education, particularly for Indian students, for more than fifteen

years; a second has been working for more than ten years in such programs. The

other two Title I aides have considerably less experience with these programs.

Fieldwork at TES began on Monday, January 7, 1980 and continued for the

next four weeks. The week-by-week breakdown of field activities can be summarized

in the following terms:

Week I, January 7 - 11, 1980

* attended math classes, making notes and observing, interacting

with students as appropriate; nothing formal.

* identified seven students per class, whose math skills will be

focused on during the project; three high achievers, three lower

achievers, and one student in "middle range". Introductions to

the students may be made.

* met with Ute tribe education committee to review project purposes

and arrange for home-based interviews with parents; obtain their

views on math issues, etc.

* met with school staff, especially those with interests in math

issues, to discuss observed problems and solutions.

1 9 :7
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Week II,-January 14 - 18, 1980

* continued in class observation, increasing informal interactions
with students when possible and appropriate.

* collected parental consent forms, clearing the way for interviews
with students and their family members.

* began home visiting of parents, to discuss project interests and
to arrange times for more detailed discussions.

* began interviews with students at the school regarding math
interests and skills.

* began informal discussion with teachers regarding the process
of math instruction and problems Ute students appear to have
in that process.

Week III, January 21 - 25, 1980

* tape-recorded in-class math instruction in observed classes.

* completed non-verbal interaction analysis of "turn-taking"
during the lessons being taped.

* continued parental/home-based visiting and interviewing.

* continued interviews with students and with teachers.

* scheduled and conducted in-depth interviews with classroom
teachers participating directly in the project.

Week IV, January 28 - 31, 1980

* completed classroom interviewing and observations.

* interviewed school officials and Tribal authorities regarding
problems in Ute student education.

* completed parental/home-based interviewing.

Some of the specific activities identified in this agenda have already been

detailed in the opening chapter of this report and will not be repeated here.

It should be stressed once again; however, that the decision to extend the data-

gathering, observation, and interview-discussion activities to actors outside

of the classroom setting proved to be a wise one where the Northern Ute - TES

situation was concerned. Staff had been on-site at TES only for a brief time

before it became clear that, to understand fully what happens within the class-

room context at this school, the in-class instructional process had to be viewed

from a variety of perspectives. To do this, data had to be gathered relating
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political conditions within the school district, social organization of the

classroom, potential conflicts between student and classroom values systems,

and to the concerns which parents, as family members and part of the Tribe,

might bring to their children's education. Attention also had to be. paid to

the roIe(s) which traditional Ute culture itself might be playing within the

classroom; and, as a part of those influences, to the impacts which Ute math

and computational skills might be exercising within that domain. Some of the

relevent data and the insights they brought to our understanding of Ute student

education at TES will now be briefly reviewed.

Political conditions. As mentioned before TES is the only school which has

an Indian population large enough to be considered a factor in the designing

of school activities. Still, the district's policy is to standardize instruc-

tion for the whole district. And as a result, some of the student's special

need6 are not being met. For instance, Title I money is given in a lump sum

for each school in the District. A school in Vernal has to divide its 1,000

dollars among 35 children. TES, on the other hand, has to divide its among

100 eligible students. There is a policy in the District requiring all classes

to use the same books. These. are chosen for their suitability for the major-

ity of (non-Indian) students in the District. Indian needs do not receive high

priority under those circumstances.

Instruction offered to Indian students at TES may be shortchanged in

other ways. It is commonly held on the reservation that teachers who posed

"disciplinary problems" at other schools in the Dittrict are sent to TES to

work off the remainder of their contracts. It is also commonly argued that

"good teachers are encouraged to press for employment in Vernal s schools,

hence teachers Who end up at TES must be "second stringers". Whether either

of these rumors holds any validity is beside the point; the fact is, parents,
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reservation officials and (from the content of our interviews) teachers them-

selves perceive TES and the faculty in that light. Delivery of instructional

services cannot help but be affected by such attitudes, as will be seen below.

The District has tacitly recognized the "hardship" encurred by teachers

who have to commute great diatances to TES every day. TES faculty receive an

extra $500.00 a year, presumably to offset their additional travel expenses.

Most teachers claim that the extra funds do not cover nearly all of the extra

expenses imposed by their commute, however. The District remains unprepared

provide the $3,000 increment which several teachers at TES feel is a more

equitable reimbursement.

Sacialdataila. Generally, classes at TES exceed the recommended number of

students per room. Since the classes usually exceed 25 and sirce the class

period for math lasts about 30 minutes, it is impossible for teachers to get

around to all the children during each class meeting. Some students actually

try to avoid being noticed by the teacher and remain outside of instructional

activities for days at a time. Other students grow tired of the individual-

student-centered classroom activities which are az, often necessary with such

contexts. This means that a good portion of each class section, regardless

of topic, must be devoted to student discipline.

There is, in fact, an endemic problem with student discipline at TES.

The situation shows, in part, out of a continual process of teacher turnover,

meaning that few teachers have a chance to get to know their students as indivi-

duals, and even fewer students have a chance to develop realistic perspectives

on their teachers. There is also a fear, on the part of many teachers, that

they will be reprimanded if they discipline their Indian students more harshly

than they discipline their non-Indian charges (and vice versa). So teacher

attitudes enter into this problem.
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But other factors enter in as well. It is obvioud, particularly at the

third grade level, that studentS spend their day constantly "on the go", chang-

ing from one classroom to another; going and returning from Title I classes,

recess, lunch period; touching base with their homeroom teacher and other School

staff members, and so on. The emphasis on subjectw-Specific, "team-teaching"

philosophy is part of the reason for the continual mobility. Teachers complain

that they are able to develop only limited rapport with students they see so

infrequently. Discipline problems also seem to increase when students from

other homerooms rotate into a teacher's classroom for a limited period of

*opic-specific instruction. All told, the teacherS cannot escape a sense of

instability and lack of continuity within the classroom day. And studeutS,

by their report, observe, and react to, the same impression.

Indian studenta mey, of course, contribute to the discipline issue in

their own right. Indian students generally sit together and do not,.on the

whole, participate in class discussions. The "leveling effect" Which becomes

imposed on the individual student's classroom behavior cannot be disregarded.

One adult woman obServed that, while she had had no problem with mathematics

when a student in Ogden, she experienced great'difficulty with math learning

after she returned to Fort Duchesne. One reason for this, she now observes,

lies in her being placed within a group of Ute Indian students and her conscious

decision to remain a part of that social entity. Pressure was then placed on

her by her classmates to curb her intellect and to conform to group-level-

defined standards of performance. She agreed to operate at that level, even

though she knew from her previous schooling experiences that she was capable

of dciag far more than that.

Values conflicts. Generally it is the Indian students who are in the "lower?'

math claises. The Indian students leave the classroom to go to Title I. The
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Indian students rarely have the right answer or volunteer to give i

Parents say that their children have given up raising their hands ti

in class because they are never called upon. Teachers and some part

to peer pressure which prevents Indian children from succeeding beci

teasing that they get from their peers. That, as noted in an 6:camp]

previous section, also directly affects student "interest in learnir

There may be more at stake here than student-centered patternE

communication. Classroom observations suggest that the system of re

punishments used by the teachers as responses to student in-class pa

may be quite culturally specific, reinforcing issues basic to Anglo

Competition for correct answers, continually motivated achievement,

academic excellence as a key to economic and social success, and the

only a few of those issues. And while they may be integral to the A

understanding of social dyhamics, they are not necessarily so basic

students' understanding of those domains. Often demonstrated perforl

tangible evidence of accomPlishMent become of greater importance to :

students. In-clasa exercises and homewort- assignments could offer Ii

ample opportunities for demonstrating their developing mastery over

topics and subject matters. Yet -- again because of class size and i

classroom schedules, teachers at TES seem rarely to have the time to

each child's seat work. In more than one instance observed by the fi

children asked what they should do with their papers after the exerci

completed. And the teacher told them to put them in the wastepaper

The children rarely take papers home. Few parents said that they had

child's work. Few ask to see papers. Where does the reward for achi

come from?

Parental concerns. Parents who are taking adult education courses st
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their children and are able to take an interest in and give support to any

homework effort that the child makes. They are aware of the child's level of

accomplishlent because of direct observations. More commonly, parents are them=

selves little educated and are not able to help with homework. By and large,

these parents feel that the education of their children is the responsibility

of the teachers and not of the people at home. Perhaps, this is one reason why

so few of the Indian parents go to meetings of the Parent-Teacher organizations

at the public schools. There are, of course, other issues here. The school

prohibits coffee and smoking . Since most Indian parents like coffee and

cigarettes, they feel strange in the school's sterile environment. Some parents

voice discomfort in the school for other reasons, citing personality differenceS

with some of the personel or a general feeling of strangeness when returning

to a school setting after so many years. Parents also tend not to talk about

academic issues at home. Academics are the school's domain, and not the house-

hold'S. This dichotomy, once pronounced, leads directly to several other of

the commonly voiced parental attituddi about schools and schooling processes.

parents told the field team that teacher:4 should spend more time on basic skills

-- reading, spelling, and mathematic:4 as particulars. Several parents noted

that teachers move through the textbook materials entirely too rapidly and

do not take sufficient time to work with students who are having difficulty

with their studies. The school, then, is a place for academic butiness. Most

parents state emphatically that the school should do a better job of disciplining

Indian students, since learning cannot occur when order is not being maintained.

Many parents argued that Ute language should not be taught within the schools,

since discussion of those topics belongs more properly within the home or Tri-

bal domain.

Viewed in these terms, the school and school-based instruction. is cer-



tainly a useful addition to reservation life. But in no sense of the term

could it be said that the school has become an integral component ;or even a

complement to the activities in the students' home context once the classroom

day drawn to a close. Other factors also have a hand in maintaining this separa-

tion between home and school. Some of these will be discussed at length in the

following chapters.

The_rsIe_of_traditionaI sulture. Although all of the children speak English

and for nearly all it is the primary language they speak, student English

appears to be somewhat different from the codes used by teachers or in the text-

books. This poses problems for students -- for example, some evidenced great

difficulty interpreting the English in the word-problems used as part of the

project's math test.

One Ute informant offered an explanation for some of these difficulties,

citing not contrasts in English structure but differences in the style of pre-

sentation and use of the two languages as prime sources for frustration and

communicative breakdown. He explained that there is a cadence "built into"

the Ute language. So someone says a few words and then stops speaking. This

allows, he explained, the listeners to think "all around" what was said. Then

the speaker will "hand another word in the air" and the listeners will think

all around that. Conversations carried out in these terms contain all of the

turn-taking familiar to western discourse analysis. But the frequency of turn-

taking and the time consumed under each rotation departs markedly from the

expectations of western backgrounds.

The implications for classroom behavior and Indian student classroom

participation are obvious.

The longer a teacher stands at the board and talks without interruption,

the lore the teacher stands to loose his Indian students. Anglo students, trained



to follot4 linear orientations,
evidence less difficulty in responding to these

presentations. Indian Students (viewed in these terms) may be less familiar

with the prockAss of coping with so much verbiage and may tune out of the dis-

cuision altogether, merely to maintain some sense of cultural stability within

such a discussion.

The influence of cultural variables in Ute student education is often

a topic for discussion by school officials. Teachers, too, have their ideas

about the role which Tribal culture plays within their classroom. Some teachers

argue that Indian students are incapable of memorizing lesson materials because

memorization "is not in their culture". Others feel that Indian students

have little motivation for success because Indians do not have the goals and

ambitions which Anglo families instill in their children. Sothe teachers said

that they get didcouraged trying to teach students who don't want to learn,

and "who will just end up going back to the reservation anyway". Indian ad-

ministrators and parents feel it should be no concern to the teachers what the

students do or don't do with their education; it is the teachers' job to give

Ute students the best education possible.

Speed of presentation (as noted previously) is often cited as one of the

real barriers preventing students from benefit is from available instruction.

Parents complain that teachers go over lesson materials (particularly, math

lessons) entirely too rapidly. Little material is repeated, meaning that Students

who do not "pick up" on the data the firdt time around may not internalize the

information at all.

Teachers are aware of this situation but are not totally certain what

can be done to respond to it. Teachert complain that it is impossible to

teacher a class of 25 students at grade level if so many of the (Indian) students

are carrying out
mathematical tasks at levels below that of the class or age=
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mates. Teachers point out how there is so little coordinated between grades

at TES, forcing some teachers to have to re-trace the steps which should have

been covered in the previous year's classed, or go out of their way to correct

the misconceptions which students have developed based on their only partial

graps of those concepts.

The field team was not Surprised, faced with all of these conflicts, to

see Indian students drawing on cultural background and on other skills to begin

creating "survival strategies" for use within these classrooms. Learning sets

of answers to recite for the teacher is the simplist of these strategies. A

second involves bending over a blank page, trying to look busy whenever the

teacher passes by one's desk. Another requires the student to choose just the

right moment to gain permission to go to the toilet. Mathematics classes,

where didcussion topics so frequently assume a student mastery over certain

issues and skills which previous math classes did little to cultivate, are

frequently contexts for the use of these strategies. None of them are necessari-

ly traditional Ute activities. But they were evidenced with high enough fre-

quency to suggest that; to the extent these are ':r:e-specific behavior patterns,

some new .type of Ute "Tribal culture" may be developing (or becoming evidenced

more clearly) within the contexts of this school,

Traditional mathematics. At no time during the four weeks of observations did

field staff observe anything which might directly be identified as the use of

an "alternative" mathematics skills by Ute students at TES. Students were

commonly observed to attempt to "materialize" numbers and number problems,

either by counting directly on their fingers or by drawing lines or other marks

to tabulate directly on their work sheets; but theke is nothing necessarily

"Ute" or "non-western" about those practiCes.
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Outside of the classroom, however, the interviews revealed ample informa-

tion about the continuing presence of Ute styles of computation within the re-

servation community. Several Tribal activities -- beadwork and ever-popular

recreational gambling, require participants to be familiar with styles of com-

putation which are not completely western in their orientation. Beadwork, for

example, involves the ability to count up to five, and then enumerate: additional

groupings in terms of units of five. But that "base-five system" never is allow-

ed to interfere with the creation of a pleasing or properly symmetrical pattern.

If after counting out and sewing the beads in groups of five, the overall design

needs to be further shaping, beads are added or taken away from the "five-count-

ed units" until the desired result is obtained. Younger beadwork artists now

draw out more complicated designs on graph paper before beginning their sewing.

But the last-minute flexibility options still are maintained even then.

Beadwork mathematics differs from classroom mathematics in two ways:

first, in the enumerational "base" and secondly in the "philosophy" of problem-

solving which accompanies enumeration in terms of that base. There may be more

at stake in this second point that a simplified form of "work until you get the

right answer" ethic which so.often is imposed on students during individualized,

seat-work activities. Teachers commonly report that, if Indian students seem
S.

to be interested in a given project, they will woik diligently at it until it

.i.,, completed. This commitment to identifying the workable solution appears to

be a part of Ute Tribal computational skills as well as a part of the Tribe's

"work ethic". This, in turn, reminds us that the mathematical system of a

Tribal society will not operate independently of the rest of the culture, and

cannot operate outside a particular cultural, social or philosophical contexts.

What this may mean where instruction in "hypothetical" or 'theoretical" com-

putations is concerned can only be guessed at, at this time.



Oneida Tribal School

The data for the second phase of the project were collected at the Oneida

Tribal School located at the Sacred Heart Center in Oneida, Wisconsin. The tour

of Oneida is approximately 11 miles west of Greenbay. Within one half mile is

located the Oneida Community Center and the Oneida Community Public Library.

Four miles away on Rt. E) is the Oneida Tribal Museum where a teacher seminar

was held during the first three days of field Work.

The location of the Oneida Tribal School has important historical signi-

ficance for the Oneida. The Sacred Heart Center VMS built on the site of the

former Oneida School that was closed in 1919. One major factor in the creation

of a local tribal school is that the Oneida community is a part of four school

districts, requiring the scattering of students and long bus rides to the public

schools. The tribal school located at Sacred Heart allows all Oneida students

that wish to attend one school in a convent location.

The 1979=80 school year is the first year for the Oneida Tribal School.

The school is funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the tribe was given

a BIA award of $25,000 to assist in the planning and organizing of the school.

Jerry M. Hill is employed by the tribe to direct the overall development of

the school. Jerry Hill, the Tribal Education Board, and tribal conaultants

have worked to develop an innovative alternative system of education.

The Oneida Tribal School is a K-8 school employing seven classroom teachers,

two Language Arts Specialists, a Reading Specialist and a Parent/Student In-

structor. The school's bicultural program includes Oneida culture, language,

and history in the general learning procesr. The school at the same time tries

to prepare its students for transitions to and from public schools and to live

in diverse cultural settings. The school offers academic classes and curriculum

that closely matches the standard curriculum followed by the local Wisconsin



public schools at the same grade levels. The school is designed for the use

of comparable curriculum categories, record systems and achievement testing.

The school's instructional program is based on individualized instruction:

Tribal school officials state that:

The school environment is based on the concept of mutual

respect. It is hoped by providing encouragement for each

child to feel accepted and valued and by recognizing in-

dividual dignity and worth, each child will have the opportu-

nity to experience the responsibility of caring and accept-

ing others.

One goal of the Oneida Tribal School is the development of a taxonomy

of Oneida culture to be used as the basis for integrating the culture, history

and language into a truly bicultural school program. Already community resource

people and cultural specialists are being identified and scheduled by the

school program as guest speakers in classrooms and to the school as a whole.

A future component of the school program will be to work with parents

to find specific ways to encourage their children to:

* develop realistic goals valued by the community

* develop planning and decision-making skins

* give their children decision-making roles

The parent program will include techniques for identifying and understand-

ing their children's behavior as well as alternative ways for improving the

family atmosphere.

Field work at Oneida began on May 14, 1980 and was completed on June 11,

1980. Field work was undertaken by Robert Baker and Ann Renker both of whom

are graduate students at The American University. The 28 days of field work

was especially intense since the field waikers were roomed in the Sacred Heart

Center right above the school classrooms. Thus, the field workers were exposed

to the workings of the school and local community activities 24 hours a day.

Several major tasks were accomplished during the fieldwork. A week-by-
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week dividion of how the researchers spent their time follows below.

Week I, May 14 - 18, 1980

* arrived at Oneida, Wisconsin, Wednesday, May 14.

* became oriented to Oneida and its people..

* participated in a 3=day bicultural curriculum workshop

held at the tribal mudeum.

* gave presentation to school Staff on the math project.

Week may 19 - 23, 1980

* attended math classes, making notes and observing.

* selected seven Students in the four/five grade classroom

and four students in the three/four grade classroom to

become the focus for research inquiry.

* met with Oneida tribal School authorities to review project

* obtained permission of students and parents for formal

in-depth interviewing.

* met with school staff, discussing observed problems and

solutions.

* attended staff meeting, discussed math project and future

activities.

Week may 26 - 30; 1980

* administered work and number problem math test to student

in grades 3 through 8.

* continued in-clast observations.

* interviewed students in-depth.

* began home-based parental visits and interviews.

* attended pre-school graduation.

* attended end=of-the-year trip to Bay Beach.

* Attended Oneida Tribal School graduation.

* held informal discussions with teachers on math issues,

and specific students.

* taped recorded in-clada math lessons.

* attended weekly staff meeting.

* attended International Day at the tribal school.

* attended student art show.
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Week IV, June 2 - 6, 1980

* taped recorded in-class math lessons.

* attended weekly staff meeting.

* continued in-class observations.

* began formal interviews with teachers.

* began home-based parental visits and interviews.

* attended pre-school graduation.

* attended end-of-the-year trip to Bay Beach.

Week V; June 9 = 11, 1980

* finished home-based parental visits and interviews.

* finished in-depth teacher interviews.

* interviewed school officials for overview on the math

project.

Orientation to-Onaida.
Throughout the field period, research was conducted

to attempt to learn from the Oneida about math, problem-solving, schools and

learning, as well as more general facts about the Oneida way of life. The

researchers attended several community events, vi3ited several Oneida-owned

shops, farms, the community library, and the community civic center.

During these trips a dozen Oneidas, who are not connected to the school

in any way were interviewed about a variety of 'topics including:

* traditional math

* higher education

* employment

* nature and the Oneida view of life

* children in the community

* other Indian tribes

The interviews were
conversational in nature and followed the interests

the Oneida being interviewed. The informal, friendly nature Made tape record-

ing or note-taking
impossible; however, the researchers did gain an orientation

to the Oneida community and an awareness of issues of interest to the community.
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A major theme seemed to be a hope that today's Oneida could accomplish the goals

of other generations -- to use the good things from the white world and yet re-

main being Oneida. Discipline and the need to get along with all kinds people

were seen as important. Those interviewed had heard about the Tribal School

but admitted that they knew little about what was going on there. There seem-

ed to be a general tend on the tribe's part to leave school to the "experts",

a feeling that the Oneida and other tribes should have schools of their own

but that well trained people should run them. Knowledge and a respect for nature

are important to adult Oneidas and they feel that children need to learn to

behave and think in those same terms. All those asked about traditional math

felt that it was used but they themselves could not recall any examples.

Attending math lessons. The researchers attended math lessons in several class-

rooms including one session in which older students taught math concepts to

students 5 grades behind themselves. Each researcher spent the majority of

time in two clastrooms one a combined third and fourth grade class, the other

a fourth and fifth grade setting. Nineteen taped were made of in-class math

lessons and of teacher-student interaction during periods of math problem=

solving. Both researchers aided in=student learning by assisting studying

individualndividual instruction in each classroom. _Math lessons by the teachers

usually consisted of introducing new concepts or reviewing the work papers and

tests of one or two students while the rest of the students worked at their

desks. Most of the math instruction which the researchers observed was con-

fined to specific teacher-student dialogues. Not surprisingly, classroom

Sessions were extremely active and changeable due to shifting methods of teach-

ing and to the many special events occurring at the end of the year. Truly

representative profile of classroom activities may not have been obtained.
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In both classrooms the researchers observed all of the students and using

both verbal and nonverbal interaction analysis noted their individual styles

of learning. Profiles for each student were noted including verbal and non-

verbal interaction between teacher and student and between student aud student.

Student-student interaction was a critical component of the instructional

process. In the four/five grade ciassrooM, for exAmple, students were especial-

ly encouraged:to aid each other -- e4.i students would often give spelling

tests to each other or would help in the understanding of instructions.

Classroom activities and procedures not directly connected to math lestons

were also observed by the researchers. It was noted, for example, despite the

amount of work, students seemed bored most of the time and that any sort of

activity was preferred to sitting at one's desk. Performing a . the

teacher or serving at lunch were very popular with all the students talk-

ing in front of the class on any subject was very unpopular. (One student who

did not talk much in class would make strong vocal demands that proper represent-

ation of girls and 4th graders were included for the weekly task assignments.)

Studenta enjoyed having their papers read to the class but did not want any-

one to know that it was theirs.

Breaks and trips to the language teachers or otherii allowed discussions

on a wide range of subjects and gave the researchers special insists into the

school and teaching styles.

-.--
Observing teachers and their students in different

School settings showed several consistent and inconsistent patterns of learn-

ing behavior.

Special School-activities. The researchers were invited to several Oneida

Tribal School activities during their stay at the school.

International Day had visitors from the local high school exchange students
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come to see the school for the day. Events included an art show, visits to

classrooms, talks by Bill GolInick and others about the Oneida and the school

and a school social. The students were very pleased to have the visitors at

the school and were happy to help and explain about themselves and the school.

The visitors had a good time and felt that they had learned a great deal -- more

than they would have if they had gone to see some Indians "perform" some tradi-

tional dances and crafts.

The Oneida students bring their "ribbon shirts" for most special activi-

ties, particularly for the Friday socials. The shirts are worn by both sexes

and are usually a print pattern with thin red, yellow and pink ribbons across

the chest, back and shoulders. It appears that every student owns one and that

they play an important role for the students and the tribal school. During

pre-school graduation all the students used their ribbon shirts while last

year each had to use white shirts turned around. One can see the impact that

a long line of these shirts can have on an audience. The graduation, in general,

was impressive in terms of discipline, pride of self and tribe and of the reality

of the tribal school.

There were two school functions that a Lit of parents attended: were the

pre-school graduation and the Oneida Tribal School graduation a week later. At

both functions students gave presentations and received objects (feathers,

diplomas, Oneida Tee shirts) from school officials expressing their pride in

the accomplishments made by the students during the year

An end-of-the-year trip to Bay Beach was made by the entire Tribal School.

Several parents came to help as did the researchers. It was interesting to

note some startling changes in some students. Jae girl who never tailed at

school, stood= by herself at breaks, and tried to hide at her desk acted very

outgoing and friendly at the park. Patrick; the discipline problem of the three/



four grade and of the school, behaved very well and even helped out several

times in finding some kindergarteners.
A general view one could draw from

this is that it can be misleading to attempt to understand an Indian child by

observing him in just one Setting, especially if that one setting is a school.

One activity generated by the research team was trips by the six and

seven/eight classes to see the tribal computer. One member of the field team

arranged the trips and gave some instruction as to the functiond and potential

uses of the computer. School and tribal
officials seem to have a commitment

to make the computer available to teachers and the students of the tribal

school for classroom learning and special school projects.

Overall, the field work at OTS introduced fieIdworkers to a much richer

variety of Tribal and on-reservation activities than appears to have been the

case at TES. Undoubtedly, the fact that OTS is a Tribally controlled school,

and that work within the school de facto is work within the Tribal context,

contributed greatly to this difference. Still it must be stressed that opportu-

nities for more formalized data=gathering,
of the sort used extensively at TES,

were not overlooked during this phase of the field research. Some specifications

regarding the use of more formal
data-gathering at OTS now need to be made.

During the field work contact was made with everyone directly connected

to the tribal school. Most were either interviewed or held long discussions

with the researchers. Six of the formal interviews were taped recorded; two

were recorded by note-taking.

The first three days at Oneida the researchers attended a teacher's con-

ference sponsored by tribal consultants. The researchers presented the MAP

project and discussed some of the findings from the Dte fieldwork. In addition,

the researchers contributed to the discussions of bilingual education.

The school held staff meetings each Thursday afternoon after classes
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were over for the day. The researchers attended each of these meetings held

While they were in Oneida and gained an understanding of the internal workings

of the school. These weekly meetings were the principle means of communication

between the entire staff and between the administrators and the teachers. Pro-

blems, coming events, procedures, work assignments Lad announcements were

discussed at these meetings. Frequently decisions were made in these meetings.

The trip to Bay Beach, the creation of an art show for International Day, and

the issuing of final student reports were all finally decided at these meetings.

Participation in these discussions provided invaluable background information

on particular Oneida students and on the school's perceptions of their strengths,

weaknesses, and potentials.

Five students in the third and fourth grade classroom and seven in the

fourth and fifth grade clasimoom were interviewed in great depth about math,

problem-solving, their likei; and dislikes, work habits and other subjects. The

remaining students in each claat talked with the researchers in the classroom

during breaks, and at special dchool activities.

A test of 46 number and word problems were given to the 46 students in

the grades 3 through 8. The test was given to Ike and Anglo students in the

first in=field phase of the project. The test was given by the researchers

and were monitored by both the researchers and the classroom teacher. To eli-

minate the effects of speed, all students were allowed all the time they required

to complete the test. Students were encouraged to attempt as many of the ques-

tions as possible and to work out the problems on the test paper.

Ten of the parents of the selected students were interviewed. Three at

the Tribal School, three at school functions, three at their homes and one by

telephone. In addition, twenty parents whose children were not in the study

were interviewed to a lesser extent. The researchers made special efforts to
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speak with parents that attended enhool functions in an effort to seek their

input on the math issue.

The parent interview questions used at Northern lJte were followed in

these discussions. Many of the questions seemed to deal more with a public

school situation rather than that of the Tribal School, however, and the best

responses seemed to cane with the tape recorder off and with those questions

dealing with specific people or events.

The parents first concern was Over parent-school communication. The

parents stated they did not know what was going on in the school and complained

that was not enough opportunities to find out first-hand. Their children were

the principle channel of communication reporting on daily events and messengers

of notes from the school to the parent. And (as the researchers discovered in

the three four grade class) students do not take home notes unless they them-

selves are very interested in the activity. Those parents wanted to know more

about the teaching of their children and they wanted to attend school meetings.

Parents seemed ready to get involved yet
opportunities did not appear to be

available or open to them.

Parents did not feel "good" about math and were not certain as to the

"right" way to help their children.

The parents all seemed to have strong positive views concerning the tri-

bal school. Most felt the school was doing a good job and that the problems

could be worked out in the next few years.

An important aspect of the field work was to interview knowledgeable

people about the math issue and concepts of traditional Oneida math. In-depth

interviews were held with five native speakert and with a non-Indian linguist

who has worked for several years with the Oneida Language project. Speakers

interviewed include Maria Hinton, who is studying to be a linguist and her
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brother dos Chrisjohn, who gives the Oneida prayers at tribal functions. Both

have worked for some time on the creation of a bilingual Oneida educational

program. The three other women speakers interviewed are part of the Oneida

Language project that provides native speakers during Oneida language classes.

Responses from these interviews seem to indicate somewhat differing con-

cepti,ons of traditional math and ways in Which the Oneida language can be used

in expressing mathematical concepts.

One perspective holds that there is a traditional Oneida math and that

it was used to function within the Iroquois confederacy. Examples mentioned

include beadwork, agriculture, time, and matters in which records had to be

kept of each tribe's participation in confederacy matters. This group feels

that the Oneida language can be used to express any mathematical concept and

that it is just a matter of time and effort to discover the proper terms. It

was noted that it is difficult for Oneidas to think of a traditional math, since

both Oneida math and English use a decimal system.

It has been one of the tasks of those working on the Oneida bilingual

curriculum to attempt the development of math concepts. At the present, work

is being done on how the Oneida language might deal with fractions. Thus far,

the only term that anyone has been able to remember is a term for one half.

This group still feels that there are ways to relate fractional concepts in

Oneida. When asked about the concept of zero, it was felt that the Oneida

word for "nothing" could be used, even in mathematical equations.

The other perspective is that traditional Oneida math consists only of

enumeration. They felt that the Oneida term for "nothing" could not be sub-

stituted for "zero" in mathematical equations. So higher level computation

simply would not have been possible. It was stated that fractions and fractional

concepts are not "Oneida" and that searching for fractional terms in Oneida

Ins
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is a waste of time. Those holding this perspective show great concern about

these limitations and are aware of the need to present fractions in the bilingual

curriculum.
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Chapter Five: The Teacher Interviews

Issues in AMerican Indian elementary school education and the problems

vbich arise in the schooling of AmeriCan Indian elementar -aged students

have both been the subject for any numbers of studies and research inquiries

in recent years. Methodologies employed in those studies have identified any

ntMber of variables, each having a hand in determining how effective school-

ing opporttnities for each Indian student will be in particular contexts.

Some of the relevant variables are student-centered e.g. student self-

esteem' pride in cultural heritage and tradition, interest in education,

level of English language proficiency; Other -- including the reIevence of

the curriculum to the students' Tribal context, sensitivity of school staff

as to unique needs of Indian students, extent of Tribal involvement and

control over the educational process, and the like -- touch on issues with

more inclusive domain. We knew before the field research began that student

math-learning at Todd Elementary School and at the Oneida Tribal School

would be affected by the influences of such variables: But we also knew

that these influences would not be operating totally within a contextual

vacuum. The classroom was the place where math - learning and math skills

development was occuring, in the formal sense of those terms, at least.

So, we reasoned, it seemed appropriate to assume that those variables were

of relevance to Indian students' math education fIrmitv to the extent

that those variables (and others like them) were impacting on student

behavior within the classroom; And we structured the in -field activities

to ensure that the information about classroom math-learning, which would

be collected by project staff, would help us understand and appreciate the

dynamics of in-cIassroom mathematics instruction at both field sites.

To do this, a two-fold data-gathering strategy had to be implemented.
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ClkeitOOm data themselve4 had to be gathered* of course, but thode

nervations alone would not be sufficient for research purposes. We needed

background data on the classroom participants -- the students and the

teachers. And, because of the important roles they play in overseeing and

Motivating student involvement in education' We also needed baCkgroundidata

Oh family membership and family attitudes regarding education. Participant-

observation within the school setting was not going to be the project's

in-field research strategy. Some in-depth interviewing and a considerable

amount of Iess-forMalized discussion with atudentsi teachers, fat:11y

members and other tethers of each Tribe was also going to be necessary. all

of that material would have to be thoroughly analyzed and the patterns in

the responses thoroughly described, before the interaction between class-

room behavior and student math-learning could properly be understood;

This Chapter reports on the findings from one portion of this actor-

focused field inquiry: background information relating to the matters'

perspectiOei about. Indian educatidn, the problems in schooling Indian

students, and the roles they feel teeth-oars play; and should play, in

coming to grips with these issues in the Todd Elementary SdhOol (TES)

and Oneida Tribal School (OTS) Contexts. The information summarized in

this chapter Was gleaned from two sets of data: the results of a series

of oral interviews with the teachers whose classrooms Wird serving as foci

for the in =field research, and statements in the written comments from

other teachers at each site, given in response to a brief questionnaire.

The interview schedule was deeigned by project staff. The questionnaire

was taken from the package of inetruments used by the Advocates for Indian

Education, Inc. of Spokane, Weehington during their multi=tite survey of

Indian educational needs in the Pacific Northwest (1974=75). The question

naire is reproduced in Appendix II. . No modikication vas made in the
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Instrument in hopes of strengthening the validity of comparieons we hoped to

draw between the findings of the AIR study and the results of our own inquiry.

The questionnaire itself is divided into two parts. The first asks the

respondent to select the one statement out of four choices which best reflects

his/her own feelings about the purpose of Indian education. The respondent

then selects; again from the four options,- the one statement Which he/she

feels best identifies how the school as a whole feels on this same question;

As will be seen below, responses to these two requests fell Within a limited

set of combinations. This made it quite easy to draw conclusions between re-

spouses to Part I and the responses made to the questions in the second

section of the instrument. These more focused and more probing shoit-enswer

questions asked the respondent to supply information about his/her own int-

erests and badkgroUnd in Indian education (question II.1); about the precise

meaning of hiti/het definition of /adieu education (II.2); about the school's

treatment of that same theme (II.3); &bout problems in education of Indian

and fieh=Indidn students within the same classroom (11.4=7); about the manage-

ment of education at the school (II.8-9); about the iiiVelftment of other

actors in edhOol policy- making (II.10-12); &adis:bout reactions to geveral

specifid innovations which could be made in school curriculum (II.13-14). The

final question (11.15) asks for comment on the effidtiVeness of the educational

"preclude being supplied to students at the school; the responses to this

question gave additional ways to interpret the meanings of the responses to

the questions in Part I and the various thiies feand to be running through

the additional responses in Part II.

Mite that the questionnaire calls for anonymous responses. Handwriting

offers the only clue to the identity of the respondent, and that clue is

meaningless to persons as otherwise unfamiliar with school personnel as were

we. The candidness of most of the comments provided on each questionnaire.
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suggest that the respondents were not worried that problems of self=diddlosure

would be fOrthdtaling. This greatly strengthened the usefulness to this pro-

ject of the instrument and the data it elidited.

The teacher questionnaires were distributed to all faculty methers at

each schOO1 site during the first week of research. Thirteen of the teachers

at Todd Elithentary School returned the questionnaire during the four-week

in-field period there; Six more questionnaires were submitted during a

foIlow-Up visit to the site later that spring. The response rate at Oneida

Tribal Saida was less satisfactory. A total of questionnaires were die-

tributed ddring field work at that site, but only six of the questionnaires

were completed and returned to project staff. The sample does include re=

epos-164S frOM five of the school's six fUll=time teachers as well as re=

spouses frot one of the school's more prominent resource persons. Staff with

interests and expertise in other of the school's educational efforts == e.g.

the Oneida language Project' are not represented in the sample. When asked

AbOut the low level of responsiveneta from what had otherwAse been a highly

cooperative and receptive school staff, most school personnel suggested that

the, public school orientation of the invommymma simply not relevant to

the interests of a "tribally controlled" schooling program; There are other

questions which attempt to contrast Indian and non - Indian student interests

on certain issues and these may be the questions which these comments are in

reference to. On the other handi there may be some more sUbtle reason for the

perception of irrelevence; points of contrast (sad parallel) between the OTS

and TES responses need to be considered carefully in those terms.

Because five of the sit classroom teachers at OTS did return the inventoriesi

the samplei while adMittedly *Mall, is ample representation of conditions and

attitudes within classrooms at that site. Fortunatelyi the inventories are not

the only set of date. We have teacher attitudes toward education at OTS.
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In-depth discussions folloWing the general format used for this purpose at

TES were held between members of the research team and other faculty and staff

persons at OTS. The discussions were tape-recorded, the content discussions

analyzed, and information from these interviews will be presented below to

amplify the impressions suggested by the inventory responses.

The Part I Responses

Part I of the inventory asks the respondent to indicate which out of

four choices best reflects his/her own attitude regarding the purpose of

Indian education. Then, the respondent to indicate which of those choices

best reflects the school's attitude on this question.

All but one TES respondent answered the first question. All but one

(and not the same one) answered the second.

The validity of any generalization drawn from a sample of thirteen

responses could be questioned. To counter this, all of the responses are

weighted equally, including those instances where more than one response

was given to a question by a respondent. Treating the data in this fashion

yields the following pattern of TES response to these questions:

1. Orient the Indian Student to
slowly lose identification with
his tribal heritage and assume
adaptation to the dominant society.

2. Orient the Indian students to re-
spect their Indian culture yet to
change predominately toward the
dominant society.

3. Orient the Indian student to combine
Indian culture and dolt.

4. Orient Indian student to accept some
aspects of dominant society but
remain predominately identified with
their Indian culture.
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The TES data suggest several points worth mentioning here:

I. Position I ===., for the student to lose identification with tribal

culture and assume adaptation to dominant society -- was telected only as

a school-related attitude. No TES teacher Indian or non=Indian -- was

selecting thid as his/her own positift on the purpose of Indian education.

Moreover, positiOn I was selected as a TES sdhool-related attitude only in

conjunction with the selection of some additional attitude -- either position

2i or positionS 2 and 3. While this seems
paradoxical, on the face of it,

it still suggests that the TES teachers do not:perceive the sdhool as

being totally assimilative. At leaat, not so far as its fOrMal purpose is

concerned.

2. The most recurring
combination of TES responses was OWN (3) and

SCHOOL'S (2). POUr of the thirteen respondents selected thid pairing; The

remaining nine respondents selected any number of other combinations. The

The most frequently selected attitude in the OWN column was item 3; however;

and the most frequently selected item in the SCHOOL'S column was item 2

each receiving seven votes respectiVely. This shows that approximately 50

percent of the TES respondents see the school as, something oriented toward

respect for Indian culture while attempting to dhange gradually toward the

dominant society; while 50 percent see their own attitude as one oriented

more toward a co-equal treatment of
tribal and dominant culture within the

classroom.

3. Three of the thirteen TES respondents assigned the school the same

philosophy as he /she does to him/here-elf; (One respondent identified bOth

as 3, one as 4, and one as item 3 and 4 jointly). The remaining respondents =-

ten out of thirteen and therefore a distinct majority, did not see con-
'

sensus between SCHOOL'S and OWN attitudes on this question.

4. The interesting thing iiii.==.there is little evidence in the remaining
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responses (those of Part II) which carries this theme or this distinction to

any greater length. The TES respondents show little evidence that the school

is trying to orient the students toward a respect for their awn culture.

Reference to specific "Americanization" processes is also not provided; why

this was the case is explored below.

The OTS responses show a higher degrce of internal consistency in Part. I:

This is true both between respondents and within a single respondent's

comments: All OTS respondents described their own attitude and the school's

attitude on the question of educational goals in identical terms. Three

respondents selected position 3 -- that the school should orient the Indian

student to be able to combine Indian culture and that of the dominant society;

two selected position .4 the school should orient the student to accept

some aspects of the dominant society but remain predominately identified

with their Indian culture. The positions have in common their insistence

that the school should not try to undo a student's control over Indian

heritage while trying to strengthen his control over western- oriented ed-

cational topics. One respondent highlighted this commentary by marking

postion 3 and position 4 on the questionnaire. Unlike the case for TES, no

OTS respondent identified with position 1 or 2. Both of these see the school

as having an assimilative function in Indian education and it would appear

from the Content of the inventories and the interviews that it is the

assimilative function which the OTS respondents are rejecting;

In all, then, position 3 was the most frequently selected of the OTS

options: a total of four persons selected it. But in several cases; selecting

position was only part of the total response in Part I. Unlike the TES case;

OTS respondents felt free to add their own comments to the wording on the

inventory. One OTS respondent noted that the real issue in Indian education is

for the Oneida students to learn how to "make it in both worlds". A second
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OTS respondent
stressed the over -riding need for

Indian students to be

"members of their tribes" as well as "citizens of the world"; thiS was pro-

posed as an additional alternatiVe for the inventory, a number 5 to go with

the existing options 1 through 4.

In more general termsi When compared to the attitudes found at TES; the

OTS respondentd to Part I seem much more
Committed to a philosophy of ed-

cation whith emphasizes the retention of student identity and orientation

which does not assume that their Indian-ness must be lost before education

can succeed. The TES responses are much more diffuse in this regard. They

neither show agreement on this position (only three of the thirteen selected

either positift 3 or 4) nor on any single poditiOn in regards to their def-

inition of Indian education. The fact that the TES teachers and school -related

staff do not agree among
themselVes as to the baSid philosophy of education

in the schooling context is worth notingi if only.AS a comparisontti.the more

uniform position which is taken by the OTS staff in their inventory responses.

Even more Seriouslyi
perhaps, is the fact that only three of the thir-

teen TES respondents feel that their attitude toward Indian educatiOn'and the

sdhool's attitude toward Indian education are one and the same. Fiore generallyi

there seems to be some variance between the indiliduaI and institutional

philosophies on the pointi and this variance continues to be reflected within

the TES responses to other questions in the inventory. The continuity between

individual and institutional positions at OTS is likewise represented through-

out the OTS inventories and the consequence of that uniformity on Oneida

education will become equally apparent below.

The Part II-Sesponses

Part II then asks a series of questionsi probing facets of OWN and

SCHOOL'S orientation to Indiab education in somewhat greater depth;
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(Ideation 1 asks When and why the respondent became interested in Indian

education. There is no predominant theme in the TES responses. The reasons

seem quite specific. But out of thirteen answers, only 1 TES respondent gave

a reason which had anything to do directly with Indian educational. need --

boarding school taught this teacher that Indian teadhers were needed to mot-

ivate Indian youth. Beyond this, however, the motivations leading these per-

sons to go into Indian education are motivations which could have led the

teachers into education in any context. This implies that the TES respondents,

as a group, do not see anything unique or particular about Indian education,

and this hypothesiS is more than supported in the responses to the following

questions:

Three of the six OTS respondenti relate their interest in Indian education

to their interests in children e.g.they are interested in dhildren, they

like Children, they enjoy working with children. Indian children as such are

not mentioned by these respondents; hence, what is given as a reason for in-

volvement in Indian education could just as easily explain any person's in-

voivement in education in any context.

The OTS respondents do not show any particular time-period when a de-

eision to work with children was made, nor is any single time-period dharac-

teristic of the respondent's professional decision generally. One respondent

did refer to problems he/she had experienced while in school as'a child, and

related those problems to the problems facing today's Indian students; this

perceived continuity was the basis then cited for involvement in Indian ed-

ucation (and this was the only respondent who mentioned an lndian-specific

reason for this career choice).

Overall, the OTS responses parallel the TES responses: at both sites, with

the exception of one respondent per site, Indian-specific reasons for involve-

ment in Indian education were not identified.



Question 2 asks the respondent to state hisfher own definition of Indian

education. Recall that in Part I, the respondents were given the chance to

express their perspective on this very question and then to match that per-

spective with what they saw as the school's
philosophy. All OTS respondents

expressed agreement -- the school should maintain tribal culture with in-

struction in AngIo-culture as well.

Three of the six OTS respondents continue this theme in their responses to

question 2. All three selected option 3 as their philosophy as requested in

Part I. The bralance between Indian and western orientations noted in that

option is likewise expressed in their responses to this question. One re=

spondent refers to the need for schooling to "...change stereotypes and add

Understanding about what it means to be an Indian"; a second emphasized the

need for the school to help the child, "...hold on to hid culture, while be-

coming aware of other cultures"; and a third, somewhat similarly, stressed the

need for the Indian Child "...to deepen his self-respect while learning how

to deal more effectively with the dominant society ".

TWo of the remaining responses stressed the significant ways in which

school=based Indian educational experiences can overlap with the more tra-

ditionAlly oriented educational eiperiences already ongoing within the stu-

dents' tribal communities. One respondent sees Indian education as a holistic

activity through which the school comes.to relate more
effectively with the

language and culture background of the student. The second respondent sees

Indian education as another facet of the Indian "way of life". Neither of

these respondents
require that the school provide training in Indian culture

for the students; ihdtead, the point setea to be that the sdhooI has its Mn

trIL:.7.tions to make Within the larger Whole of education experiences in which

the student is already involved.

Only one respondent sees Indian education's "Indian-mess" in other
than
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cultural terms; this respondent relates Indian education to the political issue

tribal self - determination; specifically equating Indian education and tribal

control over the schooling program;

The responses from TES take somewhat of a different tactic an this ques-

tion; All but one respondent defined Indian education in content-specific

terms, as if to say that what is taught defines the whole nature of the ed-

ucatIon process; There was however, no agreement among these respondents how

best to identify this "Indian" content: some argued, whatever it contains should

be sufficient to allow Indian students to receive education which equals that

received by their non-Indian peers; Others required that Indian-specific cul-

tural topics be contained in the curriculum before an "Indian education" could

be said to have been obtained;

Even so, the TES tendency to define Indian education'in terms of its con"-

gruence with other educating influences within the Indian child's home and

tribal environments; It is true that the OTS respondents do not necessarily

agree as to the ways in which this congruence can best be obtained; But all

respondents do see that for Indian education to occur, the work of the school

must relate in visible and conscious ways to the orientation and the content

provided to the Indian student outside of the classroom; The TES respondents,

on the other hand, appear less concerned with how the school relates to the

student's tribal context and more concerned with:determining what sorts of

Indian-related things the school can do within the classroom context; Reflexes

of this distinction will be seen in the responses to subsequent questions be-

low;

Question 3 asks the respondents to identify the goals of Indian education

at their school. Again, an six of the OTS respondents see the school's goal in

comparable terms, continuing the theme first elected in response to Part I;

Question 3 offers a chance to clarify one's perception of this goal in the re-

.
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spondents' own words: here we are told that the school should deepen the

Oneida students' understanding of their Oneida tribal heritage, then from

that basis help students to use that knowledge (perhaps in combination with

other sets of information) as a basis for building pride in self and pride in

culture; Greater leveli of personal responsiveness, more personal reapons-

ibility, and higher levels of personal success can all be expected to be out=

comes of these efforts.

In part, there are similarities between the OTS responses and those report-

ed for TES: three of the TES respondents define the goal/. of Indian education

in culturally-centered terms. Six others define the goals in terms of student-

level psychological adjustment. None of the respondents draw a connection be-

tween the two positions, however, in the sense evident within the OTS responses.

That is, OTS sees culturally-related instruction can have a larger-level benefit

on the student as a person, While TES respondents see cultural understanding as

an end in itself, and something not necessarily related te (or relavent to)

psychological stability-. This distinction parallels the commentary made by

question 2 -- OTS sees Indian education as something directly related to the

larger Indian context, While TES sees Indian education as something standing

separattly from local conditions.

Still; both of these positions are working in terms of a common assumption

Gout the responsibility (and legitimate right) of the school to bring about

changes on its students' behalf. Both OTS and TES respondents appear to be

attributing a "human engineerifig"=like function to the school, since they

apparently see it the school's responsibility to help the individual student

become better able to interact within the whole of his social environment. If

this is true, then persona Who see the school as haVing aft aSsimilationist

function (as do many of the TES respondents); and those who feel the sdhool

Should operate in integrative terms are not disagreeing over the school/i
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right to Manipulate the mind-set of its Charges; instead, they appear to be

disagreeing over the ends toward which the institution's manipulations should

ultimately be moving.

The extent to which the school must make specific adjustments or .commit-

meats in its activities, so that these student-centered changes can be brought

Gout is certainly a point of contrast. As will be clear belOW, the OTS teach-

era -- =like many of their TES counterparts, acknowledge that the Oneida

Students have unique educational needs, and that these needs are Oneida-specific

in detail, not "Indian" in some general sense of the term. This meads that if

the OTS is to achieve its goals in Indian education, Oneida-specific content

must be included within the classroom day, and this will certainly involve

some level of departure from standard curricula and standard instructional

practices. The TES respondents, on the other hand, classify student need in

general, pen=ttibal terms -- if they acknowledge there is something specif-

idelly Indian in those needs at an. Definitions of Ute-specifid concerns are

not cited within the responses here or at any other place in the inventory.

Inetead, the TES respondents emphasize the importance of etUdent psychological

adjustment and well-,beingi topics the school could certainly address Without

an extensive overhaul of curriculum or of existing instructional practices,

or (at least in the sense in which the concept is discussed within the TES

inventories), without any reference to tribal traditions and cultural detailsi

or involvement of tribal personnel.

Once again, the tie-in between OTS and the surrounding tribal context and

the aelf=styled autonomy which separates TES from its surrounding context are

Underscored and illustrated in the respective responses.

Are these goals being achieved at OTS and at TES? Wo the respondents feel

that the OTS is using Oneida language, culture and traditions as a basis for

building stronger student levels of pride in self and aolf-Satareness? Question
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3b is designed to elicit perspectives on this point.

Here, for the first time, some of the OTS respondents chose not to respond

to the questioaniire; in fact, only four of the six respondents commented on

this question, and all of them answered in similar ways: progress toward these

goals is just beginning to be made, the overall pace is slow, yet still they

felt that OTS would be able to fulfil' its mandate if present conditions con-

tinued/and/or present conditions improved.

It is important to recognize that -this uniform response may, in large part,

be conditioned by respondent defensiveness: as disculdions during the in-depth

teacher interviews revealed, OTS being a new sdhool program, all persons

associated with it recognized that there are numerous problems for which solu-

tions have yet to be deVeloped; Viewed in that sense, the first year's ex-

perience was less than desirable to some; there are teachers, openly dis-

satisfied with the way things had gone in year one, 'Ebb made it clear in the

interviews that they were not intending to return to OTS in the coming year.

This put the teadharS who plan to remain at OTS in the awkward position of de-

fending their continuing involvement in the work of a schooling program which

they admit has been leed than desirable in its operatiOn. To stress the rel-

ative newness of the institution and the fact that progress under these con-

ditions has neverthelded been made both weakens the severity of the admission

that self-id#ntified basic goals in education haVe yet to be fully obtained.

TES respondents likewise argued that their sdhoOl was making progress to-

ward the goals of Indian education as they have defined it; TES respondents

were able to identify several signs of accomplishment to illustrate those

claims. The TES definition of Indian education goals, it will be remembered*

focused on content component of the educational expetience,; Evaluation in

content-related terms is always an easy thing to dd .= one can merely tabulate

the increase in number of enrolled Indian students, of Indian-oriented bUlldtin
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boards and displays, the extent to which Indian art is used in art classes, and

the like. And these are the indices of progress cited by TES respondents when

discussing the progress their school has made in Indi:n education.

Note, however, that progress can be affirmed in terms of these measures

Without any need to evaluate the outcomes of the educational experience; and

none of the respondents attempted to draw any correlation between the in-class

use of such Indian-oriented educational "elements" and any other of the terms

in WhiCh Indian educational goals are defined for this site. Again, it would

appear that to TES respondentsi the presence of an Indian cultural component

in the school represents an end to itself, and not something which should be

viewed or evaluated in terms of any level of concern larger than itself. Our

impression is that TES respondents see that school as operating in terms in-

dependent from the local contexti terms which do not see the local context as

relevent to school- related purposes. The validity of this impression -- and the

contrast in attitude which OTS refIectsi will continue to be seen in sub-

sequent questions.

Question 4 asks the respondents to identifyi in the light of the preceding

statementi the major problems faced by the sChooI.in educating Indian children.

A total of ten different problems were identified by OTS staff, and these prob-

lems can be grouped into five more inclusive probIem-areas. The most frequentlY

noted problems were, as in the TES case, student-related problems. These in-
.

elude: student discipline problems (oted by three respondents), the impact of

behavior patterns learned by students in previous schooling environments

(one respondent), and student basic skills problems (one respondent). Two

school-specific problems were cited both of which relate to the school's

approach to the discipline question. Only one parental- related problem --

school difficulties obtaining parental cooperation in the child's education --

was noted, although one respondent did add that if current problems in educating
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the tribe'i Adults could be remedied, the school would have less of a diffi-

culty meeting its responsibilities toward the younger people.

The OTS responses to this question are consistent with the statements

given in questions 3a and 3b. There, respondentd noted that certain school-

related issues have yet to be solved to every person's satisfaction. In

question 4, respondents identify the problems the school faces in educating

its studentd as problems for which solutions have yet to be developed. Yet,

it is the nature of the problems which is really of interest to the present

discussion, particularly if contrasts to the TES situation are to be con-

structed.

Recall that the TPS respondents centered their problems on issues specific

to the studentd, their parents and their homes -- implying that the diffi=

culties in Indian education at TES lay outside of the classroom and* therefore,

outside of the classroom's control. The OTS teachers are not making the same

assertion. True, student-related issues are cited most frequently as being at

the focal point of OTS' educational
difficulties. But the basic issues being

referred to there is the discipline issue, and discipline is something that

the school is inherently capable of addressing: all of the OTS respondents

agree on that ioint

Notice, againin contrast to the TES aata, that reference to the home as a

pathological environment which works to the detriment of the children's school-

ing experiences, is not found within the OTS responses. The TES respondents

emphasized this point apparently as another instance of the general belief that

the problems in Indian education lie outside the school's control. No such

school=external factors are referred to or emphasized by the OTS respondents:

the problem facing Indian education at OTS are problems which the school can

resolve, issues which -- in the sense of question 3b, the school is already in

the process of resolving.
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That the TES respondents may have been trying to absolve the school from

blame but not (necessarily) to present negative stereotypes of their Indian

students is shown in the TES responses given to question 5 -- are these

problems in Indian education any different from the educational problems

facing non-Indians at your school? Eight of the TES respondents saw no

difference between Indian and non-Indian educational problems; Four saw

differencesin degree, not in kind. And only one TES respondent felt that

Indian educational problems were in some unspecified way distinct from the

problems faced by other students at the school.

The OTS responses are automatically skewed by the fact that OTS is a

school designed for Indian students. A non-Indian component to the school

was never intended within the design of OTS. Most of the experienced teachers

report that they find little areas of congruence between OTS and the style of

operation characteristic of any of the public schools where they may have

taught in previous years. In theory, then, teachers at OTS would not have a

common ground baseline against which Indian and non-Indian educational diffi-

culties could jointly be measured. To be sure, there is no basis in OTS; as

there is in TES, for contrasting the same problems within the same institu-

tions.

The OTS responses do not, however, uniformly reflect the homogeneity of

the student population: while three respondents noted that the question was

meaningless (there being no non-Indians at OTS), there were non-responses from

three persons. One of these stated that the problems would be the same, Indian

or non-Indian student background. The other two argued that the problems would

be different. No further comment to elaborate on this these was made: If we

assume that the problem being referred to in the response is the same as the

problem referred to in question 4 -- the discipline issue, then we may have a

basis for understanding why there is such disagreement within the positions

Oo
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taken by the respondents. AS noted, however, this may merely reflect differences

in the individuaI'teacher's own experience with Indian and non-Indian education.

We do not have sufficient data to be able to determine the matter or clarify

it in any greater detail.

Question 6 asks the respondents to explain how the problems identified in

question 4 could be soltied. It was argued in the discussion of that question

that the school's discipline problems are in large part a by-product of the

school's faliure to address the discipline issue in its school policies and

procedures; Thus, whatever may be the specific cause, the discipline issue

is something which lies within the sahool's potential to resolve.

The answers given to question 6 do show that, from the OTS respondents'

point of view, the existing problems in Oteida Indians' education can be

solved through school - related action. Seven of the ten solutions advanced by

the respondents identify changes in school policy and activities appropriate

to this end: four of these solutions suggest clearer ground rules be developed

and greater consistency be given to their implementation: A fifth response --

calling for an overall evaluation of the whole of the Shoals administrative

process, echoes a similar theme. The remaining two policy- related responses

focus on content changes. One calls for greater emphasis on Oneida culture in

school curriculum, the second for greater emphasis on academic development and

skills achievement. Both of these suggestions call for changes in educational

policy; changes which are within the school's immediate domain.

The remaining responses to this question are wore individualistic in focus.

One of these responses suggests that the teachers need to be more sensitive and

more honest when dealing with their students -- a complaint which is not re-

flected in any of the interviews or discussions with other school personnel. A

second such response calls for greater levels of parental involvement in school

activities -- something Which the school can certainly help facilitate.
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The final response suggests that the children should take on a larger share

of responsibility within the adult education process in the tribe. Yet none.
_ -

of these suggestions necessarily directs attention or responsibility away from

the work the school could do to correct existing education problems. And more

importantly, none of these responses suggest that some party -other than the

school should likewise play a critical role in addressing these needs: the

central role ascribed to the school in Oneida tribal education is again affirm-

ed by the responses to this question.

It should be noted, however, that none of the suggested strategies mention

the discipline problem directly. If we assume that diaciplind is a policy-

related issue (and interview data AlloW us to do so), then we can infer that

four of the ten respondents may be alluding to the discipline issue When the

call for the development of ground rules and more consistent implementation of

them. In general, however, respondents did not use question 6 as an occasion

for identifying specific solutions relevent to the discipline issue. This

=parent ommission may suggest one of several things: that the teachers do not

feel it is their place to suggest specific solutions for school-related needs

(and the responses to question 12 show that the teachers See a limit to the

range of issues over Which they have domain), that the diacipline problem is

symptomatic of some larger issue (e.g. the "newness" of the Whole institution,

perhaps) ref.,' thus is something to be addressed in larger and more inclusive

policy terms; or that the discipline question will remain with the school re-

gardless of any other alterations in school policy or school agenda. This latter

point was expressed in private discussion by several members of the school staff,

noting that habits developed and reinforced at previous schooling locales are

almost impossible to eliminate.

The TES respondents identified out-of-school issues at the basis of the

educational problems faced by the /ndian students in their classrooms. While
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the respondents did not haVe a central or even a common theme in the answers

(as was the case for the Oneida responses) a significant nuMber did suggest

that the school needs to undertake a new effort =-= parental training,

-apparently in hopes that changing the parents will in turn Change the home

environment, making that environment less in conflict with the school 'a pre-

establithed agenda.

The next largest grouping identified a series of general, Child-centered

changes, designed to offset general (but unspecified) child -centered problems.

Whether those problems are hi0114 a negative impact an the Children's edu=

cation or whether the sahool setting has intensified the seriousness of thdde

problemS is not determined. Whether the schools need to be involved in the

programs which address these needs is clear from the respondents' cents:

specific School-based programa (e.g. Title IV, parta A and B) are mentioned

as possible avenues of attack. But whether these school-based efforts will

addresd the causes of the students' problems, or merely offset the severity of

the symptoms, remains to be determined.

Herein lies another contrast between OTS and TES positions as revealed by

the inventory; The TES respondents appear to be more willing to propose sol-

utions for their Indian students' educational problems, even though the prob-

lems as identified by their responses lie outside of the school's &Maid

altogether. The OTS respondents, after identifying school -internal difficulties,

apieat less ready to propose solutions for those preiblem's remediation. Issues

of power, problems diagnosis, and other factors may be at sties here. But the

contrast between the site - specific problems retains, paralleled by the

differences in site-Aased perceptions of the most effective wag to address those

prdblems;

That there may alSO be school-external conditions which are impacting on the

education of Oneida 'Andante is noted by the OTS respondents in question 7. The
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question asks if there are local economic, social, or other such factors

working to such ends. Two of the OTS respondents did not now if there were

such problems. One said there were no such conditions. The remaining three re-

spondents did identify some local conditions but there is not topical uniform-

ity to the list, and the topics themselves were stated in quite nonspecific

terms. Thus, two respondents mentioned the political conditions surrounding the

OTS program, white one respondent (each) mentioned local philosophy (unexplained),

economic conditions (unexplained), and alcoholism (unexplained).

Given the tendency seen in previous questions for the OTS respondents to

trace educational problems directly to the school itself, the tack of speci-

ficity in response to this question is not surprising. We night aspect there to

be a point of contrast here, given the tendency seen in the previous questions

for the TES respondents to,trace all educational problems to external conditions.

A larger proportion of the TES respondents (nine of the thirteen) do in fact

cite the negative influence of such external factors. Yet, as in the OTS in-

stance, there is little uniformity within the overall listing. Initially; it

seemed probable that this tuck of specificity might be viewed as an indication

of the TES' teacher's lack of familiarity with local conditions on the Northern

Ute reservation -- hence, the tendency to look. at the students' home contest in

stereotypic, and therefore, quite prejudicial terms. Steil an explanation seems

less plausible where OTS is concerned; given that embers of the school staff

are largely drawn from the local Indian community and that the school is report-

ed to enjoy high levels of interaction with parents and other community mem-

bers. Perhaps the diffusiveness of the responses is not as critical a datum as

had been originally thought.

One might suppose that if these factors were having such a critical impact

on C.le Indian sttdents' educational experience, teachers and other members of

the school staff would take the opportunity to comment on them if given a chance
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to_do so. Yet, in spite of the general attitude that factors outside of the

sehatil provide the basis for the Ute Children's eddeAtional difficulties; only

one of the factors cited by the TES respondents -- hote=environment related

problems - shows up in any detail within the corpus of TES teacher inter=

views. Such is not the teal, Where the OTS responiei are concerned: issues noted

in response to the inventory are likewise predominant themes in the in-depth

discuadions as well.

Ond way to account for this divergence is to wonder whether two diffOrtnt

styles of interaction between school end home community are not being attested

within these data. That the TES answers to thid question are individualized

and appear to differ one respondent to the next, whiCh may imply that the

teeth-erg have constructed their impressions about local problems on an indi=

viddal basis and not as a byproduct of collective discussion or group-leVel

activity. The OTS responsea on the other hand are not so totally idiosyddratie;

theMed mentioned by some respondents are mentioned again by other respondents in

subsequent contexts. Apparently there have been some corporate attempts at OTS

to come to some understanding of local; external educational problems.

Apparently; individual teachers serve as thefddAl point for school community

interaction at TES; while teachers as a conectiiie unit or perhaps the school

staff as a whole provide the focus for sChool/coMMUdity interaction at OTS. To

put that another way; theed data show that the school -- as en institutional

aggregate; is less actively involved in school/COMO:nifty interaction at TES than

At OTS; or conversely; that the individual teacher Assumes for is expected to

assume) a greater share of responsibility for this interaction within the TES

context. And there certainly is support fox these claims within comments made

is other parts of the inventory.

The next five qUedtient on the inventory deal with issues relating to the

adinindstration of the school. The responses; when taken in the aggregate;
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provtde some indication of the teachers' perceptions of their own level of

involvement in decision-making and of the degree of impact that involvement

actually has on the outcomes of those Aecisions;

Question 8 asks the respondents to identify those decision - makers who set

educationaI policies for the school. The TES respondents provided a long list

of specific power foci, many of which revolve around the work of the country

school board and/or other of the officials who vork on the level of the school

district. The school itself. is not seen as playing a critical role in Odd=

cational policy -racing -- implying that the school is seen by the respondents

as being just as distant from an involvement with the controlling authorities

as it is distant from involvement with the students' home backgrounds.

The OTS responses to question 8; in contrast; do not point to removed or

non-localized decision makers. OTS being a tribally-based school, local /tribal

involvement in all levels of policy-making and policy implementation is to be

anticipated. The OTS responses certainly reflect this idea. The following de=

cision-makers, listed in terms of the frequency of their reference, are cited:

school board of education -- four respondents; the school staff -- three re=

spondeuts; the school administration -- three respondents; and Jetty Hill,

parents; outside resource persons; and the Oneida tribal council mentioned by

one respondent each: By this count; paralleling the case found at TES, teeth=

ers at OTS likewise see parties other then themselves as having primary re=

sponsibility for school-related decisionmaking; Yet, the parties so identified

at OTS are local; not distant from school operation in the sense seen in the

TES reference' Moreover; the OTS respondents see that teachers play a part in

the decision-making process even if the part is more secondary in its intensity

to the part played by these localized authorities in this process; Here is a

contrast with the perceptions expressed by OTS staff about Midler roles in

policy=taking; teacher involvement was not mentioned by any respondent in re=

action to this question' Be4b4itaivagree that parents are not actively involved
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in any stage of this process* and this raises the question Whether* if given

the opportunity to dO so, respondents would recommend an increased role for

teathers or for parents in local policy making.

Question 9 probes this very point* by asking whether there are other

parties who could be included in the schoolle decision - making activities.

Some TES respondents identify persons on the Ideal level* persons more fata=

iliar with the daily operation of the sthool who should be so involved. The

list includes:- teathers (three respondents)* tribal personnel (two respondents)*

and community 1We-fa ( one respondent). Other TES respondents stated that they

did not know what other parties could be so involved (four respondents) or

simply did not answer the question (two respondents). This may mean that they

do not see any par-tide being absent from policy-Making as currently carried

out, or that they ate not aware of potential personnel who could be* but htiVe

yet to become involiiid in this operation. Note* of course* that the idea of a

Continuing school-dietritt base for decision making is not being iuperceded

by any of these suggestions; though the need to enlarge the base of dedisiOn=

mouiug to include loCal input is being implied (as is the absence of such in=

put from current poliCy=leaking activities).

The OTS responset to question 9 Iikeirist identify additional personnel

in specific* teachers and parents, both.of Stith tended to be left out or de-

emphasized in the response to question 8. may one respondent chose not to

answer this question and no OTS respondent selected the "do not know option;

But responses were evenly divided between teachers and parents* suggesting per-

haps that - even if teachers are already involveC teachers still need to

have more significant involvement in this process.

Thus far* COmments linking tribal governments to educational decision=

making have yet to be made for either site. Since TES is a pUblic school, the

absence of any comment about tribal input may not be surprising; but we would
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still have expected some acknowledgement here of the work being done by the

.tribe's education office in affecting more favorable educational experiences: for

Indian students there. OTS being a tribal school, where the administration falls

under tribal government) SOMA mention of the relationship between school-based

decision-making and tribal government activity might likewise have been an-

ticipated.

Question 10 provides an opportunity to determine whether the omission was

deliberate on either parties' case. The questiOn asks whether there are other

organizations working to improve Indian education at the school. Question 11

.atinues the emphasis and croid-=Chedke the meaning of the responses in question

10, by asking the respondent to deddribe What these organizations are actually

doing to improve local educatidnal quality for Indian students.

The TES respondentd proVided a long listing of "other organizations",

including a wide range of agencies and individuals. All of these agencies are

located outside of the school and its institutional structure. And no one

agency or office appears to receive any more acknowledgement gran any other.

The respondents in their answers are Opecific enough to show that, in each

instance, the identified agencies are carrying out some effort to improve

local educational quality. In many caves, respondents highlight the special

opportunities for continuing instruction, e.g. After-school tutorials that

these agencies sponsor. The involvement of these agencies in materials develop-

ment efforts, in procuring equipment needed for instruction, in mediating be-

tween Indian and non-Indian parties with mutual concerns in education, and in

encouraging larger parental involvement in the educational process are also

noted.

Missing, however, is any evidence that the teachers see an active rola being

played by the tribal education office, or by any other component within the

tribal government where educational-interestd are concerned. Some respondents
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mention tribally sponsored education programs; but these are noted as specific

activities not as illustrations of more general; tribal-wide commitments.

The convergence between this omission and the position taken previously

in question 9 is obvious: TES respondents claim that educational decisions are

being made at a higher and (geographically as wall as structurally) more dis-

tant level of authority. Tribal government not being a part of the school-

district's educational administration; it is inappropriate to expect that

tribal government would be referred to within such a context.' Sl;ilaxIy, the

school itself being under the admiuistration of the school district; it is

equally inappropriate to find that school - related programs included to such

a reference as wen;

But an additional point is also being made by these responses. While the

fact that several school-related agencies are engaged in educational activities

is noted; none of these activities is described as a change - related ageati nor

is the work they seek to do perceived in change-related terms. After-school

tutorials; for example; -certainly asetst individual student's "catch up" to

the Level of perfOrmance that the classroom: expects from them But after

school tutorials do not work to correct the problems in the delivery of in-

struction:which created the need for tutorial prOgrams to begin with That the

TES respondents do not identify change-related activities within the listing of

on-going activities they carry out within the school is worth noting. The point

of view they cite here parallels the attitude reflected is earlier responses:

school-related programs cannot do anything to change or to mititize the pro-

blame facing Indian students in their educational experience since the problems

lie outside of the domain of the school's educational concerns. Under such

circumstances; we expect that teachers would not emphasize -- or perhaps even

ad:knowledge; that educational activities might have a change- related function.

Such is precisely the position indicated by the responses of TES school personnel
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to this question.*

OTS respondents likewise provide a list of "other" organizations and

parties involved in improving local educational opportunities. The list in-

cludes: the Boys Club, the Oneida language program, the Parents' Advisory

Committee (Title IV=A) as well as the school district (comment unspecified).

AA in the TES case, there was no single organization or party which figured

predominately in the responses; similarly, tribal government in specific was

not included In the lis ting as well. Yet even so, all of the identified

agencies and activities are in some direct way school- related phenomena. That

IS, the references are either to specific programs operating within the school

or specific associations with some school-based activity. And by doing so, the

OTS responses to question 10 are really suggesting that the school staff itself

is assuming a multi-faceted role in providing quality education for Oneida stu-

dents. Recall that most of the organizations mentioned by the TES responses to

this question emphasized programs working "in addition" to the educational

services already being provided by the school. For OTS, no such separation of

efforts appears to be acknowledged: the school is again being affirmed as the

one focal point around Which all aspects of educational service delivery to

Oneida students should be implemented.

But are these various programs actually bringing about improvements in ed-

ucational quality at these schools? Question 11 is designed to probe the point,

and the OTS responses to that question are particularly of interest in this

regard. Two kinds of OTS-related activities are. cited -- some which strengthen

*This position also suggesta that -- since the problems facing Indian
students are outside the school's domain, the problems must lie within
the dotaie of tribal concern -- at least from the teachers' point of

view._If this is truevwe might predict that the teachers will not ack-

nowledge a vital role being played by tribal government in Indian edu-

cation until the tribal- government begins to address those very issues.

Until then, any work undertaken by tribal government will merely dup-

licate, if not conflict with, the legitimate responsibilities of the
school and sdhool district. There is evidence in the responses to justify

this prediction.
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the work of ongoing sdhoill activities (e.g. development of materials and

broadening of staff expertise for Oneida language instruction); then some which

expand sdhool-related services into domains outside of the classroom (e.g. pro-

viding incentives for more creative uses of the studente leisure time). Sug-

gestions of the lattet sort are especially important here; such a use 0f sdhool-

related efforts as focal points for sdhool-external educatiOnal activities con-

trasts quite sharply with the limitations and restrictions placed on perceived

school function by the TES respOndents; As the TES respondents see it, such

efforts would move the school far beyond the domain of its appropriate involve-

ment in student affairs; other agencies should more properly be involved in

efforts to this end.

A difference between the levels of involvement of teddhetd in decision-

taking as perceived by the TES and OTS respondents was noted in the discussion

of questions 8 and 9. Question 12 offers additional clatifidation of the point,

by giving respondents the chance to identify some of the specific activities in

which they are -- or are not involved.

Both the TES and OTS respondents agree unanimously that staff selection

is one activity in whiCh teachers have no say. Given that staff selection is

usually handled as a higher-level administrative decision,
such uniformity is

hardly surprising. But whet* activities with more of a ClatatOOtspecific

focus are identified, some

spouses begin to .appear.

The TES respondent4 do

teacher involvement in any

interesting divergences between site-T-opecific re-

not agree uniformly as to the overall extent of

of the identified areas. Nine TES respondents see

teachers involved in tha.selection of curriculum content and four do not. Nine

respondents Cbut not the same nine) see teachers itivolVed in the setting of

classroom policieS (e.g. attendance rules), While fditt do not; Nine see teeth-

ers encouraged to attend meetings between adhool and patents and four do not.

No other areas of tea-Cher involvement in sChool affairs were cited by respon-
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dents, save for the mention by one teacher of the option to participate in

summer school prograns;

The absence of consensus can be read in several ways; The responses may re-

flect the idea, seen before, that TES teachers see no role for them in school

decision-making. It may be, however, that the respondents were describing their

own individual patterns of involvement in these activities -- suggesting that

some teachers are more involved in these areas than are others; Whether this is

a byproduct of individual teacher decisions to set individual levels of school-

based involvement, or whether this suggests a "class structure" within the

school, where some faculty see themselves closer to the sources of power than

are others, remains to be determined; It is, then, overall lack of uniformity

in responses which is of greater interest to present purposes; apparently at

TES, teachers are not in agreement as to how powerful they are; or over what

areas they may actually have influence;

The OTS respondents reflect a different opinion where their participation

is concerned While respondents are divided equally as to participation in

curriculum planning, four of the six respondents see teacher involvement in the

setting of school policies; and five of the six nee an opportunity for active

teacher participation in school - community meetings; Overall; then, outside of

the staff hiring. area; OTS respondents see teachers playing more significant

roles in these activities than do the TES respondents; Given the school-based

centralization of decision-making which characterizes OTS, the evidence of

larger levels of teacher involvement in the identified activities is not sur-

prising; since greater opportunity for teacher involvement in decision-making

would therefore be expected; The fact that teachers do not agree as to the ex-

teat of teacher involvement in the curriculum content area needs to be explained;

It may be possible to account for this divan, Ice in teacher- specific terms,

noting that some teachers take greater advantage of the opportunities to par-

ticipate in curriculum-planning processes than do others; or that some teeth-
-

.
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era' curriculum suggestions are found to be more useful than are others. Still,

the fadt that staff from btith the TES and OTS contexts do not identify con:-

siatently-high levelsof
involvement in either the staff selection or the cur-

riddlUm-content planning areas is worth noting, especially given the differences

in organization and orientation which is said to characterize the administration

of each school.

The next two questions in the inventory touch on two specific areas of

Change which could seem appropriate lines of activity for any sdhool designed

to serve an Indian student population. Question 13 asks whether the students'

ancestral language should be taught within the school, and if so at what grade

leVelti this should be taught. Question 4 asks if more Indian teathers should be

hired for the school, and asks the respondent to explain why more teachers would

be an asset to the program.

The OTS respondents were overwhelmingly in favor of Oneida language in-

struction within the school program, and were equally in support of Oneida in-

struction for all grade levels. One reason for this enthusiasm, of course, rests

in the fact that the langutge is already beingtaught in the school .=--= however,

the present program is hampered somewhat both by staff limitations, by budgetary

conttraints, and by the amount of time availableduring the classroom day for

such purposes. The near unanimous endorsement (one person did not respond to

thid or to any of the other questions on the final page of the inventory) of

the language issue may be a response to those yet=to-be met needs, or may merely

be an indication of the integral piece within the school curriculum Which Oneida

language instruction has Already_ come to occupy. The fact that no respondent

found it necessary to offer justification for Oaeida language
instruction at the

adhool is especially telling in this Utter regard.

The TES responses do not show the same sort of uniformity. Half of the

respondents are in favor of language instruction,
although only two specific
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reasons for this instruction are cited -- Ute language classes will strengthen

the existence of the language in the community, and in ways unspecified, help

the children better understand the school curriculum. The remaining five per-

sons do not indicate a connection between Ute language instruction and either

classroom-specific or tribally based educational goals. The three persons

stating objections to the instruction do not explain the basis for their position,

though if they had cited the fatiliar argument that Indian language instruction

belongs in the home and not the school context, those three persons would like=

wise be saying that there is no necessary connection between claSsroom curric-

ulum and Ute language instruction. But even then* given the didtanding the

staff has placed between the school and the loCal tribal context in responses

to other questions, it seems surprising that so many of the respondents would

endorse so potentially dramatic a departure from traditional school practice.

The fact that in previous years Ute language classes were held on a voluntary

basis, as a stUdent enrichment program, may be held indirectly influencing the

responses here.

The OTS responses to question 14 are not as Uniform as one might anticipate.

Two respondents simply do not answer the question. Ond says that Indian teach-

ers are not necessarily needed, since educational philosophy is more important

than is race (sic). And the remaining three respondents endorse the hiring of

more Indian teachers. The reasons cited for this move are: having more Indian

teachers will prevent racism -- something that the students encountered in

countless forms within the schools of the public system in previous years; more

Indian teachers must be the ultimate goal of a tribal school.

Two of the TES respondents object to t61 idea of hiring more Indian teachers

at Todd for the same reason cited above: teachers should be hired because of their

qualifications, not because of their ethnicity. Three of the ten respondents Who

call for more Indian teachers add the stipulation that they be qualified
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teachers as well as Indian in bgckground. Particular emphasis is given to the

understanding of student needs which more Indlmo an staff can produce; three

respondents bold that position and fourth echo. A. it by noting the important

role model an Indien teacher can provide to Indian studentd.

So there is a common theme uniting the responses from both sites.-Persons

in favor of more Indian teachers cite student-specific benefits as the reason

they endorse the move. Teachers objecting to the idea do so on an institution-

ally-focused grounds -- teachers should not be hired for ethnic reasons. Diff-

erences in school philosophy and in perceived site-specific needs appear not

to affect the perceptions of this issue in either case.

The final question in the inventory asks if the school is equipping the

children for overall success. Ode OTS respondent says yes, while four say no;

There is, however, no consistent reason cited to explain the sChool'd current

shortcomings. Each respondent has his own explanation for the failure -- a

stronger curriculum needt to be detigned, the teaching environment needs to

be up-graded, more materials need to be developed, and diedipline needs to

be improved. But as before, the problem are issues which the school is em-

powered to correct -- neither the students nor the tribal context from whidh

they come are associated with 'the existing limitations on school performance.

As might be expected from previous response.9, the TES Staff are not in

agreement as to the effectiveness of the school's existing program. Four re-

spondents feel the present effort is effective, five respondents feel it is

not. Two areas of change are cited so that existing problems can be corrected:

student motivation needs= to be increased, and parental support needs to be

strengthened. Both of these problems, while partially school-related, are

nevertheless problems which are based in school-external conditions and which

will require sdhool-external adjustments before they -- an their impact o a t he

students' scaooling experiences can be fully corrected.
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Summary: The Todd Elementary-So:hoc-I-Responses

1. While the school is not identified directly as having an assimilative func-

tion, the school's commitment to changing the Indian student gradually in the

direction of Anglo society and values is recognized. Part of this commitment

includes efforts by the school to develop student respect for their'Indian cul-

ture. But it is the teachers who see Indian education as a bicultural activity,

not the school. The school's priority is toward Anglo-related values. (Part I)

2. Hence, there is evidence of conflict between teacher perspectives and school

perspectives on the goals of Indian education. Equally important, there is no

consensus within the teachers themselves as to these goals. (Only three of the

thirteen respondents assign the school the same philosophy as they do them-

selves); (Part 1)

3. Indian-specific reasons for the teadhers' involvements in Indian education

are not cited at TES; (Part II, question 1)

4. Indian education.is to be defined in terms of the zpecifics of its content;

that is, Indian education occurs When the school undertakes to teach about

Indian culture to Indian students. Hence, Indian education is a sdhool=dentered,

if not school- internal activity, WhOde focus is on activities lying inside the

school's immediate domain. Ihdian education need not include a commitment to

go beyond the classroom. Teaching about Indian culture to Indian students in

the school may, therefore, be viewed as an end in itself, not necessarily sous-

thingwhich must be linked to higher-level goals. (Question 2 and 3a)

5. Progress and effectiVented of Indian education can be measured, given this

definition, in strict quantitative terms -- the presence of Indian students, of

Indian-related items on bulletin boards, of Indian-focused units in the lesson

plans, and so forth. Visibility of an Indian "presence" within the school is

the key to such an assessment. (Question 3b)

6. The problem in educating Indian students at TES are dhild, parent, and/or
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home-centered. Many of these difficnities involve behavior iatternab attitudes;

or other orientations whiCh should be corrected by persons and parties outside

of the school: School -intetnal.prOblems in Indian education are quite secondary

to the obstacles and barriere presented to the students by their home environ-

ment. (Question 4; see alio questions 6 and 15)

7. There is no consensus at TES as to whether the problems facing rite students

in their education are similar or distinct from the problems faced by non - Indian

students. The majority opinion deems to see no necessary difference -- which

givei all the more reason for the school; even With its commitments to "Indian

education" as here defined; to attempt to meet its commitments strictly in

school=internal terms. Question 5)

S. There may be any number of specific things the school can do to strengthen

the quality of the educational experiences of the rite Indian children. The most

favored strategy calls for the school to undertake a more intensified program

of parental training.
Presumably this will give parents more adequate basis for

undertaking necessary changes within the home context so dull:amid-tint barriers

will be removed: At no time, however; is it recommended that the school itself

should intervene into the hote context and deal with those eiiernel problems

directly. Other parties and agencies; based outside the sdhooli haVe the re,-

sponsibility to do that. 01U-dation 6; also see questions 2 and 3a for beat-

ground)

9. There are limitations placed on the kinds of activities in whiCh teachers

should be involved; school-etternal activities, in particular; are not expect-

ed or necessarily required on the teachers' part. (Question 6; see ciao question

12)

10. Ont=Of-school
influendes and their impact on Indian students' educational

experiences lie at the dote of'the problems these students have in School;

(Question 7)

11. TES staff appeara to operate on vidUal terms within the out -of- school

3
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contexts; teacher impressionS of the nature of these out=ofsdhool problems

differ, one respondent to the next. Some are more familiar with local con-

ditiona than are others. (Question 7)

12. The school-board, and other echool-district level officials, provide the

focal point for all educationally=rtlated decision-making. Todd, itself, has

little say in the direction of those dediSions. Tribal government has just as

little say, if not less of a voice in such decisions. (Question 8)

13. A wider rola for teachers and for school-related committees in educational

decision=taking is recommended, although just as many parties do not recommend

that input from any other party be sought. Whether pareatsi 121se, should have

a larger role in decision-making is not clear. (Question 9)

14. A wider role for tribal government it educational decision-Making is

recommended, although the precise role currently being taken by tribal govern-

ment in Indian education-related activities is consistently identified; Die-

cussions of current activities shbw convergeuteouly when sdhool-diiitrict related

activities are meat5'5sed. The school- district, not the specifie site, is per-

ceived as the focal point for dedision-making and implethentation of decisions.

(Question 10)

15. Ongoing support activities have a unique responsibility -- to complement the

work already being carried out within the school context. Current efforts are not

change- oriented, but work within given confines to make the children more re-

ceptive to the instruction the sdhool is already offering. Advocacy is not a

signifidant part of the work being done by agencies and parties at level.

And all edhool-externaI activities are the responsibility of sdhool-etternal

parties, Whidh may or may mot, be working under the auspices of or With the

support of school-district authority. (Question II)

16. TES teachers are not involved in the staff selection process. Some teachers

are involved in curriculum, policy, and school-community meetings, others are

not -- though whether this refledts more individualism on the teachers' part
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or refledts some sort of dlass-structure within the school cannot be determineC

(Question 12)

17. There is some agreement that the Ins language should be taught in the school;

thoughtO statement of purpOse linking the ate language instruction to any larger-

level edddationaI goal is identified. (Question 13)

18. TES staff largely agree that the hiring of more Indian mediae-is would be a

usefdl move on the adhoolvs part. Objections stress only the idea that teachers

should be hired on the basis of their skillsi not their ethnic background.

(Question 14)

19. If the school is truly to be successful; student motivation must be in-.

tensified and parental support for education must be increased. (Question 15;

see also question 6)

Summary: Ondida-Tribal School Staff-Responses

1. The .purpose of Indisn education is not to aaaikilate the Indian child into

the American mainstream. Educational success need not came at the expense of

knowledge about tribal Culture, languagei and traditions. The sdhOO1 faces a

unique challenge -- to assist the child in learning how to "make labile" out of

Indian and Anglo lifestyles. (Part I)

2; There is no conflict between teachers and the position of the edhoOl onthis

question. (Part I)

3. Indian-spedifid reasons
for the teachers' involve ant in Indian eddcation

are not cited at OTS. (Part II, question 1)

4. For the school to be effective the school must grapple with issues and

problems affecting the studenta and their educatiOnal experiences Whidh lie

outside as well as inside the school's domain. Reference to Indian culture with-

in the classroom is meaninglesa unless it has their larger syncretid purpose

behind it. Indian education is more than a content- specific phendbienon.

(Questions 2 and 3a)
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5. The fact that OTS is a new school -- less than one academic year old,

weakens any attempt to evaluate how effectively the program is operating.

(Question 3b)

6. There are problems relating to the education of Oneida students which re-

main to be resolved. These problems are, however, school-based; they largely

revolve around discipline and other policy issues; and therefore are questions

Which the school can and should be expected to take care of. (Question 3b and

question 4; see questions 8, 10i and II)

7. There is no consensus at OTS as to whether the problems facing Oneida

students in their education are similar to, or different from the problems

faced by non-Indian students in their educational experiences. (question 5)

8. The school (e.g. OTS) has a primary and central role to play in the edu-

cation of Oneida Indian students. Other local parties and/or agencies should

work in conjunction with the school, not apart from the schooli if educational

issues are to be addressed through their efforts. (Question 6; see also

questions 3b and 4 for background, and question 10 and I')

9. OTS staff see certain restrictions and limitations placed on the kinds of

activities for which they are responsible and within which they should become

involved. (Question 6; see also question 12)

10. Great emphasis is not placed on the impact of out -of- school conditions on

the educational experiences of Oneida dhildren. OTS staff see such conditions

as secondary to the problems presented by school - internal conditions. (Question

7)

11. OTS staff do not operate as independent agents when dealing with the Oneida

students, their parents, and the surrounding community. (Question 7)

12. Decision-imaking in regards to the operation of OTS is a IocaI-IeveI phe-

nomenon, involving agencies and parties who are immediate to the local edu-

cational scene. Teadhers are involved, though to a secondary degree, within the



listing of local -level decision-makers. Parents and more importantly, tribal

governmenZ 2.1:8-e, are not perceived to be involved; (Question 8)

13; A Wider role for teachers and larger role for parents is educational de-

cision=,taking is recommended. (Question 9)

14. A, wider role for tribal government in decision-making is not emphasized,

since the school is perceived to be the conduit through which all local-level

decision making relating to education should pass. (Question 10)

15; The sdhool hat a responsibility to carry its educational function outside

of the classreet Walls. Local agencies and programs associated with the school

may be partichlarly useful in that regard. (Question 11)

16. OTS teethe-tit are not involved in the staff selection or the curriculum

planning process to any extensive degree. Level of teacher involvement in

other areas of school -related activities appears
to vary, one staff person to

the next. (Question 12)

17. It is quite appropriate for the Oneida Tribal School to be providing in-

struction in the Oneida language. NO justification of this idea needs to be

provided -- language instruction is that basic to Oneida education. (Question 13)

18. OTS staff do not hold a uniform opinion as to the need for hiring more

Indian teachers, though no party objects to the idea se. (Question 14)

19. If the saki:kl is not preparing its students for the future, the problems

rest within the school's power to correct. (Question 15)

The Teacher In=Deeth-Interviews: The TES Responses-

Originally, it was assumed that the questionnaire responses would be used

to amplify and broaden the information obtained from the in-depth interviewing

of the classroom teachers participating in the project directly. The amount of

-information About schooling processes and educational waist tions at TES and

OTS which the analysis of the questionnaire data revealed soon suggested that
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a reversed strategy 10113 more appropriate. For, as will be evident below,

comments made in the teacher interviews were usually found to elaborate on

issues, observations, and attitudes Oda in the questionnaire responses had

already identified. To highlight the possibility of drawing these comparisons,

the Main theme of each item from the questionnaire was used as the focus for

Analyzing the interview transcripta. Comments in each interview relating to a

given theme were marked and set aside, to be grouped with comments on the same

theme made by other respondents in other interviews. The frequency of occurrence

of a given comment within a particular interview was of interest and was noted.

However, because the interviews were deliberately allowed to be "open-ended%

comparisons of frequency of comment occurrence between interviews seemed less

meaningful. TebUlations of response frequencies within the sample, of the sort

provided in the discussions of questionnaire responses, were not attempted for

the interview data. Inatead, theme-related comments from each interview have

been synthesized* in order to determine whether the teachers more closely

associated with the project hold attitudes on Indian education and Indian

sdhooling Which are consistent with the attitudes held by other teachers at

each sdbool.

What follows is a summary of those findings as gleaned from the inter-

views canductedWith of the teachers and teacher aides at Todd Elementary

School.

1. On the goals of Indian education. Host of the TES interviews did not

touch on so general an issue. Three interviews did, and the consistency of

response is striking. One respondent notes that Indiana have to live in two

worlds, but that both of those worlds are here -- i.e. is rural Utah, and the

sdhool must prepare the students for such a life context. Two other teachers

edhoed the same sentiment, when noting that the students can get their Indian

orientation at hone, but must rely on the school to provide the.Angto balance

and complement.
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Such at position is not inconsistent with the attitude reflected in Part

I of the inventory responses, where seven out of thirteen TES respondents

selected position 3 -- to orient the Indian student to combine Indian culture

and the ways of the dominant society. But it also suggests how one could hold

position 3 (and thereby reject Anglo-oriented acculturation) but still argue

in favor of an Anglo-emphasis within the school. Such an educational approach

would work, if the school and the hone were co-equal partners in the edu-

cational process, each doing its part to maintain the whole. But responses

from the inventory show that the teachers do not feel that the home context

does its fair or appropriate share in this arrangement, and the responses made

in the interviews more than reiterate this same theme.

Comment: There is a self -serving philosophy underlying this attitude:

accepting the overall need for bicultural living, and noting that the

school must assume responsibility for its unique charter -- AngIo-oriented

education,'allows the children to become anglocized de.=facto if (l)the

home is not doing its part, and (2)the school dees not assist the home

to better do its part. Requiring that the home context participate in

23 educational contract for whiCh it is not prepared or in which it is

not able to participate is tantamont to working within an acculturization

framework even if the school gives lip-service otherwise.

2. Cu_Indian education ordhlems. (Compare to responses to question 4 an

the inventory). A total of nineteen different problem-foci are volunteered in

the TES interviews. They break down into four main problem-areas:

;Area 1 : Student based or student-specific problems:

1.1 Students cannot follow complete directions (2 respondents)

1.2 Students cannot, accept Challenges (1)

1.3 Students are not evil oriented (1)

1.4 Studenta have no internal motivation (1)

1.5 Students will not ask for help from teachers, because they

are afraid of being shamed (1)

1.6 StUdents are starved for affection and make security a

higher value than learning (1)
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1.7 Students who have high incidences of absences
1.8 Students who have reading-related problems

.Area 2 : Home/tribe-related problems
2.1 The home environment itself is pathological (1)
2.2 Ne out-of-school follotthrough on homework
2.3 No parental involvement in the children's education

(see comment on this point below)
2.4 Frequency of student absences

.Area 3.: School adMinidtrative problems
3.1 Insufficient finances _

3.2 Teacher/student ratio -is it:balanced
3.3 Teacher turn -over leads to noncontinuity in education
3.4 Not enough thia_for instruction in any subject -area
3.5 Theremedial_and support programs -are not coordinated

With each other or with the work in the regular class-
room

.Plus 4.: 7i'nterference of Ute language and culture

.Plus 5.: Inter-ethnic conflicts

Note that of the nineteen problems, fonrteen are related specifically to

student-specific or home/tribally-related factors. The school-related pro-

blems, on the otherhand are over and Above the Cleesroom level, and relate in

the main to issues and concerns over WhiCh the individual classroom teacher

has little control. This is consistent with TES responses to the questionnaire,

both on the question of specific problems in Indian education where the

student and home, not the sdhool were blamed and questions relating to

teacher perceptions of poWer and influence in policy=taking -- where teachers

acknowledge that letsons and factors above their control actually made and

implemented policy. The teachers in the project-related Classrooms are being

consistent 'with other persons in the achoo74 When they fail to identify the

of classroom-internal issues in creating Indian at:Went educational

The TES interviews prvOlde some amplification on issues Within two of the

problem amass here noted. Several teachers had things to say about conflicts

between Indian aad non-Indisn students, as they might relate to Indian student

educational achlevement;.Two teachers specifically cited Indian student resent-



meat of Whitt students, and one linked this to an Indian desire to see white

teaahers fail in their job. Two other teadhert, however, denied that there are

such confIicte, or that they exist in any meaningful way; a third teacher argues

that. in his ekperience, level of ability takes precedence over ethnic back=

ground in definiag friendships and social cleavages in his classroom.;

The teacheri all had things to say about the issue of parental involve=

meat in the childret'S education. All agreed that some Indian parents are

actively involved on a day-to-day basis in their children's edumation and

these are the parents who participate in the PTA and other such activities as

well. These are the parents the teachers are most likely to see each year. Other

parents appear to stay informedi even if they do not come to the school for visits

and discussions with faddlty and staff. The teachers also agree that most

parents want their children to get all of the help and assistance the child=

ren need for solid school achievement. NO eVideade was cited of any stigma

attached to a student being enrolled to Title I or any of the other self=help

programs offered at the school;

Several TES teachers noted that until reddatly, parents were not able to

participate actively in the homework process since (1) the parents may not

have been as skilled in the technical skills thete exercises required; (2)

the parental first language fluency in the Ute language may interfere with

providing such assistance; and (3) the home environment itself may not he

conducive to learning or supportive of education. These factors have begun

to change. theed teachers argued although sate parents are not equipped to

provide assistance even now;

Teachere noted two problems which often make contacting pimento for con=

ferencei a difficult task. First. *any families do not have telephones.

Second. par- work and so contacting theta during the day. or scheddling

day-tiMe Appointments for discussion, are both made more difficult.
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Note: The picture of parental involvement is somewhat less negative

than the responses to the inventory would have one believe. The teach-

ers interviewed seem to indicate the parents are more cooperativeand

interested than those responding to the inventory implied. None of

which negated the lact that the teachers see parental and hoMe-based

Input as being necessary to strengthening the children's education.

TES teaChers also identified several issues which are not problems in the

education of Indian Students at this sehoill. Four of the teadhers were quidk to

argue that the oft-Cited Stereotype of the "silent, nonverbal" Indian child

was not relevant to local canOtilns in their school. Each teacher bad his /her

own interpretation to this thane, including:

.The silence is surface level and requires interpretation on the part

of the teacher; it -is not an end in itself:
.This is an overworked stereotype which has not been seen in this"

teacher's. experiences.
.Silent Indian kids are just scared.
.Silent kids will respond if called on, otherwise, they will remain

passive.

(These comments are worth noting, when we recall that only some of the stu-

dents in these classrooms are "silent", while others are as aggressive as

any non-Indian child could ever hope to be).

Teachers also rejected any attempt to argue that English language verbal

skills are problems in the Indian students' education. Ideas that the students

speak "Indian English" were rejected as were other attempts to cite specific

English language arts difficultite.

The teachers rejected any attempt to cite discipline problems as barrieri

to the students' iduaktianil progress. They likewise rejected the idea that

the students might feel different or inferior because they are in the tin=

ority, culturally, within the school district.

These comments suggest that the TES teachers are not accepting stereotypes

in a blind faShiCiii, When discussing educational problems. They Clearly have
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sense of what is and is not going on in their classrooms, and the other

comments in the interviews must be reviewed carefully to determine the scope

of the perpective Whidh is governing these distinctions.

3; On the Uhl ueneSS of-the_ludian students' blesss. (Compare to re-

sponse to inventory question 5). TES teachers seemed unable to provide any

specific evidence that the Indian students have unique edtdationai problems.

The two bits of example provided -- Indian students cannot estimate and

Indian students count on their fingers during problem-solVidg, are hardly

exclusively Indian behavior patterns as the teachers noted.

Proof was offered to suggest that there must be something unique about

the Indian students' educational experiences. The argument is as follows:

there are more Indians than Anglos in Title I,so Indians must have more

basic skill's problems than Anglos. And, reIatedly, Indian CAT scores are

always lower than the Anglos scores -- which in turn explains why more

Indians are in Title I, Since CAT scores govern student entrance into that

program.

The questionnaire respondents rejected the idea that there were unique

Indian problems. Perhaps the teachers in the interview are trying to find

problems since they were asked specifically to discuss them. In any event,

specific problems are not cited beyond the CAT differential and the teach-

er who cited this noted that because the test is timed, Indian students are

automatically placed at a disadvantage. (Title I, in fact, is now teaching

their students how to take timed tests so this unique problem will soon pass

away).

4. Solutions neceSSAM-to-solve_Indian
edudationIrtOblems. (Compare to

question 6). Th4 TES interviews gave greatest emphasis to the need to use

specific teadhing strategies to address and solve the atuilents' educational

problems. These strategies include:
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.Careful explanation using lots of repetition

.Individualizing instruction

.Use of '.'hands on" principles in instillation.

.Stress student learning before doing
Aloe of "foreign language" approaches to instructionin all content

areas, since what is being taught is "second culture"

Other solutions were noted, including:

.Career development programs

.Hiring of Indian teachers

.Adult education

.Steps to deal with problems in the, home environment

Only skills'- related improvement was mentioned -- the teething of speed

lit taking timed-tests. Noother student-specific change is proposed. And thid

is very surprising given the long list of student-specific problems identified

by these teachers in the interview responses on that issue. Why, then, in=

attuctional Chantee, the problems are student-based?

Are these instructional changes? No comment is made to revise or rsorient

the curriculum content; These suggestions take the curriculum as a given and

try to identify ways to make the data more accessible to the students. Access-

ibility of information, however, was not identified as a prableii before -- and

thetle suggestions, taken at face value, leave without comment the ways in inlith

they will build student motivation to accept challenges, teach them how to

follow directions, and the like.

The parallels to earlier statementstated here regarding the overall pur-

pose of education is worth noting. The school's job is to proYidd Anglo-oriented.

instruction. The school must do that effectively. If the students do not profit

from this, and the school is doing all it can, then the fault lies externally,

It situations over which the school has no control.

These solutions, then, leave many of the identified problems 14 out of

19 without attention. Those are the student and home=based problems. Apparently,

there is some question whether it is within the school's put*iew to undertake

Changes in those school - external domains, or whether if deeMed desirable,

such changes txmadkbe carried out;
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We might wonder, in this regard, howmuch awareness the teachers actually

have as to the Out -of -school context of their students? A review of the TES

interview transcripts for comments about Indian culture, reservation life, and

related issues helps answer this question. Several specific facts were Cited,

including:

The importance of band membership for each student
.Silence as a means of communication in tribal culture
The existence of the Indian language within the home
The existence of home-based Indtan culturei.incIuding canning,
quilt making, and the like
;That Indian familiei may not be equivalent to Anglo families
(i.e. the child may live with an aunt not the mother)
;The students are more familiar with learning before doing

But negative moments about the tribal culture were also made and these

include:

.Indian culture is not precise or accurate in its orientation

.Indian culture is not complex or detailed and neither is the
lifestyle
.Indian culture is not future oriented nor does it have long-range
goals
.Indian culture, being traditional, is a barrier to modern and progress
;Indian orientation leads to school-related indifference

Comment: First, those who held attitudes in the second grouping also

had knowledge in the first area. The only way to interpret this on a

grcup-general level, then, is to note that the teachers may have some

specific facts about Indian culture on the reservation, but also hold

generalizations-not based on facts but derived in other sources. Bence,

we can have TES teachers rejecting specific stereotypes about Indian

student classroom behavior (e.g: the silent nonverbal child), but still

holding to assumptions like "Indian culture is not complex or precise".

Such positions only reinforce the idea that the school 38 p..meived

as needing to go "only so far" in its educational endeavor -- and that

some of the educatidnal prebilms Call for solutions and orientations

which lie outside of the school's domain of responsibility;
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5. On Indian-language instruction.
(Compare to question 23). The responses

to questions about the need for in-school language and culture instruction are

insightful in this regard. One teacher said that information about Ute traditions

leluld help the thilAren gain more respect for their background, and this would

help improve their sense of self. But the other respondents -- Indian and non-

Indian -- were quite negative on the idea. TWo noted that such instructions be-

long in the hole and not in the school; the home, one noted, can proidde a

closeness thatthe school cannot provide in this instruction; One teacher

noted that the school has more important things to teeth, even though maybe

a Unit on Ute history and culture would be useful. Another teacher -- edhoing

a Sentiment seen throughout theSe responses,
said that the students need to

learn Anglo culture and the school is the place to do that.

One student did note that, if such instruction were offered, all students

(Ute and Angle) Should be proVided the instruction. That onewent hardly rounds

like one to be made in a school with high degrees of inter=ethnic conflict;

These responses are at variance with the responses on the inventory, but

the variance can be explained, in part, given that these comments were made

in the context of larger issues, while the inventory
called for responses not

connected to preceding or following questionS. That the inventory respondents

-did not cite rationales or benefits to include the Ute language and culture in

the school is worth noting; it may be that teachers know they "shoUld" support

the Ute language and culture in sehools Unless they have specific reasons against

the idea.

Another thing the school can do, as noted in earlier responses, to help

strengthen its educational Services, is to hire more Indian teachers. The

teachers noted that if they were qualified this would be a usefUl thing,

since Indian teachers can be sensitive to student needs And can act as role

models. But the pedagogical
qualificatifts are nonetheless more itportant

than the ethnic
sensittOity; And even then, one teacher noted, some non-Indian
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parents may resent having an Indian teacher in his child's classroom. One

respondent told a lengthy anecdote about that problem.

6. On progress. (Compare to question 15). Are there signs of progress

is education at this school working out for the students' best? Some in=

dications were cited:

.Mare Indian students are now entering high school Chow long they
stay there was not noted, however)
.Attendance rates are higher at the elementary level
.Parental participation has increased

SM4111I

The lack of congruence between these measures as the solutions the teachers

offered to address existing problems still remains.

7. Other points. TWO other points emerged from the TES interviews and

need to be noted in closing. First, teachers see Todd Elementary Sdhool as a

unique educational environment; first, because of its location on the west

side of the district, far from authority, and second, because it receives

much federal aid to assist in Indian education. This is an interesting way of

defining a school site's uniqueness, especially given some of the other

characteristics one could associate with the sctool. Second, TES teachers

cited evidence of learning about students before they have the students in

their classes. Ample evidence exists to show haw damaging this can be to

teacher perceptions of student behavior. But it also says something about

"tformation flaw" within the TES setting. -

The Teacher In-Depth Interviews: OTS rmd TES Responses, Compared

In-depth interviews were carried out by project field staff with a total

of nine staff members at OTS. In addition to discussions with the teachers

within whose classes the observations and student interviews were made, project

staff interviewe4 four teacIers of students of younger grade levels, two of the

school's resource personnel, and the school principal.

Two of these persons did met wish their interview to batape-recorded.

The content of these discussions was summarized from notes and recollections



after-the=fact by the partiCipating interviewer, and the analysis given here

was based on the written statement of that summation. The rehaining seven inter-

views were tape recorded and an effort was then made to transcribe an exact

wording of the discussion for analysis purposes. The quality of the recordings,

baCkground noise, interference and other "technical" problems made it,difficuIt

to Obtain an exact transcription of the taped discussion in several cases.

Still, a review of the summary notes and the transcripts provide ample

amount of information for purposes of the present analysis -- to determine

whether the general themes revealed through the comments on the teacher

questionnaireS are consistent with the attitudes about teaching, about Indian

education, and about the instruction process at Oneida Tribal School, whist

Members of the school staff would identify during a more concmtrated dis-

cussion of these themes.

1. The-goals-ofIndian education. Interviewed OTS faculty, like their

TES counterparts, did not touch on as general a theme as "goals of Indian edu-

cation" within their discussions. In part, this cans an artifact of the inter-

view itself. And so, sensing that the public school-orientation of the instru-

ment was offensive to some OTS faculty membersiproject staff decided to re-

strict the interview almost exclusively to Indian math and Indian student

mathematics performance within the OTS classroom. But there may be other rea-

sons why in the OTS case we
---o not have extensive comments on the goais

question. One influencing factor, here as elsewhere, may relate to the nature

of the OTS itself. The school was set up in the summer of 1979 to offer

Oneida students an alternative to the public school instruction -- and instruc-

tional philosophy to whicI they were being exposed. The existence of the sada

and the fact of a person's participation within it serve as reflections of

Indian educational "goals" in their own right. Further, OTS being a tribal

school, the philosophy of education is something VtiCh (in theory at Ieaat) has

been developed bV, fidiaty, parental as well as tribal authority; it is not a
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philosophy known only to small group or shared only among a professional

elite. Thus any discussion about OTS specific activities has already made a

tacit recognition that OTS has some specific philosophical orientation assoc-

iated with its work. The interview could therefore proceed from this assismp-

tion and did not have to spend time trying to decipher it.

Evidence of this same theme is seen in OTS staff responses to other que-

stions in the interview inventory. The internal consistency in individual re-

spouses throughout the interviews stands in marked contrast to the diversity of

attitudes reflected in the TES interview comments and responses; Comment will be

made on these differences below.

Of course, uniforMity and consistency in implicit attitude is not to be

taken to mesa that all persons within the Oneida tribal community accept the

school's philosophy without question, or even that all persons would claim to

be able to understand it. The point is, unlike the highly implicit attitudinal

conditions characteristic of TES, the philosophical orientation of OTS is an

explicitly stated fact. And in this one difference lies much of the real con-

trasts Which distinguishes TES and OTS as educational environments;

2. Indian education problems. A total of sixteen different problems were

volunteered in the OTS interviews, each of which was "w''. from the respondents'

point of view, contributing to the 0 !ficuIties in educating Indian students

Which were being =countered within the OTS context; These problems fall, in

part, under the problem-areas ideatified in the TES analysis and are listed

here according to that framework:

.Arda 1 : Student=based or student-specific problems:
1.1 Students are not able to perform orally in the classroom;

their seatwork shows they understand certain concepts, but
they may not be able to explain verbally what they have
mastered when called upon to do so

1.2 Students do net have the self-discipline requred for class-
rooms or home=based study

1.3 Students are not well disciplined where behavior is con-
cerned; they are unruly and often lack courtesies assumed
by adults to be present within children their age
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.Area 2 : Home/tribe relattd problems:

2.1 SaMetimes parents give children too much help With home-

work so that the students do not have a chance to de-

velop Skills on their own

2.2 There is not enough parental
involvement in the student's

education

Area 3 : School administratiVe problems:

3.1 Provisions
have yet to be made to enforce school reg-

ulationa consistently
or to provide teachers with the

support they need when they_see4 to enforce them

3.2 School organizations encourage
student discipline problems

"1,3 Time tests do not provide an accurate picture of student

skills
3.4 The absence of textbooks provides problems in instruction

.Area 4 : Interference of Oneida language and culture:

4.1 Oneida culture orients students away from the value system

which scools utilize in their instruction

.Ares 5 : Interethnic conflicts:

Comments on this point were restricted solely to conditions

at schools Oneida students
attended prior to

enrolling at OTS

To this list of OTS-TES parallels must be added a sixth, uniquely OTS identified

probIem-ares:

.Ares 6 : The negative impact of previous school experiences:

6;1 TeacIing through "rote Yearning" prevented many OTS students

from mastering critical concepts = even if they have

mastered some of the data related_to those concepts

6;2 Public_schools
condition the Oneida students into viewing

education in terms of polar opposites -- e.g. good vs; bad,

right VS; wrong, succeed vs; fail, even though the tribal

value System may not give emphasis to the same distinctions

with equal intensity

6.3 (And continuing that theme even further). Public echooI

practices simply do not make sense to Oneida students, leaving

them with disoriented feelings about school, classroom

activities; and education in general

The TES and OTS responses contrast,
then, in the

importance each group

gives to the previous (and, in specific pObIic) schooling
experiences in shaping

their students' orientation toward education. The emphasis given to the negative

impact of public schools on Oneida students is not surprising.OTS
being in the

first year of its oOdtatioui allOst all students have had previous 002661 ft-

periences in at least one other locale with some students reporting having been

enrolled in several different schools before 1979; Much of the OTS faaulty
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struggle during the first year centered on measuring the levels of mastery

Which ('TS students had individually attained in various nubject areas; the

impact of their previous school experiences could not have been clearer in

those terms.

The lack of attention given to this point by the TES respondents is

understandable. In almost every casei Todd was the -first grade school that

Ute children attended. Antecedent or altnrnaUve schooling programs simply do

not exist at that grade level within this aree. So previous school experience

cannot be blamed for any less desirable skills the Ute students reflect Within

the TES classroom.

There is, however, an interesting contrast being made here all the same.

The TES respondents chose to focus blame for the Ute children's educational

difficUlties on influences lying outside of the ech'ol and the classroom --

the home context, tribal influence being two of the primary foci of influence.

In contrast, while OTS staff trace many of their problems to the make-up of

the school itself, OTS staff also lay biame in part on school - extern i. in-

fluences. Eere, however, the problems are not being traced to the home or

tribe/ contexts. Oneida, being a tribal school, is supposed to be working in

concert with those domains. And that leaves only one other external source of

ti

_ _
influence which can be blamed -- the pUblic schools: In the TES case, laying

blame to the home and tribe was a useful attitude in that it provided a ready

made excuse to absolve TES from any responsibility if the Ute children did not

evidence progress in their education. Ironically, tracing part of the basic

Oneida stUdents' educational problems to the students' previous exposure to

public school education does precisely the same, self-serving thing; In both

eases, negative influences based outside of the school have been found. In both

cases, those influences provide ready=MAde and convenient explanations for con-

tinuing student problems in their education. In both cases, the effects of these
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external influences may not be easily eradicated. So, if stUdent school

achievement does not improve in the coming months, reference to these ex-

ternal Lint:emcee will continue to serve as an explanation for problems --

further absolving the school from admitting to any short-coming or wrong-

doing whiCh it might otherwide be forced to acknowledge. In spite of the

seeming parallel, a contrast can still be found: TES respondents see,:rpd ex-

plicitly aware of their tendency to "shift blame" from the school to the out-

side source of. failure. Problema at the school were not linked directly to pro-

blems in the education. OTS reepondents, in contrast, were Iess Ailing to

divorce the school and its activities from the net of problems they associate

with Oneida student
education. Whether OTS staff will ultimately find it

necessary to separate the influence of the school from the influence of the

tribal context which surrounds it cannot be determined at this time.

Sonie other areas of difference between the TES and OTS explanarf.ans for

student education problems need to be highlighted here.

rs.:44 zy rity (fourteen of the nineteen
problema) of the TES responses

identified student or home/tribal based sources for these problems. Only four

of the sixteen problem areas identified by OTS staff are student=eriented.

And even these, when examined tg. closer detail, do not allude to claims about

student inadequacy which so often underlay the TES cravents. ln fact, three of

the OTS student-related
"problems" are clearly found to be the result of con-

ditions brought about by the influence of other identified problem-areas: the

impace of previous sChooling experience (as just detniled)i and the discipline

issue, which played so significant a role in the teacher questionnaire re-

sponses are two of these.

The third such otudent "problem" traces part of the OTS student classroom

difficulties to the diificulties.they experience in giving in-lass presenta.T.

tions. Note that the respondents did not say that Oneidn children are "non-

verbal" (No OTS respondent made reference to this stereotype). The respondent
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argued only that Oneida students are not as expressive as they need to be, where

classroot4based rhetorical and reportive skills are concerned. But again, this

like Altobst every other stUdent-related problems identified by OTS staff, is a

problem, WhiCh the sehool is empowered to remedy.

It appears accurate to argue that, in general terms, the OTS staff attitude

toward their (Indian) students is somewhat more optiMistic and positive than is

the corresponding attitUde among the TES faculty and staff. The responses show

that the OTS staff does not view the Oneida students as problem-or deficit-

ridden and that the teaChers do not (within interview contexts at least) iden-

tify student-specific problems in the same detail as was found to be the case

for TES. Sikilarly, OTS staff appear to be somewhat more critical of the school

and the ongoing effOrts of the classroom than are their TES counterpart:3. OTS

respondents identify several issues whidh the sChool is capable of correcting,

and specifically Chastize the school for its feilure to take necessary steps

to correct them. NO such indictment of school-internal educational services is

contained within the content' of the TES interviews

One additional contrast remains to be noted, but the nature of the con-

trast can be apprediated only in the light of the preceding observations.

Ironically, respondents from both contexte argue -that the school, as an ed-

ucating institution, operates in terms distinct from principles basic to the

students' tribal baCkgrounds. Yet the respondents' respective treatment of

this theme and its implications for edhool and educational policy reflects

the very essence of the differences which characterize, and therefore dis,

tingulah, one site from the other.

According to the attitudes reflected in the responses, TES educators rec-

ognize the negative consequences which may erupt out of these school-tribal'

conflicts Hence, they 'o see the introduction of various types of inter-

vention strategies in 4o.:1 parental training) so that the home and tribal



c-uteri can be brought into closer harmony with the operating philosophy of

tho school. OTS educators aldo recognize the negative consequenced of these

conflicts. They however, Chookie to address theist conflicts by calling for an

expansion and intensification of the work of the Tribal School ittielf, since it

was in response to home-school
conflicts that OTS was created in the first

place.

3. The uniqueness of Indian-educational
problems -. Most OTS respondents re-

ported it difficult to draw conclusions at such a level of generalization. Thus,

they were unwilling to state whether Indian students encountered "the same" or

"different" problems from non=Indian counterparts. Respondents Were, however,

willing to identify specific parallels between Indian and non-Indian diffi-

culties with school activities. For example, the fact that Oneida students use

their fingers for tabulation purposes when attempting to solve more complex

additional and subtraction prOblems is one of these parsalels.

The more assertive comments on the question came from those OTS staff

members who have had experienced in public as well as tribal scLool classrooms

and/or haw. taught both Indian And non-Indiam elementary
studenta. The TES re-

spondents have exposure to such contrasts on a daily basis yet they were

unwilling to identify problem=areas in education which might be restricted

solely to Indian students: However; since there are more Indian students in the

Title I program each year than non-Indian students,
TES respondents were still

willing to assume that differences in Indian Wt. non-Indian educational ex-

perienceamutt exist at some level. No OTS respondent was willing to make such

assumptions* peThend
becausa, as one of the more articulate OTS respondents put

it, OTS is Concerned with the whole of the child, not with fragments, and OTS

needs to know "".4io the child tei not 74bat others think the chid :7 should be".

In this sense, attempts to identify contrasts between "classee of students

would be inconsistent with the OTS orientation toward
education. And the fact

that such contrasts are drawn L, /mq respondents shows, once again* how the
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differences in each school's perceptions of their students' capabilities are

merely a small part of larger-level differences between each school's percep-

tion of its educational Mandate.

4. Necessary solutions to Indiat-educstictoroblesm Given the overall diff=

erences of the sort just noted, it is expected that TES and OTS respondents

would take differing positions on the steps necessary for dialing with the pro-

blems in Indian education evidenced at each site. Consistent with positions

taken in answers to previous questions, TES respondents suggested a series of

classroom -based activities each of which is designed to make information more

accessible to the school's Indian students. The liit is interesting, in that

at no point in its recommendations is a call made for Changes in the content

or organization of th.._4 curriculum. Few Of-the redolMended strategies touch

on the specific problems identified by the respondents at earlier stages of the

interviews. Since most of those specific preblems dealt with issues lying out-

side of the school's domain, it is not surprising that respondents do no pro-

pose extensive strategies to Address those difficUlties. In fact* the position

emerging from the recommendations seems to suggest that only the delivery of

instruction to Indian stlidents at TES needs to be changed; the organization

and relevance of the curriculum, the appropriateness of its design to student

needs, and the like appear:net to require further modification.

Three suggestions are made on this point by the OTS respondents. The firit

calls for the school to individualize its approaches to instruction both by

presenting information in stUdent-specific terms (e.g. greater use of the

Isods-, more one-a- -::< e discussion between teacher and student) and by taking

steps to treat each student as an individual and in terms of his individual

needs. The interview responses provide ample indication that OTS staff endorse

individualized* rather than group-general classroom strategies. Classroom

descriptions show that such strategies are already well grounded in'the work

of OTS and its teaChers Thus; neither of these suggestions cells for a radical
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change in current OTS practice; in fact, the suggestions more properly call

.

for an intensification of current practice, rather than a departure from it.

Apparently from OTS point of view, there is nothing immutable about instruction-

al strategies or instructional orientation .t OTS. This is suite a contrast from

the perspective revealed by the TES interviews.

But other suggestions are also made by OTS personnel. Several respondents

evidenced the need to hive qualified and informed persons from the local commun.-

_

ity come into the classroom to serve as guest speakers and nte-VON=R persons

When particular topics of interest were to be Implored. (The suggestion was

made in particular reference to the math question). The use of traditional

Oneida-like activities as a means of reinforcing and strAnshening student

academic skills (e.g. gambling games as an aid in math instruction) was also

noted; (Once again staff call for a stronger evidence of integration of Oneida

tribal culture into the school's curriculum). No such suggestions were made by

the TES responder -Mere significantly, little recognition lows given to thg

need for increa4 the tribal components of the school curriculum or eves.

for adding specifid Ute-br5ed features into the daily lesson plum; True, OTS

being a tribally-based school, stands in a more favorable position to see such

an integration of traditions within its curricullsol. Still, there is little in

the TES responser to suggest tlat, administrative circumstances being differ-

ent; TES staff find it necessary (43:: appropriate) to make such aa adjustments in

the existing seheol if solutions to Indian educati,r problems are

to be the outcome of the efforts;

OTE reapespendontd, as noted, took eascgi. the opposite position on the

question. Fero in-A4dition to caIls.for individualA.Mng instruction and for

integrating specific Oneida cultural traits into the curricwam, CITS respon-

dents also hope fb see an eventual remaking of tbe curriculum itself iiAs

something which operated in terms of an Oneida "sense of evmplatehode";
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Particular ways to move the school. and 11. activities away from the Anglo

philosophy and closer to the traditional. Oneida value system vete suggested.

But even more comprehensive changes in the school's intellectual organization.

were detailed.Alespondents note that public schools and the 4th-di:ail* pro-

grams modeled after them tend to fragment attention into aistiplitttir subject-

tatter-specific domains, while traditional Oneida culture treats every theme

as part of all other themes and every area of inquiry as something integral

to All other of inquiry. What OTS would be like if such an Ontide=beidd

Orientation were to be adopted is not discussed by the respondents -- yeti

the need to adopt such an Oneida tribal orientation is clear if only as a

means of correcting the attitudinal damage done by "alien" institutions during

earlier stages in their education careers.

5. Knowledge of Oneida culture. It was suggested in the analyila of the

TES i3terVie0 responses that the TES respondents may not make reference to

Me tribal Culture in any positive way-because they may not actually be

aware of details within the traditional cultural inventory; A rev",ew-was

made of interview data to see What evidence could be found to show hew fat=

iliar TES staff were with such local cultural copAitions.

A comparison with the OTS responses along these lines is somewhat Zallatiett,

since moat members of the OTS school staff are 7Endian (and many are of Oneida

background). There ihould be more evidence of respondent familiarity with

Indian culture in the OTS instance. The interview more than fulfill this

prediction.

Of greater significance to present purposes, is the understanding that

OTS staff reflected Where the uses of.scibaI culture to classroom purposes is

concerned; Net only Were the respondents aware of facets of Oneida traditional

lifei the respondents saw relationships /wween traditic 4nd remediation of

educational problems, relationklips which thcry could act upon within their own
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classrOOM even tf the aria:J(21 itself was not favorably disposed to such int-

egration. There isi then, little evidence of the negative or stereotypic

orientation to Indian cUltiire(a) being presented in the responses made by the

TES personnel. Instead, a continual ar..1 dynamic interaction
betitten the Oneida

etudent, his Oneida tribal backgroune, and the Anglo-related content of the

school being affirmed by the OT respondents. Taken literally) the position

seems to argue that there can be effective education for Oneida students at

OTS (even education to Anglo=orientad skills areas- cialy if the Indlan

`:nature" of the Oneida student is being addressed by the educaaonal process;

No TES respondent ventured such a claim.

6. Indian language instruction,. BAUCei the divergence in attitude be-

rueen TES and OTS perspectiVed on the need to include Indian languaga instruc-

tion within the school curriculum. One TES respondent saw this as a =tans of

strengthening the Ute Child's appreciation for the Indian component of his

being. formsrunsyvg TES staff persons saw Indian language instruction as aome-

thing alien to the purpose of the school, something not appropriate for in-

cludion within the classroom, zomethitz More properly to be provided within

the home context. This is exactly the Parspactive which might be expected,

given t prelominant TES argument that the school swat fulfill Anglo-specific

educational agendas, not Indian ones.

OTSi it must be remembered; already had an Oneida Indian 3121guage com-

ponent within the sdhool. Andi consistent with responses to other questions.

the OTS respondents called for a stronger Oneida languageOrngram as weII.as

oroader efforts to integrate language iustruction and language use within the

whole of the OTS (Onatis ''Compl.ertAess", once igait). edu-

cational and cognitt-s benefit is l=pected to emerge from such an integrettln

rcsitiv:4 Barb on the student's sense of self and wellbeing is likewise to

be expected. Several respondents pointed to the sense of personal kiss which
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is always associated with one's inability to speak the language ancestral

to the tribe. And one respondant linked Oneida league& learniOg and mental

acumen, by referring to one student who 'must be bright because she was able

to pick up Oneida language in Ilse than one year at the itehtiel". Clearly, there

is no question here as' to the propriety of scboolAmeid instruction In the

Indian language.

7. Evidence s. TE5 respondents were able to identify several

isetures in the education of Ute Indian students which suggests that edu-

dittititial quality and service delivery are both inwroving. Partidular emphasis

was placed on the decline in school-leaving rates, especielly at the higher

grade levels; Since school - leaving had not been identified as ma or prdblem
.

in Ute education -- either in the questiceire responses or in the inter-

views, some question about the overall significance of this decl4ne as a

measure of educational progress in the TES coletext might be raided. That the

progress is being measured in terms assume zo be.: exclusively school-and

classroom -based ( in truth, any number of thinge might be contributing vo

the decline in school-lea7ing, not ail of Which is necaedarily school-related);

and that progress .should be measured strictly in -terns of student performance

(end not, for example, in terms of changes in tribal attituiss toward edu-

cational quality) an reiterate thn autonomy W.Oh-TES respondents have as-

cribed tl the school throughout this discussion-

The OTS respondents were not nearly so optitinetido at first reading,

:vhere effectiveness of edneatiotal efortd are concerned. Bes1ondents cited

several problems -- discipline being a primary concern, at earlier stages in

their interviews. It Lit clear 'Eros 7-v.0.0i:indent dennantary that uk.L.''T the dis-

cipline issue is reeolVed, true prOgreee in educating Oneida stud is mint

be expocted. Still., the prOblAi is one thith the eadol adminvatrution

able to resolve. The that efforts are already being made to deal with the



student behavior issue -- e.g. the creation of a special education program

to begin. in the fall of 1980 -- coupled with the fact that more serious and

complex barriers to educational progress at OTS have not been cited by the

respondents, both say something about the dances for success rhich the re-

apondente themselves ascribe to the work of the tribal school. Whether TES

respondents can approach this issue with comparable levels of commitment can

not be determined from the data. That it cannot be determined may say some-

-,

thing the point, in its own right.
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Chapter Six: The Parents' Interviews

Wei-nation presented in Chapter 4 has shown that the two school sites

Todd Elenentary Sthool and Oneida Tribe; School, offer their students quite

different educational environments. TES being a public school and OTS

tribellY=Centrel/ed school, project staff expected to see some of the con=

treats the in-field research identified; Data in Chapter 5 have already shown

hew Fat-reaching such general differences in "educational philosophy" can

actually become. Comments in the staff interviews revealed differing per=

ePeCtiVes about the nature of Indian education, the eds of Indian students,

and the strategies which the schools could use most effectively to addrdea

them. All this suggested that there will be contrasts in the type*, of ex=

pectations teacherd from each school bring into the classroom, and else in

the types of demands which teachers nake r htudents as a result of

those expectations.

Teachers are not the only adult-level ei;.. ra immelmed in these students'

schooling, Parfaits -- including within that categoil- legal guardians, cleat

relatives and others who may bear legal and cultural responsibilities for a

child's upbringing Within these two tribes -- can also be expected to con-

tribute significently,to the impact which schling and school-based instruc-

tion ha; on the Indian student's educational develoomefit. So time WILD set

aside at each site to Intervtew parents as well as teachers, hoping to elicit

through these discuss-tics, parental perceptions about the streng0J and

weaknesses of loci:: schooling P ro rams along with commi-ts and assessments

about the roles they play in the child's education.

Again, to set the foundation for the data-gathering, project staff turned

to the set of instruments used during tha Advocates for Indian Education's

regional needs assess anent: The general inventory, probing the extent to which
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the parent agrees witiki C..ttin observations about parent-school telationshipti,

wss_adopted without tirettons; the it' entety became the first task the

research staff asked OattiVit8 to complete. Thi tett-tinder of each interview built

directly on those responses,; nak.Ing for anecdotes or more detailed commentary

on specific isen4A or Coucurn2 which answers to the inventory had highlighted.

Six lite parents were interviewed in this fashion. Informal discussionx held

with other pareati served as a 'quality control", to help staff determine how

representative the Aix sets of responses might actually be if reservation=wide

parental surveying was undertaken. All six of the parents had children enrolled

in the classes in which project in-school activities were being based. So

while the sariple edema limited in a strict statistical sense, information

which these respondents supplied remained quite tonsistent with the descrip-

tive ane cmpstAtiVe interests of the project's research design.

The Hte Fare

An overall sense of parental attitudes about education and about the edn-

cational oppottnnities made available to Indian students through TES can bei

glianed free a quick review of Table 6.-4. Bite are presented tabulated rer

e

to the questions asked of parents tinting the ACEtt structured portion

of the parental interview. For eight of these queetions (numbers 2,8,10,12,14,

26, and 18) aggregate responses were more positive than negative. For ten

questions, aggregate responses tended to fall in the other direction. In only

one instances (item 5), did an impressionistic "favorable" vs. "unfavorable"

:ietegorization become meaningless. This question calls for a direct comment

from the reepeadent regarding parental willingness to work more closely with the

school; but the answer is to be stated in terms which link up willingness to

become involved with nudity-standing of the tasks which used to be done; It is

aear from other discussions that school anthsrities see many thingS parents

should be doing to assist 'n their dhilftenws educstlen. It is also clear, from
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; 0

INSTRUCT;'00-,.8:

Do not ;.ign your name.

410.

TABLE .6-1 Compilation of 5 parents
PARENT INTENTORT

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following
sentences by checking (X) one of the following choideS:

(Y) yes; (MY) Maybe yes, (MN) Maybe no, (N) no;

PLEAS; CHECK ONE

You really agree that: I want my child to get
a good education.

1. I feel comfortable when I :o to the school.
-

,

- - -- -- - - -. .. 1d nee s

3.

...--..... - - .-1 ------ -

I enjoy talking to school teachers. 2

4. Teas -he -
--

- ., I .

3. I reall, don't like to :co to the school buildin .
2

6. I can make the . .- .. -

7. When my child gets into trouble at school he is
ip.....merally_wreag.

1

9.

ire-Lli2L.n.ag8.1-thinkschnulteacl -..

.....

I'd get more involved in school if I knewhow to.
help. 1111111111

111111111
111 Parents working together can help our children

get a good education.

11 Tht f.tahat it sh_c_n, Id for _ray child. I

12. help my child ta" in st.1.,00l.I can s
1

---,:-

13. ti' child tella-me-whAt he learmxin_anhoot. 1 1_1.
11 . M child listens to we

15.

....7.--------------

Ny child has to go to school, eves if he doenn't
want to.

2

,

2 !I 1 I

16. Whenever my child has problem in achool, I'm the
last to know.

3.

.Lj
V

2 ; 1
.

17. _ don't know what to ten my. chiId about why he
shout.

1

I

lS.

...0toschoo1-.- --
I would like to learn how I can help n.- child do
cell is school. 1

19. I've been to ...1ta3ELLLpar) ochool.neetings last year.

70. Last year l'iiSited -.he school prlaciral_or.my child'? tettoltta)
Total 4 ctrer (One parent worica at school, sees teach. & princ. fv:quentIy)

If : had to taama someone fox my child nut_ doiag won in nc.hocil
I wcit:''.d blame: vv, tha ?rincipal; ;he ethool;
othe: 3- hasher
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information to be disdhaded it this chapteri that parents do not feel welcome

when they attempt to visit thi-gehecil or talk with the teadters. There is

quite a separation of attitude, revating around the issue of "appropriate

parental involvement ". The "Centered" responses to question 9 reflect pa...t

of this controversy. And other (sometimes contradiov:rr-scundix4) remarks

contained in the perettal rtspotsts will provide thst reflections of it.

A comparison of the other aggregate responses suggest several facts about

attitudes toward educa ;r0Ong Ute parents; Taken ss a unit, the responses

to questions 2i8i10112q14,41b and 18 indicate that parents know what kind of

education their children need to receivei, and seam to feel that the services

. _

being provided th.tiigh TES are in fact addressing those needs. Parents agree

that; by working together and becoming more involved in the school setting;

paretts could mike more substantive contributions to the children's education;

They admit, hove:Vero that ties bet-green school and home are not as developed as

they should be. And this is one of the reasons why partts say they are the

last to find out *hit their Childrer are experiencing difficulties with their

cIesswork.

The responses to ititatiOtS 13i10i6i7i11i13i15 i and 17 help explain why

Ute parents have not developed closer ties with the local ichoollils programs.

One theme was frequeat17 el:pressed -- parents simply do not feel comfortable

withit the Clatiireet thrironment; Unpleasant associatioss from their ewe

Childhood, coupled with schnoI restrictions on cigarette smoking and coffee

dritkingt and a sense that schorateachersi being educated parsons, are nct

goitg to be interested in what "dumb" Indians have to say -- these are some

Of the explanations for this feeling which parents offered during the inter-

viev.

Instances of contrasti if not coat = Act; between school and hove are

alluds4 to in these responses. Parente acted that their children are not really
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"in the wronc" when they get into trouble at school; this is one reason why

parents do not Always respond to requests for teacher-parent conferences, then

tie requests are sent hamA from school authorities. Parents noted that their

children do not talk about their school experiences tn say detail. The pre=

nailing attitude that children do not have to attend school except if they wish

to attend parallels the same theme: participation in schooling is a voluntary

thing. The school and its educational opportunities are there and are available

to thOse who wish to become involved with them. The school has its mandate, the

faculty have their responsibilities, and the program should be left to its own

initiatives to operate in those terms.

Hence, the zpuponses to question 8: parents did not say that the adhOol is

ineffective. There was consensus (here; as elsewhere in the Ute parents inter-

view:4) that the education offered through TES is doing its job. Parents did not

identify areas of curriculum, instruction, or related educational services where

quality is poor and which should be upgraded or improved. We know from other, more

comprehensive studies of parental attitude in Indian education -= .ssileS die-

cussed is EaVighursem NatIonaI Study of American Indian Education (Ficha and

HavigbUret, 1973; eapecially page 171 and following) far tamisple, that fe*Orable

assessments of this sort are Generally t;iffered by Indian patents, At Nerthern

ute, we have some basis for understanding the attitude prevails. Ad re=

8pelides to questions 2 and 5 suggest, there is great diatteulibg beta en parents

and school authorities, and great separation between tr..- roles parents play amd

the role the school plays in Ute Indian education; From the point of view of t4:L3

project; parental "Totes of confidence" for the work oi the school are to be

vi wed as a byproduct of this distancing and aepa°:atioar and of the factors

which treated them; These parental endorsements should not be taken as

d!.cationd that Ute parents are iaecesearily satisfied' the schooling der=

vices provided to their ehiltiren. Nor as is popular with come, educators)

bhould the uncritica asseame,nt be treated as t that Indian parents remain
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blind to the things that "really go on" within the school4.

Discussions during the more open-ended
interviews with Ute parents did

bring up any number of specific problem -areas with Ute paredtS associate with

their ehildren't education; mechanical and procedural probleaS were some of

most frequently cited concerns. It was mentioned that teachere tend to.cail

on the Angle students more frequently than they call on Indian students;

and that little attempt is made to encourage Indian students to participate

directly in class discussiont. Indian studente end up sitting in the back of

the cies:ere-Om,
either by dheide or because of Seating assignment. This places

a wail of Anglo students, and of high ;irequeney Ango student responses; be-

tween the teacher and the Indian comprament of each class.

Certainly, the school'a relianck: on "pull out" programs and other

specially.=.fteused
educatiOn aetivitias does not work to break down this

Iddianinetindian student dichotomy. Some parents expressed concern that

Indian (or, in the case of Title I, predoMinately Indian) participation in

these programs may Isad to Stereotyping on the part of the teachers; the VDU-

IL:t4lans and even the Indian participants themselves. It was noted that Title I

and other prOgrams are of benefit to stddenti Who need the services they pro-

Vide No question was raised about the quality,' or
.

lack of quality, in those

rograms. Rather,- the conetrda are procedural in nature: Pull=but programs and

other-aUgdentA to th e established wat&lculUM tt the teaehers' lesson plans

disrupt continuity of learning; And unless the curriculum of the special pro-

gram is coordinated closely with the work gong on in the students' home class-

room* the participants may end up being ekpeSed to several Seta of cOnceptss

topics and issuesiiand bee-dining master of rifts of them. Differences in social

contexts for learning were also cited. The special programs Ate for more Uni-

formly Indian in compoSitiln than are the students' home classrooms. Perhaps

more importantlyi the teaching stel of these programs &lab includes a higher
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parcentas% of Indians. The socially-focused learning skills which are developed

and reinforced by these programs may not transfer readily into the student's

home classroom; nor may they necessarily be relevant to the classroom, given

some of the social and psychological factors which parents feel are at work

there.

Parents noted without using the technical terms, however, that student

"self-image" and "self-esteem" also prove to be problems throughout their

Children's school experiencPs. of the parents interviewed referred to

some form of student 'f!!iar" ::1* it term) operating as a deterrent to learning;

Some parents said tti..t Lheir children do not attempt to give answers in class

because they do not wish to wish giving incorrect information, thereby em-

baxassing themeselves and their classmates; This fear of failure parallels

rather preeisely one of the mathematical "values" referred to in a previous

chapter -- as-in beadwork construction, the student should pursue a project

until the project is completed; the young student Of3uld not consider the

project completed until the project is satisfying to him; A one-time re-

sponse to a teacher's question in class allows little oprov;;Lity for

students to work toward meif-satisfaction; Evidenced student- "fear of failure"

and parental awareness of that fear may grow directly out of reluctance to

operate in terms of those limitations; '

Parents report that peer pressure from other Indian students may also

contribute to student reticence to speak tlass discussions; Ute

students are enhjected to a considerable 3...:7,1,1t ,':cssing and ridicule

themselves from their silent comrades; In some cases, this has resulted in

potentially gifted Ute students being transferred, at their pares' re-

quest, into one of the off-reservation boarding sehoolo opercted b7 the

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Having the child spend the school months with rel-

atives in Salt Lake City or other, more cosmopolitan areas, has also been a

-
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strategy parents use to address this problem.

Whether the parents think that the TES classroom expects too much out of

Ute students cannot be deterMined from the responses. Only two parents felt'

that TES expecta Ute students to perform at levels above their capacity. Yet,

all respondents cited spedific factors which may. be preventing students from

working fully at their capacity level; Some parents noted that teadhers place

much emphasis on memorization of data, adding that Ute students appear to

have some problem with rote learning, at least when required by the school.

Two parents cited specific language factors as probable causes of student

classroom difficulty. Ute students speak English but, by parental judgement,

their English may not be as "effectitive" as that of their non-Indian counter-

parts; Ute language competency was not mentioned as a part of the students'

language problem; But some English=apedific performance-related issues were

detailed. Chief among them was the fact that teachers speak too rapidly When

they present information, and particularly when they give instructions or

detail homework assignments, to the students; Parents complained that teach-

ers will give assignments once and will react negatively to (Ute) stddents

asking her to repeat or elaborate on her directions. These comments elicited

some of the few comparisons between TES and schooling programs in which

people of parents' and grandparents' generations were enrolled. Parents Who

had attended the BIA-administered White Rocklioarding School on the reservation

(the school clthied in the early 1950's) remarked that at that school, teachers

always exercised great patience with their students, frequently alloWing the

whole class to work on a single exercise until ail of the students understood

the information. Stith is not the case within classrooms at TES, for many

reasons;

Textbook language was not cited as a problem contributing to Ute .student

educational diffidultide. However, some problems with the textbooka themselves

were noted. Pour of the parents reported a sense of frustration When they
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look et their Children's textbooks or at their homework sheets. They simply

cannot understand what their dhildren are being taught or what tasks the child=

ren are expected to complete before school opens the next morning. The issue

is not of relevence in subject matter. Adding more references to traditional

Indian lifestyles and customs will not alter the fact that the content of the

elementary school curriculum has changed drastically in recent years; and

parents, for whatever reasons have not stayed current with the latest.ditettintd

an( newest trends. Such observations from the parents' side help place LOU

broader context the complaint raised so frequently by TES staff, that so

little educational reinforcement comes out of the students' family background.

This was one of the issues of keen interest in the project: what formal

roles does the home and family context play in the schooling of Ute students.

That parents are not actively involved in the day-to-day operations of the

school is clear. TES is a public school, operated and administered through the

Hintsh county school system. Indian parents are eligible to serve on several of

the federally-program related 'Parents Committees. Beyond that, and other than

through the forum provided by the (non-Indian dominated) ParentTeacher Organ-

ization, Indian parents have little opportunity directly to express concerns

and even less of a chance to hold people accountable for their failure to respond

to them.

This is not to say that opportunities are never extended to increase parental

awareness about the work of the school; Notes are sent home asking for parent-

teacher conferences. Open-houses are sponsored by the staff and by specific

programs within the school. And parents are invited to attend and participate

in any school activity they wish. Parents admitted that they are aware of those

options. But they listed specific reasons which often prevent them from taking

full advantage of those opportunities. Sdheduling and time constraints was a

factor, especially if both parents work full-time, and particularly if the

-work-schedule conflicts with the hours of school operation. Others reported
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little incentive; adding that tribal government should be assuming a greater

role in monitering the edUdatimal services provided through the county system.

PArentit agreed that fatilies whose meters have had more schooling; and es-

pedially families where parents completed college-level degree programs,
Will

probably respond more readily to school invitations: ParentS who themselves

have accumulated less amounts of formal edUtation said, in contrast; that the

sdhddl seems a foreign and uninviting place and that they feel uncomfortable

and ditt=of-place
whenever they have to attend some function on sdhool grounds.

Parents did stress that within their limitations and subject to avail-

Ability of time and other factors, they do what they can to help their Child=

ren with homework and to make certain that assignments are dbmpleted and sUb-

witted on time Parente pointed out, hoOdVer, that in other households, super=

vision and assistance may not be nearly ad thorough. And several parents noted

that there is more to a parent's respdaSibility than playing "homework warden".

Children have many need& and interests and parents must see to it that these

other needs and interests are addressed as well; This was the way one respon-

dent explained the frequently reported obaervation, one made by teachers and

families alike: some parents take their children shopping, go with them to

the movies, travel with them to visit relatives; go camping with them in the

mountains, and do other things -- but never help their students with their

studiea. The point is, the school haa responsibility to deal with the child=

rdn'S formal education; the parents, on the other hand, are supposed to see

to it that the rest of the dhild's self=hood receives equal amounts of atten-

tion.

The information from the parente interviews identified other areas where

school and home differ, if not have outright
disagreements, in their respect-

ive perceptions of issues and problem:6 in Ute education. Some of these con-

trasts are highlighted in the following table. The firdt column lists con-

cerns about Ute student education raised by the teadhere during their dis-



cussions with project staff; these comments have been reviewed in greater

detail in the preceding dhapter. The second column summarizes comments made

during the parents' interviews or otherwise relects the teachers' concerns

in the light of the parents' information.

TEACHER'S CONCERNS

Child-centered problems:

1. Students do not see the importance
of education.

2. Children need to listen carefully.

3. Children are not properly motivated
st home.

4. Children are not competitive.

Parent-centered problems:

1. Parents are not involved in their
Children's education.

Pitalmrtem Pi!SPONSES

Only one parent agreed with this
point.
Most parents said they tell the
Child that education is important
and all feel their children be-
lieve it.

No parents raised this as a pro-
blem. They did; however; charge
that teachers need to adjust
their rate of presentation and
their speed when giving direct-
ions; since this is a true
cause of the students' diffi-
culty.

Parental lack of familiarity with
text book content may be at fault
here. Parents see themselves as
being actively supportive of the
schooling process; even if they
do not make themselves visible
at PTO and other meetings.

Self-esteem and fear enter in
here; as does the fact that com-
-petition for the sake of winning
alone is not a traditional value
in Ute culture. Doing the best
job you can; and taking the time
you need to do that; is a prime
value.'And that attitude often
conflicts directly with com-
petition.

Parents see themselves as in-
volvedi though they recognize
that their avoidance of the
school itself may create a false
impresdion in the eyes of an
outsider.



2. Parents do not help with student's

homework.

3. Thdhome creates undue Stress on

Student learning.

School-centered problems:

1. the school expects Indian stu-

dents to perform beyond their

capacity.

2. The school does not di) more to

integrate parents into class-

room activities.

See comments in item 3 above.

Parents agree with the teadhotiO

comments. Diunkennesi, divorde,_

and parent Absenteeism are cited

as- common problems. They are not

said to occurascommonly or as

stereotypically as teacheri appear
to assume' however.

Parents did not accept this ob-

servation, and charged that the

school does not requre full per-

formance at- capacity.

Parents_agreed and could identify

a lengthy list of things_the
school (and theteadhers) must

do, if they wish to see this int=

egration occur. The point is, the

school has to make the overtures.

The contrasts suggest several general observations whiCh need to be made be=

fort bringing in the,responses from Oneida parents for purpose of larger com=

parisOn.

It seems clear that, even if they do not visit the school or discuss issues --

With the teachers on auy regular basis, Ute parents remain quite informed About

activities which go on within the classroom. In fact, Ute parents seem more fad=

iliat with the school and its "culture" than school authorities are knowledge-

able regarding Ute households and Ute tribal traditions.

That the school traces the problems in Ute student schooling to home and

tribal -- e.g. sdhool-e*terhal factors was demonstrated in the preceding Chap=

ter. That the parents do not respond in kind is now clear. Parents do not, fOr

example, dismiss the negative impact which home-centered: problems can have on

education, motivation, and interest in educatidn. Parents appear to recognite

their own limitations where education is concerned; thii0 some said, urges

parents to support their students' interests in schooling even more forcefully.
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Parente also recognize thatthete are several aspects of tribal traditiOn

Whidh can inhibit student achtevementi especially within a culturally and

ethnidelly heterogeneous classroom.

But parents are also quick to point out that conditions within the school

do little to address or minimize these problems and; because of ill-Advised or

short= sighted policies and practices, create conditions which furthei ex=

acerbate their negative effects. AlmOet everyone of the complaints parentd

raise about school conditions could be resolved through shifts in cIassrOdom

practices or other direct means. Parents' assessments and recommendations for

then& are considerably more realidtid than are the recommendations whiCh the

tea-there comments identified. It is quite difficult; for examplei to bring

About value reorientations within a population Which has lived for many gen-

erations with attituded quite comfortably non=Western in their orientation.

It ie much easier to undertake activities Which will help the school inter

grate ( or accomodate) those differencee in value orientation within the

curridUldt, teaching strategiesi and teacher staff perceptions of student

needs. That this has not yet happened at TES remains one of the primary barriers

to effective education for the Ste Indian studente, fromthe parents' point of

view. The same barriers also have a hand in discouraging parents froM develop-

ing cloder ties of cooperation with acIool authorities and the school program.

The situation results In even more of a serious impact on the educational con-

ditiOne within the reservation for this reason.

The Oneida - Parents' Responses

laterView data from five of the parental interviews carried cut during the

Ondidei Wisconsin phase of the field research will now be considered.*

*Additional interviews with Oneida parents were conductedi but tedhnidal_pro-

blets with the tape recorder and other difficulties wade it impossible to

dra0 on the intar'-dow data for purpose of this analysts:
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The analysis will highlight parental perceptions of educational prospects at

OTS and help identify additional points of sitilatity and contrast with the

situation reported from Northern lite.

Only three of the parents chose to fill out the parental inventory Be-

cause of the small number of respondents and the amount of the convergence in

their replies, it seems best to present a summary of their responses in para-

graph form. Cdtdietit8 given later in the parent interviews revealed that the

wordigg of inventory questions 5i11i and 17 was quite misleading and, because

of the negative construction in the question, parents ended up taking exactly

the opposite position from the one they intended to take. Consequently, it was

decided to disregard the answers given to inventory items 5, 11, and 17; and we

have deleted comment on those responses fram the folltrting discussion.

All three Oneida parents agreed with the statement that "I feel comfortable

when I go to the school" (question 1). One parent felt that "I know what type

of education my child needs"; and. two were somewhat less certain
(question 2).

One said yes and two parents said maybe yes. Question 3 revealed that all three

parents "enjoy talking to the school teachers", and felt that the "tealhers are

interested in What I think" (question 4).

TWo parents answered "yes" to question 6 and one answered "maybe yes" ia=-.

dicating that the parents generally feel that "I can make the school better for

my Children". These parents did not feel that "When my child gets into trouble

at sdhool, he is generally wrong" (question 70 one no and one maybe na"). TWO

out of three thought "yes" and one "Maybe yes" that "the school teachers are

doing a good ja";

All three parents agreed (question 9) that "I would get more involved in

sdhOol if I knew how to help", and they agreed that "parents
working together

can help our children get a good education" (question 10); All parents agreed

that "I can help my dhild stay in sdhool" (qua-satin 12) and "my dhild tali. ma

What he learns in school" (question 13). No out of the three agreed that
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"my child listens to me". The third gave a "maybe yes" response to this

question (number 14). All three parents said "yea" to " my child has to go

to school, even if he doesn't want to (question 16). Two parents answered

question 16, one no and one "Maybe no to "Whenetret my child has problems

in school, I'm the last one to know". All three parents answered yes to question

18 " I would like to learn how I can help my child do well in school ". These

parents said they attended "tbiltimei, "aldt", and "just about all" school meet-

tags last year (question 19). These parents said thaelast year I visited the

school principal or my Child's teachers) "three", "many", and "four" tiles"

(question 20). There were two responses to quettidd 21. One parent said he would

blame "my child" and "myself" as response to "If I had to blame someone for

my chile not doing well in sdhddl, I would bletei my Child; the principal;

the znool; myself; other ." The other responding parent said "all of the

Above".

Generally, this group of Oneida parents seem generally pleased with the

school, the type of education, and the teachers. They also feel competent to

improve the educational opportunities for their children by themselves becoting

more involved in the educational process. Itilging by the responses to questions.

19-21, these parents do participate in the school operation to the extent possible

under certain conditions. All are eager to participate even even more extensive-

ly.

Parental participation was one of the issues Which came up repeatedly during

the open-ended portions of the interviews. Four of the parents noted that they

were not involved deeply in school aotivitat. TWo questioned Whether the teachers

wanted to see the parents playing a Vidibld tad in Sehdol governance or elseWhere

in school operations. There is no PTO at this edhddl, and parents agreed that

one should be created as soon as possible. It Web toted that OTS loss only in its

initial months of operation; parental involvement had to be constructed carefully;



parents said, and it would be unrealistic to expect that a high level of

school-dolttnity relationship would emerge "automatically" so early in thii

school's'progtam;

What seems criticali especially where comparative interests are concerned,

is the abet:nos of parental comment about school=based barriers to parental par=

ticipatidn. This is duei in part, to OTS being a tribally=controlled school;

working within that philosophy, the charter for all school activities is derived

out of local priorities, not out of county or state=ride curriculum planning.

There is evidence of a sense of shared (or share=able, at least) respons-

ibility for the education of Oneida students throughout the Oneida parent inter-

views. Four of the patents noted that the education is a responsibility to be

undertaken by teachers of OTS, but three of the four immediately added that

parents him* their roles to play in this process, too. Homework activities

were one of the avenues whlCh the School can use to make certain that both

parties jointly participate in student education. Here* however, a familiar

concern was raised: three of the parents felt they were capable of preViding

necessary assistance on their children's homework exercise; three parents ad-

mItted they did not feel comfortable doing that, and expressed concerns that

other opportunities for out-of=edhooI
instruction were not always available

When students needed them.

Parents noted that Communication between sdhool and them could be more

effeetively accomplished. In the words of one parent, "I think we Should be

more informed as to What is going on up there. "They should send more papers

home, how they are disciplining their kids. I don't think they have sent any

hdMe this year". Another parent would have preferred it if the teadhers had

kept me more informed about the "whole learning system"; She said "all of a

sudden that (system) was in effect and that was it....Who runs the Show? Who's

taking these decisions ?". Notice that these
concerns about communications are

quite different from the ones expressed by parents at Northern Eta. Where TES
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was concerned, parents said they felt separated from activities going on

Within the school. At OTSi however; parents already consider themselves to be

an integral part of the operation of the school. HenCei their frustration when

they are not treated with the respect co-participants in such a venture are

entitled to receive.

In spite of the communication difficulties; interview comments suggested

that parents hold a high -level of confidence in the competence of the teachers

and administrative staff at OTS. Only one parent mentioned concerns-that the

rate of presentation in the classroom was too rapid for his child to under-

stand. None of the school subjects were viewed as being more difficult; or less

difficult necessarily. Objections to the content of instruction; or in the

teachers' capabilities in presenting that content to the students were not

raised. And only one of the parents reacted negatively to OTS' increasing

emphasis on individualized instructfbn and self-paced in-class /earning

activities.

Parents were agreed that OTS represents a major advance over the public

school prOgrams their children attended in previous years. Several. of the pro-

blems parents identified from the public school experiences paralleled concerns

voiced by parents at Northern Ste. Difficulties faced by Indian students as

distinct minority in an Anglo-dominated classroom were given particular ew-

phasis. Some parents did question whother. over the Ionc run; operation of

schools specifically to serve the needs of Indian students would not end up

prolonging and intensifying the levels of misunderstanding and distrust which

a/ready have been built up between these two populations. Concerns on this

issue are not strong enough; apparently; to urge parents to want to send their

Children back to the public school environment.

Oireralli as was originally expected; Oneida parents seemed to be describing

an educational context which differs from that at Northern Ste in several ways.
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One very critical
differende meth; to be noted at this point. COmparison

shows that teachers and parents hold conflicting attitudes regarding education

and the 'quality of educational eat-Vices made available to lite Indian students.

Such conflicte di, not appear to be nearly so severe when data on teacher and

parental attitudes at Oneida are compared. Parente. and teachers bOth agreed that

problems in the home can have negative effects on student education. Parents and

teachers agreed that parents need to receive better training from the school as

well as the tribe, so they can become more effeCtiVe participants in their

children's education. (The teeth-ere
commitment to such a school based outreach

function was not nearly so evidenced at TES). Parents, then, are not part of the

"problem" of Indian education at Oneida. Parents need to be more inVolVIC1 in

school affairs, all parties agree. So present frustration hinges more on the

fact that parents are not more involved, and not on the assumption that, for

social and cUltural reasons, they cannot or are not willing to be.

In all fairness, it must be recognized that the relative difference in the

operational hietories of the two schools may pia* a part in structuring parental

attitudes about the school and About its potential for educational effectiveness

within these two Indian contents. OTS, for example, was a very new school at the

time of the field research. The problems reported by parents appear to be organ-

izational in nature, issues wbith could be corrected once staff bedtimes more

familiar in the daily and annual routines. The parents at TES, on the other

hand, identified problems whith are described as relatively
unchanged in focus,

things which have been of concern to parents for a number of years. TES teachers

report that the situation at TES has improved over the years, so While more changti

may be necessary, teachers insist changes are coming and all the same, the parents

of TES students are Less posittite about the prospects for improVetent. They see

changes as immediatelynecessary and point out persistent
failures to make

adjustmedte in policy and clatmeroom
activitiot as barriers to Me children's

educational advancement.
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But even when difference in time -depth is acknowledgedi perspectives on

change still contrast from one context to another. If changes are to be made

at OTS, parents feel the changes must be made as ioint propositions through

efforts in which parents, teachers and tribal government jointly participate.

Northern Ute parents might like to see a greater role for tribal government

in the planning of such changes; and appear not to be unwilling to consider

expanded roles for parents to play in that process as weili But Northern Ute

parents also recognize that decision-making in a public school system grows out

Of discussions in Which Indian parents currently have little voicei As long

as those conditions persisti Northern Ute parents -- like the teachers at TBSi

ironically enougho will continue to see themselves as power -less figures where

the adMiniatrative aspects of Ute children's education are ultimately concerned.
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Chapter Seven: The Student Interviews

Teachers and members of the school Staff* as well as parents and *embers

of the Tribal commUdity, play significant roles in the education of American

Indian students. So it was critical that the project gain some insight into

their attitudes and orientations regarding schooling, the importance of .

schooling, and the issues and problems associated with schooling at Todd

Elementary and Oneida Tribal Schools. Clearly however, the prime actors in

the Indian math-learning at these schools are the Indian students themselves.

Early on in the project, it was decided that field research should

attempt to gather as much informatiOn as time would allow about student .

interests and attitudes regarding schooling and mathematics learning in

school contexts. Base-line data on elementary school Indian student

mathematics interests were not otherwise available for project purposes.

More seriously, it seemed important to try and avoid the problems Of stereo-

type and over-generalization which previous assessments of Indian Student

educatitinal "needs" had unfortunately generated. Construction Of a relatively

rich data base seemed the most effeCtive plan for addressing both of those

needs.

A series of instruments Were ultimately selected for use in the field;

This chapter begins with a review of those instruments and of the information-

they elicited. Copies of the instruments themselves are included in Appendix II.
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Problem-Solving Test

A test of skills in mathematical problem-solving was given to all the

students in the grades 3-8 in order to get an estimate of the amount df math

knowledge of the general population of the school. The test serves as a base

line for centering the detailed analysis of individual students' attitudes

and interests about schooling in general and math classes in specific. The

test contains substantive mopiitsland Problems which are commonly a part of

3rd and 4th grade math lessons at TES and OTS. Witherspoon (1961) had used

the same test productively during his earlier studies on educational problems

at Northern Ute;

The test has two sections. The first section gives word problems

involving several levels of linguistic and mathematical complexity. The Silt=

teen questions deal with AbiIity:to decode significant math functions asked

for in the question:plus the ability to solve the mathematics. For example,

item 16 has three different math functions to be decoded and correctly per-

formed in order to get the answer. For each word problem the student must

decide what math functions are to be performed, in what order' and how the

math is to be performed.

Section two contains 30 number problems ranging from simple addition

to three place long division. This section probes the students' ability to

perform math functions and calculations.

To eliminate the effects of speed, students were allowed all the time

they wanted to complete the test. Students were encouraged to attempt as

many of the questions as possible and to work out the problems on the test

paper.
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Scoring for the test is COMprehensive; The coding system allows for the

dValuation of each item on the test as well as the performance of individual

Students; Each question was coded as to "correet", no atteMpt"; and

"attempted but incorrect". Reliability of scoring was insured by comparisons

with ratings of the students' math abilities as given by teachers and with the

Students' comments about their own math abilities as given during the inter-

Views.

More will be said ebb-tit the students scores on the test during the

discussion of the factor analysis, below; For the present; it should be

noted that according to the test findings; :mount of calculatitift is a critical

element in math perform:shed for these students. That is; it is not the level

Of the math concept but rather the size and complexity of the problem that

governs the students' ability to answer it. This agrees well with the

researchers observations of the mechanics of student math problem solving

at both sites; AIMost without exception when working on math problems

students would attempt to do all their work in their heads. To help them

remember certain calculations, students would write on their desks or on

small slips of paper that were kept hidden, detpite encouragement by the

researchers to write on the test itself. Calculations were a means to an end,

but not part of the solution; per se, and if the ptablem required several

stages for solution, students were forced to remember or notate) the resultb

of the interim steps. The more interim steps, the more that must be remembered,

hence the greater the dhance of forgetting and the greater the risk of error.

Observations showed that math work in the classrooms followed this same

pattern. The teachers were usually presented with long sets of answers

with no supporting work; Even in long division problems there appeared no
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set of steps needed to arrive at the answer. The teacherainterviewed. were

aware of the students problem-solving behavior and felt that it was causing

the students to make mistakes. Tests results point to the same conclusion.

Data from the problem-solving test are referenced under the variable

score in subsequent sections.

Ways of Living Scales

It was necessary for the project staff to devise a quantitative approach

to measuring traditionalism in order to assess its possible influence on

avoidance of "western" or non-traditional math. Precedent for this approach

can be found in Spindler's recommendation for establishing "sociocultural"

variables, by obtaining

... detailed information on a variety of attributes and behaviors that
seem logically related to the degree of orientation toward the native
culture or western culture is known for every individual so placed,
and is systematically ordered on schedule (1955:6).

In a review of research on acculturation, Kavanagh (1980) found an even

earlier precedent in a paper by GilIin and Raimy (1940) in their study of

the Flambeau in which one of the measures of acculturation was in terms of

I'concept of self ", a summation of scores on three five-part scales:

Indian/White; ChristiantKidewiwin; Wage earner /Hunter- fisherman.

The staff approached the problem of devising "indices" by surveying

ethnographical material on the Ute and Oneida for their characteristic

values and beliefsystems. Witherspoon (1961) was the principal source

used for the Ute and Wallace (1951) for the Oneida (as a group within the

Iroquois nation). Bravery and getting along with people and nature, for

example, are among the values/beliefs said to be favored by the Ute whereas a

need for material achievement, competition and a wish to conquer nature are
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repudiated as "non-Indian" or Anglo. ExampleS of values/beliefs said to be

favored by the Oneida are sharing, not taking Advantage of others and a

"live and let live" attitude.

The sets of items finally assembled consist of 20 statements which Ute

students can judge for importance (12 on Ute Value/beliefil and 8 on ones

perceived as Anglo) and 15 for Oneida student-6 (10 on Oneida and 5 on Anglo).

A statement on Ute values/beliefs: "It is important not to run away from

difficult things your are asked to do". For the Oneida: "It is important

to share what you have with others". With the possibility that certain values/

beliefs would be "culture-Wide" and certain might be shared, the staff used

a shorter scale for the Oneida students because both scales were to be

administered.

Coding

An intervallevel scale was used to rank the data. A basic dichotomy

is used with (0) to indicate that the student disagreed with the statement

and (1) indicateS that the student agreed.

A dichotomy id a variable with only two possible categories or values.

While some dichotomies are based on a natural ordering, many have no

inherent_badiS on which either category could be judged superior,

preferable, larger, etc. Yet, any dichotomy can be treated as though

it were an interval-level measure and in some cases even a ratio-level

variable (Nie et al. 1975:5).

Three scores were given to each student based on:

* the total number of Ute statements

the total number of Anglo statements

the difference between the Ute and Anglo statements.
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The responses of both the Oneida and Ute students and the mean scores for

both the Oneida::and Ute students for the Ute/Anglo Ways of Living are given

on pages 319

Oneida and Ute students agree fairly well on the ways of living'questions.

In general, there are no grouping of students strictly in terms of uniquely

Tribal or consistently Anglo value orientations. Several interesting patterns

showing recurring combinations between Tribal and Anglo valuestatements

emerged in the student responses.

As a group the Oneida students feel that it is important to: get

along well with people, to make money so you buy lots of things, to give

other people what they need, to be efficient and practical in everything you

do; ta work hard and to achieve so that everyone can live better, to knee

and understand the ways of nature, to make up your own mind about things,.

to be quiet while others are talking; to be respected for what you know,

to know when to take advice, and to never let your family or friends down;

The Oneida students feel that it is not important: not to run away

from difficult things you're asked to do; to show you are no better than

other people; to be free so that no one can tell you what to do; to take from

nature whatever you want; to be able to tell other people what to do, to act

smarter than other people; and to judge other people for what they are worth.

On several of the Ways of Living questions different Oneida students

gave mixed responses. There are not consistent patternings and it is difficult

to do more than list the two statements which elicited the less uniform

reactions. They are: Ato work hard and be industrious so people will respect

You", and, "to be respected for what you have".

A comparison of the mean scores of Ute responses with Oneida responses

shows similar overall responses to the statements of Ute/Anglo Ways of Living.
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Thechart below represents the differences in mean scores; For the

first two cOlUmns, a score of 10 would indicate all or nearly all of the .

students in each Tribe agree with the statement while a score of 0 would

indicate they disagree;

Statement Ute Oneida Difference

1
8 3 5

2 8 7 1

3 3 1 2

4 4 3 -1

5 6 8 -2

6 8 9 -I

7
8

8

0

7

-0

1

0

9 10 4 6

10 0 1 -1

11 0 0 0

12 9 10 -1

13 9 9 0

14 8 9 -1

15 -1
_0 1

16 10 10 0

17
8 7 1

18 6 4 2

19 8
7 1

20 9 _9 0

A low number in the third column indicates convergence in attitude between

the two groups of students, while a high number reflects inter-tribal dia-=

agreement.

The comparison indicates that the Oneida and the Ute student shard a large

Set of "ways of living" values as measured by this instrument. The Ute and

Oneida students seem to disagree strongly only on Ways 1 and Ways 9.

Ways I: It is important not to run away frac: difficult things you're

asked to do.

Ways 9: It is important to work hard and be industrious so people will

respect you.
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In both instances, the Oneida students treated the issues.With:mudh less

importance than did the Ute students.

As a further check on Oneida-specific student values, a second Ways of

Living instrument was prepared for the Oneida phase of the in-field research.

That listing of fifteen statements (ten Iroquois-specific in focus, five

deliberately Anglo in reference) was also administered to Oneida students. The

procedures used when administering the original, Ute based "Ways of Living"

scale were used to elicit responses to the Oneida-specific questions.

The responses and the mean scores for the Oneida Anglo Ways of Living

are given o

The mcnn scores show that, as a group Oneida students do not necessarily

favor or reject Anglo values, as measured by the instrument, is quite clear.

As a group, their responses indicate that it was important: to share what you

have with others, to never tell anyone else how to live their life* to never

waste a thing, to save for today because you never know what might happen

tomorrow, to always remember to return favors people do for you, to look

out for yourself above everything else. to help others when they need it, and

to let the future take care of itself;

As in the Ute/Anglo Ways of Living theme are several statements having

mixed responses; and as before* no generalizations predicting the occurrence

of mixed responses can be made;

Data from the Ways of Living scales are referenced under the variables

labeled 1x, etc; in subsequent chapters;



Attitude InVenterV-

One aft of the project was to study the relationship between various

attitudei of students and cIaiaroom response and aspects of "Math avoidance".

To assist in doing this; project staff drew on one of the instruments used in

the AdvoCated for Indian Education's educational needs assessment.. ALI.Elied

constructed, for that survey; a "Student Inventory" designed to determine

"basic di#OSitione of indivi&ual students in regards to themselves and their

relationship with members; peers and sehoOl personnel. "The Inventory had

also been designed to obtain information on the self-concepts of the studentS;

defiae&as " awareness of personal effectiveness and acceptability as an

individual with functional responsibilititS within given social unite.

The Sttdent Inventory is in tmw parts with open-ended questions (on

Influential Persons; Parents; Language and Culture; Curricult6) e.g.

"Do you hate a choice in the classes you take?"; and 20 statements describing

the students themselves; e.g. "I find it hard to talk in front of class".

Both sections of the Inventory were administered to students at both sites

during the interviews.

i'Mkes,322 x,324 dhow the, students responsei and Mean scores for

the responses when both seta of data are compared. The Oneida students as a

g4oup; stated:that the following statements were "like them ":

I usually do the wrong things;

Things often bother me.

I find it hard to talk in front of the class.

I do aid right in school.

I often feel lift out of things that are going on around here;

There are many tiled that I'd like to Leave school.
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I am usually able to get the things I need by myself;

I can make up my mind without too much trotible

I think most people understand the way I feel about things

I usually do what my parents want me to do;

I usually do the right thing;

The Oneida students felt that the following statements did not seem to

be like them:

I think I am as good as everyone else.

I find it hard to talk in front of the class.

No one pays much attention to me at home.

Kids usually pick on me.

There are many times I'd like to leave home.

Others have to help me in the things I need.

I have trouble making up my mind.

My parents expect too much of me.

According to the responses on this Inventory* the Oneida students feel

that things often bother them, that they do all right in school that they feel

left out of things around tiie school, that they are able to get things they

need by themselves, that they can make up their minds without trouble, that

they do what their parents want them to do, and that they usually do the

right thing.

As with the other instruments mean scores for the Oneida are similar

to those for the Ute. Again, a few interesting differences emerge. For

example, the differences in responses of Oneida and Ute sentences 7 and 8

seem to point to differing relationships between home attitudes and school

attitudes for each site. Oneida students do not feel that sentence 7,

"No one pays much attention to-me at home" was"like them" while more than half
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the Ute respondents do. Sentence 8, "I often feel left out of thingt that are

going on around here" works the other way around. Oneida respondents agree

that this is "like them" while the the Ute students do not. This difference is

made even more interesting by the fact that Oneida school officialt have a

604dial program to include students in the decision-making process
and that

the officials feel that the number one problem of the students is trouble at

home.

Data from the Attitude Inventory are referenced under the variables

labeled Like- in subsequent sections.

Math-Glatt-Questionnaire

This 4questionnaire measures "total classroom climate and consists of ten

items. Kleinfeld (.1972146) developed the instrument during a study of

Alatkan Indian school children to determine whether " a warm and accepted

--------
clattroam climate" increases claddroom participation. The questionnaire

consists of ten statements with the respondents given four possible answers;

A four point scale was used to measure the students` views towards math

lessons. The answers and codes are as followed:

always (3)

most of the time (2)

sometimes (I)

never (0)

Individual responses range from positive to:negative, however; there were

much fewer responses at the ends of the scale; Page 325 gives the responses

and mean scores for both Oneida and Ute students fot the math class questiunaire.
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The Math Class Questionnaire mean scores indicate the Oneida students'

attitude towards the math class falls very close to the middle of the scale.

The scores range from 1.1 to 2.4 with the majority close to 1.5. The responses

report, in specific: most of the time Oneida students feel like staying

away from math classes 5et most of the time they do their best in class.

Most of the time other students are friendly to them and their friends like

the teacher. Most of the time the teacher helps them with enough in math

class. Some of the time they talk in class discussions in math class.

They sometimes like to be in math class and sometimes have fun in math class.

The chart below compares the mean scores of the Ute students with the mean

scores of the Oneida.

Question Ute Oneida Difference

1 2.4 .1.3 1.1

2 2.0 1.1 .9

3 1.4 1.5 =.1

4 2.4 1.8 .6

5 2.8 2.4 .4

6 .4 1.6 =1.2

7 2.5 1.6 .9

8 2.8 2.1 .7

9 1.8 1.4 .4

10 2.0 1.8 .2

The differences between the two mean scores indicate among other thing§

Oneida are more critical of their math lessons.

Data from the Math Class Questionnaire are referenced under the label

Math in subsequent sections.

Semantic Differential

A form of the Semantic Differential was also used during the Advocates

for Indian Education needs assessment in 1974-75. We decided to use the

Semantic Differential approach to help us elicit evaluative judgements
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or opinions from the students regarding their family, teachers, and other

influence& in their lives. In the Advocates instrument, nine concepts were

rated on seven bipolar scales, e.g. "good bad". For in- field purposes

of this project, students were asked to rate seven of the nine concepts:

Myself, My Tribets Way of Life, My Family, My Teachers, My School Classes,

My Friends, and My Future againtt a bipolar; seven-step scale. The students

were shown the concept on the instrument and asked to place a marker in the

appropriate position on each successive scale.

There are several ways of analyzing these data. For the purposes of

this project several concept scales were correlated and one overall score

was given across the two concepts. The five correlated concepts are as follows:

Seal: Myself and My Tribe's Way of Life

Sam2. Myself and My Family

Sem3: Myself and My School Classes

Sem4: My School Classes and My Tribe's Way of Life

Sem5: My Family and My Teachers

Page 326 gives the values and the mean scores for the Oneida and Ute

students for the five correlated' concepts.

The mean scoreshows a strong differenCe between the responses of the

Oneida students contrasted with the Ute students. The Oneida have much lower

scores on the correlated concepts (Semi) Myself and My Tribe's Way of Life

and (S .in Myself andMy Family, indicating that the Oneida student& expressed

less semantic space between themselves and tribe and family than did the Utes.

This corresponds with the feelings expressed in the interviews of Oneida

students and adultd. During the interviews, the researchers were told of the

"family" nature of the Oneida Tribe. The Oneida feel related and that even the
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most distanti(in kinship terms) is a "cousin". All of the students interviewed

had close relatives in the tribal school as students or working in the building.

The Oneida and Ute students have the same mean score for the correlated

concept (Sem3) Myself and my School Classes. However, this score is higher

than the Oneida scores for Myself and Tribe and Myself and Familyi and lower

for the Ute Myself and Tribe and Myself and Family. This would seem to'

suggest that both the Oneida and the Utes separate school from tribe and

family, with the Oneida feeling closer to tribe and family and the Utes

feeling closer to school.

The final two correlated concepts (Sem4) My School Classes and My Tribe's

Way of Life and (Semi) My Family and My Teachers reinforces this position4

In both concepts the Oneida students have a:higher mean scoreisidicating

that the Oneida students feel a separation between school and tribe and

family and teachers.

Data from the Semantic Differential are referenced under the variable

Sem in subsequent sections.

The analysis of student data to each of the in -field instruments yielded

a data-base containing some 59 variables indentifying attitudes and other bits

of information about 26 Indian students. Through a gross comparison of the

responses, instrument by instrument, it was possible to construct an overall

sense of the attituded toward self, schooling, and mathematics characteristic

of the individual students from each tribe. It was also possible again,

by gross comparison, to identify some of the points of similarity and difference

within the total student population. For purposes of this project, more

finely tuned, substantial, and reliable comparisond were going to be required.
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In specific, it seemed imperative to carry out a thorough analysis of the

quantitative reIationshipe
underlying the various responses and response

patterns, and then to identify the precise connections between those quanti-

tatiVe relationships and the overall assessments of student mathematics-

eking and interests. Only in this way would the final analysis alloW us

adequately to identify the dimensions of mathelatics avoidance and to assess

the relative significance of each of the identified "dimensions" within this

student population.

Iiird decided to take advantage of the computer=facilities at The American

Univereity and to perform cross-comparisons of the data using the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and the Numeric Taxonomy System (=SYS)

programs. The following procedures were employed to make the raw data more

Suitable for purposes of computer-assisted analysis:

1. Stendardization_of the data. The -v-score
variable-transformation ie the

most commonly and universally utilized method for standardizing the scald

of a variable of interval level measurement. The t-.4ePare transformation

generates a new variable with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.

The result is that each case in the file contains a value equivalent to the

number of standard deviation units that is above or below the mean. Z-addrea

are computed by subtracting from the value of each case the original mean of

the variable and then ditiding that remainder by the standard deviatiOn.

Z-scorde were computed for all of the scored responses.

2. !actor AnalYiiis;

analysis is its data -

coefficients for a set

The single most distinctive charactetiatic of factor

reduction capability. Given an array of acorrelation

of variables, factor analysiii tedlittiques enable us to
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to see whether the data contain underlying patterns of relationships; Dis-

covering those patterns allows the data to be rearranged or reduced to a smaller

set of factors or components which m a y then b e t aken as source variables

accounting for the observed inter-relations in the data.

2a. Types of factor analysis. There are three steps customarily used to

identify and isolate simple and interpretable factors. The first level requires

the preparation of the correlation matrix. This is a simple factoring pro-

cedure and SPSS handles it readily. This leads us to the second step -

extraction of the initial factors. The general measure of significance is

the eigenvalue figure. If the eigenvalue is greater than 1 the factor is

considered statistically significant; In this factor run there were

eighteen factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1. It seemed excessive to

sume that all eighteen factors were significant enough to rotate (the next

Step in the factor analysis). Therefore we looked at each factor to determine

if there was also a significant loading of the variable "Score", the variable

measuring performance on the math test; Four (4) was selected as the level

of Significance for this project; Wm round a loading of -..41492 on Factor 2

And .51102 on Factor 3. There was no significant loading on any of the other

factors. This suggested that we needed to rotate only three factors.

It Should be understood that the remaining factors, while aignifidant in

terms of the whole body of data did not carry a level of significance in

terms of the math score sufficient to justify including them in the finer

detailed analysis which was to follow; The majority of the other variables

had their must Significant loadings on one of the first three factors.

Therefore we were confident valuable information was not being lost through

the factor Selection process. We did refer back to the findings of thit



initial factor run in order to correlate some Of the rotated variables with

other variibles. The importance of these references will become apparent below.

2b. The rotation-of-factors into Terminal Factors. The first factor run

identified the three factors on which there was significant loading of the

majority of the variables. These were the factora subjected to an orthogonal

rotation. Orthogonal rotation is the technique used for factor analysiti

of uncorrelated variables. In the orthogonal rotation, the loading or numerical

values in a given row represent regression Cdafficienta of factors; these

coeffidiedta are then used to describe a given variable. If a variable loada

significantly higher on one factor than on the others, it is said that its

factorial complexity is 1. If a variable loads significantly on more than

one factor, it is said that its factorial complexity is 2 (or 3). If a variable

loads on more than one factor, or its complexity is greater than one, the

meaning of that variable is said to measure more than one theoretical dimanaion.

Orthogonal rotation showed that the following variables have a complexity

of greater than 1: Sex, Math4, Sem5, Math3. It will be noted that the

variable Sem loads as a negative on factors 1 and 2; that Math4 loads as-
.

a positive on factor 1 and a negative on factor 2; Sem5 loads as a positive

on factors 2 and 3; and Math3 Ueda as a positive on factor 2 and negative on

factor 3. It was assumed that if a variable loads either positive or negative

on each of the two or more variables, that its complexity should be considered

-8.--reater-than 1. If however, the variable loads positive on one factor

and negative bn another, the variable should be considered simple in the meaning

it attaches to the factor. Following this line of reasoning then, we have only

two variables, sex and Sem5 that have a complexity of greater than 1.
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A total of 47 of the original 59 variables load significantly on the three

rotated factors -- 16 on factor 1, 15 on factor 2, and 16 on factor 3.
*

Identified factors were subjected to an oblique rotation, to provide an

empirically more realiatic cross-check on the information Which the mathe-

matically simpler orthogonal rotation had revealed; Through the oblique

rotation, 60 variables became listed on the three principal factors, 24 on

each of the first two, and 12 on the third, Fifteen of these variables

appear twice giving them a camplexity of 2. Eight of these have a positive

loading on one factor and a negative loading on another. Following the reasoning

outlined above, we then limit the complex variables to 7.

Int:-rpretation Of the Factors

In addition to the rotated factors using the data from all studentS combined;

it seemed wisto run similar factor analyses on the data from each of the

student groups. individually. This yielded 10 factors for further analysis,

three from the combined student data, three from Oneida-only student data,

and four from the Ute-only Student data. Since this study is primarily

concerned with the description of dimensions of math avoidance, it seems

appropriate to concentrate on those factors which show a high level of signs=

fidance for the variable "score"; Doing this hinges on an assumption -- that

something Iike the variable "score" Within or between tribal populations will

yield Meaningful comparisons regarding relatiVe math skill attainments

*Appendix Ty displays the relevant factors and the variables- listed -on.each one. Variable are_lidted in ,descending order, the variable with the
highest loading value at the top, progressing to the variable with the leastloading at the bottom;
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Within or between those populationt; Considered in isolation, such a statement

seems quite suspect, given all that is known about the implicit class - and

ethnic-biases found within formal testing processes. But teats similar to

the one included in the students' instrument package are used in schooling

programs, biased or not, to draw generalizations about student abilities

and to place students into groups according to ability levelS. Test scores

influence the image Whith parents and teachers construct abodt the individual

student strengths and weakbeddeS. Test scores certainly contribUte to the

image the student him/herself constructs about his/her own
acadeMit potential;

In that sense, sorting out measures of attitude in terms of a formal measure of

Student math "attainment" is not inconsistent with the interests of this

project;

To begin the analysis of the attitudinal factors in terms of the indicated

measures of student math skill, we first recognized that student:it who are

associated with positive "score" variables are students who, considered:

objectively, would be said to have "passed" the math test. Similarly, students

associated with negatiVe "score" variables are those who would be said to have

"failed" the math test. Again, because the projeit was interested in studying

dimensions of math avoidance, it seemed appropriate to center the discussion

around the attitdded and which group together with negative "scores";

The leveli of significance for the wt fable "score" on the:most heavily

weighted factors geterated by the analysis are as follows:

A11,-,STUDENTS

Factor 1 - .29

Factor 2 - .52

Factor 3 .31
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UTE STUDENTS

Factor 1 .16

Factor 2 = .025

Factor 3 .38

Factor 4 .80

ONEIDA STUDENTS

Factor 1 = .43

Factor 2 = .6e

Factor 3 .45

We now consider what these levels of significance tells us regarding the

relationship between each factor and evidenced (in the sense just detailed)

student math abilities. In each instance, we need to determine whether the

level of significance is high or low (indicated by the absolute value of the

number); then whether, at that level, that attitudes contained Within the

factor contribute to high math attainment (associated positive value), or low

math attainment (associated negative value). Taken together, the numerical

levels of significance indiCite, for each variable, the extent to which the

attitudes identified by the factor will or will not contribute to student math

avoidance;

The low level of significance on All Students Factor 1 suggests that the

attitudes reflected within this factor associates with a lower math skill

test score; the Tow numerical.value.of the score suggests, however, that the

attitudes associated with this factor may not play as great a role in inhibiting

math achievement as will other attitudes associated with other variables.



All Student:- Factor 2 reflects the same tendency, though the likelihood that

association with these attitudes will lead to lower math scores is greater since

the level of significance of the variable is higher. All Students Factor 3

reflects a third pattern: those attitudes will generally be associated with

higher math scores, but since the level of significance is low the correlation

of these attitudes with high math scores is not great.

Turning to the factors derived from the Ute students data: attitudes found

in the first factor have a low correlate- to math score, but they tend to

influence a -higher math score (since the factor loading itself is positive).

In Factor 2 there is very little correlation, but Whit correlation exists is

associated with a lower math score. In Factor 3 we see a nearly significant

level of correlation between the attitudes found on the factor and a higher

math score. Factor 4 carries the highest level of significance of all the Ute-

only factors; and its influence appears to lead in the direction of a low

math score.

The factors derived from the Oneida-only student data reveal significant

loadings of the score variable for factors 1 and 2. In both cases, the attitudes

reflected by the other variables of the variable will tend to be found with

lower math scores. Factor 3 has a positive level of s4nificance, indicating

that these attitudes will tend to be found with higher math scores.



In all of the cases just examined, the factors with the highest loading

(that is, the factors associated with the highest absolute value for "score")

are also factors associated with megative-loadings- for "score"; This suggests that

an analysis of these data will tell us more about the student attitudes associated

with low math scores, and hence higher tendencies toward measurable math avoidance,

than they will tell us about factors favoring higher scores and lower tendencies

toward math avoidance.

We focus now on the variables associated with All Students Factor 2

( -.52 score)'i Ute-only Factor 4 (-.80) and Oneida-only Factor 2 and, in less

detail, Factor 1 (-,60 and -;53, respectively). Here it will also be meaningful

to return to the information gleaned from the preliminary factor run, to re-

examine the attitudes,dwhich are individually associated with the highest loaded

variables on each of these factors.

All Students Factor 2

The attitudes associated with this factor which appear to favor lower

math scores (hence which may be said to associate with higher incidence of

math avoidance) are:

high semantic differential between "myself" and "my school";

student feeling that they do not learn much in math class;

high semantic space between "myself" and "my Tribe's way of

life";

high semantic space between "school classes" and "Tribe's

way of life ";

student belief that "most students in the class are not

friendly";
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high Semantic space between "my family" and "my school

teachers";

belief that "no one pays attention to me at school ";

belief that "kids usually pick on me."

Also associated With thit factor are:

* high Semantic space between "myself" and "my family";

* belief that "no one pays attention to me at home".

It is also felt that

"The teacher does not help me enough";

"My friends do not like the teacher";

And finally, associated with this factor are the attitudes:

"I usually do What my parents want me to do"; and

"There are times I would like to leave home".

Here, then; is one configuration of attitudes mhichi..accdfaing tothe-.

analysis being offered here, addely associates with low math sooreaand

therefore with high incidence Of math avoidance; It is worth noting that

the attitude configuration is evidenced across Tribes and is not peculiar to

conditions within one of the student populations exclusively. It is also worth

noting that the students who reflect. attitude patterns within this configuration

that is, the students Whose aggregate respoitesto questions in the

field instruments come clotest to the overall patterning of variables on

this factor -- tend more consistently to be Female. Since Females predominate

within the sample, We were curious to discover whether thit apparent cor-

relation of girls With low math scores was caused by the imbalanced nature

of the sample. At therefore equalized the sample by randomly selecting

seven girls to go With the seven boys, then ran an orthogonally tOtated

factor and found that even with a balanced sample there was a significant
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correlation between female students and low math scores.

More will be said about the distribution of all of theSt attitudes Ad=

cording to sex later in this chapter;

Additional confirmation for the patterning of information being provided

through this factor can be obtained by consulting Factor 3 from the oblique

rotation; The attitudes associated with this factor Are:

"The students in math Class are not friendly";

The student "usually does what his parents want him to do ";

High semantic space between "myself" and "my school,:classes"

and between 'my adhOOl classes and my Tribe's way of life";

Most of the students close friends like the teacher;

High semattide space betteen "myself" and "my Tribe's

of life";

It-is important to be respected for what you have;

way

It is not important to be free so no one can tell you what

to do;

It is important not to run away from difficult things you are

asked to do.

Also associated with this factor are the attitudes:

* I do not ususally do the right thing;

* It is important to be respected for what you know; and

* No one pays attention to me at School.

In essence, then, All Students Factor 2 and oblique rotation Factor 3 are

quite similar. Both factors associate high semantic space between the child

and his school classes, between the child and hit; Tribe's way of life, and

between the child's school classes and the Tribe's way of life. Both suggest

a linkage between a belief that most children in the math class are not
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friendly to the child; that no one pays attention to him at schoolthat he

usually does what his parents want him to do; and that most of his friends

like the teacher; This listing closely apprOxitates the configuration of

attitude suggested in All StUdents Factor 2. This suggests, in turn, that

the analysis may proceed based on the conviction that the Factors derived

froth the,orthoginaI rotation accurately represent_the configuration of at-

titudes corresponding to lower path scores. Comments about the corres-

Pending configurations which may be deriVed through the use of oblique

rotation will now be made only when the comparisons enrich the perspective

on the given analysis.

Now we look more closely at the seven most highly loaded variables

associated with All Students Factor 2. As part of this study we will re-

turn to the first factor run and consider additional variables which sig-

nificantly associate with each of them. Those additional variables are:

,Nlariables on the-factor
Wither Variables With-which

they correlate

*Sem 3

-Math 5

Sem 1

Seth 4

Sem-I
Sem72
Sem 4 .

Sem 3
SemH4
Math 6

Sem 3
Sem 2
Sem 4

SeM 3
-Math 5
SeM 1

* A full statement of the variables identified by these abbreviations

Math Si Like 14, is listed in the table of Appendix IV.
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(cantinued)_

Viqiables-ou-the-fiuvtor

-Meth 10

Sep 5

Like

Other Variables with which
they Carte-late

-Math 1_
=Like 20
Sem 1

Sam 2
Sam 3
-Math 5

Math 6
-Like 14
-Math 5

Alad a part of the All Students Factor 2 configuration* then, is high

space between "myself" and "my school classes" found in conjunction with high .

salma"ie space between "myself" and "my Tribe's way oflift," between "my-

self" kid "my family" and, between "my tchool claaaea" and "my Tribe's way

of life, The child who scored low on the math is relfecting an awareness

--tightly or wrongly -- of a lack of consistency between the way he views him-

self, as compared to the way he views his school and his tribal environment;

This is what is implied by the association, as shown in the table; between

its.1 sed Sem 1, Sem 2 and SeM 4--

-11th 5 is the next most highly loaded variable on All Students Factor 2.

Mac" treasures the Child's response to the question "Do you learn a lot in

Math cIeS6?" The Variable loads on this factor with a negative value; This

iodicates that part of the Attitude configuration accompanying doing poorly

on the math test and feeling separation between self, school classes; and

s spay of life iS the feeling that the student does not learn from the

aamalltit differential (Sela 3 and Sem 4) show, as before; that high semantic

space 1),tWieti "myself" and "school classes" and "school classes" and "my

Tribe" Aid closely associated with this attitude; Not surprisingly, the
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response to the question (Math 6) "Do you ever feel like staying away from

this class ?" is positive; the variable is also associated with this config-

uration.

Sta-1 is the third most highly loaded variable on. All Students Factor 2.

This variable measures perceived distance between "myself" and "my Tribe's

way of life". Associated variables are, once again, connistant with the

attitude configuration which has thus far been developing: high semantic

space between "myself" and "my school Classes", between "myself" and

"my family", and between "school classes" and the Tribe's way of lift"

all accompany a negative math score.

lion_fti the measure of aemanticapice between the student's classes

and his Tribe's way of life; is the fourth most highly loaded variable on

All Students Factor 2. Grouping with this variable, as before, Sem 1 and

See 3i again reflecting the configuration seen with previous' Variables;

Evidence of negative response= to the question about amount-learned it class

is again attested.

A bit of new information is indidated in the variables associated with

the fifth most highly loaded variable on this factor. Math 10, a measure

of studente responses to the question "Are most of the students in math

class friendly to you:", loads on All Students Factor 2 with a negative

score, indicating student feeling that other students in the class are not

perCeiVed to be friendly. Closely correlating with this attitude is student

displeasure at being in math claid (41ath!l)i a feeling that "I do not usually

do the right thing" (-Like 20),-end a high semantic *pate between "myself and

"My Tribe's way of life. Recall that the presence of the new associations

on the fifth most highly loaded variable means that these attitudes do no hold
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a highly significant association with the overall direction of this Factor's

attitude configuration; for theM to be more significantly associated; these

WO Variables would have had to have been evidenced in conjunction with more

highly loaded variables on the faCtor; Still their presence, even at this

point, helps round out our understanding of the point of view Ofthelal

Students which the All Students Fattor 2 is reflecting; And the attitudes

identified by these variables are certainly not inconsistent with the sense

we have already developed regarding that configuration;

The same can be said about the variables associated with the sixth most

highly loaded variable on All Students Factor 2 -- the measure of semantic

space between "my faMily" and "my teachers". The variable loads positively,

showing student perception of high semantic space between family and teachers.

Sezn 2; Sem -2, and =Math 5 are once again attested The overall pattern is

still being confirmed even at this level of loading;

The last variable loaded on the All Student Factor 2 is Like-II, "NO

one pays attention to me at school"; The positive loading indicates student

agreement with this Statement; And associated with this attitude at this

level are several-other Variables -- the child feela like staying away from

math class, finds hS cannot Make up his mind without difficulty, and (once

again) the child feels he does not learn a lot ft-OM his math classes.

The orthogonal rotation which generated All Students Factor 2 revealed

an association between poor student math performance and a given set of

attitudinal variables. Our inspection of the variables has shown that those

Variables contain a rather consistent internal -content patterning; Each

of the variables associated: with this factor points in a direct. way to a stu-
dent attitude which sees separation between self and family/Tribe on the one

hand, and between self and Sthd01, on the other; We recognize that, as in all
.
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constructs generated through conputer-adaisted data analysis, All Students

Factor 2 is not a "real" configuration. That is, no single student or set of

students evidenced an association between all of the variables on this factor of

the sort just identified here. But the factor itself would not have been gen-

erated by the orthogonal rotation, bad some stutlynts not evidenced consistent

association between Several of these variables in their interview responses.

All Student Factor 2 highlights the overall direction of association which under-

lies each of those variable "groupings. And in that way, the attitude associated

With the factor helps predict the sorts of attitudes which real studenta are

evidencing, attitudes
which in this case are evidenced by students with poog

math performance skills.

lite Students Factor -4

The attitudinal configuration identified through the analysis of All Stu=

dents Factor 2 is. precisely what its name implies -= a net of attitudes whiCh

were km:id to be evidenced most characteristically by students from both

Tribal baCkgrounds. Stated another way, Tribal background has not, at this

point in the analysis, been found to be a relevant consideration when deter=

mining; or predicting, attitudes held by Indian student° reflecting poor

math perfotMancejakills. Yet some Tribally specific attitude patterns were

generated by thepreIladnary factor runs and two of them -- Ute Factor 4 and

Oneida Patti:it 2, were found to have clode association with our measure of

poor math performance; So we need to pay attention to the attitude config-

uratidua associated with The Factor 4 and Oneida Factor 2, to determine how

difference in Tribal backgreitin affects difference in association attitudes

about self, math, and .school.
,

The variables which are loaded on Ute Factor 4, and the other variables

which closely associate with each of them, are as follows:
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Nerlablea_m_the-Factar Other Variables with which
they correlate

Like 10

Like 14

Like 9

=Sdote
Math 6
Seat

Score
Math 6
Seat

=Age
Like617
Ways 13
Ways 10

Sex =Meth 1
Like 10
Like 14

Like 12 =Math 9
Ways 8
-Score

Ways 8 Like 12
Ways 15
-Score

Math 6 -Like 16
-Ways 18
-Like 4
-Like 10
Like 14

The first variable on the list (iei the one with the highest loading on this

factor) indicates that; as a part of this factor; the Ute child feels that he

can get things he needs by himself; This attitude show a high correlation with

a low math score; and with a desire to stay away from math class; and the

variable indicating sex; in this case; mostly males;

The second variable on Ute Factor 4 indicates that the Ute child feels

he can make up his mind Without any troubIe Associated variables here are

precisely the same ones Which grouped with the first variable on the factor

low math score; a desire to stay away from math classi and a higher tendency



That a group-level orientation is contained within these attitudes is clearly

expressed within this liating. Notice in particular the treatment of the

family issue within thid context. The configuration acknowledged that

people pay attention to the student at home, that the student does not feel

"left out" of things, that it is not important to be free so no one can tell

you What to do. The configuration references the idea that parents expect

too much of students. But, associated with that variable is the idea that it

is important to be respected for what you have; so in that sense, parental

expectations, even i overbearing, are not inconsistent with the way these

students feel individuals should be treated by other parties within their

immediate social coutext.

3b. Attitudes
influencing-positive math scores.

To conclude the discussion we now briefly consider what the factor analysis

can tell us regarding the attitudes which appear to favor high performance on

the math test And, by this analysis, lesser tendencies toward math avoidance.

Two of the factorS with high, positive loadings for Score will be considered -=

Ute Student Factor 3 and Oneida Student Factor 3.

Variablea which load onto Ute Student Factor 3 are:

Variablea-on-the_factor

Math 4

Like 11

Like 16
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Other Variables_with which

they correlate

-Like 11
Like 16
Ways 5

-Math 4
4iike 16
Like 8

Math 4
=Math 6
=Like
=Like 11



of attitude which are associated with those factors, reveal additional examples

of the same contrast. Ute Student Factor 2 and Oneida Student Factor 1 can

be meaningfully compared for this purpose; these are factors which show the

weakest overall correlation with the _score variable for each student group.

The attitude configuration associated with Ute Factor 2 includes awareness

that the student has a difficult time making up his mind;

and the belief that the student usually does the wrong thing; the feeling that

no one pays attention to him at home; These then are grouped together with

the admission that the student does not feel like leaving home and the belief

that parents do not expect too much out of him; All of these variables

flect atudent-specifie attitudes, revealing facets of the stress on Individual

self-dependence so clearly characteristic under Ute Factor 4.

The attitudes within the configuration maintained by the corresponding

Oneida Factor (Factor 1) contrasts directly with those characteristics. A

long list of attitudes are associated with Oneida Student Factor 1, includings:

Like 19 - My parents expect too much of me.

Ways 15 - It is important to judge others for what they are worth:

Ways 8 - It is important to take from nature what you want, when

- , you want it.

-Ways 12 --- It is not important to work hard and achieve so that every-

one can live better.

Ways 18 - It is important to be respected for what you have.

-Like 7 People pay attention to me at home.

=Math 6 = I do not feel like staying away from math class.

=Like 8 = I do not feel left out of things around here.

=Ways 4 - It is not important to be free so that no one can tell you

What to do.

4- _9.
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Students Factor 4. The Oneida configuration does -no-t include student awareness

of semantic space between self and'family. Some rather clear-cut contrasts

are being suggested, whereperception of home 1)11, school is concerned. Ai was

suggested in the loadings on All Student Factor 4 the school environment is

hire being viewed in rather negative terms. The content of specific variables

suggest, for example, that students holding this configuration do not beim fun

in school, feel like staying away fram math class, estimate that they do not

do well in school, and claim that no one pays attention to them there. Ute

studerit configuration also included several of these sentiments. Though the

_ _

context in which these paralleled sentiments" are being expressed is still

found to differ. The negative reactions to schooling offered ly the Ute

students comes as a part of an attitudinal' configuration which stresses self-

reliance and self-dependence. School, and the demands of the claeiroom, appear to

be perceived as things which conflict with those qualities of self. In the

Oneida case, relation between self and family becomes contrasted with school

and schooling experiences. Self-dependence of the Ute students is replaced

by a strong- affirmation of the close relationship betOden self and family;

And it is that social, rather than personal -level Chkr.tateristic which ends

up being contrasted, with school and schools experiences under the loadings

on Oneida FaCttit 2. Data in description of traditional Ute and Oneida cuI-

tures might profitably be brought in at this point to ShOW that the contrast

generated by the comparisons of factors is not totally an artifact of the

analysis. The fact that Ute Factor 4 is heavily ldaded in favor of male

.

Ute studente, while Oneida factor 2 is heavily ldaded in favor of female

Oneida studeita, might also be seen as quite consistent with theyethnographic

facts as we know them.

Comparisons between additional Ute and Oneida factori and theconfiguration
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The third variable loaded on Factor 4 indicates an attitude noted above:

student feels that other students are not friendly. This attitude correlates

closely with a feeling that "no one pays attention to me at school", and with

great semantic space between "my classes" and "Tribes way of life" and be-

tween "myself" and "my Tribe".

The-fourth variable, Sem 1, again correlates highly with the feeling that

the other students are not friendly in class, with high semantic space between

clatSett and Tribe's way of life, and with the feeling that math class is not

very enjoyable.

The fifth variable on the factor idicates that the student does not learn

a lot in math class. Grouped with this attitude are the feelings that the

student does not do alright in school, that other student are not friendly,

and the teacher does not give him enough help.

The sixth variable "-Sex"-indicates that the students who, tend to hold

the attitudes loaded on this factor are female.

The next variable, reflects the semantic distance perceived to exist be-

tween "my family" and "my teachers." Correlating closely with this attitude

is high semantic space between "myself" and "my classes", and between "my

classes" and "my Tribe's way of:life". Again, students who tend to hold these

attitudes are female.

According to these data, Oneida specific attitudes which co-occur with

poor scores on the math testi and thus Which are said to be favoring higher

incidence of difficulties in math learning, center around high evidenced

awareness of disparity between self and school, between self and Tribal way

of life, between school and Tribal way of life, and between family and teachers.

One thing makes this configuration different fram that associated. with All
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(continued)
Variables on the factor Other variabled_Withidt

they correlate

Sera I
-Math 10
Sem 4
41ath2

: Sex (see comments)

"-Math 5

Sem 5

..Like 6

-Math 10
-Math 4

Sem 3
Sem 4
-Sex

Initially it may seem as if Oneida Factor 2 and All Students Factor 2 are.

similar in content. Same of the specific variables which.ehoWed up in the

loading on All Students Factor 2 also show up in the loading on this factor.

But closer inspection of the configuration of variables suggests quite a

different set of attitudes are at issue in the present case. And a review

of the individual variables, and the variables which individually correlate

with them, will help clarify this paint.

Sem 4, the first variable loaded on the Oneida Factor 4 indicates a high

semantic Space is perceived betwten 'My claside and "my Tribe's way of life".

ThIS attitude correlates closely with a feeling that the other students in the

class are not friendly and is also closely associated with a high semantic

apace between "myself" and "my Tribe's way of lift". Female students also

tend to be more closely associated With this attitude.

The second variable on the factor is Set 3c:reporting :ligh distance

between "myself" and "my school classes". Sem correlates closely with a

low math score and the feeling that Other students are not friendly to them.

Again; the attitudes are more typiitally expressed by female students.



classes and math instruction; infrequent talking within math class, and the

feeling that other students in the school are "picking on me". It is impor-

tant to note that the pattern of high semantic space between student and

classroom; found to be so basic to the configuration of All Student Factor 2

is not attested at all within this Ute- specific factor; This implies; in

spite of the rather negative comments about schooling which Ute Factor 4

does contain; that students reflecting this attitude do rot hold negative

thoughts about formal education experiences; per se; The idea of schooling

is not the problem; Instead; perhaps; it is the conflict which results when

students holding "self-dependence" attitudes are required to function within

a context where inter-personal competition is the more commonly relied upon

theme;

Oneida Students Factor 2

The variables which are loaded on Oneida Factor 2, and the additional

variables which closely associate with each of them; are as follows:

Variables on the factor Other Variables with which
they correlate

Sem 4

Sem 3

-Math 10

Like 11
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Sem 1
Sex

- Score

-Sex
- Math 10

Like 11
Sem 4
Sem 1

- Math 10
Math_6
Sem 4



Specific Ute low,--performance pattern: The variable itself, that "it is impor=-

tent to take from nature what you want, when you want it", associates with

the feeling the "other kids pick on me", that it is. important "to judge other

people for what they are worth".

The final variable on the factor indicates that the child likes to stay

away from math class. This was one of the variables associated with the most

highly loaded variables on the Ute factor. Associated with it are other at-

titudes -- "others do not have to help me with the things I need", "it is im-

portant to be respected for what you have, a feeling that "I am not much like

other children", that "I am not able to get the things I need by myself", and

"1 can make up my mind with little trouble.

One predominant theme associated with Ute Factor 4 seems to be independence.

Included within the attitude configuration of the factor as such ideas as the
.

student can get what he needs from nature and can make up his mind. " "Self=

dependence" may be a better way of expressing the theme, however, given the

content of other associated variables -- it is important to knew and under-

stand the ways of nature, it is permissable to take what you want from nature,

it is important to tell others what to do, but it is important to judge

people for what they are worth; Each of thead Attitudes reflect themes

quite basic to Ute Tribal culture as it is explained Within the literature.

Each of them point to an idea of "self" which involves stress on personal

initiative and responsibility combined with respect for other person's rights

to their own initiatives.

What is interesting for project purposes is the association between this

Tribal attitude about the self and specific comments about school.and class-

room a.lso loaded onto Ute Factor 4. Holding this Tribal attitude correlates

With student desire to stay away from math classes, students dislike of math
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to see these attitudes held by male; rather than female Ute students;

The third variable on this Factor; Like 9# indicates student desire to

leave school; Correlating with this is the variable Measuring age: Younger

Children evidence this factor more consistently than older students at this

point. Associated with this variable are other attitudes: that Ute stu-

dents do what their parents want them to do; that it is important to k7lw

and understand the ways of nature, and that it is not important to tell

others what to do;

The next most highly loaded Variable on Ute Factor 4 is sex. Its positive

loading reflects the tendency, cited Above, for the attitudes of tale stu-

dents to be included within this factor' and hence the tendency for male

students themselves to be more closely associated with the attitude configur-

ation that factor represents; This observation alone is interesting, when
it is remembered that, female students evidenced greater measured association

With the more highly Ridded portion's of the All Studdritt Factor 2. Apparently,
When Tribe becomes a releVant variable, the distribution of attitudes (and,

perhaps, math avoidance) takda on a different patterning.

Other attitudes correlating Cleitiely with the sex variable on Ute Factor 4

point to what is beginning to be a faMiliar theme; e.g; the student dbes not

like to be in math class, the student can get things he needs by hiSitelf, and

he can take up his own mind without great difficulty.

The fifth most highly loaded variable adds new information to this pattern.

Like-12- suggests that the student feels others pick on him. Associated with

this attitude are the variables: "I do not talk in math class", and "it is

important to take from nature what you want , and, as before, low math score;

The sixth variable blab suggests other facets of the emerging Tribe-
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(Continued)
Maria) es on the4actor -Other Variables wit* which

they correlate

Like 8

Ways 5

Like 3

Like 2

-Like 16
-Like 18
-grade

Like 4
Math 2
-Age

-Ways__10
Ways 13
-Like 4

Sem
Like 18
Math 1

Several of the attitudes associated with this factor need to be highlighted.

First, and quite unlike the situation found for Ute Factors previously dis-

cussed, Ute Factor 3 denotet perceived distance between family and teachers.

On Ute Factor 4,
familyischool distance was not judged to be relevant to the

associated attitudes. Close examination of other attitudes associated with this

factor will help clarify why the distance is deemed relevant here.

Attitudes which group on this factor and are associated with higher math

scores include the following:

* the teachers provide enough help in-class;

* people pay attention to me in school;

* others need to help me in the things I dd.

These are three attitudes whiCh jointly suggest a sense of'dependencyi not on

self (as was the case for Ute Factor 4 and lower math scores) but on outsiders.

Other variables suggest that the content of this factor's configuration

suggests:

* The student doet not feel left out of things at school;
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He does not feel like staying away from math class;

He believes it is important to tell other§ What to do;

Math class is fun and he enjoys being in it.

T hee6 suggest that such students have made considerable effOrt to work their
0

14" into the social opportunity network provided by the school. These students

are selt=quotiVated, as indicated by the high significance of variable Like 18,

1,1 can kokt up my mind Without having too much trouble"; Still ( Like 2 ) the

covfig41-0tion suggestS the student often does the wrong thing, something

i41 ch t Ilttes to the other=directedness of the first variable discussed on

this filCror;

CNralI, as suggested by this factor, high math score, and greater interest

JO 144°6-learning, are associated with student attitudes quite distinct from

tbe students attitudes associated with low scores. Before, student reliance

on self vas the core of the attitude. Here, reliance on self has been

de-emP11402ed in favor of dependence on outside sources of support. Equally

iwportat104i
such students feel that they receive support frot these outside

sources '40d this may be the most telling point within the Whole Configuration.

We tiO4 turn to the variables loaded on Oneida Student Factor 3- to de-

terminei first, what attitUdes associate with higher math score within that

aantit sample; and second whether those attitudes parallel or depart from

atr3tUde4 identified at Northern Utd.

The variables which load onto Oneida Student Factor 3 include:

NarIables_on_ the factor Other Var1;bles with which
they correlate

Lilo 3
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(continued)_
Vatiablet-on-the_lactor

Other Variables -withwhich

they correlate

Math 9

Like 1

Waya_19
Sem 2
-Math 8

-7-Math 3

Like 13
WaYS 2
Like 3
Like 6
Like 7

Sem 2
=Sex
Math 9
=Like 5

Ways 20
Math 8
--Like 16
Like 3

Like 9
-Like 19
-Ways 15
Ways 4

Like 5
'Math 3
Sem 2
Ways 10

A review of the associated variables suggests several things. Firat, the

importance of the family is still being affirmed.
Family-centered issues are

As evident here as they were within the Oneida configuration associated with

lower math scores. But again, the context of surrounding variabled.show that

the family principle is being treated differently under these circumstances.

Also associated with this factor are the following variables:

It is important to be free so no one can tell you what to do;

It is not important to work hard or be industrious; other people's

respect is not based on your commitment to work;.

It is not important to know when to take advice.

3,10
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At the same time, there are the following variables:,

* Student has diffidulty baking up his mind without assistance

from other people;

It is important to get along with people;

It is also important not to let your friends and family down.

Within this context; it is hardly surprising to find a positive loading for

variable Math 4: "Does the teacher help you enough?" Ties and linkages with

outside parties appear to be important for the high- scoring Oneida students much

as they were for the high-scoring Ute Students; But there still is a contra-St

between the Tribally-specific configurations; Ute Student Factor 3 saw the

stress on outside assistance replace the stress on self-reliance closely asso-

ciated with lower levels of math performance under Ute Factor 4; In the Oneida

case, the emphasis on family and family associations has not been weakened by

the shift from low to higher math scores. Apparently; according to these

data; increases in mastery over math &kills at OTS does not associate with a

rejection of a more traditional Tribt=tentered attitude. This is one of several

specific issues which need to be examined, when profile6 of bath instruction

at both school sites begin to be compared.
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Chapter Eight: What Happens in the Classroom?

It was assumed at the.:outset of this research that

Whatever information was gathered during the in-field

research procest Would be useful to project interests only

to the extent that it helped us better understand what

goes on during math instruction at Todd Elementary and

Oneida Tribal SchoolS. The discussion in the preceding

chapters has shown how usefUl to project interests the in=

formation gathered in the field turned out to be NOW to

help focus that information, attention must be turned to

the classroom settings themselvesi to an examination of the

sequence of events characteristic of formal mathematics

instruction at each site, and to an attempt at analysis of

the content and patterning underlying thoSe events;

ElethentatV-Stbooi

Ftir this project we observed three math classes

regularly, two third grade- classes and one 4th=5th combined

class. The third grade has three sections at Todd; The

teachers cooperate in an effort to do some teaching;

They all have scheduled math class at the same hour so that

"the whole third grade can be divided into three homogeneous

math sections. The team leader took the "highest" group;

A second teacher took the middle group, and a thirdteacher,

replaced by a temporary teacher in mid-Januaryo took the

"lowest" group; After math Class the children would return
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to their homeroom classrooms.

The fourth and fifth grade class combined stayed together

during math class. The whole classroom was divided into

three math groups, low* middle, and high. It did not matter

whether a Child was in fourth or fifth grade; he was placed

in the math section appropriate to his level in math;

In general the third grade teachers opened math class

with an explanation of the lesson, some discussion, and a

question and answer period (that is, the teacher asked the

question and called on a student to answer it). Then the

assignment was given and the children worked on it for the

remainder of the math class. The students were free to ask

the teacher for help and the teacher usually circulated

around the classroom, making certain that the students

understood what they were doing. In general, the third

grade teachers used the Holt & Co. textbook as a guide and

it was from the%te:ctbook that they made their assignments.

In the fourth and fifth grade combined class; the teacher.

made use of mimeographed sheets that he had put together for

specific lessons and exercises. At the beginning of a class

this teacher would either ask for the attention of the

whole class, if there was a point of review or a general

remark that he wanted to make, or he would ask for the

attention only of the section'that he wanted to address.

Then, either before or after his opening remarks, he would

hand out the mimeographed sheets, which were also the
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assignment felt the day. He would then circulate around the

classroom and make himself available for questions.

In all CalSsesi_part of claSt time (about fortytinutes)

was used to accomplish the day's assignment., If several

students appeared to be having difficulty with a specific

problem or concept, the teacher in all classes would address

the whole clasS, or in the case of 'the 4th-5th, a whole

section of the Class to clarify the issue.

It was the observer's impression that the "highest"

math class was the only one in which the papers were graded

and the grades were read out loud in Class. The other Classes

handed their papers in to the teacher, and preaumatay the

teacher graded them4entered the grades, and handed the papers

back.

The other math classes observed were Title I in elementary

and in junior high. In elementary Title I, the teachers

concentrated on drill of basic additiOn and subtraction faCts,

usually with An emphasis on speed. Most of the exercises

were partof a competetive game, where the child who got

the answer first got the most points, beans, moves, whatever.

The principal emphasis here seemed to be preparation for the

CAT tests; There was some insti%uction, and explanation,

but mostly the cleiSS time (about one=half hour) was spent

on drill.

In junior high, the Title I students would typing their

day'S assignments to Title I and the teachers would help
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them finish their assignments first. Then, if there was time

(these were, apparently, fifty minute classes), the teacher

would go over some review questions or answer other questions

that;the students might have.. The principal emphasis in

thisrclass was to help the students keep up with their

regular math classes;

There were four teachers in Title I in elementary and

four also in junior high. When Field Staff was at Todd

Elementary and West Junior High in May, it appeared that

Title I funding was to be withdrawn from West and the Title

I teachers from West would go over to Todd to teach. It

was unknown at that time whether parental and community

pressure could be brought to bear to retain the Title I

funding at West.

Math Class at Oneida Tribal School

The class to be described here was taught by a non-

Indian woman who was trained in. education and worked pre-

viously in the Racine public school system. The class

consisted of 14 children, two of whom were fourth graders

and the remainder of whom were third graders. There were

six boys and eight girls at the outset; unfortunateIyi.one

of the girls was seriously injured in a bicycle accident

after the first class, so she did not play a part in the

classroom observations for the remainder of the project.

Student seating was fixed from May 19 to May 29. After
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that date, and for the remaining days Of class, the children

Were allowed to move their seats to positions next to their

friends. Classes were last conducted on JUhe 2. The follbwing

two days were set aside for a field trip and a clean-up day.

Math class is the first class of the day. Three math

stations comprise the class; the teacher-assitted station,

the independent work station; and the math games station.

Each has designated areas within which the group stays during

the time period allotted for work at that station. The

teacher-asaisted group is situated in area I; the independent

group in area 2, and the games group in area 3. The group of

children at each particular location is rotated from 1 to 2

to 3, according the the teacher's assessment of who needs to

be worked with more intensively. Ideally; each group should

have twenty minutes at each center;

Math activities in this classroom are; by and large;

individual and individualized activities; 'There are no '

general class discussiont of math issues and there is little

opportunity for joint participation, even by small groups of

students; in problem-solVing. Students have individual

assignments; pursue them on their owni and get technical

-assistance from the teacher on a onebyone basis.

The children are assigned to fixed math groupings

according to their evidended math abilities. These groups

are used only for math-related class purposes; Different

student groups are structUred for different activities and
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topics, again using evidenced mastery over the. given topic

as the determinant of studentplacement. The AS10 group,

which is comprised of six children, is the slowest group,

not having mastered third grade multiplication and division

skills and still perfecting addition and subtraction skills.

The MD3 group, the high achievers, are working on third grade

level in multiplication and division and have no trouble with

adding and subtracting. This group contains four children.

The final group, the mixed group, is composed of children

Of mixed math skills. They also are working on division and

multiplication skills. The two girls are average-above average

in Skill, and the one boy is above average. He s in this

group because he could not fit in the MD3 group; The fourth

child, also a boy, wont take standardized math tests and

does not respond well to questions. Overall, his math ability

is in question. The teacher feels that he is playing the

dummy:

When math class begins, the teacher names the group

assigned co each station and then they rotate in the regular

pattern described above. The teacher-assisted group reports

to area 1, where the teacher is surrounded on three sides

with children and on the fourth with a blackboard for

instruction. The independent group in area 2 sits at tables

and removes the lexes (the math packets designed for individualized

instruction) that are located on a movable bulletin board.

They also remove. their individual folders recording the lexes
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that haVe been completed previously. The math games group

in area 3 plays cards, nuMber games, and see-and-do math

pages that have been devised and taught by the teacher. These

games include SOO rummy (for addition skills), 81apjack

(for number recognition), dice games, and a Card form of

the game show, "Concentration". This takes place in a carpeted

place on the flbOr. Sometimes children sit at a table as

well.

For all of the classroom obdervations, except When

the researcher began to work with the children in the independent

group, the researcher was seated at a desk just to the left

of area 1.

A good portion of the day is spent broken up into groups

of one kind or another. Not all of these groups necessarily

meet in their home classrooms. For example, at 9:30, when

math class ends, half.of the children go.to a second classroom

and the other half stay with the teacher to discuss things

going on in class. The class splits up again after the 10:0O-

n:00 break is over (this break consists of outdoor recess

from 10:00-10:20, and the milk break accompanied by a Story

from 10:20- 11:00). This time,. the class divides into thirds

Cor Language Arts. One third stays, with the teacher and the

other two groups each go to another teacher to work on creative.

language skills. The class is also divided up when formal

testing is going on (this is usually reading tests to check

reading progress)and When certain children need to go for
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specialized instruction in reading. Some students have

special problems which only can be dealt with individually;

They may move in and out of the classroom even more frequently

than the other students. Students also move out of their

homeroom as a group to attend the Oneida Language class.

Children are generally quiet and restrained during this

special class. The native speakers who attend these sessions

are quick to be stern with the children; so they are generally

respectful and do not talk back.

These are some general comments about a typical day in

this third grade ClaSS. The following comments are more

math specifid. They refer to issues which either are part Of,

or affedt, math performance.

The firtt thing that one notices when math class begint

is that the Childreh have to scrounge for pencils to dO

their work. The teacher says that the school supplied the

pencils at first, then it provided them only if the child

forgot to bring one. But by the last weeks o Sohatil, the

adMinistration said thy could no longer afford pencils for

everyone, so each child must bring his own. Unfortunately,

the children had become so accustomed to receiving pencils,

they did not always remember to bring them from /lathe. The

teadher said she was unable to supply then and a lack of

materials often delayed math class until everyone was eqUiPped.

Another thing that one notices right away is the relUctance

on the part of the children to use scrap paper to help theM

figure out math problems; When they do use scrap paper, they
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erase the figures before anyone can see them. When asked

why they do this. the children would respond With "I don't

knOW", or "because". Generally, they seemed embarrassid'

by the question. The teacher says that she has tried to get

the kidt to use scrap paper, but they resist it. Other

teachers in the qchocl report this also. Other methods for

figuring out problems are available. and the children do not

hesitate to use them. These methqds include: counting sticks

and coins, using fingers for computation purposes, and using

one of the Abacuses scattered about the room. A number of

lexes insist on student use of these counting methods to

aid the children. This can cause confusion when the child

knows the answer without referring to implements. In one

case a student was instructed by oneaex lesson to use sticks

to help her master a series of division prpbIemsi Use of the

sticks turned tht exercise into one that practiced counting

skills. What division is as a mathematical process was lost

when the sticks had to be counted out. It was explained to the

student that when she counted the Sticks into groups she was

actually dividing. Only then did the exercise make sense to

her This situation is one example of why the teacher feels

that math clast would be more produotive if there was.an aide

to work with the children in the independent section._

The is one more math-related action-which occurs

during each class, regardless of whether math class has been

held:coiantIlig how many children are going to have milk at
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milk break time. The teacher reads off each name' and the

number of cartons each child is to have (they have a choice of

one or two milks). The class is supposed to listen and note

down how many cartons of milk the class will order. Then

they are to give an answer. If several students respond, and

if the answers do not coincide, the process is repeated until

the class gets it right.

?-re-lim-inatsr-- Comparisons

Comparisons of field data identified several points

of contrast between the ways math instruction was provided

to students at each school site. We will use data from the

third grade math classes to point out some of these differences.

Math classes At both sites are structured through

the use of "ability groupings". At TES, each group contains

students from several homerooms and the beginnings of each

math "class" involves a considerable amount of student

movement, relocation, 'and rearrangemnt. Scheduling time

for math classes later in the morning only-added to the

confusion, since students had already gone to their homerooms

and become settled, then had to change classrooms and

become settled again. Math instruction at OTS did not have

to face these problems. Math instruction occurs as the first

academic task of the day. All students in the homeroom

remain in that room for math instruction.

The criteria used to place individual students into the



appropriate group for math instruction also differs; site

to site. The placement at Tes is determined by standardized

test scores and other formaI measures of student math

achievement; SO the groups contain students sharing generaIi

aggregatei or global similarity in mathematids skills.

Test score resultt and other formal measures may have a'

hand in determining Student group-placement At OTS. However

the nature of the group differences were explained to field

team in task-specifid terms. That isi students in one group

had not yet mastered certain skills while Students in a

Setond group had mastered them and were now exploring

topics in a different skills area;

Interaction between student and teacher also differs

markedly, site to site, when math instruction occurs. At

TES, each teacher works With one student group* the one

group assigned to him/her. It is possible to have glga

AS Well as individualited instruction during the forty minute

Math class. All three teachers observed at TES were found to

use part of, each class Seat-ion to introduce recta And concepts

to the whole group and to encourage the whole group to participate

AS a group in this proceaa. On some days; subdivisions

Within each ability group were constricted, usually to allow
.

some students who had not finished assignments frbt previous

class sessions the opportunity to complete their work

Students involved in taak=tpedific seatwork of this sort

Were expected to do their Work as individuaIsi while the

remainder of the group faced the board and participated with
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the teacher in the day's math lesson; Often, students completing

individual assignments "paired up" with friends --either to

work on their exercises together or for other, less academic,

purposes,. Having students from several homerooms' classes

jointly participating in each class meeting greatly assisted

in the formation of those pairings; So any number of centers

of activity may emerge during a single forty minute math

class. And from an outsider's perspective, the number. of

activities and the volume of noise which accompanies them

can truly be overwhelming.

Math instruction at OTS is considerably more sedate fot

several reasons; First, there are three ability groups in

each classroom, and all three are working on different

topics during each class. There is no single lesson to be

presented, or is any attempt being made to exclude certain

students from direct interaction with theinstructor.while

the "main lesson" is being presented. Individuals in each

group have their assignments and arb responsible for completing

them; The teacher remains stationary at one area, and over

the course of the class session, all students will meet with

her in a small group, almost one-to-one basis. No large

aggregate of students jointly. Involved in an oral math

learning exercise masks the sounds of individuals, or pairs

or individuals, as they pursue their studies or make jokes

with their friends. Certainly joking, clowning, and other

forms of interaction between students will occur during the
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Math class; but such incidents become nOtidable when they

Odour and the teacher can quickly bring students in line;
4

ShOuld it become necessary to do so.

The format of instruction at each site is quite distinct;

At TES; students doing "catch -up assignments" excepted; a

Math class contains two parts; first; time for presentation

by the teacher of specific facts; issues, or ideas, accompanied

by group recitation-like participation
in Problem-solving

or related discussions;
Then.the group is .giVen a set of

assignments to complete and the remainder of the time period

is devoted to seatwork. Ordinarily; the teacher moves around

the room during this part of the class; to answer questions

which individual students might want to raise and to make .

certain that students are doing the work they were assigned;

On some days, lesson-planning; the. need to correct student

papers; and other administrative demands require that the

teacher stay at his/herdesic w#11i the students are working;

So; if assistance is required; students must go to the teacher

and formally request his/her assistance. The symbolics involved

in that process asking the teacher to shift from "teacher-

work" to "student-work ". cannot be disregarded.

The forMat of math "instruction" at OTS deals with this

matter more directly; Interaction with the teacher is already

built into each day's math class activities ; since each of

the three groups rotates into the teacher's activity area

during one part of every "class". This does not guarantee
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that all students will receive one-on-one instruction; to

be sure, but.it does mean. that students are able to solicit

help without having actively to pursue it, and it Also means

thatthe teacher remains Ihsually and spatially involved in

math instruction fibt, the whole of the class period: There

is, however, no opportunity here to give a Single presentation

describing a set of basic concepts to all StUdents at once.

A certain amount Of repetitition of explanation acnomrenies

the teacher's work with the groups, and thit Can restrict

the amount of time the teacher may be able to spend listening

to an individual student's problems and responding directly

to them.

Both classes rely on a seatwork component within the

math instruction process; But againi different treatment is

given to seatwork at each site. At TES, as noted above,

seatwork is usually preceded by a group-general'explanation

Of concepts or topics relevant to the work the students are

doing. Seatwork follows, builds on* and augments the teacher's

formal presentation. Time is set aside each day for the completion

Of assigned exercises. If these are not finished when math

Class ends, students are expected to take the remaining

exercises to their homes and Complete them overnight (otherwise,

the work will have to be completed during the next day's Classi

While the rest of the class participates in the teacher's

formal presentation). Other than this, take home assignments

in mathematics are not given. Homework under this system becomes
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a direct extension of in-class activities, something the

Student has to do when, for one reason or Another, the student

does not complete an assignment within the class time elicited

for it. Teachert do not assign homeWOrk; students, becaUte

of their own in -class circumstances, "assign" it to themselVet.

At OTS; seatwcirk plays a more integral part in the instruction

process and the use Of seat-based activities is considerably

more varied. Studentt, during each math class, are expected

to do some work within the formal set of assignments and

exercises (the "Iexes") Which constitute much of the core

of the .tath curricuIuM. Students work at theSe activities

at their own pace, setting their own goalt within the materials

available for use during. the year, moving On to newer topics

when interest wanes on Older topics, when skill mastery

is evident, or for othti. reasons% What is learned, and how

well it is learned, beCOMet assessed by the teacher against the

student's own evidence Of 1:;rogress; Completed activity sheets

are placed within the students math file, something the

student compiler and maintains himself; the teacher reviews

that file at regular intervals, again as part Of the student-

teacher, Ona-on-one dialogue.

Formal exercises are nut; however, the 6rily form of

seat rock included in the Meth class; Several card games and

other seemingly less sarioUS, pre-packaged edtiVities.ere

also available for st7.1dfr4t use. And just as time is scheduled

for work with the lexed' assignments; time is also set aside

for student game-playing. There are acaddMid/and cognitive
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contents to these games; Concentration, for example, helps

reinforce memorization skills and word/form/shape recognition;

BUt their "fun" quality makes thet appealing to students; only

a few Of whom seemed to recognize that activities in the games

area was-math-learning; too.

One other contrast in the use of seatwork at both sites

needs to be drawn; As just noted, student activity sheets

and Other on-=paper exercises; when completed, are then stored

in a permanent file which the student haS responsibility for

maintaining. Some attempts to keep such concrete records

of student progress at TES can be noted. Unfortunately; the

opposite WAS also noted by 'the Field Team. On several occasions,

studentS would bring completed seatwork to their teacher for

review; and after his review (and sometimes, instead of it),

the teacher discarded the students' exercises in the classroom's

wastepaper bAtket. Field Team asked if .this was a deliberate

gesture move on the teacher's part, Two responses were made:

first, there is no place to store the papers, and second, once

they are filled out and graded, the papers cease to have any

value,

Tarmal Analysis of Teaching Styles

Other contrasts between clattrtiom=based math instruction'

at TES and OTS can be found in the field data; And many of

theM0 as is the case for the contrasts just presented; show
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intriguing parallels to the characterization given to math

instruction at each schOol during the teachers' parents' and

students' interv4ews. Some of those parallels will be

explored in the final chapter of the report.

BUt project goals demanded more than just characterizatiOn

and impression about in-class activities. We needed to use

some forMal means for identifying points of'simiIarity and

differende in math instruction at etch site When the research

design of the project was 0r-4%1.m:illy being prepared; i-we had

searched fOrt and ultimately eoundi a techinque which seemed

suitable for this purpose. BeIlack (1963) had developed

an objective recording and scoring System which could be

used to determine paisticuIar charadteristics of a given

Instructor'A'Mathematics teaching style. Bellack's system

built upon obterVations made by Wittgenstein regarding

language "...(AS) part of an activity, or of a form of life".

Bellack et. Al. (1966) summarized these observations in the

following terms:

In his view; ...(1)anguage is adaptable to
many uses :and functions in carrying on
various types of activities that are
essentially linguistic in nature;
Wittgenstein refer6 to these activities

as "language games", A_ metaphor used
to_point up the fact_that linguistic
activities assume diffei=ent forms and
SttUctures according to the functions
they come to serve_in different contexts.
A- game has a definite Structurei and
there are certain moves that a player-
is bound to make int:tett-r as he is playing

the game at_alI. ...Carrying-the game.
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metaphor a step furthero_WittOnstein
observed that verbal activities in
various contests follow certain rules
or_conventions appropriate to the activities
under way. Learning_to participate
appropriately_ in various kinds on Ian-
guage_activities is very much like
learning to play a game. Players
have_to learn the rulesi the purpose
Of the rules* and how the various parts
Of the game are related. Only by
learning these_rules_can one play the
game successfully. Similarly* successful
communication in various types of linguistic
activities depends on understanding the
language rules that govern the use of
words in these activities.

(Sehacki et; al:; 1966 :3)

Then Bellack and his colleagues explained the implications

Wittgenstein's observations hold for classroom- related research

.

Viewing Classroom, discourse as a
kind of language_game was a useful approach
for purposes of this research, in that
it suggested a framework of_analysis_
within which_we could identify verbal
expressions that communicate various
kinds of meaning. _Teaching is similar
to most games inat_least;two respects.

form_of Social activity in_which
the players (teachers and students) fill
different but_complementary roles.
"Furthermore* teaching_is governed. by
certain ground rules that edide_the
actions or moves made by participants.
We reasoned that if we could identify
the various_types of verbal_moves
teachers andstudents make in playing
the game of teaching and the - rules
they implicitly follow in making these
moves*_we_would be in_a position to
investigate the functions these verbal
actions serve in classroom discourse and
Jlence the meanings that are communicated.

(Sellack* et: al., 1966:3-4)
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So, a typology of "moves"was developed and a technique

was created which would allow that typology to detcridbe-:.;:%

the "style" of student-teacher interactions within a given

cies:4room. Central to the use of that typology were two

observations: first, "Mlle babic verbal maneuvers that the

teacher ald the pupil make in playing the game are pedagogical

mo.r. structuring and soiiditing, which are initiatory Moves;

and responding and reacting, which are reflexive moves" (1966:238).

Second, "(t)he teacher is the most active player in the game.

He makes the most m.:ves; he speaks most frequently; and his

speeches usually are the longest: (1966:238). When this frame

of analysis was applied to data from several senior high schOol

social studies classes, Bellack etiali found teacher-student

rations -of 12:1 fOr structuring moves* 13:2 for soliciting

moves, 1:7 for responding moves* and 4:1 for reacting moves.

Clearly, by these data, the teachers are the active respondents,

following more frequently the direction set by the teacher's

'structuring and sdlicitingi'and only less frequently initiating

structuring or soliditing moves on their own.

Shortly after the publication of Bellatk et, al's

study, James Fey applied an adapted forM Of their technique to

the analysis of teaching styles within junior high school

Mathematics classeS. Even. though the content of class.instruction

had shifted and the grade-level of the classroom had changed,

Fey still found in=dlass styles of teacherstudent moves to

be consistent with the patterning Belladk etal. had identifild.

They had found that 5% of the'total number of obserVed moves
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were structuring moves; 29% were soliciting moves; 25% were

student-responding moves, and 24% were student reacting moves;

Fey found; within his sample: 4% structuring, 30% soliciting,

31% student responding, and 25% student reacting; The remaining

10% of the total moves were taken up by student structuring,

soliciting, and reacting moves, again consistent with Bellack's

findings (1970:50). Overall, Fey's data reported what Bellack's

study Lad found: teachers' teacher-centered "moves" dominate

the classroom. Fey did, however, find noticable variations

in the extent of teacher control from class to class (1970:73),

and this led him to caution that the patterns identified in his

data, and presumably in Bellack's data as well, should not

necessarily be viewed as "typical" of all such classes, nor

necessarily that patterns which will, or should, be attested

within "good" math classes (1970:72).

Fey's adaptation of the Bellack technique seemed ideal

for the purposes of the Math Avoidance Project. Use of the

technique would give us a way to analyze classroom activities

and styles of participation in those activities in concrete

terms; here perhaps would rest a quantitatively based framework,

around which the more qualitative insights into schooling and

math-related interests could then be organized.

The Bellack-Fey technique was employed during fieldwork

and analysis periods in the following manner. In the field,

audio tape-recordings were made of activities going on during
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several Mathematics class periods. At TES, the tape-recordings

Included both the teacher's general presentations to students

andi whed possible; the dialogue between teacher and individual

students WhiCh emerged once further ASS/stance with the seatwork

had beep. etquested At OTS, we made a point of aUdio-taping

discussions between the teacher and members Of differing "ability

groups" during the time each group waspdaitioned at her station

In all, 7 Math Classes at Tr' and 8 math classes at OTS were

tape-recorded.

The next step in the analysis requied a review of the

audio-tapesi listening to the events on the tape at second

intervals, then identifying the kind of teacher-student inter-

change which was going on at that interval. Classroom noise

(especially at TES)* MiCrophone placement, and otnep technical

factors made the ideitifiCAtion process diffidUlt at times*

bUt sufficient material Was:presented to allow certain

judgements to be made. Sections of each audio tape with

pass:t4es of particular interest to the project were then
_

transcribed verbatim.

We foundi In the initial hearing, that it was difficult

to determine which of Bellack's categories of "moves" were

being attested within some of those interchanges. In order

to:Add greater flexibility to the description, we deoicled to

insert An additional step in the analysis process and first

categorize the content of the given interchangeS according to

the "Categories for Interaction Analysis" which Flandors(1970:34)
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14
SUM ARY OF

. CATEGORIES FOR INTERACTION ANALYSIS

1. * ACCEPTS FEELING: accepts and clarifies the feeling, tone of

Students in a nonthreatening manner. Feelings may be positiN

or negative. Predicting or recalling feelings is included.

2. * PRAISES OR ENCOURAGES: praises or encourages Student action c

behavior. Jokes that release tension, but not at the expen!

of another individual; nodding head,. or saying "urn hth?" or "1

on" are included.

3. * ACCEPTS OR USES IDEAS OF SEUDENTS: clarifying, building, (

developing ideas__ suggested by a student. As teacher brill;

more of his own ideas into plaY, shift to Category 5.

4. askin g a question about content or procedtr

with e intent that a student answer.

5. * LECTURING: giving faets or opinions about content or proc

dares; expressing his own ideas, asking rhetorical questions..

b: * GIVING DIRECTIONS: directionS, catmands, or orders with whi

a student is expected to comply.

7. * CRITICIZING OR JUSTIFYING AM:MUM: statements intended

change student behavior fiam nonaceeptable to acceptabIe'pa

tern; bawling Someone out stating why the teacher is doi

what fie is doing; extreme self-reference.

8. * STUDENT,TALK__RESPONSE: talk by Students in response

teaefier. Teacher initiates the contact or solicits studs

statement.

9. * STUDENT TALK talk by students, wnidl they inil

ate. If "calling ore' student is only to indicate who may tE

next, observer must decide whether student wanted to talk

he did, use this category.

.11111MY

10. * SILENCE OR CONFUSIM: paustS, short periods of silence,

fiFrids of confusion in which communication cannot be undt

stood by the observer.

* There is NO scale implied by these numbers. Each number is classificatory; it des

nates a partieraar kind of communication event.' To write these numbers down dur

observation is to enumerate--not to judge a position on a Scald.
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had previously developed. A list and full descriptiOn of

those categories Is given on the following page.

InolUding Flanderls categories in the andlyti8 allowed far

an additional benefit. Flanders himself used the content of

the categories, once applied to analysis of specifid kinds of

classroom interchanges, as a way of developing a general

typology Of teaching styles.. His typology is deliberately

incremental, because he believes that "higher leveled" teaching

styles are more Creative and more effective than are the "1014er

leveled" teaching styles;

Level One patterns are the lecture, drill-review and

giving assignnients, and according to Flanders,

...there are educatorA_who_prefer to view

level one problems in_terms of teacher
domination, rigid patterns which suppress

pupil independence, and lack of pupil
initiated participation (1990; 283).

Level Two patterns consist of ppen questions; developing

pupil ideas and extensions ("because," praise, criticism and

directions) and

"...tend to invite more active -pupil par-
ticipation or tend to_soften the use

Of teacher authority by making it more
reasonable, understandable, and less

.
arbitrary (1970, 286)."

Level Three patterns are more complex, including "affective

and cognitive components" which result in creativity and

independence:

...olassroom learning_adtivities should
involve as much self-direttion and
independence as the maturity, self-control
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aad previously aeverupoui ami4,W 40...vow

those Categories Is given on the following page.

IndlUding Flander's categories in the analysis allowed far

an additional benefit; Flanders himself used the content of

the categories, once applied to analysis of specific kinds of

classroom interchanges, as a way of developing a general

typology of teaching styles. Hid typology is deliberately

incremental, because he belie's/6S that "higher leveled" teaching

styles are more creative and more effective than are the "lower

leveled" tea-Ching styles;

Level One patterns are the leoturet drill-review and

giving assignmentsi and according to Flanders,

...there are educators who- prefer to view

level one probleMS in_terms of teacher
domination, rigid patterns which suppress

pupil independence, and lack of pupil
initiated participation (1970, 283).

Level Two patterns consist of open questions, developing

pupil ideas and extensions ("because," praise, criticism and

directions) and

"...tend to invite more active -pupil par-
ticipation or tend to_soften the use

Of teacher authority by_ making_it more
reasonable, understandable' and less

.
arbitrary (1970, 286)."

Level Three patterns are more complex, including "affective

and cognitive components" which result in creativity and

independence:

...Classroom learning_activities should
involve as much self=directionand
independence as the maturity, self-control
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Consider the data in the following tablet

Bellack Elx T1 TZ TS T4 TS

T/STR 5% 4% 13% 17% 34% 23% 42%

T/SOL 29 30 39 11 3 17 7

T/REA 24 25 5 6 1 9 7

SIRES 25 31 17 9 3 15 19

Other 17. 10 26 57 : 59 36 25

It is apparent ttia7t:a wide discrepandy can be found in

the percentages found by Bellack and Fey in their studies

and those found in the Indian math classrooms. According to

Bellatk's and Fey's data, approximately equal amounts of moves

(between one-fourth and onethird) are spent in soliciting and

responding tasks by teachers and responding tasks by students..

A smaller percentage of moves is directed toward "other"

tasks, still smaller percentage (4-5%) to lecturing giVing.

directions, criticizing,
justiffing authority, or other structuring

tatk8.

Data from the classrooms examined in this study do not

reflect the same patterning of percentages. Both at TES and

OTS, there isa decided Shift away from a greater reliance on

"teacher soliciting", "teaches reacting", and "student responding''

moves. Instead, in each_instance, teachers are placing much

greater emphasis on the use of "teacher structuring ". Moreover *,

the'number of miscellaneous moves -- e.g. those which fulfill

functions other than the ones Identified in the typoIogi, and

hence are viewed as involVing actions less integral to the

instructional components of the teachAdrstudent classroom
66
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"game" has also increased sharply, when compared to the

equivalent percentages in Bellatk's and Fey's data.'

Considered on a EssilkzElatEal baSia. there seems to

be far less interactive teaching going on at TES and OTS than

was reported in the earlier atUdies. To a certain extents

this is not surprising. The OTS nath classes observed by

project staff were not set up to emphasize aggregate group=

focused teaching and learning activities. Classes were divided

into smaller., ability-focused groupsi and these groups had

their own work to do and spent their time focusing on it.

The TES math -classes. in contrast. did include spportunitieS

for group - general instruction. but the size of the classes, the

numbers of participating students. and other factors already

described in thit chapter made attempts at interactive

teacher-7-student dialogue rather unmanageable.

Careful examination of the audio-tapes did reveal the

pretence of some "teacher soliciting". "student responding" and

"teather reacting" .sequences. Characteristically, thete Sequences

occUrred, and the accompanying teaching style was employed'

during one-on-one interchanges between teacher and indiVidual

student.

At this point, if we want these generalizatiOnS to continue

to haVe any validity. it is necessary to recognize another fact

contained in Table : the amount of variability between

indiVidUal teachers and their individualteaching'stylet. when

measured in terms of the Bellack-Fey framework. The differences
36'"?



in percentages speak for themselves; those differences alone

assure that, while "teacher structuring" may be the type of

"move" more frequently relied upon in these clastids, what is

involved in "teacher structuring' in one classroom may contrast

drattically with the "teacher structuring" observed in a second.

Consider a-concrete example, two passages of dialogu!: from

the audio-tapes, the first from teacher T3, the second from

T-4:

Passage 1 Teacher T-3, TES:

T: !At your desks! Thote of you who have multiplication to do,

look at the board, plettgel Those of you who are going to

do fractions, go ahead! All those with fractions to do,

all othert keep YOui eyes on the board, Thoge

haV!, to multiply, can look up herd! As promised, the

third quarter has begun and in fhe third quarter we begin

fractiont. Turn your multiplier she :t on its back -- tarn

it over on its back! T want you to write some things for

me. On the backi.write
"Fraction means part of something".

Pattage 2 -- Teacher T -4, OTS:

T: What is 9 times 9?

5: 90.

T: No, that is too big. We know that 9 times 9 is 81. What

is 9 times 9?

S: 81.

T: 81. You know that .9 times 9 is 81. Can you get a 9 out of_'

here (motioning to 90)?
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S: yes.

T: OK. What if we take 9 out of here, what do we have?

S: 81.

T: What about 83 divided by 9?

S: 10.

T. 10?

And the interchange continues in the same ttyle and tone;

Each of these passages involves what Belladk and Fey

term "teacher structuring" behavior, and what, in Flander's

terms, includes "lecturing", "giving direotiOnS"i and "criticizing/

justifying authority". The real contrast is revealed under

Flander's terminology: The amount of teacher - centered statement,

;the selection of words and phrases, the use of commands rather

than questions, and related fatto±",S all make tt clear that T-3

is re-establishing rights to power and this is his right to

require seatwork as he is beginning.the class lesson for the

morning. Perhaps, given the Complexity of the OTS classrooms

during moth instruction, such assertions are understandable; The

point is, the strongly assertive tone, and with it the justification

of authority, is not mearly so evident in the passage involving

T=.4. It is clear from the content of the dialogue that the teacher

is structuring the discussion and that the student, far from

actively participating, is responding at appropriate moments

and thereby keeping the lesson moving; T-4 reminds us that an

emphasis on "teacher sti-ne-turing" reed not always be accompanied

by acts of teacher dox

There may be classroom- specific idgAues underlying T-3's
69
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use of the more authoritarian manner during group instruction, as

Was just noted. And, there may also be actor=Specific considerations

influencing T-4's leat assertive "teacher structuring" style.*

Consider the following passage, where again T =4 is describing for

a Student the way to Solve a particular math problem:

Passage 3 -- Teacher T-4, OTS:

, T: Two times forty cnd two times eight are ninety -six. Then

thirty times forty and thirty times two equals one thousand

and sixty. Add these two numbers up and you get the answer,

one thousand three hundred and fifty Six.

S: Ohl

T: Now, that is the long process. The shorter^ way is two times

eight is sixteen, put down a six and carry the one up here'

and add that one and get nine. Now these are the tens and

the zero is over herd. Etc, etc...

The amount of teacher-centered commentin the interchange has

increased; the non=assertive tone of the teacher-student

interaction remains similar to that before.

Another instance of individual.variation on the predominately

"teacher structuring" theme is reflected in the following passage:

PatSage 4 -- Teacher T-2_,

T: Let's go to the top again. Next?

5: (Group) Forty-five'

T: Seven times seven is?

S: (Group) Forty-eight! (Individual) Forty-nine!
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T: Seven times seven is forty-nine. Next!

S: (Group) Forty-two!

T: Good --- let's see. if we can do it again without having a

1ot of idiots shouting out!

The passage was audio-recorded during one of the gr'vao=

general leStons. The teacher was standing at the boardd, with all

members of the class facing him. Multiplication tables are

being reviewed. The dialogue speaks for itself. Note the

interjection of a "teacher reacting" comment within the otherwise

"teacher structuring" mode of the interchange. The comment in

the final line is ambiguous out of context; project observationS

showed that T=2 uses words like "idiot". "numbskull" "dummy", and

the like as terms of affection, not derision. Students seem

aware of thit; none of the students enrolled :In thit math class

and participating in the project interviews had negativ, things

to say regarding this teacher's attitudd orbehavior towards his

students. The same thing unfortunately cannot be reported

regarding stuuent reactions to T=3's in-class demeanor.

other sense of ,the amount of difference which can be

found when comparing individual teacher's olasFroom. styles is

seen in the chart8 on the following pages. Displayed in the

bargraphs are perd-dntages cf "teacn structuring" moves noted'

at minute-by=MinUte intervals over a given tenminute !Jeri-6d

Of in-clasS math In6truction; The da.tl-are presented. merely

to show how greatly the use o. any one Strategy (and in this

case, the statistically most tavored strategy of all teachers

U'
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in the sample) can vary over a given period of time. We do

want to emphasize that the predominate style of tehcher "moves"

withinLaIl Of these classrooms is "teacher structuring" and not

"teacher soliciting responding" as previoUS Studies might otherwise

have predicted; be we do not make this point blind to the.teachers'

Use of other "moves" during the math lessons; or to the teachers'

-

abilities to shift between "move" options at various points in

the math classes; when student netdS; lesson plans; or other

considerations required them to.

We might wonder what the studentS' reactions are to these

teacher-centered "moves" and to the instructional sequences

which emerge when "moves" like these are made within; ;the classroom.

Student response to Kleinfelii's "math class questionaire"; desCribed

in detail in the Preceding chapter; may be re-examined for the

light they sheet his question. The instrument.presented a

set of si.Z .eats describing possible student attitudes toward

their math classes (see the'instrUtent in Appendix fox, the

exact wording of these statementS). StUdent:s wzrt asked to

select betWeen four altenzatives always, most of the time*

sometimes; and never, to show how closely they agreed with the

comment in each statement. The responseS were quantf.fied on a

four point scale; scoring "always" as a 3; "ii8t Of the time"

AS a Z; "sometimes" as a 1, and "never" as a O. The twdian

response for each gr.:tstion; measured in those terms; would be

1.5. Comparing actual responses to thP -dia; and to each other;

yields some generaliz%tions about relative student percziDtiOnS

o
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about math class at their school.

Ute student response to eight of ten questions yielded

scores which were above the median suggesting that, in global'

terms, Ute students:

like to be in lheir math classes

shave fun in math class

receive sufficient help from their math teacher

always do their best in Class

try to talk in class discussions

finei:the other students in the class are friendly;

At the same time, these students, again considered as a general

group:

edo not find that the s like the teacher

are no ee'iDi6tarl.5
-.-

The contrasts between these two sets of attitudes may help explain

why greatest (an average of 2.8 out of 3.0 as the aggregate score)

negative sentimentexpressed by the Ute stlrients through thit

instrument name in response to qusetion 5 -- "I feel like staying

away from this class". Review each of the statements reflecting

high student agreement against the information we now have

regarding class activities during math class meetings, aryl

additional reasons for this sentiment will be dear. The! students

see themselves trying to function appropriatel:i within the

classroom (the self-dependence idea highli.ghted in the factor

analysis is reflected here), yet the structure of the class

dons seems designed totally to downplay persoLallx-bsed
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learning initiaties Group-foznted instruction emphasizes the

use of collective retita274ow.; and dikabgUeS b'2tween teacher

students (see passages nom T-3 and T-,=.2 cited above) . Thit

provides little Opportunity for indiVidUhl students to display

individually acquired math RnowIedge or to receive feedback to

bUild confidence that individually acquired skill have been

correctly mastered. The one.opportunity through which students

can display what their self=dependence has helped them acquirei

their Seatwork exe:-cises; becomes the one aspect of the math

lesson which instructors choose most consistently to devalue;

The Oneida students' responses to this set of questions

yield a difierent: patterning altogether. For one thing; only

three of the aggregate responses fall above the median; the

remainder fall below it and the overall impression those responses:

give regarding student impressions of math class Beets negative

at best. Oneida students according to the response-8 to the

instrument:

odo not like-t6 be ia math class

do not have much fun in math class

are not espially proud to be in math class

de not think they do their best in math class

*do not feeI that other students in math class

are friendly.

Oneida students doc on the other hand:

*feel they get sufficient help from the teacher

*participate in class discussions

(e'eel that their frient.18 like their math teacher.
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As with the Ute students, Oneida students strongly asserted

that they, tooi often feel like staying away from math class;

as before, the responses to this item scored the highest ofall

responses on the instrument =-= 2.4 out of 3.0. Given the

number of negative feeling8 the students direct toward the

math class, a forceful reaction to this question is not

surprising. Again, when the attitude is viewed holiStically, a

clearer sense of what is at stake in the attitude is obtained.

What is interesting, given the high degree of semantic space

between student and school which was highlighted for "math

problem" students in the Oneida factor analysis, is the pretence

of the two positive attitudes. Both of them imply that ==

perceived semantic space' notwithstanding, students as a group

may see themselves able to function on an interpersonal level

within the math classsv)om even if the content of the class

setting is not viewed so enthusiastically. Whether this particular

combination of responses reflectr; an attempt to extend the Oneida

student "home/family"-centema attitudes revealed to be strongly

present within the student sample during the factor analysis,

into the interpersonal domain of the school can only be a

point of speculation at this time; ?'it it is worth noting that

feelingt aboat the family and family support remain.an Integra'

part of the attitude configurtaion associated with higher math

per:omance at OTS. Perhaps in this easCx as et TES, it is not

studc-nt-/-,abed Attitudes, but the context within which stadents

funntion in tern,..:: of those attitudes, wAch ti4



significant hand in'-determining math gtchievement.
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Chapter Nine: Conclusions

It can perhaps be agreed that the leafing of arithmetic fundamentals or
computational prodecures is much more within the control of the school
than is true of arithmetic reasoning; Number combinations have been
traditionally taught in schools with the aid of drill procedures.
Seldom does a child learn these combinations or routine arithmetic_pro-
cedures in the home to the same extent as we have pointed out may happen in
the case of word meanings: If this is true, then the child with_the more
culturally sparse home and community background is not at as much of a
disadvantage, Olen his achievement in arithmetic fundamentals is compared
with that of other Children, as he may be in the case of vocabulary.
What, howewri of arithmetic reasoning or problem solving? Here quanti-
tative conc.:s come intn play as well us the relationships between factors
in_a problen. The grasp of such crIcepts and the understanding of such
relationships may be greatly influenced by the child's background exer-
ience. For example, one of the items in the arithmetic reasoning section
of the elementary_battery reads, "Bob paid $3.35 for a new tire, 75 cents
for a seat, -and 50 cents for paint; He had $4.66 to repair his bicycle;
How much did he have left?" It seems likely that the child who owns a
bicycle or_ some other property and has had the responsibility for repairing
it out of his own. allowance might have an advantage in solving this problem;
(Cootbs et al., 1958:93)

Using this analysis, Madison Coombs and the other adthors of this now

classic study of inditn Education, itieltdiat Child COS to School, attempted

to account for a particular problem it the matheillatida eddtation of Indiar

students as revealed through their comparisons Of Indian and hon=Indian

scores on the California Achievment Test (CAT) . Why, thit educate -6

wondered, did elementary-ichool aged Indian students ahow. itttth "favorable

comparisons" with the CAT scores made by Anglo agl-eivivalenta when the Itdit!z

students' scores in the are of arithmetic reasoning were so divergent

from the A7Igio counterparts? As this pt;:tsage ohm's, their analys: s drew

t..-on contrasts between Indian and Anglo cultural inventories, details of home

background,. relative richness of available We experiancsai and !ets.,ccr other

details, all in an wttempt to explain tier evidenced patterning.

Studies, carried out sivle the completion of 4.2,e Coombs raport in 19L,5;
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have.fouhd it useful to focus their analysis of Indian student school-

related problems on the same sit of factors. (See referenced in Chapter Two

of this report.) And to a certain extent, this project also operated in

similar terms. We began the analysis by recognizing that Indian students,

and specifically Northern Ute and Oneida students; could not be viewed merely

AS dark=fikinned replicas of their Anglo school mates. And, we were prepared to

accept the possibility that differences in background might be contributing

to student educational (and in Spedifit, student math learning) difficulties

in any number of ways. But we were UGt willing to accept that cultural

and sociological differences alone were serving as the soli causes for math-

learning and math-avoidance problenfz. Math skips of the Sart discussed

by Coombs and of interest to this ptoject, is part of the knowledge which is

acquired Withim the classroom and 6auSids the domain of the home, family;

and tribe. Any number of ihfluer_-.:d6 III-addition to details of student

bac'3round may be found to be in operation within those claddrooms. And

toward that full range of influences and not just to arbitrarily selected

portions of it, that project interests needed to be directed. Hence the reason

for the title given to the project 4-- "Dimensions of Math Avoidance Amotg

Allethan Indian Elementary SChObl StudGnrs"

lichat-"dttmensions of .7:a:th attidance"_Oid we rind?

Various ithaptArs.in the report have already made individual responses to

this question. Here let us highlight only the major themes. Chapter TOO'S

discussion of the linguistic structures underlying counting vocabulary in various

Indian languages identified some of the ways in which enumeration; grouping,

and other quantitative relationships between objects can be referred to, and
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presumably conceptualized, within different Indian language traditions;

Contrasts between Indian language enumeration and western math are not always

self-evident as might otherwise be assumed; The important role played by

sentence (syntactic) form as well as sentence semantic (expressive) content

in establishing those contrasts cannot be overlooked. Fluency in an Indian

whether actively or passively maintained; may add its dimension to

the math learning process; re re :47ortantly; as these contrasts show; the

dimension of "lingui-' inteefr:rencel will touch on many issues _other than

those in the realm of cognitive classification;

The cross-cultural studies in Chapter Three helped to place the linguistic-

based contrasts into broader perspective; There it was seen that many of the

details which might otherwise be assumed to be "India" in basis are character-

istics shared by _any_number of cultures abd societies around the world;

The design of a tribe's computational system is not che product of the people's

historical; geographic; and ecological experiences exclusively. Situational

need combines with more general constraints on cultural evoitiUon and development

to generate a series of quantitatively based "IeveIs" of mathematical skill.

So the cross - cultural dimension plays a critical liMiting role both in math

development and math innovation within silk societies; Yeti as the analysis

showed; the limits which cross-cultural factorA lmpuse are not insurmountable ones;

A cgltura's membership at one level does skills characteristic

of a second level froM becoring integrated * culture's mathematical

inventory. But such innovations have to be seen as precisely that -- local

level variations on the more predictable; universal pattern; Erl2osure to

influences from outside of the culture (or outside of Oie"level") way or may

not bring about such innovations; So cross-cultural limitations on the design

9AS
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of mathematid systems may also contribute to the math-learning process within

the classroot; but how they contribute, -- that is, whether they restrict or

reinforce the mastery over new computational and reasoning skills will

depend on any *Umber of factors in addition to the cross-culturAl details.

The interaction between teadhers' and parental perceptions of education

and responsibility for education also contributes heavily to the math learning

processes, at least at the two sites Where field work was undertaken.

Teadhers at TES and OTS both observe that the school is an institution

different froM the home and that the school has its unique responsibilities

to play in the overall education of Indian children. Teachers have particular

impressions about the content of these home-=School differences as well.

Unfortunately, these impressions do not always link up with parental perceptions

of hOme-sdhool relationships, nor do they always prove to be empirically

accurate when subjected to other, less partisan investigations. Parents at

both sites readily admit to a diatance-factor, separating home from school.

Part of the difference is traced to parental educational experiences, their

_Lfear or uneasiness about returning to a school environment, and their recognition

that the skills are demands of students today are quite distinct from those in

the curriculum when they were students. Part of the difference can also be

traced to parental feeling that the school does not want parental "interference"

in its activities. Accompanying that is the attitude that the school should

not have to rely on parental input; the school, afterall, is the environment

*bare academic skills development is supposed to take place. The home, in

contrast, has responsibility for the development of other Skills] cultural,

Spiritual, linguistic, eeoldgiChl, and the like, within Indian *tudents.

All of these attittdda jointly contribute to contradictory feelings evi-

denced in the teadhet and parental responses at both research sites; Home/
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school, and parentiteacherlate becomes another of the didensions contri-

buting to.math avoidance within our research population, at both sites.

Awareness of these cross-currents, and responses which parallel the ambivalence

and contradictory attitudes expressed by teachers and parents, also found

their way into the comments about school and interest in schooling which

students shared with the field teams at both sites. This was particularly

the else within the corn ents of students who scored less satisfactorily on

the problem - solving test completed as a part of each student interview. In

this way aIone, homelschaol, and 1,arentiteacher interfacing- emerges as a

critical dimension of math avoidance within the research population.

Mechanical considerations enter in here as well. Descriptions cf the

way in which math "classes" were managed at each site shed interesting light

on student comments about interests in school and in math classes in particular.

The situation was perhaps more clearly evidenced within the Ute Student res-

ponses; Factor analysis of student interview data generated a profile of

attitudes emphasizing student self - dependence; while classroom operations

were being managed in ways which minimized all but:the most assertive of student

expressions for that theme. The mechanics of math instruction as well as

attitudinal priorities shared by individual students are also relevant dim-

ensions for this question.

The schooling situations themselves, of course cannot be overlooked.

Any number of factors were identified by the field team and recognized by

school staff as contributing to the process and to the problem of education at

TES and OTS. Budgetary limitations are one such factor; neither TES as a

public school, nor OTS, as a contract-funded tribal school, have access to

nearly the amount of funding which effective operation of their facilities

and programs require. TES is located on the "west aide" of the county, far
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from the county seat, the preferred community for teacher residence, and from

the majority of the county's population. AU these factors seemingly combine .

to give TES less than favorable treatment within county eddcational politics.

Over-CrOOded classrooms and high rates of teacher=turnover each year are

only two of the by-products of those details.

OTS has not been immune to the influence of such politica' deatils either.

The school had been in operation for less than a full calendar year at the time

of the research. So many of the operating procedurea had yet to stabilize

and many of the questions for which established schooling programs already

have answers (what are the priorities in remediating in-class or schoolyard

disciplinary problems?), are only beginning to be raised there. The process

of teacher/parent and school/parent
interfacing was made more complex as a

result of these conditions. At both sites, then, institutional dimensions

play their part in structuring, and affecting, the success of classroom

instruction.

"

Why are-these_"math avoid_ ancedimensione?

A review of theed highlights of the project's findings, may not make it

Clear why -- or rather, whatsense, theed considerations are said to promote

"math avoidance". among the Indian stddentl within the research population.

That these factore may lead to problema in Indian education, and in the edu-

cation of any number of students, regardless of political background; is

clear. The math avoidance component of these details may at first seem

-less evident.

We argue that the identified dimenaions are contributing to maths avoidance

within the two school sites for several reasons.
Each of the identified con=
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siderations is already having unmistakable influence on the process of in-

struction and dynamics of schooling with the TES and OTS classrooms. Instructior

in mathematics, as one of the components of the curriculum, cannot help

but fall under the influence of these factors. Anecdotes from research team

observations combined with comments made during the teacher and parent inter-

views validate this observation. They notice the troubles these factors

create and so do we.

The factor analysis described in Chapter Seven provided any number of

specific examples of the ways in which awareness of these considerations have

come to be a part of the students attitudes, perceptions, and interests in

education and schooling. It is especially significant to note that students

who scored poorly on the math problem-solving tests during the student inter-

view were the students whose perceptions about school and interests in school-

ing most directly reflected those sentiments. This association does not

prove that things like parent/teacher interface problems or teacher specific

styles of operating or managing their math classes are directly promoting

math avoidance. But the existence of an association between lower test scores

and more evidenced tendency to express concerns of this sort (either directly,

or through patteruings revealed when answers to several of the interview

questions were compared), combined with the marked decrease in the extent of

such associations being evidenced among students with higher math scores,

suggests that these considerations are affecting the possibilities for math

achievement stiume_level; It remains, either through reanalysis of stu-

dent responses on a case-by-case basis, the construction of a broader data

base, or through other means, to develop a research agenda which will specify
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the level of that affect and its implications more concretely. Whether

_

these details impact directly on student achievement, or whether they cow=

tribute to an attitude about education which itself then impacts negatively

on student performance, also needs to be clarified.

The analysis could be challenged for its apparent
Willingness to use

scores on a two-part
mathematics test as an index of student math achievement,

and to draw conclusions from those scores as to each students tendency

toward "math avoidance" behaviors. This seemed a reasonable decision, given

1_ project interests. First, we bade sufficient amount
of data on each of the

students
participating in the interview process to be able to cross-check

and see if the relative ranking of his /her score was consistent with other

measures of his/her mathematics attainment. an almoit every case they were).

We also reaogniied that both schools used general measures of thid sort,

when grouping students into "ability levels" for purposes of in-=class mathe-

matics instructions.
Standardized tests, or equivalent "one-time-only"

assessments of student skills and abilities,
certainly feed into the evalua=

tion each teacher makes, both consciously and unconsciously, regarding each

Students' academic ability and academic potential. Our categorization of

students as "high" or "low" math achievers
based on test scores and anecdotal

evidence is conSistentVithrhe
citegariiaiion the st4dents are already

receiving within their schools.

We are, then, treating "math
avoidance" more as a by-product of some

externally-based
clatigification of

ability than as a reflection of some

empirically "real"
condition of skills mastery. The findings of this re-

port leave us with little other alternative, where students from both Tribes

are concerned. Data from the classroom observation and from the student
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interviews make it clear that "math avoidance" may refer to a condition evidenced

only with regard to math-related activities within school classrooms. Out-

side those classrooms, student competence in cooking, beadwork, butchering,

woodcarving; gardening; and other math-related activities may already have been

established and reliance on math skills in those areas may already have been

mastered -- "math avoidance" tendencies not withstanding.

It can also be pointed out -- and rightfully,-- that almost everyone of

the math avoidance "dimensions" summarized in this section could apply just

as easily to instruction in language arts; social studies; natural science

or elsewhere within the school curriculum. We agree -- and herein lies

another of the important findings of this report. Mathematics seem to be a

separate and autonomous area for skills development in western society;

People speak of "theoretical mathematics" ( as contrasted with applied or

practical) and solve problems where'Ietters stand for numerals and even the

numerals; when introduced; represent quantities or conditions of unspecified

segments of reality. The isolatiOn of the problem content in no way inhibits

its solution; in some cases; in fact; it may assist it.

Mathematics in Tribal contexts cannot be said to operate in such a con-

textual vacuum. All of the instances of Tribal; pre-state; or non-western

mathematical systems explored in Chapter Three evidenced close connections

to functional or. practical tasks; InUte language; in Oneida language; much

as in other languages, a perosn does not "count", a person "counts something":

Hence; as shown in Capter Two, the frequently encountered presence of differ-

ent number-words; each to be employed only when particular items are being

enumerated.

Carried over into the school and classroom; the implication is clear. If
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a Student's Tribal mathematicS background is one which integrates mathematical

process with other faceti of daily experience, we might expect that the math

learning within the school (from the student's point of view at least) also

operates is terms of that same, situational integration. Hence conditions

Which favor math learning should be conditions which favor the acquisition

of skills in other content areas. And similarly, the conditions which in-

hibit math learning, and promote math avoidance, would be expected to cut

across the domain of other content areas.

We suggest at thiS point, much as was noted in the opening comments of

this chapter, that previous attempts to study Indian student "math a46idance"

have overlooked this issue, and the quality of their research has suffered,

accordingly. A search for the corditions which create problems in Indian

student math learning had become, in most cases, a.:atarth for math-specifid

variables. Such compartmentalization of topic and content violates the

very essence of the holistic organization of all Tribal societies. Whether

the subject-by=sUbjett
compartmentalization of the classroom can ever be

brought in line with the intellectual holism prized by Tribal societies is

a topic for continuing debate. Whether researchers should take Tiaid6 to

design research agendas which will not stand at variance with the very con-

ditione they seek to describe is another matter entirely;

Were there anyanrozdaeml

TWO aspects of our findings produced observations we had not expected to

be able to make. Each of these needs to be discussed briefly at this point,

both to explain why we expected to see evidence of the condition and why the

eVidence appears not to have emerged.
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First, there is the question of the overlap between math achievement and

student traditionalism. Traditionalism (that is, willingness to associate

more directly with tradtionaI, Tribal attitudes and ways of life than with

attitudes and activities judged to be more "Western" or "progressive" in

basis) has long been assumed to play a critical role in all areas of Indian

interaction with non - Indian; surrounding society. Traditionalism is,:often

viewed as a barrier to modernization, especially because of the more conser-

vative mind-set which always seems to accompany traditionalist behavior.

So it has seemed reasonable for researchers to use traditionalism, or degrees

of traditionalism* as one of the "constants" around which other attitudes

toward education* economic development* or other change-related activities

can then be measured.

We think it important to note that traditionalism* as measured through

student responses to the Ways of Living instrument and through other means,

is NOT a relevant variable for determining the incidence of math avoidance

within either segment of the research population. Within both student

populations, high scorers on the mathematics problem-solving test could

include both persons evidencing highly traditional as well as highly "ac-

culturated" attitudes and value orientations. As was discussed in detail

in Chapter Seven* students evidencing traditional orientations, especially

the stress on self-dependence, might also be associated with low test scores;

while students with a less sharply evidenced traditional attitude were less

frequently associated with that grouping. So it cannot be said that, within

the TES sample, traditionality promotes poor math performance; traditionality

is found as part of the configuration of characteristics which accompany

poor math performance, but it is also found with part of the configuration
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accompanying high math performance as Well. Aparently traditionality functions

as a barrier to students math learning within this population only to the

extent that it CO=occurs with other* more directly inhibiting variables.

We need to tete* to make the smeary of findings explicitly accurate,

that the conditions just described were evidenced more diredtly for male Ute

students and for female Oneida stddents; We also need to note that thede are

precisely the cases where we might have anticipated
traditionality, in and

of itself* does not function as a barrier to stutient math learning and math

adhievement, is underscored more forcefully by that obserVation;

The comparison of the Ute and Oneida student data on traditionality

alludes to the second area of surprising research findings. Numerous sources

have discussed the fact that women tend to express math avoidance and math

achievement problems with greater, or more pvanounced frequencies than do men.

We were particularly-interested to see what our data would reveal on tiiia

issue, given first that we were exploring math avoidance in a Tribal* not

state-centered* context; and second, that Oneida traditional culture operated

in terms of a strongly evidenced matrilineal* female- focused social institutions.

All Students Factor 2* it will be remembered* allowed a low Math score/

attitudinal configuration most sharply evidended by female studenta within

the population. And in that sense* project data parallel more general observa-

tions. But All Student FactOr2 does not take the Tribal variable into account.

And when it doesi de* remains an adequate predictor of association with low

oath score only within Oneida student population.

The observatiOnt do not refute'the more general association linking

women and higher tendiencies toward math=telated problems. But do remind

us that the indidetide of this association may vary from one cultural context
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to another. A reported occurrence of difficulties with math learning faced.

by women in a given society should be thoroughly examined in terms of that

social context, and not used uncritically as a basis for more general asser-

tions about biology behavioral potential.

Are there any p-ractical_recommendations?

The Math Avoidance Project has several recommendations to make; both for

the design of research into Math Avoidance and for the design of programs

which are attempting to remediate Indian math avoidance problems.

1. The-need-foraf_lexilly. The Math Avoidance Project

was deliberately designed to draw on any number of strategies for research

and analySiS. By the time the write-up was completed, project activitias

had included: linguistic description, linguistic comparisons; general cross=

cultural analysis, in -field observation, unstructured interviewing, use of

structured elicitation instruments, along with several different forms of

computer assisted data management. The data base generated by the project

contains quantitative and qualitative data, so quantitative and qualitative

research techniques had to be employed to interpret it. A high level of

integration between quantitatiVe and qualitative observations provided much

of the substance underlying this report.

The decision to employ both sets of data-gathering techniques Nita made

in the light of two facts: Firat. we wanted to assemble a rich data base

to minimize the chance that we would consider only a limited number of the

Zactors favoring math avoidance at the research sites. We selected our

field-instruments and designed the in-field activities accordingly. Second,

we also knew we bad only four weeks for work at each site. And within that
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timeframe,
fieldworkers had to establish credibility, arrange for interviews,

conduct in-class observations, administat instruments, and complete the other

tasks identified in the field agendas of Chapter Four. So we needed to use

data-gathering strategy Which was both powerful in scope and manageable-in

operation. So we decided to let the date=gathering
process roam as widely

as time would permit, relying on the analysis to generate the.necessary:link=

ages between responses and observations within the corpus.

In truth, the amount of information obtained within the field periods

ovetWhelmed us. (This experience has laid to rest in our *Inds the idea

that "scientific
researth" cannot be conducted with American Indian Tribal

communities. See more comments on this, below.) But it also meant that

much of the period of time set aside for.data analysis bCd to be directed

toward the more preliminary task of data management. At times, this gave

project staff the feeling that no patterdings within the data could be

identified. The delay in preparation of this report, while motivated

bed/Wag of differing Considerations,
certainly helped add perspectiVe and

ietachment to the analysis at a time when perspective and detachment

were sorely needed.

_ We would recommend that othet fieldworkers
seeking to increase our

Understanding of math avoidance issues,
especially as they relate to an

American Indian context, adopt a flexible and wide-ranging datagathering

plan. We might not recommend that the focus of the study be as open-

-ended as was ours: A full sense of context can be Maintained even while

:Specific faceta of the context are being explored. We would not, for reasons

detailed in this chapter, recommend that researchers focus exclusively on

single Math avoidance "causes"0 nor would we recommend that researchers



base their analyses on data gathered strictly through questionnaires, through

observations, or home interviewing._ This report has shown the importance

of gathering, analyzing and coordinating data from a variety of sources

and through a variety of formats. We would recommend that that kind of

methodological _holism. -- a greatly expanded form of Cicourel's "indefinite

triangulation" -- be the minimum standard for any research project seeking

accurately to explore math avoidance conditions for any population;

2. The_imporrencP _of_the_Triba.1__Oonnection; This point need not be

belabored; The kind of holistic perspective alluded to in the preceding

paragraph cannot be constructed within an Indian community, unless the

Tribal government or other community authority is aware of and is openly

supportive of that effort. We merely note that the present project was

fortunate to have Tribal endorsement at both research sites; and we leave

to others to decide to what extent the access and cooperation extended to us

because of those endorsements impacted on the quality of the research

findings.

3. The need for increased staff knowledge about Tribal culture and

increased parental understanding of the "truth" about schooling. Both ideas go

together; the distance between home and school evidenced at both sites needs

to be addressed from both ends. Ideally, Tribal government can play a critical

role in mediating the information "fit:nit to both parties. And they should.

It is unrealistic to expect that school staff or parents will be able to de-

velop common educational goals and then work collectively to implement them,

if the foundation of understanding out of which those goals can be developed
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has not first been =tilted. Chapters Five and Six speak directly to the

urgency of this issue.

4. The Question of-elassroom management. Interests in remediating

Indian student math problems runs high within most reservation communities

and on-reservation schools: And there have been numerous strategies develdped

Mule marketed in recent years in response to those needs and those interests.

The findings of this prejeCt:make it clear that addition of a native language

mathematics component to the school.currictiluM,
introduction of computer

facilities or hand=held calculators into the classroom, purchase of materials

to make abstract concepts more "tangible"i and the like may be useful-additions

to the students' edUtatiotaI experiences at both sites. However these inno-

vations, as attractive as they may initially seem, will not necessarily

address what emerges as fundamental issues in math instruction as it occurs

within these classreems; They will do little, for example, to help bring Ute

students' orientation toward self-dependence into closer harmony with the

teacher's style of classroom management and with the friction Which emerges

when self=dependenea and management style coincide.

The fact is, of course, such innovations could do much to help integrate

the two perspectiVes; Computers could provide ample opportunity for self-

dependence to be asserted, cultivated, and rewarded -- if they had been pur-

,

chased, and now are being used as part of activities which are designed to

address that goal.

We are not recommending that the whole of the math curriculum at TES or CTS

be revamped to acknowledge the Indian background and Indian interest of the

students. School -math contains
Vedtern-oriented cultural concepts and has to

be mastered in terms of its western conceptual orientation; There is a way
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to draw on the skins; interests and attitudes which the student already possesses;

and then to use those skills; interests and attitudes as foundation for devel-

oping student mastery over the more western oriented concepts expected by the

school program; This can happen only after the school becomes fully aware of

the SkillS, interests and attitudes Which the Indian students are bringing

into the classroom; And to the extent that further studies of Indian Math

ANkiidaUde tau-help us better underStafid those skills, interests and attitudes,

further studies of Indian math avoidance will clearly be in the best interests

of the Tribes;
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Points of agreement between the Math Avoidance Project and the Vernal School District

1. The on-site research will be carried out during the period Japery 3 -

January 30, 1980; at Todd Elementary School; Fort Duchesne. Utah.

2; J.D. Smith. principal-of Todd Elementary School, will serve as liaison

between the school board and the project staff. William L.Leap Will

be the_contadt person within the project Staff.

3. Project staff Will be given permiadiOn to sit in on and obserte third

and fourth grade-classes during the designated on -site period and discuss

observationS With teachers and students. Tape recordings of tathetaties

lessons. and of discussions of math=telated issues with individUal Students;

may also be bade during that time. PardAtal_informed consent Will be

obtained prior to the time of the tapd=reCOrding.

4. The School Board, or its delegate, will be given opportunity to review

all interim reports_prepared for submit:Bien to the_NlE and to suggest

additions and_ modifications to the argutightt.
Project staff agred4 to

incorporate those suggestions into the_report, or to indicate the areas

of concern to NIE in a separate, appended document.

5. Project staff will matte -a formal presentation of project finding:4 to_ the

faculty and staff_Of ToddElementary_Sabodl_before the final report_ie

submitted to the ME faculty and staff, TOM Elementary facultY and Staff

will have opportunity to ask questions and commentonthe report. its

conclusions, and its recommendations; project staff agrees to incorporate

indicated concerns into the final report or to indicate those concerns to

the NIB in a separate, appended document,

For the__
School District

date
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"Math Avoidance Project"

Parental Informed Consent Statimumwt.

One of the problems facing Indian_ children when they go through school

is that they often find mathematics a diffitUlt subject to learn; No one is

sure why this problem arises, though_its result - school leaving, avoidance

of "hard science" courses in high school or of career training in technical

fields, are familiar to parents, teachers and tribal authorities alike;

We have been funded by the National Ihdtitute of Education to try and

shed some light upon this problem; We hopei_thrtiUgh our research this year,

VI be able to identify some of the factors Whith give rise to the "math

avoidance" problem in the Indian elementary SChtitil classroom; We are working

in full cooperation with the Education_DiVidion Of the Ute tribe and have

also received endorsement of the tribe's Busitited COmmittee; But to make

this project truly successful, we need your cooperation as well;

During part of the research period this -year, -we need to have a member of

the research team sit in on and observe_third and fourth grade classroom

activities at Todd Elementary School. We UV-6 tentatively scheduled four weeks

for these_observations; And, during that time, we need to tape-record several

Of the mathematics lessons in those classroomt so we can have an accurate

record of the formal steps through Which_the Students learn mathematical skills;

We Will want to talk with Ute students who are in -those classes, to gain their

perspective on math-learning and the strengths-and weaknesses they have in

these areas, lOre will be talking with the teachers and other school personnel,

and we will also want to get your views on these subjects, as well.

The project recognizes that portione of this research activity could, if

improperly handled, create embarassment or otherwise reflect improperly on you,

members of your family, other students, school personnel, and the Ute tribe as

a whole. Several safeguards are being taken to prevent this from happening.

All tapes, field notes and-analyses will be kept strictly confidential. Discus-

aion will not identify students, parents or teachers by name or through any

other individualized reference. The information gathered in this study will

be analyzed solely for educational research purposed, and will not be used to

assess the professional or personal competence of any person interviewed during

the course of this research. At the conclusion of this project, all tape

recorded materials will be turned over to the Dividion of Education for safe-

keeping. Access to the tapes will in future years be restricted solely to

educational research purposes. Use of the tapes for evaluation of the compe-

tencies of the teachers, parents, or student, or for any other such purpose,

will again not be permitted.

The Division of Education will review and approve all reports on the_

progress of theresearch before they are submitted to the NIE; Tribal and

school authoritieswill receive a_thokodgh briefing about project conclusions

and recommendations, and have a chente to ask questions about those conclusions

and recommendations, before the final report On the research effortis prepared.
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Participation in this study is strictly voluntary and you and your

Children may choose to Withdraw from project activities at any times

If you are willing to lend your support to this study* we ask you to

sign your name on the line below* date your signature, andreturn_tbe letter

to project staff. .Sighing this statement indidatei that you are familiar

With the goals and purposes of this project and that you consent to cooperate

With the project staff and the Division of Education in addressing them..

Should you have any questions, whether now or at somelater time, please

contact Forrest Cuchi director of the Division of Education. Me has been

designated by the Business Committee to serve as tribal 'Jason for this project.

Sincerely,

William Leap, Director
Math Avoidance Project
American University
Washington* D.C.

I hereby give my informed consent participation* and that of my children*

in the Math Avoidance project.

SIGNATURE DATE
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"Math avoidance" Project

Teachers-' -Informed Consent Statement

_Cue of the problems facing Indian children when they go through school
is that they often find mathematics a difficult subject to learn; Ne one
is sure why this problem arises, though the results of the_problem -- school
leaving, avoidance of "hard science" courses or of career training in the
later years, and the like, are familiar to parents, teachers, and tribal
authoritide alike.

We have been funded by the National Institute of Education to try and
shed some light on this problem. We hope, through our research, to be able
to identify some of the factors which lead to the "math avoidance" problem
in the Indian elementary school classroom. We are working in full coopera-
tion with the Ute tribe's Education Division and have also received the
endorsement of the tribe's Business Committee. But to make the project
truly successful, we need your cooperation as well.

During part of the research period this year, we need to have a member
of the research team sit in on and observe third and fourth grade_ classroom
activities at Trdd Elementary School. We have tentatively scheduled four
weeks of such observations. And, during that time, we need to tape-record
several of the mathematics lessons so we can have an accurate record of the
formal steps through which the students learn math skills. We will want to
talk with Ute students in those classes, to gain their perspective on math-
learning process and their comments on the problems they may be having in
these areas. We will plan to talk with parents and community members on these
points. And we will want to get your Views on these topics as well, particu
larly to make certain that your concerns about the "math avoidance problem"
and the strategies you use to remediate this problem are integrated into our
research findings and recommendations.

The project recognizes that portions of this research activity could,
if improperly handled, create personal embarrasament_or otherwise reflect
inappropriately on youand your position within the public schooling program.
Several safeguards are being taken to prevent this from happening. All tapes,
field notes, and analyses will be kept strictly confidential. Discussions
will be turned over to the Division of Education for safekeeping. Access to
the tapes in future years will be restricted solely to educational research
purposes. Use of the tapes for any evaluation of professional skill or per-
sonal competence at any future time will likewise be prohibited.

Participation in this study is strictly voluntary. We recognize that
you are under no obligation to allow data gathering to go on within your class-
room; nor are you obligated to agree to be interviewed by project staff.

If you are willing_to lend your support to this study, we ask you to
sign your name on the line below, date your signature, and return the letter
to project staff. Signing this statement indicates that you are faMiliSt_With
the_goals and purposes of the_project and that you consent to cooperate With
project staff is addressing them.
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!Should you have any
questions, either now or at some later stage in _'

the project, please contact Forrest
CUCho_direztor of the Ute Tribe's Division

of Education. Be has been designated by the Business Committee:to serve as

tribal liason for this project.

Sincerely,

William L. Leap
Tice American University
Washington, D.C.

I hereby give my informed consent to participation in the Math Aviodance

Fri:de-et.

4.

SIGNATURE
DATE:
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Points of agreement between the Math Avoidance Project and the Oneida
Tribal School.

1. The on=site research will be carried out during the period May 14 =
June 12, 1980, at Oneida Tribal School, Oneida, Wisconsih.

2. Jerry Hill will serve as liason between the school board and the
project staff. _William L. Leap will be the contact person within
the project staff.

3. Project Staff will be given permission to it in on and observe
third and fourth grade classes. during the designated on-site
period and ditcuts observations with teachers and students. Tape
recordings of mathematics lessons, and of discussions of math-
related issues with_individual students, may also be made during
that time. Parental informed consent will be obtained prior to
the time of the tape-recording;

4. The School Board, or its delegate, will be given opportunity to
review all interim reports prepared for submission to the NIE and
to suggest additions and modifications to the arguments; Project
staff agrees to incorporate those suggestions into the report, or
to indicate the areas of concern to NIE in a separate, appended
document.

5. Project staff will make a formal presentation of project findings
to the faculty and staff of Oneida Tribal School before the final
report is submitted to the NIE faculty and staff. Faculty and
staff will have opportunity to ask questions and comment on the
report, its conclusions, and its recommendations; project staff
agrees to incorporate indicated concerns into the final report
or to indicate those concerns to the NIE.in a separate, appended
document.

SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE DATE WILLIAM L. LEAP _ DATE
Math Avoidance Project
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"Math avoidance" Project

'Teachers' Informed Conset_Statement

One of the problemt facing Indian children_when they go through

School is that they often find mathematics a difficult subject to

learn. No one is sure why this problem arisess_though the results

of the problem -- school leaving, avoidance of "hard science" courses

or of career training in the later years, and the like, are familiar

to parents, teachers, and tribal authorities alike.

We have been funded by the National Institute of Education to try

and shed some light on this problem. We hope, through our research,

to be able to identify Some of the factors which lead to the "math

avoidance"
problem in the Indian elementary school classroom. We are

working in full cooperation with the Oneida Tribal School and have_

also received the endorsement of the tribe's Business Committee. But

to make the project truly successful; we need your cooperation as well.

During part of the research period this year, we need to have a

member of the research team sit in on and observe third and fourth

grade classroom activities at Oneida Tribal School. We have tentatively

scheduled four week8 of such observations. And, during that time,

we need to tape-record
several of the mathematics

lessons so we can

have an accurate record of the formal steps through which the students

learn math skills. We will want to talk with Oneida students in

those classes, to gain their perspective on math-learning process.and

their comments on the problems they may be having in these areas. We

will plan to talk With parentt and community member* on these points.

And we will want to get your views on these topics as well, particularly

to make certain that your concerns about the "math avoidance problem"

and the strategies you use to remediate this_problem are integrated

into our research findings and recommendations.

The_project recognizes that portions of this research activity

could, if improperly handled, create personal embarrassment or

otherwise reflect
inappropriately on you and your position within the

public schooling program. Several safeguards are being taken to

prevent this from hapPening. AI1 tapes, field notes, and analyses

Will be kept strictly confidential._
DiscussionS will be turned over

to the Division of Education for safekeeping. Access to the tapes

in future years will be restricted Solely to educational research

purposes. use of the tapes_for any evaluation of professional skill

or personal
competence at any future time will likewise be prohibited.

Participation in this study is strictly voluntary. We recognize

that you are under no obligation to allow data gathering to go on Within

your clattroom; nor are you obligated to agree to be interviewed

by project staff.

If you are willing to lend your support to thit Study, we ask you

to sign you name on the line below, date your signature; and return the
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letter to project staff. Signing this statement indicates that you
are familiar with the goals and purposes of the project and that
you consent to cooperate with project staff in addressing them.

Should you have any questions, either now or at some later stage
in the project, please contact Jerry Hill who has agreed to serve as
tribal liason for this project.

Sincerely,

William L. Leap
The American University
Washington, D.C.

I hereby give my informed consent to participation in the Math Avoidance
Project.

SIGNATURE DATE
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"Math Avoidance Project"

Parental Informed-Consent Statement

One of the problems facing Indian children when they go through

School is that they often find mathematics.a difficult subject to

learn. No one is sure why this problem arises, though its result --

School leaving, avoidance of "hard science" courses in high school

or of career training in technical fields, are familiar to parents,

teachers and tribal authorities alike.

We have been funded by the National Institute of Education to try

and shed some light upon this problem. We hope, through our research

this year, to be able to identify some of the factors which give rise

to the "math avoidance" problem in the Indian elementary School class-

room. We are working in full cooperation with the Oneida Tribal

School. But to make this project truly successful, we need your

cooperation as well.

During part of the research period this year, we need to have a

member of the research team sit in on and observe third and fourth

grade classroom activities at the School. We have tentatively scheduled

four weeks for these observations. And, during that time, we need to

tape-record several of the mathematics lessons in those classrooms

so we can have an accurate record of the formal steps through which

the students learn mathematical Skills. We will want to talk with

Oneida students who are in thote classes, to gain their perspective

on math-learning and the strengths and weaknesses they have in thete

areas. We will be talking with the t;achers and other school perSonnel,

and we will also want to get your views on thete subjects, az well.

The project recognizet that portions of this research activity could,

if improperly handled, create embarassment or otherwise reflect

improperly on you, members of your family, other students, school

personnel, and the Oneida tribe as a whole. Several safeguards are

being taken to prevent this from happening. All tapes, field notes

and analyses_will be kept strictly confidential. Discussion will not

identify students, parents or teachers by name or through any other

individualized reference. The information gathared in this_study will

be analyzed_solely for education
research purposes, and will not be

used to assess the profeSsionalor personal competence of any person

interviewed during_ the course of _this research. Atthe conclusion_

of this project, all tape - recorded materials will be turned over to -

the Division of Education for safekeeping. Access to the tapes will

in future years be restricted solely to educational research purposes.

USe of_the tapes for evaluation of the competencies of the teachers,

parents, or student, or for any other such purpose, will again not be

permitted.

The Division of Education will review and approve all reports on

the progress of the research before they are submitted to the NIE.

Tribal and school authorities will receive a thorough briefing about

project conclusions and recomMendations, and have a chance to ask
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3.

questions about those conclusiont and recommendations, before the
final report on the research effort is prepared.

Participation in this study it strictly voluntary and you and
your children may choose to withdraw from project activities at any
time.

If you are willing to lend your support to this study, we ask
you to sign your' name on the line below, date your signature,-and
return the letter to project staff. Signing this statement indicates
that you are familiar with the goals and purposes of this project
and that you consent to cooperate with the project staff and the
Division of Education in addressing them.

Should you have any queStions, whether now or at some later time,
please contact Jerry Hill who has agreed to serve as tribal liason
for this project.

Sincerely,

William L. Leap
Math Avoidance Project
The American University
Washington, D.C.

I hereby give my informed consent participation, and that of my children,
in the Math Avoidance Project.

SIGtUiTURE DATE
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TEACHER INVENTORY

In the following questionnaire a number of statements abcoit

teaching are presented; Our purpose is to gather information

about the attitudes of educators concerning these statements,

mahy of the statements are of such a nature that there are no

correct or incorrect answers. We are interested only in your

frank opinion of them;

Your responses will remain confidential; and no individual will

be named in the report of this study; Your cooperation is greatly

appreciatea.

Check the one statement in each column which is nearest your

own and your schodlis policy with respect to Indian eduCatiOh.

Check only one statement in each cOlUmn.

1. Orient the Indian student to slowly

lose identification with his tribal

heritage to assume adaptation to

the dominant society.

2; Orient ,the Indian students. to

respect their Indian culture, yet

to change predominantly toward the

dominant society.

3. Orient the Indian students to com-

bine their Indian culture and the

ways of the dominant society.

4. Orient the Indian students to

accept some aspects of the dominant

society but totai remain predominantly

identified with their Indian culture.
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TEACHER INVEPTORY

I. When and why aid you l'ir8t become interested in education?

2; How do you define Xndian education?

.
What are the goals of Indian education for your school?

Te what eXteht are they being achieved?

4; What are the

your school?

ajor problems in educating Indian children in

5; Are theSe problems different from the problems of non-Indian

stqdents In your school?

6; How can the problems in educating inetiao childreq in your

School be solved?

BEST COPY AVAILABLEI
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TEACHER INVENTORY

7. Do economic, social, and political conditions in your community
affect the education of Indian children? yet No

Don't know (If yes) In what way?

8. Alto are the people in your district who make deciSions about
educational programs for your school?

9. Are there other people who could be included in making these
decisons? Yes No

Who are these people?

10. What organizations in your community are working for the improve-
ment of the education of Lidice Children?

11. Specifically, what are these organizations doing?

412
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TEACHER INVENTORY

-4-

12. De fa tilty members participate:in the fo1Jowing activities:

Assisting in the interviewing and SeleCting c4 the

teaching staff? Yes Flo

Determination of the content of the curriculum ? :_ Yes

c) The determination of such school policies as attendancei

enrollment, school calendar? Yes' No

d; Attendance it SChool-cobbUnity meetings sponsored by school

and community organizations? YeS --U6

e) Mention any otber activities of the faculty in relation to

the School and community,

13. Should Indian language be included in the school curriculum?

Yes N6 Don't know (If yes) In what grade and how

14. Do you think having more Indian teachers on the faculty would

improve the educational achievement of Indian students?

Yes Mo Please explain:

15 Does the present education of Indian children In your school

equip tbem to be sucaessfe3 students how and tn the future?

Yes Nlit (II. no) What changee are necessary to

allow Indian students to be successful students?

;L-
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PARENT OR GUARDIAN: INVENTORY

Name of your community school

Relationship to student(s)

Tribal Membership

Occupation

I. Attitudes toward the school

1. What do you like about the school your child
attends?

2. What don't you like £bout the school your child
attends?

- 1 -
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II. Curriculum

I. What ehbUld your child learn in school that

he/she Is not now learning?

4.A.V0,12.

2. What kinds of things about leer tribe do you

think. your child should learn in school?

3. Dimit yOur school presently offer a bi--lingual

program?

4; Do ydu See i need for a bi-lingual program at

your school?

3. DO the classes offered at your school prepare

students lot their future education and/or work?

4



II. Curriculum (continued),

that things can teachers do to help your child

become a better student?

7. In your view, do the school activities other

than classes meet the needs of ycur child?

8. Are there any other school activities which

you think Should be provided for your child?

9. As a parent, how jaes the school involve you

in your child's education?

10. How does your scho61 inform you about the classes

and activities your child is involved in?

11: Are parental able to participate in making tied/Siting

about school programs which affect their children?



II. CurriculuM (Continued)

12. How are parents included is decision making'?

TGC lb

10/74.

13. What programs does the school provide for

adults?

14. What programs would you like the school to

provide for aduIti of the community?

4
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PARENT INVENTORY
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Do not sign your name.

Please indicate the extent to which you -agree with the following
sentences by checking (X) one of the following choices:

(Y) yes, (MY) Maybe yes, (MN) Maybe no, (N) no.

PL-EAS-E---CHECK ONE

Example: '1 Y

K

( M' / MN f N
You really agree that: I want my child to get
a good education.

I__I_Ieelcomlortahle when I go -to the school.
2. I think I know what type of education _m_

3. --Ienloly--tall4ns--tvachool--teaeterS.

4. Teachers are interested in what I think.

5---1 really don't like to to the School building.go

6. I ran make the settrtnt_h_otter for My child.

7. When my child gets into trouble at school he is
generally wrong. -

; se. good Aob.

9. I'd get more involved in school if I knew how to.
hel..

Parents working together can help our children
a education.get good

1 The . child.

2. I can hel m child eta- in school.
.-

,

ea ms in school.

4. My child listens to me.

5. My child has to go to school, even if he doesn't
want to.

6. Whenever my child has problems in school, I'm the
last to know.

7. I don't know what to tell my child about why he
-to-school.

8. I would like to learn how / can help my child do
well in school

9. I've been to school meetings last year.

0. Last year I visited the school principal or my child's teacher(s)
times.

. If I had to blame someone for my child not doing well in school,
I would blame: my child; the principal; the school; myself;
other

BEST CM %
5
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Addendum to parental questionnaire:

Let me ask you_ some questions about your involvement and interaction

with the schools

1. Is there a Parent=teacher association or group like that at

the school ?

2. Do you attend the meetings ? Why or why not ?

3. Have you ever had a conference with your child'S teacher ?

For What reasons Y Were math-related issues ever discussed

at those meetings ?

4. Does your child ever make comments. about school, his day at school,

or about the effectiveness of the learning experience there ?

What is your reaction when he make-5 these comment: does h2 know

What he is saying Is he just complaining, or what ?

5. Overall) do you feel coMfortable With the school and the work

it is doing ? Why or Why not ?

Lett me ask a few questions about homework :

6. Does the teacher assign homework for the students to complete ?

Is math homework ever assigned ? How much and how often 7 (If no, go tot0

7. Do you help your child with his homework ? His math homework ?

8. If you cannot hlp your child, who win' ? Other adults in the

home ? A neighbor ?

9. Do your children ever help each other with their homework assignments ?

And here -are some additional questions:

10. How much education do you want your children to have ? Is

high school enough ? What about college ?

11. After your child cmm pietes junior high school; do you want

ilia to continue Schooling : at a public_School in Roosvelt ?

at public School in Vernal; at MA boarding school ?

at Wasatch Academy or some private school ? some

other option ? Explain.

12. Does your Child attend school regularly ? Do you think he _should

go every day ? What reasons might he give for not joing ? How

many of thoit Would you accept ?

13. What di, you think is the best way for a child to learn :

to be told, in detail ante ; to be told several times;

to watch someone else to read about it in a book'-?

14. Do you ever tell stories to your Children ? Are these ever

stories you remember hearing When you were a child

4 1
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15. What happens: if you face a problem with your child's education which

you cannot solve: whom do you turn to for advice?

16. Do you have contact with the tribe's Division of Education?

For any particular reasons?
17. Have you ever felt teat mathematict was a particular problem-area for

Ute/Oneida children in general? For your on child?
18 Has a teacher or school official ever told you that your child is not

doing well in mathematics? What did the person propose doing about this?

19. Do you keep any numerical recordS at home? Any crafts; hobbies; or other

which directly use mathematical concepts and principles?
20. How important do you think math is, for young people? Do you find a need

for math during the day? Have you ever felt that you needed to know more math

to be able to do a job well? Do you foresee this as a problem for your

children?

Vb.
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STUDENT INTERVIEW

I. Name Of school

Age

Tribe

Sex: Male Feamie

Residence: (With whom and where do you live?)

Grade in school

How long in this school?

110w many schooli have yoU attended before

coming to tbis school?

1
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NhIDENT INTERVIEW

II. Influential persons.

l. What do you usually do with your time after sehool?

2. Do you have friends at school?

How are your friends helpful to you in school?

3. Do you have teachers in school who are your friends?

4. Are there any other persons in school or outside of

school who influence your feelings about school?

What roles do they have? (Such as reIativer6

teacher - aides; cooks; bus dirvers)?

5; Are there any persons in school or out of school

who discourage you from doing well in school?

III. Parents

I. Do your parents ever visit the school.?

How often?

2. For what reasons do your parents visit the school?

3. What do your parents say about the staff at school?

4. What do your parents say about the school curriculum?

(*Who are they? What do they do? Explain with examples.)



STUDENT INTURVIEW

IV; Language and Culture

1. Do you speak any Indiali language?

2. Does anyone else at school Speak an Indian language?

If so, who?

WOU3dyoU like an indian.langui e taught ii yocir school?

That kinds of things would you like to learn aboUt your

tribe?

5. Where can these best be learned?

V. Curriculum

I; What would you do with your time if you were rot in school?

DO you have a choice in the clasSOS YOU take?

3; What classes do you like?

Why do you like iiles0

5; What classes are not helpful to yon?

6. If you see anY relationship between your present education

in sehb01 and your futOre plans; what is it?

7. Other than classes: are there school activities in which

you participate?

8; What dO you need to khOw other than what you learn in

school?

9. What things can teachers do to help you become a better

student?

10; Are you able to participate in making decisions about

school programs which affect students?

21. How are students .included in decision making?

3 42
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Last name First name Grade Date of Test Date of Birth

NUNBER_SURVEY

DIRECTIONS: Write the answers to these questions in the blanks. Answers

1. Count these crosses with your finger and Wtite the number here

XXXRRRRXR
If you take away one of these crosses, how many crosses will be left?

If you take away two more of these crosses, how many will be left?

4. If you cut an apple in half, how many pieces will you have?

5. Billy had 4 pennies and his father gave him 2 more. How many pennies
did he have altogether?

6. Tom had 8 marbles and he bought 6 more. How many marbles did he have
altogether?

7. A boy had 12 newspapers and he sold 5 of them. How many did be have left?

8. At 7c each, what will 3 oranges cost?

9. A milkman had 25 bottles of milk and sold 11 of them. How many bottles
did he have left?

10. Four boys had 72 pennies which they divided equally among themselves.
Hoy many pennies did each boy get?

11. If a boy was paid $4 a day for working in a store, how many days would
he have to work to earn $36?

12. If oranges cost 30C a dozen and you buy 3 dozen of them, how much change
should you get back from $1.00 ?:

13. 36 is two-thirds of what number?

14. If 3 pencils cost 5C, what will it cost you to buy 24 pencils?

15. If a taxi charges 20C for the first quarter mile and 5s for each quarter
mile thereafter, what will be the fare for a two-mile trip?

16. Jones and Smith start to play cards with $27 each, They agree that at
the end of each game the winner will get one-third of the money which
the loser has in his possession; Jones wins three games it a row.
How much money does Smith have left at the beginning of the fourth game?
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DIRECTIONS: Write the answers to all of these problems that you can solve.

(Add)

2
3

(Add) (Subtract) (Subtract) (00

4 6 14 234

3 =3 --.= 8
461

-6---

925

(Subtract) (Multiply) (Multiply) (Divide)

322 8 204

- 154 __X__3
_2_7 -3-) 12

(Divide) (Multiply) (Subtract) (Multiply)

23 4203 37

7 -) 65 X-9-- = 3705 = 86

(Add)

10
21/2

(Divide)

-4-) 492

(Divide)

26 ) 1326

(Add) (Subtract) (Subtract) (Add)

1/6 Sk 7 -
1/3

112-- - 2 _=3 1/3 1/4
5/6

(Add) (gultiply) (Multiply) (Divide) (Multiply)

192 5/6 27
39

2/3 X 3/4 3/4 1/2

21 113 X 2
.04

(Add) (Divide) (DiVidd) (gultiOly)

.26
32.1

.2 -II-) 2.48 .002) 90a2 X-1;1-7-

_4i936

Write 3/4 as a
deditAl fraction:



Name

It is important:

WAYS OF LIVING *

not to run away from difficUlt things you're asked to do

to get along well with people .

to ShOw you are no better than other people

to be free so that no one can tell you what to do

to make money so you can buy lots Of things

to give other people what they need

to be efficient and practical in everything you do

to take from nature whatever you Want, whenever you want it

to work hard and be industrious do people will respect you

to be Able to tell other people What to do

to act smarter than other people

to work hard and achieve so that everyone can live better

to khdO and understand the ways of nature

to make up your own mind About things

.

to judge other people for what they are worth

to be quiet 'while others are talking

to be respected for what you know

to be respected for what you have

to kno0 when to take advice

to nailer let your family or friends down

*
Used at Todd EleMentary School and. Oneida Tribal School
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Name

It is importamt tot

IIIIMM

WAYS OF LIVING

share what you have with others

never tell anyone else how to live theik life

never Waste a thing

save for today because you never know what might happeh

tomorrow

never take advantage of other people

clean up after other peoples' messes

always remember to return favors people do for you

look out for yourself above everything else

help others when they need it

insist on getting what is coming to you

pay attention to the smallest details, no matter how

insignificant they seem

never worry about getting things exactly right

let the future take care of itself

avoid getting into fights over unimportant things

never deny yourself whatever you want

*
Used at Oneida Tribal School only



GRADE

=WENT INVENTORY

AGE SEX SCHOOL

Please mark each sentence in the following way;
If the sentence describes how you usually feel, put a check ( ) in the

column, "Like Me".

If the sentence does not describe how you usually feel, put a check ( ) in
the column, "Not Like Me". REMEMBER, there are no right or wrong answers.

THIS IS: LIKE ME NOT LIKE ME
1. I think I'm as good as everybody eltie.

2. I usually do the wrong things;

3. Things often bother me.

4. I am much like other people.

5. I find it hard to talk in front of the clads.

8. I do all right in school.

7. No one pays much attention to me at home.

8. I often feel left out of things that are going
on 1`. round here.

9. There are many times that I'd like to leave school.
10. I am usually able to get the things I need by

myself.

11. No one pays much attention to me at school.

12. Kith' usually pick on me.

/3. There are many times I'd like to leave home.

N. I can make up my mind without too much trouble.
(5. I think most people understand the way I feel

about things.

/&'. Others have to help me in the things I need.

I usually do what my parents want me to do.

6 I have trouble making up my mind.

r5 My parents expect too much of me.

I usually do the right thing.

42s
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APPENDIX III: Tabulations of Students' Responses
to the Field Instruments
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Relevant Variables

The follOWing is a list of variables as they appear on the research

instruments andthe.code used.to refer to the variables during the

factor analysis.

It is important:

not to run away from difficult things you're asked
to do.

to get along well with people.
to show you are no better than other people
to be free so that no one can tell you what to do.
to make money so you can buy lots of thinga.
to give other people what they need
to be efficient and practical in everything you do.
to take from nature whatever you want, whenever

you want it.
to work hard and be industrious so people will

respect_ you.
to be able to tell other people what to do.
to act smarter than other people
to work hard and achieve so that everyone can

live better.
to know and understand the ways of nature.
to make up your own mind about things.
to judge other people for what they are worth.
to be quiet while others are talking.
to be respected for'what you know.
to be respected for what you have.
to know when to take advice.
to never let your friends and family down.

out math class:

Code

Way 1
Way 2
Way 3
Way 4
Way 5
Way 6
Way 7

Way 8

Way 9
Way 10
Way 11

Way 12
Way 13
Way 14
Way 15
Way 16
Way 17
Way 18
Way 19
Way 20

Do you like to be in this class? Math 1
Do you have much fun in this cIasi? Math 2
Do most of your close friends like the teacher? Math 3
Does the teacher help you enough? Math 4
Do you learn a lot in this class? Math 5
Do you ever feel like staying away from this class? Math 6
Are you proud to be in this class? Math 7
Do you always do your best in this class? Math 8
Do you talk in class discussions in this class? Math 9
Ate most of the students in this class friendly to you? Math 10
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This is like me- not like me.
Code

I think I'M asi_good as everybody else.
.
Like 1

I usually do the wrong things.
Like 2

Things often bother me.
Like 3

I am much like other people.
Like 4

I find it hard to talk in front of the Cleat; Like 5

I do alright in school.
Like 6

No one payd_much
attention to me at home.

Like 7

I often feel left out Of things that are going

On around here.
Like 8

There are_tany times that I'dlike to leave_ school. Like 9

I am usually able to get the things I need by myself. Like 10 ,

No one pays much attention to me at school.
Like 11

Kids usually pick on me._ _

Like 12

There are many times I'd like to leave hdad.
Like 13

I can make up my mind without too much trouble:
Like 14

I think Moat people underitand the way I feel about

things.
Like 15

Others have to help me in the things I need.
Like 16

I usually do what my parents want me to dti.
Like 17

I have trouble making up my mind.
Like 18

MY parenta_expect
too much of me.

Like 19

I usually do the right thing.
Like 20

Semantic differential between:

myself and my tribe's way of life

myself and my family
myself and my school classes

my
-

school classes and tytribe's way of life

my family and my school teachers

Tribe (Ute or;Oneida)
Set_ (male or female)

Grade (third or fourth grade)

Age (younger or older)

Store (higher or lower on the math test)
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Selected Factors and Associated Variables --- All Students

Factor one all students

Code Variable(s it appears on the research instrument). Loading

Way 9 It is important to work hard and be industrious
so people Will respect you ;85377

Math-7 Are you proud -to be in this class? ;82864
Math 6 Do you feel like staying away from this class? -;78761
Math 1 7Wyou like:to be ihrthis class? _ ;73251
Tribe Tribal affiliation (=Utei + Oneida) -.69968

Thinking that it is to work hard ancrbe industrious,
and being respected for it is an attitude that occurs in the same environ-
ment as liking to be in math class#_being_proud to be fa that class; The
Ute children are more apt to respond to the above questions in this manner
than the Oneida children;

Factor two

Code

Sem 3

Sem 2
Sem 5

Sem I

Math 5

Score

all students

Variable Loading

Semantic space between myself and my
school classes ,.86813

Semantic space between myself _and nay fanily 82535
Semantic space between my fanny and

my teachers ;78159
Semantic space between myself and-my

trires way of life ;65611
Do you learn alot in this class? -;57323

The results of.the math test-

Children Who perceive "distancebetween themselvetiand their school.;
thelSelveS and their fatilies; themselves_;and'their tribes way of life :
and bet4een their teachers their faMilies also say ehey do not learn'

II : We

Factor three all students

Code

Age_ Age of the child
Grade Third oi fourth grade
Math 8 Do you always do your best in this class?

_It is the younger childreni attending the lower grades tiho say they
do their best in math class.

Variable

.- -the-math-teat.-

Loading

=.94988
=.88526
.56691

4 5 u
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FactorZfour an students

Code Variable

WaY 4 It is important to be free so that no one

_
can tell you what to do.

Flay 18 It is idtportaut to be respected for at

you have.

Wk$0 13 It is itiptiztibt to know and understand
the ways of nature.

Like 5- Things often bother me.

Like 9 There are many times I would like to

leave school.

Loading

:73428

- .68611

.64321

.64283

.54759

The attitudes represented on this factor have to do with freedom from

authority, and freedom from school.Thead
children say it_ is important to

be free from someone telling them whatto dO. They osy that material things

are not important, bUt that knowledge and understanding of natural things

are important.

Fattor five

COdd

Meth 9

Way 8

Math 10

Like 5

all students

Variable

Do you talk in cIasa discussions?
Rids usually pick on me.

It is important to take from nature what you

want when you want it.

Are most of the students in this class

friendly to you?

I find it hard to talk in front of the class.

Loading

-.76278
.73711 .

.67778

-.66070
.64125

Because thc, .;z:mple is about equally divided on this factor, it should

be interpreted two greys. 1)0tudenta Who do not talk in class, and find talk=

ing in class to be hard, also feel that the other students are not friendly.

2) Students who talk in class and find it not difficult to do so, say the

othsr students are friendly.

Factor six all students

Code Variable
Loaditg

Like 14 I can make up sag mind without too much trouble. .89442

Like 10 I am usually able to get the things I need

by myself.
.82453

Like 11 NO one pays much attention to me at athOol. --=.53210

Children who say they can take up shier own titids and attend to their

own needs also say they get enough attention in school;
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Fatt6r seven all students

Code Variable
Loading'

Math 3 DOMdifit of your close friends like the teacher? .86553Like 1 I think I'M as good as everybody else; =.61071Like 7 No one pays attention to me at home. .50965

Children who said their_close friends like the teacher, Said they
thought they were not as good as everybody else and that they didn't get
enough attention at home.

Factor eight all students

Code Variable Loading

Like 6 I do alright in sdhool .87358Like 20 I usually do the right thing .58814

_ Children who say they do alright in edhool also say they usually dothe right thing;

Factor nine all students

Code Variable
Loading

Way 19 It is important to know when_ to -take advice. .85472Sem 4 Semantic space between school classes and
the tribe's way of life -.60896Way 9 Itin important to work hard And achieve so

that everyone can liVe better. .60323

Children who say it is important to know_when to take advice and
to work_hard perceive.a

"!closetess"betOden edh-661 classes and the tribe'sway Of life.
. .

Factor ten Ali students

Code Variable
Loading

Way 2 It is important t,s get along well itIth people. .85757Way 14 It is important to make up your Owd Mind
About things. .79058

Children who *ay it is important to get along Well with people also
isay it is importatzl to make up your own mind.

452
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Factor eleven

Code

Way 3

Like17
Score

all students

Variable

It is important to dhow you are no better than

tither people.

I usually do whit
my_parenta want me to do,

The store on the math test

Loading

=.75979
. 71106

=.60148

Children who say it is not important to dhow you are no better than

others, aldo.say
they do what their parents want, and thete children Scored

low on the math test.

Factor twelve

Code

Way 6

Like2
flay 12

all students

Variable

It is important to give other people what

they -need,

I usually do the wrong things.

It is ithportant to work hard andachieVe

so that everyone can liVe better.

Loading

. 86352
.57479

.55699

Children who say it is important:tolgiie.others-What:thAy:matd,zand

to work hard also say they usually do the wrong things.

Factor thirteen
All studentd

Code Variable

Like 16
Like 8

Others have_td
help me in the things I need;

I Often feel left out of things that are

going on around herd.

Loading

.87492

-.52697

Because the 04mpie is about equally_
divided on this factor,_it

should be intet,reted in tiki_Veys;1) Children
who say they need help

say they do TLA feel left out of what is going on-in school:
2) Child-

ten utosay they do not need help say they do feel left out of what is

gang on in school;

Factor fourteen all itUdents

Code Variable

Way 1

Tribe

Loading

It is_iMportant
not to run away from difficult

things you are asked to do.
.82682

Tribal affiliation (,== Utei + Oneida)
=.58115

it -is primarily Ute children who think it is important not to run away

from difficult tasks.
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Factor fifteen

Code

Way 5

Like 4

all students

Variable

It is important to make money so you can buy
lots of things;

I am much like other people.

Loading

;81939
;56116

Children who say making money is important-lasor:say-they,areaike-other
people;

Factor sixteen all students

Code Variable Loading

Like-16 1 have trouble naking up my mind _ =.82646
Way 10 It is'impartant to tell other people

what to do; =.62093

Children who say they do not have trouble making up their Minds also
say it is not important to tell others what to do.

Factor seventeen all students

Code Variable Loading

Like 15 I think most people_ understand the way
I feel About things. .94864

This attitude does not correlate significantly with any other
variable.
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Selected Factors and Associated Variables Ute Students

UTE Factor one

Code Variable
Loading

Way 10 It is important to be able to tell otherd

what to do.
-.98949

Way 13 It is important to know and understand the

ways of nature.
.98949

Way 9 It is important to work hard and be industrious

so people will respect you. .96703

Like 17 I usually do what my parents want me to do. .84597

Math 10 Most of the students are friendly to ma. .78463

Like 3 Things often bother me. .71290

Math 3 Do most of your close friendr like the teacher? -.68257

Math 9 Do you talk in discussions in this class? .53418

Like 12 Kids usually pick on me.
-.52656

Like 9 There are many times I' would like to leave
school. .52578

The Ute children who say it is important to understand nature; and

to work hard also say it is not imppgant to be able to tell others what to do.

They say they do what their parents want, but that things often bother them,-

and that kids usually_pick on them. They say that most of the children in

math class are friendly_to them, and that they talk in class discussions

but that their friehds do nct like the teacher. They also suy they would

like to leave school, at times.

UTE; Factor two

Code

4111011IIIMIIMO.

Variable
Loading

Score The score_on the math test -.025

SeM 3 Myself and my school classes .91626

SeM 2 Myself -and my family
.88773

Sem 5 My faMily and my teachers _
.83716

Math 5 Do you learn slot in this class? -.80336

Sem 1 Myself and my tribe's way of life .79374

Like 18 I have trouble making up uy mind. .71719

Like 2 I usually do the wrong things .66322

Like 19 My parents expect too much of me =.56438

Sem 4 HY school classes and my tribe's way -of life. .55684

Way 20 It is important never to let your friends

and family down.
.53636

Like 12 Rids usually pick on me.
.51328

Like 5 I find it hard to talk in front of the class. .47400

The Ute Children who perceive_"distance" between themselves

and their school classes, between themselves and their families, between
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themselves and their tribe's way of life and between their families and their
teachers, their_cIasses and their tribe's way of life; also say they do
not -learn much in math class. They say they have trouble making up their
minds and that they usually do the wrong things. They say their parents do
not expect too much of them; and that it is important not to let friends
and family down. _These children also said that other kids pick on them;
and that it is difficult to talk in front:':ofthe.:class. The low score is
not at a level of significance.

UTF

-:Like 10

Like 14
Score
Like 9
Sex
Like 12
Way

Math 6

Factor four

Variable

I am usually able to get the things I need
by myself;

I can make up my mind without too much trouble.
The results of the math test.
There are times I would like to leave school.
B17e ( +);_girls
K-16 usually pick on me.
It is important to take_frad nature that you

want when you want it._
Do you ever feel like staying away frdm

this class?
The Ute children who scored low on the math test said that

Loading

.90981

. 90981

-.80434
.63950
.59118
. 58065

.53829

- .53628
they could

make up their minds without troubrE, and that they could get what they
needed by themselves; They say that there are times theyTwould like to leave
school and that kids pick on them. They say they -feel like_staying away
from math class; These are mostly males. They think it is important to
take from nature what they want.

UTE

Code

Way _2

Grade
Way 17

Age_

Math 1
Way 5

Like 8

Factor five

Variable

It is important
Third or fourth
It is important

you know.

to get along well with people;
grade
to be respected for what

Do you.like to be in this class?
It is important to make money so you can

buy lots of things;
I often feel left out of things that are

going on around here;

Loading

.84577.
-.83358_

.81298
-.74975
.69562

.56348

.51207

The Ute children who say they like to be in math class also say it
is important toget along well with people, that it is important to be
respected for what you know. They say it is important to make money.
They also say they often feel left out of what is going on in school.
These are primarilylyoungeichildren.

4 5 6
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UTE Factor eight

Code Variable

Way 6 It la_important to give other people what

they need.

Way 12 It is important to work hard end adhieve so

that everyone can Iive_better.

Math 7 Are you proud to be in this class?

Sem 4 Semantic spaee between school classes and

tribei way of life.

The Ute children who say they are proud to be in math

thtt it is important to give others what they need; and to

These dhildren also perceive a "closeness" between school

And the tribe's way of life.

Loading

.92629

.77347
47850

=.56376

-Class also say

work -hard.

classes

UTE

Code

Wsy 1

Like 6
Lika 20
Like 7

Factor nine

Variable

It is important
not_to run sway from difficult

thinge you are asked to do.

I do alright in school..

I usually do the right thing

No one pays much attention to toe at home.

LoAding

.88292

.88292

.56131

.50802

The rite children who said they do sltight to school also said that

it was important_not to run_ away from difficult tasks; and that they usu-

ally do the right thing. They also said that no one pays much attention to

them at home.

Pr
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Selected Factors and Associated Variables -- Oneida Students

ONEIDA Factor one

Code Variable Loading
Way 12 It is important to work hard and achieve

so that everyone can live better. = .96338
Way 8 It is important to take from nature

what you want when you want it.
Like 19 My parents expect too much from me. .9694g:
Way 15 It is important to judge others for what

they are worth. .93165
Like 9 There are many times that I'd like to

leave school._.
Way 18

= .75616
It is important to be respected for what you have. .72656

Way 4 It is important to be free so no one can
tell you what to do. - .67620

Math 2 Do you have much fun in math class? .66814
Like 7 No one pays much attention to me at home- .64195
Math 6 Do you aver feel like staying a- way from

this class? - .61618
Grade - .56815
Score Results of the math test - .43836
Like 8 I often feel left out of things that are going

on around here. - .52555
Way 17 It is important to be respected for what 'you

know.' .50699

The Oneida children who score& low on the math test sai that it is not
important to work hard, to be free so no one can tell you what to dobut

that it is important to take from nature what you want and to judge others
for what they are worth. They say their. parent expect too much..fram_them,
and that they -do not want to leave school. They say it is important to
be'respected for what you have and for that you know. They say they have. fun.
in math class and they .do not feel like staying away from it- They say that_
they get attention at home and they do not feel left out of things going on at
school.

ONEIDA Factor two

Code Variable Loading

Sem 4 Semantic space between my school classes
and my tribe's way of life .95511

SeM3 Myself and my_school classes .87665
Math 10 Are most of the students in the class

friendly to you? - .85916
Math 4 Does the teacher help you enough? - .80353
Sem 1 Hyself-and.my-tribeve.way of life. .80134
Math 5 - .77505Do you learn alot in this class?
Like 11 No one pays much attention to meat school. ;68919
Score Results of the math test. - ;60367
Sex Boys (f)i girls (-) _ - ;55316
Like 20 I usually do the right thing. - .54414
Sem 5 Jfy family.and my teachers .54395
Mth6 1Doyou ever feel like Staying from.

'this class ?--- .53131



ONEIDA, nadir two (continued)

The Oneida children who perceive a "distance" between their school

classes and their tribe's way of life, themselves and their school clatses,

:themselves and their tribe's Way of life and between their far:11114E3'8nd their

.

teachers are genitally girls who did poorly on the math test. They bay the

dhildren in math class are not friendly and that the teadher doeit not help

'theta enough. They say they ado not learn alot in math class and that they

feel like staying away from it. They_say they usually do not do the right

thing and they do not get attention at sdhool.

ONEIDA

Code,

Way 6_

Factor four

Variable
Loading

It is important to give other people whit they beed..86748

Math 1 Do you like to be in this class?
=-.83411

Way 10 It is itportant to be Able to tell other

people what to do.
.77136

Math 3 Do most of your close-ftiends like the teacher? =.69302

Like 1 I think I'm as good as everybody else. 4-
.60493

Like 3 Things often bother me.
.59803

Like 13 There ire times I would like to leave home. .55730

Like 5 I find it hard to to k in ftont of the class: .50541

The.Oneida dhildren Who say they do not like to be in math class

also say their_ close friends- do not like
the teadheri and that they find

it hard to talk in class; They say it is important _to gift- people what they

teed, but that it is not important to tell theM what to do. They saythat

things often bother them and there are times they would like to leave home.

They say they are as good as everyone else.

*NEM Factor tan

fiCode Variable

May 5 It is important to make money so you can buy lots

of things.

Way 1 It is important not to run *Way f;om difficult

things you are asked to do.
.71143

Like 17 I lousily do What my parents want me to do. .58311

Ir. , The Oneida children who thpt it is important to make ioney iaso

Met they do what thair_paren
*Pock They say it ix importanexot &Arun

W frpi daft-6dt &aka; In. 5 IP
__

Loading

.81346
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